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I Introduction

Development as capability acquisition

In his Commodities and Capabilities (1985a), Amartya Sen argues that economic development
should be viewed first and foremost as a process of expansion of people's capabilities.1 The
common practice of focusing on the growth of national production, he points out, may only too
easily lead to a commodity-centered approach in which economic progress is pursued as an end
in itself rather than as a means towards the higher objective of enriching human life. After all,
the quality of human life is determined not by the commodities which people are instrumental
in producing; nor is it determined by the goods which they receive - for instance as part of a
basic needs package. Rather, what matters is what people are capable of being or doing with
the goods that they have access to. This realization leads Sen to develop an alternative approach
to  development in which '...the quality  of  life  is  seen in terms of valued activities  and  the
capability to achieve these' (Sen, 1990:43). These valued activities or 'functionings' of people
range from such basic items as escaping morbidity and mortality and being adequately nourished
to such complex ones as achieving self-respect and taking part in the life of the community
(Ibid. :44).  It is the capability to accomplish all these and many other valued 'doings'  and
'beings' which, by giving them freedom to choose, enables people to rise above the forces that
control their lives.

The importance of technological capabilities

The concern of this study is with one particular subset of human capabilities which are vitally
important for people to be able to improve the quality of their lives. These are the skills and
knowledge required to bring about an indigenous process of technological development in
developing countries - technological capabilities in short. In the words of Frances Stewart,

' See also Sen (1983 and 1990).
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The ability to make independent technological choices, to adapt and improve
upon chosen techniques and products, and eventually to generate new technology
endogenously are essential aspects of the process of development. The process
may be described as the accumulation of technological capacity; it is at least as
important to economic development as the accumulation of capital (Stewart,
1981:80).

The significance of this statement, written at a time when very little empirical evidence was
available to support it, has since been borne out by several case-studies of technological
development at the firm level, carried out in different developing countries since the late 1970s

(mainly contained in Katz, 1978; Lall, 1987; Amsden, 1989; Westphal et at. 1984; Fransman
and King, 1984; and Stewart, Lall and Wangwe, 1992). Until that time, the notion had
prevailed that developing countries could simply import ready-made technological progress and

its attendant benefits from other countries which are technologically more advanced. Hence, the
technological problem that these countries had to confront was seen to consist primarily of
making the right choice from among available alternatives and ensuring that the technology that
was chosen was transferred under acceptable terms. The more recent literature on technology
and development has brought out that such imports by themselves are quite insufficient for
enhancing efficiency and inducing a self-sustaining industrialisation process. The reason is that
mere access to foreign technology - whether in the form of actual physical plant and machinery

or documentation and blueprints - does not imply people's mastery over that technology

(Dahlman and Westphal, 1981). Mastery results from a process that involves the local
acquisition of technological skills and knowledge - technological capabilities. This process is

by no means effortless. While some capabilities accumulate automatically over time as a result
of 'doing' in the sense that Arrow (1962) defined it, it also requires a purposive commitment
of time, human and physical resources to activities which lead to technological learning

(Dahlman and Westphal, 1981). Imports of technology can be a very useful or even a necessary
starting point for that local learning process,  but  they can never substitute  for it (Stewart,  1981).

The objective Of the research

This 'capability literature', as one may call it, forms the source of inspiration for this study.

However, at the same time the objective of this study is to take issue with that same literature.
Its focus has been overwhelmingly on the large-scale, modern sector of developing countries.

Yet, firms in this sector constitute but a modest segment of the entire industrial structure in the
great majority of developing countries. Therefore, the question arises as to what may have been

the reasons for the concentration of the research effort on this one particular subset of industry.

The  question is rarely addressed explicitly  in the  literature. This leaves one wondering whether
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people working in small (including informal) enterprises, which are typically much more
important for the creation of employment and income in developing countries than large,
modern firms,  do  not have any noteworthy  role to play  in the development of home-grown
technological capability whatsoever. One wonders all the more because it is precisely in these
small firms where productivity and incomes are lowest, and in which acquisition of more
advanced technical capabilities would thus presumably be most needed. Have small firms
perhaps been ignored on the assumption of there being no need for an independent capability
acquisition effort in the small-scale sector, for example because of an expectation that the
problems of poverty and underemployment would anyway be taken care of within a decade or
so through a rapid expansion of the modern sector or through an automatic and quick
widespread diffusion of the capabilities that have been built up there? Or, alternatively, has the
small-scale sector been neglected because of a belief that technological capability building
simply does not occur in small firms anyway, even though it is obvious that there is a need for
it from a human development point of view?

This study will show that neither of these assumptions can be accepted unequivocally, and that
there is hence no good reason why one might justifiably disregard the small firm in the national
capability building process. It will be argued that small firms have their own distinct role to
play in the accumulation of technological capacity, and that capability building in large firms
cannot go very far towards resolving the development problem on its own. More specifically,
while capability building in large firms might contribute much towards narrowing the
international technology gap which exists between a developing country and the economically
developed countries, it might  help but little towards resolving  the - perhaps even wider  -
technology gap which exists within the developing country itself. Therefore,  it  is ' . . . necessary
for the national firm - private and public, small and large - to be involved in the knowledge
accumulation process. ' In particular,  ' . . . the origins of the technological advance must apply
to  the  economy   in   general  rather   than   [be]   limited  to   scattered  segments'   (Bruton,   1985:81,
emphasis added).   In  sum, we posit  that the neglect  of the small-scale sector  in the capability
literature constitutes an important weakness of that literature. The aim of this thesis is to make
a contribution towards redressing this imbalance, mainly through an empirical study of
capability building in small firms.

The research methodology

The subject is investigated in two different ways. First,  in the virtual absence of direct empirical
information on the topic, a broad literature survey was carried out to unearth any materials
outside the capability literature which could shed some light on the issue in spite of their focus
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being on another - but somewhat related - topic. The objective of the review was simply to find
out what - if anything - is already known about capability building in small firms. The literature
search that was conducted for this review yielded approximately 40 studies drawn from a
remarkably wide variety of development literatures, which included - aside from a very few
studies with a direct focus on capability building - studies on entrepreneurship, appropriate
technology, the generation and diffusion of innovations (especially in the farm equipment

sector), adult education, the development of the capital goods sector, and more general studies

about industrialisation and structural transformation. A few studies of small-scale enterprise

development and the informal sector were also found useful. However, on the whole it had to
be concluded that, just as the capability literature has neglected the small-scale dimension, so
too has the small-scale and informal sector literature - well-defined and substantial as it may be
-largely ignored the topic of capability acquisition.

These various literatures were scanned for information about the extent to which small firms
had acquired capabilities and the nature of those capabilities; the nature of the underlying

learning process; factors that had triggered or facilitated that learning process; and the economic

impact of the higher capabilities on the firms concerned and on their environment. The review
threw up a surprising amount of information that would seem to indicate that small firms in
developing countries do indeed acquire technological capabilities, and that this is socially and
economically beneficial in the sense that it apparently contributes to higher employment and
incomes in these enterprises as well as increased satisfaction of customers who benefit from
access to locally-made products with appropriate characteristics at prices which are often

substantially lower than of comparable imported ones. Capabilities were apparently built up
mainly in different branches of the metalwork sector, especially among manufacturers of
general-purpose machine tools and farm equipment. This is an extremely significant finding
because these happen to be the industries that have historically formed, and still form, the
springboard for the development of a full-fledged capital goods sector which plays such a
crucial role in the successful indigenisation of technology and in inducing a domestic self-
sustaining process of technological change.

At the same time, the review had its limitations. Its main problem was that almost all the
evidence was qualitative, piecemeal, and in some cases rather descriptive. The evidence was

certainly not firm enough to enable the drawing of clear and detailed conclusions which could
serve as a sound basis for designing relevant technology policies. Therefore, the main
conclusion from the review was that, since we appear to be dealing with an important
phenomenon, additional more detailed research into the nature of the process would be useful.
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The second part of the study was aimed at addressing this gap in the literature review through
a detailed survey of capability building among small capital goods producers, based on fresh

primary data. The data were collected from small-scale farm equipment manufacturers in
Pakistan's Punjab Province during April-June 1994. The Pakistan Punjab was chosen as a
fieldwork site mainly because it was a location in which the process could be conveniently
studied at the present time. The farm equipment sector has exhibited spectacular growth since
the onset of the Green Revolution in the early 1960s. The sector consists almost entirely of
several hundreds of truly small enterprises (employing roughly between five and 50 workers)
which make various types of equipment that can be used with tractors.

Since there was an important trade-off between breadth and depth in the investigation, the focus
of the field study was considerably narrower  than  that  of the literature review.   Its  main
objective was to shed more light on the process of capability acquisition usef, without giving
due regard to the factors that set it in motion and its socio-economic impact. Although more
detailed information about the causes and consequences of capability building was also
considered to be highly desirable, a detailed probing of what technological learning in small
firms actually involves, how it leads to more advanced capabilities and what these capabilities

consist of, was considered to be more pertinent at this stage. It simply does not make sense to

begin by studying the causes and impact of capability acquisition without first having obtained
a better grasp of the phenomenon itself.

Since the main aim of the field study was to come up with detailed and hard evidence which
could form an input into theory formation and policy design, a novel methodology was
developed which allowed for a quantitative analysis of the hypothesised relationship between
the capabilities that could be observed in the surveyed firms on the one hand, and, on the other,

a variety of different activities and processes which one would associate with technological
learning on the basis of the extant capability literature and other relevant materials. The existing
large-firm capability literature was no help at all at this stage because this literature turned out
to be just as deficient in terms of quantitative measurement and testing as the secondary small-

firm literature. Most of that literature consists of case-studies of individual firms or small

groups of firms, which are rich in terms of description of the nature of the process but have not
attempted to quantify capabilities and the efforts that were required to build them up. The
capability studies that have a macro-economic focus have used some basic indicators of
capability such as the number of scientists and engineers, the volume of formal R&D and the
number of patents registered, but these measures are limited. Even in the large, modern firms

surveyed in the capability studies, the great majority of the efforts expended for the acquisition
of capabilities takes the form of practical experimentation on the shop floor which does not
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show up in any official statistics. Obviously, the problem could only be expected to be worse
in the sort of firms which are the focus of this particular study. The deficiency in the area of
quantitative measurement and testing therefore emerged as a second major weakness of the
capability literature, close in importance to the neglect of small firms. The development of an
adequate measurement methodology for capability and learning thus became an innovative and
very important part of the thesis.

Conducting detailed case-studies such as this one is actually a much undervalued and hence

neglected area of research. 'The mention of can-making in Tanzania does not make the air
electric with expectation, and the number of economists who will be absorbed by a study on
manufacturing cement blocks in Kenya is likely to be remarkably lower than the number who
will dig deep into a general article by the same author on the conflict between output
maximization and employment maximization in technological choice,' noted Sen in the preface
to a book which contained a number of detailed cases on technology choice (1985b:vii-viii). It
is, therefore, perfectly understandable that there would be readers who would not, at first
mention, be thrilled by a study about how small-scale producers of farm equipment in Pakistan
go about acquiring more advanced technical skills and knowledge.  Yet,  ' . . .  it is precisely these
"details" that make all the difference between success and failure in technological planning'
(Ibid. :vii). Moreover, in the course of the thesis it will emerge that the sort of processes that
have been at work in the farm equipment industry in Pakistan's Punjab Province have also
occurred, and are likely to occur again, in many other countries in the developing world. It is
this wider relevance of the topic from which a detailed study in this one particular location
derives its true significance, and which allows us to draw general lessons from its research

methodology and findings.

The structure of the volume

The thesis consists of two main parts, which reflect the two different ways in which the topic
will be investigated. Part I (containing chapters II, III and IV) is entirely based on existing
literature, whereas Part II (consisting of chapters V, VI and VII) deals with the field study
which is based on new primary data. Chapter II is the opening chapter - a review of the extant
capability literature designed to set the scene for the rest of the work. It begins by relating how
and why the capability literature emerged, discusses its theoretical underpinnings, and
summarises its main findings. Then it goes on to discuss in detail the two main limitations of
that literature which formed the point of departure for this study - first of all the neglect of
small firms; and then the lack of quantitative measurement and testing. Chapter III contains the
justification for the research. It is an argument for why a research focus on capability building
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in small firms would be desirable and useful. The actual empirical research into capability
building in small firms starts in Chapter IV with the review of the secondary literature. The
review shows that the phenomenon is apparently quite widespread, so that it may be rather more
significant than the neglect of this topic in the literature would have us believe. The conclusions
from this review lead us to the design of the field study in Part II of the thesis. Chapter V gives

the reasons for all the choices that were made in the research design of the quantitative study
- the sector to be studied, the location to be selected, and the research and sampling
methodology to be adopted. Chapter VI is a methodological chapter, devoted entirely to an
explanation of the measurement of the various capability and learning variables about which
information was collected and with which the quantitative analysis is to be undertaken. Chapter

VII reports on the results of that data analysis. Chapter VIII, finally, contains conclusions and
implications for research and technology policy, based on Part I and II together.



PART I

CAPABILITY BUILDING IN THE EXISTING LITERATURE

i



II Technological Capability and Its Importance
in Economic Development

II.1 Introduction

As described in the Introduction, the capability literature performs a dual role in this thesis. On

the one hand,  it is its source of inspiration and hence serves as its point of departure. However,
at the same time, the study also identifies and addresses certain weaknesses in the literature.

Thus, while it is in one sense an extension of the extant capability literature, the study also
breaks new ground.

This chapter reviews the extant capability literature with two aims in mind that reflect the dual
role mentioned above. The main concepts and findings are briefly summarised in order to
highlight the valuable elements of the extant literature that make it a suitable starting point for
this study. The second objective of this review is to discuss the two specific weaknesses of the

capability literature that were already mentioned in the Introduction, namely the limitation of
its research focus and the nature of its research methodology. These two weaknesses together

form the 'raison d'are' of this study.

The review is tailored to the objectives of this study and does not aim to cover all the issues and

problems in the capability literature. Aspects that are important in the context of this particular
study are given particular attention while aspects that are not so central are treated in less detail
since it is unnecessary to add to the list of good full-scale reviews and summary articles that
already exist. 2

z See, for instance, Lall (1992), Katz, (1985), Dahlman and Westphal (1984) and Herbert-Copley (1990).
Section II.3 draws heavily on these review articles.
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The chapter is structured as follows: Section II.2 elaborates on the capability concept and how
it emerged. Then the theoretical framework of the capability literature is discussed in section
H.3, providing the necessary background for the interpretation of the main findings of that
literature in section II.4. The major limitations of those findings and their implications for
further research are discussed in section II.5. These new research directions  form the basis  for
the chapters that follow.

II.2 The Capability Concept and Its Origin

There was very little recognition of the existence of, or the need for, indigenous technological
activities in less developed countries until the late 1970s. Research focused predominantly on
the issue of choice and transfer of technologies: Although some notable exceptions exist4, the
dominant view was that the problem of technological backwardness could be overcome by
adopting more efficient technologies developed in the technologically more advanced countries.
Hence the preoccupation at that time with issues such as capital intensity and labour intensity
and the relative costs of different means of transfer (Weiss, 1990:236-7).

The conceptual framework underlying this view was predominantly neoclassical. Developing-
country firms face a production function with a number of given alternative technologies about
all of which they have full knowledge. The key to the progress of the firms lies in the selection
of the most appropriate technique (i.e. the one that maximises their profits) given local factor
endowments and relative prices. Since all firms are assumed to have full knowledge of the
technology shelf, differences in choices emanate only from differences in local conditions and
possibly from some unique endowments possessed by them. Also, all firms are fully efficient
in the sense that they are always operating on the production function. Inefficiency can arise

only from being on the wrong point on the production function as relative factor prices change.
However, firms are supposed to shift to the optimal point quickly, costlessly and effortlessly.

The restrictive and unrealistic assumptions required for this model to work were challenged on
both theoretical and empirical grounds by a number of 'alternative', more dynamic approaches

3 For example, in her Technology and Underdevelopment, Stewart wrote: 'This book is about the impact of
technology on development. That impact depends on the technology in use in underdeveloped countries, which is
a  function  of the technology available  to the country,  and the choice  made  from the total available'  (1977: 1).

4 See, for instance, Solo (1966).
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that began to emerge in the second-half of the 1970s.5 These approaches are variously referred
to as institutionalist or structuralist. While they do not represent a unified body of thought, they
all emphasise the importance of and need for technological change in the LDCs themselves. The

capability literature is one subset of these approaches.

The starting point in the capability literature is that the existence of adequate local capacity for
incorporating more advanced technologies in developing countries cannot be taken for granted.6

Whereas technological hardware can be transferred, the capability to make effective use of that

hardware cannot be transmitted so easily;   it  has   to be developed locally through indigenous
efforts - the purposive allocation of technological knowledge together with other resources to

assimilate and adapt existing technology, and/or even to create new technology (Dahlman and
Westphal,   1981: 13).7 Hence, there  is no automatic link between technology imports  and  the

development of local technological capability. Technology imports may play an important role
in local technological development in the sense that they might stimulate and enhance the

acquisition of local technological capability, but they cannot be a permanent substitute for the

lack  of such a process (Stewart,  1982:80-1).

A number of empirical studies about the developmem of indigenous technological capability in

LDCs, both at the firm level and at the country-wide level, have emerged since the late 1970s.

Although they have been primarily inductive and have not adopted a formal theoretical

framework, the micro-level studies in particular have been inspired by evolutionary approaches

to economic change as developed mainly in Nelson and Winter (1982) and in Dosi et al.

(1988).8

5 For a useful discussion about the limitations to the traditional neoclassical choice model and an introduction
to a number of these new approaches, see Stewart and James (1982). See also Fransman (1985) for a review of
these approaches and for a discussion of the reasons for the paradigm shift.

6 Obviously, this issue does not arise in the traditional neoclassical approach. All actors are assumed to have

full knowledge, enabling them to make an efficient choice, while assimilation (if at all required) is instantaneous

and  effortless  and local adaptations  are not required.

7 Arrow's (1962) conceptualisation of the learning process as a passive, automatic and costless 'by-product'
of involvement in production activity is considered to be of limited value for understanding the technological
learning processes in the firms studied.

8 These were in turn inspired by a number of earlier authors outside the neoclassical domain. The most

important are Simon (1957), Cyert and March (1963), Schumpeter (1934 and 1950) and Penrose (1959).
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II.3 Theoretical Underpinnings

In the evolutionary view, firm-level technical change results from a continuous learning process
through the activities undertaken to absorb, adapt and create technology. The growth and
competitiveness of firms are a function of the organisational routines that they build up as a
result of those learning processes. Learning is partly an automatic, costless process in the sense
of Arrow (1962) because organisations remember by 'doing'. However, most of the learning
requires a purposeful commitment and allocation of resources.

In a more recent article, Nelson makes the link between organisational routines and a concept
that he calls 'dynamic core capabilities' of the firm - a term very similar to our concept of
technological capabilities   -   when  he   says   that the routines '.. .define   a   set of things   the

organization is capable of doing confidently' (Nelson, 1991:68). The continuous development
and improvement of such dynamic core capabilities is absolutely central to the well-being and
survival of the firm: 'Simply producing a given set of products with a given technology will not
enable a firm to survive for long.' (Ibid:68).9

We have seen that traditional neoclassical theory tends to emphasise similarities between firms,
and in so far as differences exist they are assumed to reflect differences in market environments.
The central aim is to understand and predict the behaviour of the representative firm. In
contrast, in evolutionary theory the idea of heterogeneity is essential. Even if firms in an
industry operate basically in the same environment, their learning 'routines', and hence the set
of core capabilities that they acquire, will differ according to their specific strengths and
weaknesses, subjective perceptions of feasible paths, and ambition. Nelson coined the term
'discretionary differences' for these (1991). Another possible source of heterogeneity springs
from differences in work effort between firms. This can refer to either differences in the
efficiency with which firms operate similar given technologies or differences in the drive with
which they pursue technological improvements. Heterogeneity    in   all its forms drives   the
competitive process in Schumpeterian fashion. In evolutionary theory, the function of the market
is not so much to allocate resources efficiently as to select actors with efficient routines and
superior core capabilities.

9 The concept of dynamic core capabilities has recently received considerable attention from a number of other
writers in strategic management as well. For an overview of many of these, see Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1990).
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An important reason for the existence of heterogeneity is the fact that knowledge cannot be fully
articulated - in other words, that knowledge is partly tacit.'0 The problem that we  know more
than we can tell becomes manifest in various ways when new skills are being taught and learnt.
'In some cases, the difficulty may arise from the fact that an instructor is quite unaware of the
key principles [underlying a skilful performance],  and  that he actually serves  less to instruct
than to detect and reward randomly occurring improvements in performance' (Nelson and
Winter: 1982:77). For example, few parents who teach their children to ride a bicycle would
consciously know that the way to keep balance when turning a corner is to tilt slightly in the
opposite direction just before turning.

In other cases, the instructor may be able to fully explain all the underlying principles involved,
but the instructions may still not convey the ability to execute the task with the required
efficiency.    And when learning a skill involves mastery of several subskills   that   have   to   be

executed in sequence, even very detailed intellectual instruction on all those elements would not
usually ensure the smooth integration of those subskills into an overall skilful performance. The
instructions used by pilots on how to land an aeroplane can be memorised within a few minutes,
but few people would want to embark on a flight with someone who had memorised the rules
but lacked practice. In this case, verbal or written instructions provide at best a starting point
for the acquisition  of the skill.  (Ibid.:  77). 11

The implications of tacitness of knowledge for the way firms operate are described well by Lall.
Firms in a particular industry do not operate on a common production function. They know
more about their own technology than about similar (but not identical) technologies in use by
other firms  in the industry. It follows that transfers  from  one  firm to another cannot  be

effortless, not even if both firms operate in the same environment. Just to acquire mastery over
a given technology would require efforts to assimilate the technology because its underlying

principles would be fully understood only through practice (Lall, 1992).

Search andfundamenml uncenainty are vital concepts in the evolutionary approach to economic
change. Firms progress through search, but since it is a costly and time-consuming activity and
the gains from search are uncertain, firms will only engage in it when they feel some pressure

10 Nelson and Winter took this idea from Polanyi, in whose writings it occupied a central place (see Polanyi,
1967).

" Tacit knowledge is thus different from codified knowledge. The latter refers to the fact that technology tends
to come 'wrapped up' in blueprints and manuals. Codification is not generally seen as a substantial barrier to
knowledge acquisition because it is articulated knowledge.
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to do so. Pressures can take the form of sticks or carrots - binding constraints which have to
be overcome in order to avoid loss of market share or profit, or incentives which promise future
gain. Pressures can arise from within the firm itself as well as from the firm's environment.
Nelson and Winter emphasise that firms tend to stop searching before all potential alternative
courses of action have been thoroughly explored because decision-making problems are complex
and their information processing capacity is limited. Thus, their decisions are not optimal in the
sense that they do not reflect the results of global calculation of costs and benefits; rather, they
are satisfactory given their specific objectives, resources, skills and constraints.12 What is
satisfactory for one firm will not generally be satisfactory for another. Hence, there are notable
differences in the search behaviour of firms. Those with more efficient search routines and those
that search more intensively are generally rewarded with superior performance, although a
considerable element of luck is also involved.

An important characteristic of the search process is that it tends to be concentrated around the
firm's initial point of production because it is easier and less costly to explore one's immediate
neighbourhood. Nelson and Winter liken the position of firms to the vision of a person who
surveys a street on a misty day: the immediate environment is reasonably clear, but the images
become vaguer and vaguer with increasing distance. In other words, technological progress at
the firm level does not usually involve a shift of the complete production function (if at all this
notion is acceptable).  It is localised,  an idea originally put forward by Atkinson and Stiglitz
(1969).13 The nature  and the location of the change depend  on the firm's point of departure
- its resources, accumulated technological capabilities and prior technological decisions.

Much of the technological progress at the firm level tends to take a cumulative and incremental
form, an idea that came originally from economic historians such as David (1975) and
Rosenberg (1982) and has been extended primarily by Dosi (1988) who used the notion of firm-
specific growth trajectories. Nelson and Winter envisaged  that  in many instances, puzzles  or
anomalies (and, hence, pressures) tend to arise in the course of undertaking normal production
activity. The element of cumulation in technical change emanates   from   the   fact that these

12 Critics of the evolutionary approach have argued that such a satisficing strategy is quite compatible with
neoclassical optimisation behaviour, according to which a firm will stop searching when the marginal costs of
search begin to exceed the expected marginal benefits. However, Nelson and Winter maintain    that    the
conceptualisation of firms as optimisers is not useful in a situation in which uncertainty is so fundamental that one
cannot possibly calculate the expected costs and benefits of all conceivable alternatives. One has no choice but to
rely on relatively simple decision-making rules and procedures. Moreover, firms do not possess a well-articulated
global objective function because they are coalitions of decision-makers with different interests.

" While Atkinson and StiglitZ themselves still used the concept of the production function, Nelson and Winter
discard it altogether.
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anomalies or bottlenecks arise out of the initial production technology and the idiosyncrasies of
the firm and its environment. Moreover, '...the concreteness of such questions and the obvious
existence of an application for the answers is an important point in their favour as guides to
problem-solving activity' (Nelson and Winter, 1982:129). The experience that is built up in this
way will then determine the way in which further resources for innovation are used, and will
therefore also influence the nature of future production technologies. 14 Most often,   this
sequential debottlenecking is a gradual process consisting of a whole series of successive small
changes and improvements which are built into an existing technology, product or organisation
of a firm. Although Nelson and Winter emphasise incremental progress, they also acknowledge

the existence of an occasional major innovation, for instance when a new vintage of equipment

is  acquired.

Conclusions

To sum up, an evolutionary interpretation of the nature of technological change in developing

countries differs radically from the explanation provided by the traditional production function
approach. From the evolutionary perspective, the traditional approach greatly underestimates
the importance of local technical change because it equates technical change with major

innovation, an activity which is still concentrated in the technologically advanced countries. In
the evolutionary view, technological change generated by firms in developing countries is an
essential aspect of economic development. It consists of a continuous search and learning
process in which the generation of entirely new technology is only the most complex - and least

common - activity on a continuum of a much larger set of technological activities, including
search for alternatives, assimilation, and minor and major adaptation and improvement of
chosen technologies, products and organisational principles.

One might object that the traditional static neoclassical choice model of the 1970s is no longer

representative of current neoclassical theorising. The focus of recent neoclassical   work   has

indeed shifted away from the simple static model in which technological change was treated as

exogenous, and several recent neoclassical theoretical contributions have aimed at endogenising

innovation. These new models incorporate elements such as search, limited information and

14 Nelson and Winter primarily had industrialised economies in mind when they modelled the search process,
but there is reason to believe that their idea is at least as valid in developing countries. In such economies, argues
Bruton, ' . . .owners and managers see their production activity  very  much  as  part  of the total environment...  The
consequence is that they see no way in which to effect a change... Something then must happen from outside the
firm's routine operations that focuses attention on one aspect that emerges as a specific, identified source of
problems' (Bruton, 1985:85).
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transaction costs, and allow for durable competitive advantage conferred by learning curve
effects and problems arising from market failure. I5

However, these models are still not as suitable as an evolutionary framework for the purpose
of understanding the sort of phenomenon that this study is concerned with. One problem is that
they still focus exclusively on radical innovations that emanate from formal R&D. Much of their
analysis is cast in terms of game-theoretic models explaining strategic R&D rivalry. Such a
framework is not particularly suitable for explaining technological change in developing
countries, in which major innovations occur only rarely and most of the technological efforts
undertaken by firms take the form of informal search and experimentation on the shop floor.

Another problem is that the neoclassical models still treat innovation just as any other choice
problem. As Nelson points out, investment in R&D is treated like investment in any other
durable good. Risk is modelled as statistical uncertainty. The probability of coming up with a
useful invention is represented by a random draw, and problems arising from market failure are
treated no differently from the problems associated with any non-innovation-related public good.
The  complexities  can be substantial,  but in principle  one  can  -  and  does - apply  the  rule  of
constrained maximisation with a given choice set. However, asks Nelson,  '...does it make sense
to work with a model that presumes that the transistor, or the M form of organization, were
always possible choices out there and known to all relevant parties, and that they simply were
chosen and thus came into existence and use when conditions made profitable the relevant
investments?'   Such a model  does  not do justice  to the fundamentally uncertain nature  of
technological progress. To say that decision makers 'optimise' is meaningless in a situation
where an optimum decision (if it exists at all) cannot be calculated, and it sheds no light on
what decision makers actually do when they pursue technological improvement.  One also comes

away with very little insight into what makes firms differ from each other in this respect. 'Thus,
nowhere...  is the fundamental uncertainty, the differences of opinion, the differences about

perceptions about feasible paths... even recognized,   much less analyzed  in any detail'
(Nelson,1991:65-66). Problems arising from lack of information and risk are particularly severe
for the firms in developing countries that are the subject of the capability literature. When the
essence of the activities undertaken by firms to bring about technical progress can be best
characterised as 'muddling through', it hardly makes sense to treat problems arising   from

uncertainty as imposing peripheral constraints on an optimisation problem.

15 For surveys, see Reinganum (1989) and Cohen and Levin (1989).
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II.4    The Main Findings of the Capability Literature

According to the literature, significant technological capabilities have emerged in the firms
studied, particularly those in Latin American countries (Katz, 1978), Korea (Amsden,  1989) and
India (Lall, 1987).16 The findings of these studies clearly undermined the notion   that   LDC
firms were mere choosers and users of foreign technology. However, formal R&D and
commercialisation of completely novel products and processes form but a minor part of local
technological endeavours. Much more important are activities designed to build up investment,
production and adaptive innovation capabilities of local firms (Dahlman et at.,  1987), and many
of these activities take place on the shop floor.

Firms acquire multifarious capabilities. Most writers distinguish between three main types, but
much finer subdivisions can be made within each type. Firstly, investment capabilities refer to
the skills and knowledge that are brought to bear on activities involved in choosing, acquiring

and installing new equipment. Such activities include, for example, preparation of feasibility
studies, search for technology suppliers, comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of
alternative technologies, bargaining with suppliers, drawing up of contracts, procurement of
hardware, plant erection, process engineering, start-up, staff recruitment, organisation of staff
training, and basic process design. Secondly, production capabilities consist of the skills and

knowledge required to operate established plants efficiently. These include, for instance, quality
control, raw material control, production scheduling, trouble-shooting, and preventive
maintenance. Thirdly, adaptive innovation capabilities are skills and knowledge required to
make changes to established plants. These are used in activities such as capital stretching,

making product or process adaptations to local factor prices, local materials or market demand

(Lall, 1992; Westphal, Kim and Dahlman, 1985).0

The development of these various capabilities was found to be a gradual and cumulative

process, and it is possible to distinguish certain stages in it. It tends to start with relatively
simple activities designed to overcome problems associated with the choice, installation and
efficient operation of a given technology, which means that basic assimilation, production and
very minor adaptation capabilities tend to develop first. Building on the experience generated

16 The coverage in this section is limited to these studies in which firm-level evidence has been presented. There
is also some literature about national capability, but that will not be considered here because it sheds no light on
the sort of micro-economic processes that evolutionary theory describes. See, for example, Westphal et al. (1984)
and Lall (1992).

17 The dividing line between production and adaptation capabilities is thin, since the efficient running of a given

plant in a new environment will often require small changes.
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by solving assimilation problems, a firm can move on to more demanding and original work,
from imitation and adaptation to genuine improvement and innovation. Significant adaptive
innovation capabilities  tend to develop  only  at that stage  (Lall,   1992).

Yet, writers have been careful to emphasise that there is nothing rigid or deterministic about
the learning sequence adopted by firms. Firms generally move towards increasing complexity,
but no two firms are alike. Precisely in which order they acquire various capabilities (and
exactly which capabilities they build) depends on a unique interplay of a host of factors within
the firm itself and in its environment, which combine to generate a unique growth path (Katz,
1984). Teitel typified the process as something akin to the operation of Rosenberg's (1976)
'compulsive sequences', to bring out how bottlenecks and constraints induce, and give a
concrete direction to a firm's actions to overcome these (1984).

There is little that is automatic about the learning process. Although not unimportant, costless
learning-by-doing arising from involvement in production activity is found to be but a minor
source of technological capability. In fact, the unchanged operation of a given technology may
not even enable firms to become profitable. Even if the supplier of a technology were willing
and able to impart all his knowledge, tacitness could be a major problem, especially with
technologies so complex that their effective command requires the understanding and skills of
many persons and some structure that coordinates these (Nelson, 1990).

Problems may also arise from so-called 'circumstantial specificities' (Evenson and Westphal,
1994). A firm's technological capacity and its requirements are to some extent unique, and it
grows by integrating new pieces of technological knowledge into its own idiosyncratic
knowledge-base. In-firm efforts are required because no technology supplier can undertake this
task fur the firm. Technologies also tend to have environment-specific elements and simple
replication across different environments is usually insufficient to ensure adequate functioning.
There is usually only imperfect advance knowledge about which specificities will turn out to be

important in a particular local setting, and which local adaptations and modifications will work
in a particular context (Dahlman and Westphal, 1981).

Even in cases where problems of tacitness and circumstantial specificities are not serious, the
usefulness of learning-by-doing is still limited. Sooner or later firms exhaust the possibilities
of learning through unchanged 'doing' of production tasks. In order to progress further, they
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must themselves generate new possibilities for learning   (Bell   et   at.,    1984).18   For all these
reasons, then, technology recipients would normally be required to devote substantial resources
to assimilating, adapting and improving upon the original technology (Rosenberg and Frischtak,
1985: viii).

The purposive use of technological knowledge and allocation of other resources to assimilate,
adapt and improve technology has become known as 'technological effort' (see especially
Dahlman and Westphal, 1981). The need for such effort has been emphasised by virtually every
article on the subject of capability building. The term has a certain intuitive appeal because it
affirms that capability building is not a trivial activity; however, 'effort' is a very broad term
and does not tell us a great deal about what the learning process involves concretely. An attempt
to overcome this problem was made by Bell, who designed a useful classification of learning
mechanisms based on the existing empirical evidence  (Bell, 1984). Aside from experience-based
learning-by-operating, he distinguished five mechanisms that are predominantly 'effort-based'.
These consist of learning through: change, adaptation, or improvement of products, processes
or production organisation; detailed monitoring of performance; staff training; hiring of external
expertise; and widespread search for external technological information.

The importance of these effort-based learning mechanisms is brought out by comparing the
successes in capability building of Latin American, Korean and Indian companies with the lack
of success documented in other case-studies. An often-cited case is a galvanised steel plant in
Thailand (Bell et al., 1980) where no significant capabilities at all were built up during the 13-
year period of study. Several other telling examples of failure to develop capabilities are found
in Africa (see, for example, Mytelka, 1985 and 1992; Langdon, 1984; Wangwe, 1992;
Ohiorhenuan & Poloamina, 1992). What seems to distinguish these failures from the successes
is the extent to which firms purposively devoted resources to the sort of activities described by
Bell.

18 The studies therefore implicitly suggest that a certain degree of inappropriateness is a desirable feature in
a technology, since when it is not well suited to local conditions, it affords opportunities for technological learning
through efforts to adapt it. This idea is not entirely new. Hirschman argued already in the 1960s that a certain
'unfitness' of a development project would be a strong argument for undertaking it in view of the possibilities for
developing desirable characteristics (so called 'trait-making') that it affords. On the other hand, if the locally
available traits are perfectly suitable for the construction and operation of a project, it would be 'trait-taking' in
all its dimensions, meaning that it would leave the environment entirely untouched, except for the additional output.
Such a project would therefore largely fail as an agent for change. (1967: 131-2) Unfortunately, this line of thinking
has not been picked up by the appropriate-technology movement.
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Unfortunately, there is no straightforward explanation for the extent to which firms are likely

to engage in technological effort. Surveying the evidence that has emerged in the 1970s and

1980s. Nelson concludes that 'It is the conditions under which those needed investments in

absorptive capacity are made, and the conditions under which they are not, that remain the great

mystery for development theory' (Nelson, 1990:79). The process is generally seen to be driven
by a complex interplay of a variety of push and pull factors - the pressures in evolutionary
theory - that emanate from the environment of the firm as well as from within the firm itself

(Katz, 1985; Lall, 1992; Herbert-Copley, 1990).19

Many factors operate in the environment of the firm. Among the most important are the general
economic climate20, the degree of competition and (related to it) market structure21, the rate
of change of the international technological frontier , various government policies aimed at
regulating foreign trade 3 and fiscal and monetary parameters24. and government investments

" Lall (1992) developed a broad framework for analysing capability building at the country-wide level based
on the interplay of incentives, capabilities and institutions. However, the processes are too complex and the
empirical evidence still too limited for clear-cut policy conclusions at this stage.

20 The general economic climate affects a firm's potential to increase sales and profits through technological
change and hence affects the pay-off to investments in technological effort of any sort.

21 Market structure affects technological effort through its effect on competition. Generally, oligopolistic
structures have been found to be most favourable for inducing technological effort. Market structure also affects
the nature of the efforts undertaken. Monopolies tend to be associated more with capital-stretching activities, while
firms in more competitive markets tend to engage to a greater extent in product differentiation and cost reduction

(Katz, 1984).

22 When the technological frontier in the technologically advanced countries is fast-moving, firms in less
developed countries are stimulated to invest in new technology or upgrade their old technology merely to keep pace
with developed-country producers - at least to the extent that they operate in the same markets. When investments
are made in new technologies, these will themselves become an incentive to exert effort because getting a new
technology into production will in itself require new skills, knowledge and information (Lall, 1992:168).

23 Trade policies have a very important influence on capability building in domestic industry. While access to
foreign technology is often a necessary starting point for technological learning, its unrestricted inflow can often

severely inhibit the learning process (Stewart, 1981). It takes years - if not decades - before an infant industry
reaches international competitiveness (Bell et al.,  1984).  On the other hand, blanket protection of local industry
is not necessarily the best way to ensure maturation. In India during the 1960s and 7Os, where protection from
foreign firms was combined with market stnicture regulations which also limited domestic competition, some firms
became rather complacent because of the total lack of competitive pressure. Moreover,  a lot of the efforts that were
undertaken were wasteful, because in the absence of any access to foreign technology local engineers were forced
to reinvent the wheel (Lall, 1987).

24 Monetary and fiscal policies affect the price of capital, and hence the relative profitability of incremental
upgrading of existing plant versus the acquisition of a completely new vintage technology.  When the USIMINAS
steel plant in Brazil failed to get credit for expansion, it was forced to embark on a path of incremental upgrading

and extension, a process which generated considerable technical expertise (Dahlman and Fonseca, 1987). Monetary
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in a supportive science and technology infrastructure through public R&D and technical
education of the labour force.25 Important factors within the firm are the nature of the
technology employed26, ownership, firm size and attitudinal/personal factors27.

The studies have been generally at pains to show a positive link between enhanced capabilities

(and the efforts undertaken to acquire these) and improved enterprise performance. In a survey
of infant industry maturation, Bell, Ross-Larson and Westphal observed that firms that
systematically monitored the performance of the technology in use and searched continuously
inside and outside the firm for new technical information had a better economic performance

(i.e. maturation) record than those that limited their efforts to one-time reactions to pressures

emanating from their environment (Bell et at., 1984118-9). However, the writers were careful
to point out that it is very difficult to establish a firm relationship between technological efforts
and economic performance. Increase in productivity can be taken as evidence of accumulated
technological knowledge only if other sources of productivity increase that have nothing to do
with capability building can be ruled out, which is not usually possible. 28,29

and fiscal policies are also important for their effects on the economic climate more generally, and therefore affect
the demand for the products made by firms.

25 Public investment in R&D is required in areas where the results of one firm's research are too easily

appropriated by other firms and are therefore unprofitable, and where certain forms of technological research

require a level of expenditure that may be beyond the resources of a single firm. Public financing of manpower
education is important because the benefits to society at large exceed the profits made by private individuals who
invest in education. Hence, market forces generally lead to underinvestment in private education.

26 Discontinuous-batch processes lend themselves to unpackaging and piecemeal incremental upgrading of plant
and machinery. There is also a lot of scope for product design work. Efforts can also be directed at increasing the
efficiency of the production process as a whole by determining optimal batch sizes, minimising machine set-up
time, and so on. In continuous-flow processes there is very little scope for increasing efficiency in these ways since
decomposition is difficult and the product tends to be homogeneous. However, they require research to balance the
production line through detailed time and motion studies (Katz, 1984).

27 Ownership and firm size tend to be closely related. Katz identified four types of ownership categories,

namely family firms, local subsidiaries of multinational companies, public enterprises and locally owned large
incorporated firms. These groups differ in important dimensions such as access to technological information and
resources, production organisation, and long-term objectives and constraints (Katz, 1985). The empirical evidence
suggests that while these variables do have some effect, in several important cases they do not play the expected
role. For example, some public enterprises were remarkably active; local subsidiaries of multinationals were not
always reluctant to engage in local R&D; and technological aCtivity was not necessarily restricted to giant

companies (Teitel, 1984).

28 For example, productivity can also rise as a result of exogenous demand increase which leads to increased
capacity utilisation, or due to straightforward investment in more productive technology.
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At any rate, few studies provide hard data about productivity increase following capability
building. Even fewer are the studies that compare costs of production of the firm(s) in question
with those of leading foreign competitors to assess how far developing country producer(s) have
moved in the direction of international best practice. Qualitative evidence of improved
performance is more abundant. In a number of documented cases, firms started to export,
increased their export share in total sales or even embarked on delivery of complete turnkey
projects abroad following the acquisition of important capabilities. Others won tenders against
international competition. Many claim that their product prices are significantly lower than those
of comparable imported products. Some improved their product quality, moved into the
manufacture of technically more demanding products or started making an increasing range of
previously imported parts and components. Yet others increased their sales volume, became
more profitable or grew in terms of number of employees. More or less convincing cases have
been made by carefully piecing together a large number of such performance indicators, and
by trying to establish at the same time an association between them and the extent of capability
building undertaken.

Implications of the findings for theory and policy

The capability studies have a number of important implications. Many would agree that the
importance of local technological activity and the acquisition of indigenous technological
capabilities in developing countries had been previously underestimated. The studies have done
much to dispel the notion that developing countries are generally passive choosers of
technologies developed elsewhere, entirely dependent on the technologically advanced countries
for their technological progress. The studies have also contributed much to improving our
understanding of the forms of capability building and the circumstances under which it is likely
to emerge, including policies that might help to induce and support it.

29 Keeping in mind the above drawbacks, there are few cases in which it is possible to pinpoint a firm
relationship between increased productivity and active capability building. The three most dramatic cases appear
to be the following: In POSCO, Korea's first integrated steel plant, employee hours per ton shipped dropped from
32.65 in 1975 to 9.62 in 1984, while capital productivity rose by roughly 7 per cent during the same period
(Amsden, 1989:306-308). In HHI, Korea's largest shipbuilder, the labour hours required for60,000 deadweight-ton
bulk carriers declined from 1,000,000 to just 550,000 during 1979-86 (Ams(len, 1989:284). However, there is no
doubt that other sources of productivity increase also played an important role in these two cases. The USIMINAS
steel plant in Brazil is another impressive case, with a 14 per cent average yearly increase in labour productivity
and 13 per cent average annual rise in capital productivity during 1966-77 (Dahlman and Fonseca,  1978). We know
that incremental upgrading and extensions to existing equipment by the firm's own engineers played a major role
in this case.
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Some of these policy conclusions differ markedly from the prescriptions advocated by
neoclassical writers. Even the neoclassical writers who stress the importance of technical
progress tend to praise the contribution of free trade to successful industrialisation because they
view the mere access to new technology as the crucial constraint to growth (see, for example,

Romer, 1994). In contrast, writers with an institutionalist or structuralist outlook underline the
importance of a judicious mixture of protection and competitive pressure through market forces.
Where the neoclassical approach emphasises getting the prices 'right' in order to allow the laws
of international comparative advantage to operate, institutionalists and structuralists point to the
pervasiveness of market failure  and the need to get prices selectively 'wrong'. 30

The studies also have innovative theoretical implications. Most importantly, they lend empirical
support to the evolutionary theory of economic progress, especially to the importance of features
such as tacimess of knowledge, fundamental uncertainty and the widespread existence of
heterogeneities across firms and different environments. Although evolutionary theory was
developed with an industrialised context in mind, it appears to be a very relevant framework
for the understanding and interpretation of firm-level technical change in developing countries
as well.31 As the studies have shown, technological change in developing countries is
extremely complex and multi-faceted. A neoclassical conceptualisation of calculated constrained
maximisation given a particular set of potential inventions which could materialise through
formal R&D is not much help in explaining (much less predicting) the sort of technological
effort-related behaviour that has been witnessed in the firms studied in the capability
literature. 32

There are also some interesting associations with other bodies of theory. In broad terms, an
affinity exists with the findings of recent macro-economic models developed by new growth

30 As Amsden points out, the problem with the comparative advantage theory is that it fails to specify the
mechanism by which progress from one stage of industrialisation to another is realised (Amsden, 1989:244). That
mechanism, obviously, is technological learning.

31  As Cooper (1991) has noted, the intra-firm learning processes documented by the capability studies with
reference to firms in developing countries are apparently very similar to those undergone by imitator firms in
industrialised countries. Nelson (1987) also notes the relevance of evolutionary theory to developing country
settings.

32 Recent neoclassical innovation theory has typically focused on explaining formal R&D in the economically
developed countries.  Much of the modelling involves game-theoretic investigations of R&D rivalry  ' . . . in highly
stylized and counterfactual settings... [which] depend upon typically unverifiable assumptions concerning  the
distribution of information, the identity of the decision variables, and the sequence of moves' (Cohen and Levin,
1989:1096).
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theorists, although the latter use a neoclassical tool kit.33 The three principal knowledge-based

engines of growth in new growth theory, namely knowledge as co-product (learning-by-doing),
knowledge through investments in education and knowledge through investments in R&D, are
all to be found in the capability literature as well. The capability literature also breathes new
life into human capital theory, which became popular in the 1960s but ran out of steam in the
1970s.34 Among the reasons for the waning of interest in human capital theory were
undoubtedly its narrow focus on the impact of formal education and its neoclassical approach
which did not pay sufficient attention to institutional factors. The capability literature, too,
points up the importance of accumulation of human skills and knowledge for productivity
increase,  but it conceives of human capital development in a much broader sense than traditional
human capital theory did. Learning in the firms studied encompasses the acquisition of
knowledge and skills by any means, formal and informal. Moreover, the learning process takes

place in, and is prominently shaped by, institutional forces. Such a broadening of focus with
respect to human capital formation is much needed in developing countries where informal
means of skill and knowledge acquisition through traditional mechanisms (such as apprenticeship
systems) play vitally important roles.35 The developmental potential  of such mechanisms and
possible ways of harnessing that potential through appropriate policies have only recently begun
to be explored.

Despite its important implications, the findings and conclusions of the capability literature have
not been universally accepted. A number of prominent economists continue to prefer to use a
neoclassical framework for analysing economic success.36 However, as noted by Pack and
Westphal (1986), one can at least say that the capability studies have made an important
contribution towards the development of a worthy alternative. Even the staunchest neoclassical
writers can no longer treat market failure and the role of institutions as peripheral issues in
industrialisation.

33 See, for example, Lucas (1988) and Romer (1990 and 1993).

34 Two important early publications were Schultz (1957) and Harbison and Myers (1964).  For a review of the
human capital literature with a specific focus on developing countries, see Schultz (1989).

35 See, for example, Fluitman (1989).

36 For instance, there has been a lively debate between structuralists and neoclassical economists such as
Balassa, Krueger and Little over the explanation for the economic success of East Asian countries. See Wade
(1990).
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II.5 Important Limitations and New Research Directions

One important reason for the failure of the capability literature to gain universal acceptance may
have to do with the fact that it still suffers from some major limitations. We shall deal with two
of these that will play a central role in this dissertation: 37

(i)      its one-sided focus on the large-scale modern sector in developing countries, and

(ii)      its lack of rigorous measurement and testing.
These limitations will be discussed in sub-sections II.5.1 and II.5.2, respectively. We shall

conclude by outlining the new research directions that arise from these limitations in subsection

II.5.3.  These new research areas  will be taken up  in the chapters that follow.

II.5.1 The one-sided focus on large modern firms

It is well known that the manufacturing sector in developing countries tends to be highly

dualistic, with large modern firms representing only one part of a broad spectrum. This is
conveyed by Table II-1, which gives the approximate distribution of employment by firm size
for different levels of income per capita.

At the end of the 198Os, the income per capita in the majority of developing countries was only

around US  1,000, at which low level more than 50 per cent of total manufacturing employment
was typically generated by activities involving fewer than 20 workers.

Yet almost all the firms in the capability literature belong to the large-scale modern sector in

developing countries. This is shown in Table II-2, which gives sales volume, value added and

employment as well as some qualitative information about the status of the firms studied in the

capability literature. The list is not exhaustive, but it is quite representative of the literature as

a whole. It covers all the best-known studies as well as some lesser-known ones.38 The data

are admittedly rather piecemeal (with the notable exception of the case-studies in Lall, 1987),
because the studies do not generally provide systematic data about firm size. However, even
in spite of the gaps the table shows that the great majority of firms studied have been large,

37 A number of other problems and drawbacks are discussed in Herbert-Copley (1990).

38 In particular, none of the sector-level studies in Part II of Katz (1987) has been included in the table because

quantitative information about the sizes of the firms in these studies could not be found. However, all of these

constitute oligopolies with a limited number of firms. We may safely assume that all would be large by developing-
country standards.
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very large, or even gigantic, especially by local standards but in several cases even by
international standards.

Table II- 1

Share of small establishments in total manufacturing employment, 1980s

Distribution of employment by size class (in %)
GNP per capita ($) 1-4 workers 5-19 20-99 100+

100 - 500             64            7          4          25

500 - 1000                41                12            10             37
1000 - 2000                11                 13             14              61
2000-5000            8            11         17          64

over 5000              4             6         20          70

Source: Tyler S. Biggs, 'Firm Transformation  in the Tropics', as cited in Gillis  et al.  (1992).

The data in the employment column of the table bring out this point most forcefully. In the
Indian case-studies, for example, average employment per firm was more than 4,000 in all
sectors covered. In fact, most firms were substantially larger and several employed more than
10,000 workers. A similar picture is given by the studies conducted in South Korea and Latin
American countries. The Brazilian USIMINAS steel plant, for example, employed
approximately 11,500 workers,   and  the two Korean textile companies employed   2,500  and

3,500 workers, respectively. As detailed in the last column of the table, many of the firms are
leaders in their sectors, if not among the largest in the country, in terms of turnover  or
employment or both. A few are very large even by international standards, such as the Steel

Authority of India and South Korea's Pohang Iron and Steel Company. The former reportedly
had an annual sales volume of US$ 3107 million and employed 240,236 people. In fact, Lall
himself observed about his Indian cases that 'there is undoubtedly a bias towards bigness in the

sample' (1987:42).

The firms in the African case-studies are generally somewhat smaller than the Asian and the
Latin American ones, reflecting lower levels of industrialisation and smaller market sizes.
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However, even these firms tend to be large, especially by local standards. Many employ at least
a few hundred people and almost all furm part of the modern large-scale segment of their
industries. For example, the textile firms in Kenya and the Ivory Coast employed on average
around 1,000 people  and  in both countries constituted the large-scale, leading segment of the
textile industry.

Small firms were adequately represented in very few studies. A few relatively small firms have
been surveyed as part of larger surveys in which the overall focus was clearly on the modern
large-scale sector  (as is evident  from  the large average  firm  size), but aside  from the Jamaican

case-study of a welding electrodes manufacturer (Girvan and Marcelle, 1990), a study of 12
machine-tool manufacturers in Hong Kong (Fransman,  1982) and a study of technology transfer
to a handful of small-scale industries in Tanzania (Alange,  1987), no detailed investigations into
capability building in small firms seem to exist. 39.40 Considering the quantitative importance
of small-scale enterprises in developing economies as shown in Table   II-1,    it   has   to   be
concluded from Table II-2 that such enterprises have been heavily underrepresented in the
capability literature, and that the conclusions concerning capability building are hence based on
a rather limited segment of the manufacturing sector.

Possible reasons for the neglect of small firms

Since an explicit motivation for the choice of research focus is not generally to be found in the
capability studies, it is not possible to give precise reasons for their preoccupation with the
large-scale sector. At least in part, it is likely that the focus on large firms simply came about
because capability building in such firms could be expected to be most visible and hence could
be most easily studied there. In addition, received literature about the nature of structural
transformation and industrialisation provides some clues about some other factors that may also

have played an important role in shaping the research focus.

39 In fact, one might even want to exclude the Tanzanian case as a study of capability acquisition in small-scale
firms on the grounds that it had a narrower focus than the typical capability studies. Its aim was specifically to
assess the impact on capabilities of technical assistance and training provided by Swedish 'senior sister' companies.

40 It WaS claimed by Katz (1984) that there are 'several studies' dealing with the technological behaviour of
small and medium-sized enterprises (1984:23). He refers to three studies, of which I was able to trace two. Da
Cruz (1981) is a case-study of a firm that employed 45 workers at the time of its foundation in  1930, but more than
1,100 at the time it was studied in 1980. The firm in Castatio et al. (1981) had 15 workers when it started
operations in 1949, and had grown to 162 employees in 1971. At the time of the investigation, even the smallest
of the two could be considered 'large' by developing country standards.



Table II-2

Indicators of firm size in major capability studies

Sector (source) Year Country No. of Sales Value Employment') Other information about firm size

firms volume') added:)

Cement (1) 1981-83 India 3 181.lb) 50.4b) 13,448 Three largest cement producers in India; the

largest firm is also India's fifth largest
private firm

Steel (1) 1981-83 India 2 1,948.4 516.2 151,618 One firm is the largest public firm in India;

the other is India's largest private firm (in
terms of sales value)

Textiles (1) 1980-82 India          4 181.9 39.1 4,221 Includes largest cotton textile firm in India;

India's fourth largest private firm (in terms
of sales volume) and India's leading producer
of spinning equipment

Engineering (1) 1981-82 India               1 1,027.2 324.4 69,800 Largest engineering company in India;

among the 10 largest firms of its type in the
world

Machine 1980-81 India           1 233.8 75.0 25,596 Largest producer and exporter of tools in

tools (1) India; among the 10 largest machine-tool
companies in the world

Scooters, three- 1980-81 India                  1 129.2 38.4 7,965 Among 15 largest private firms in India

wheelers, motor
cycles (1)

Trucks and 1980-81 India           1 762.1 170.1 39,500 Second largest private firm in India (in terms

buses (1) of sales volume)

Cont'd...

f
..1

4
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 .
Sector (source) Year Country No. of Sales Value Employment') Other information about firm size

firms volume') added'                                                                8.
a

Soaps, 1982 India                   1 483.6 90.1 9,442 Third largest private firm in India (in terms

detergents,
of sales volume)

edible fats,                                                                                                                                                                3:
dairy products,

chemicals,                                                                                                                    *
animal feeds (1)                                                                                                                                                           2.
Textiles (2) early South                    2 n.a. n.a. 3,000 Both firms are in the medium

range of the                      B

1980s Korea large-scale segment of the industry

S.

Shipbuilding (2) 1984 South                     1 n.a n.a. n.a. The world's largest shipbuilder

Korea                                                      4

Steel (2) n.a. South                     1 n.a. n.a. n.a. Korea's largest single
investment to date                     R

Korea (US$ 3.6  billion)                                                                                               S·

Steel (3) 1977 Argentina           1 n.a. n.a. n.a. Largest private Argentinean

enterprise (in                      1terms of sales volume); fourth largest firm inthe country           a
Steel (4) 1977 Brazil 1 13,485') n.a. appr. 11,500 Latin America's largest steel producer

Rayon (5) 1975 Argentina           1 n.a. n.a. > 300   The firm had been much larger in

earlier                       
(est.)# years

Wood 1980 Kenya              8 n.a. appr. 600 Three large and five medium-sized firms                     1

products (6)
appr. 25')

Textiles (6) 1980 Kenya                           10
83.9  n.a. 1,037 Ten largest textile firms in Kenya

Textiles (7) 1977-78 Ivory 8 5662.90 n.a. 1,017 The employment range is 106 to 3,268

Coast persons

Cont'd...

2
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Sector (source) Year Country No. of Sales Value Employment:  Other information about firm size

firms volume) added' 

Pulp and 1985 Brazil                   18 n.a. n.a. appr. 1,948 The employment range is 70 to 8,000 persons

paper (8)

Metalwork (9) 1986 Zimbabwe           30 n.a. n.a. n.a. The employment range is 7 to 520 persons

Textiles, metal 1984 Tanzania             23 n.a. n.a. 815 The employment range is 15 to 4,332 persons

non-metallic &
food (10)

Galvanised steel 1973 Thailand                1 n.a. n.a. 540 One of three galvanised steel producers in
sheets (11) Thailand

Textiles, sugar n.a. Ivory            16 n.a. n.a. n.a. All are among the largest companies in their

cement & agric. Coast respective sectors
implements (12)

Cement, farm n.a. Tanzania              17 n.a. n.a. n.a. Idem

implements,
sugar &
textiles (13)

Sugar, cement n.a. Nigeria             23 n.a. n.a. n.a. Idem

& textiles (14)

Biotech., electrn n.a. Thailand 119 n.a. n.a. n.a. 65 firms are large, 35 medium and 19 smallh)

& info.  techn.,
materials

techn.D (15)

Welding 1985 Jamaica              1               4,1           n.a.                  28       The firm is considered to be medium-scale by

rods (16) local standards

Cont' d

Y

4
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t
Sector (source) Year Country No. of Sales Value Employment'  Other information about firm size

firms volume) added'                                       
R

Machine n.a. Hong              12 n.a. n.a.                      57 Samle biased in favour of larger,

tools (17) Kong technologically more dynamic enterprises in                 D
the sector (empl. range was 6 - 250)

Metalwork, 1986 Tanzania         8 n.a. n.a. 26 -         Ei
'2

foundry work,
clectrics (18)                                                                     

Mainly n.a. Tanzania,            7 n.a. n.a. 85 to 350 All firms were large by local standards                       B

metalwork (19) Zimbabwe             8 n.a. n.a. appr. 300 All firms except one (15 people) were large

. t

2
Notes.·                                                                                                             
a) In case of more than one firm per study, the figures for sales volume, value added and employment figures are simple averages, unless indicated

otherwise.
b) Sales volume and value added for all case-studies in Lall  (1987) ( = source  1) are in US$

million.                                                                                                                           1c) In millions of Cruzeiros.
d) Calculated on the basis of total hours worked at the plant in 1975, assuming 250 worldng days per year and an eight-hour working day.

e) In millions of Kenyan Shilings
0  In millions of Fr. C.F.A. el

g) Materials technology includes metal, plastics, ceramics and rubber.

h) The definition of size was sector-dependent. Roughly, in biotechnology and materials technology a firm was classified as large if it had
paid-up                         .

capital of 25 million Baht or more, and had a labour force of 250 or more; a small firm had paid-up capital of less than 5 m. Baht and employed
fewer than 50 persons; in electronics/information technology a large firm had sales revenue of 500 m. Baht or more, and

employment of 300 or                      
more; a small firm in this sector had sales revenue lower than 100 m. Baht and employment of less than 100.

i)  In millions of Jamaican $

Sources:

(1) Lall (1987),(2) Amsden (1989); (3) Maxwell (1977); (4) Dahlman and Fonseca (1977); (5) Katz et at. (1987); (6) Langdon (1982);

(7) Mytelka (1985); (8) Scott-Kemmis (1988),(9) Ndlela (1987); (10) Wangwe (1986); (11) Bell and Scott-Kemmis (1980); (12) Mytelka (1992);

(13) Wangwe (1992); (14) Ohiorhenuan and Poloamina (1992), (15) Westphal et at. (1990); (16) Girvan and Marcelle (1990); (17) Fransman (1982);

(18) Al inge (1987); (IS)) Watanabe (1987).
t:
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First, it may have been simply assumed by some that economies could develop within a decade
or so without capability building in the small-scale sector. Indeed, there has been a definite
tendency to generalise about the findings of the capability literature as if we were dealing with
the entire industrial sector. It is not an exaggeration to state that some writers seem to have
assumed that when significant capabilities are being built up in a few large companies in a
country, the entire country is well on the way to achieving industrial maturity.

This belief is perhaps understandable given the fact that the expansion of the modern sector
traditionally has been an important source of higher-productivity employment. However, we
have to ask how well the Lewis modernisation mechanism works in the developing world today.
In many countries - and not just African ones - capability building in a few large companies is
more likely to be an indication of increased dualism rather than broad-based development. At
least - and this is the important point - we cannot take for granted that capability building in the
modern sector alone is going to 'deliver the goods' within a reasonable time span. Therefore,
as King put it:

Successful indigenisation of a technology must imply something about the
d(Obsed ability   to   cope   with   it.    . . . The indigenisation of sugar or paper
processing must mean more than the capacity embodied in a handful of resident
engineers. Is there, in addition, in the smaller provincial towns a series of
general engineering workshops which can trouble-shoot on the sugar factories as
well as on the maintenance and modification of agricultural machinery? (King,
1984:40)

The usefulness of the lewis model as an analytical tool for understanding development
processes in the present-day developing countries is in any case rather limited. This becomes
obvious when we focus on the question of how technical progress, the main engine behind
sustained productivity increase, is actually generated in a growing economy. Economic
historians have pointed out that one very important feature in the industrial development of
Europe and the USA was the emergence of a capital goods sector which played a crucial role
in the generation and diffusion of technical change. However, machinery production was not
organised in large-scale factories; rather, it relied on economies of specialisation that emanate
from concentration on a narrow product range with a homogeneous collection of resources
(Rosenberg, 1963a and b). Hence, the great majority of equipment makers in Europe and the
USA in the late 19th century and the early 20th century were quite small in scale, similar in
many respects to the small light engineering workshops now commonly found in developing
countries.
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Around the turn of the century these workshops were considered to be part of the modern sector

because they employed technologies and manufacturing methods founded on scientific (as
opposed to traditional craft-based) principles. However, after almost a century of technical

progress which has - at least until very recently - favoured large, complex, capital-intensive
forms of production, 'modern' has become associated with 'large-scale' and the small light
engineering workshops which are now found in developing countries are not usually considered

to be part of I.£wis' modern sector any more. Yet these workshops may still be as important

as ever for the generation and diffusion of indigenous technological progress. The technology

that they employ may be old, but it is still used widely, and the technological and market factors

that led machine makers to be small in scale a century ago in Europe and the USA still exist
in the developing countries of today.41 Since many writers on technology and development

agree that the establishment of a capital goods sector in developing countries is of the utmost

importance for establishing an indigenous capacity for technological change, it is indeed peculiar
that capability acquisition by small-scale machinery manufacturers has been so neglected in the

capability literature. 42

However, there could be another important reason for the neglect of small firms in the

capability literature. Capability building in small firms may be desirable, from the point of view
of both productive employment expansion and generation of technical progress,  but that does

not mean that the phenomenon actually occurs. Perhaps, the present-day economic conditions

in developing countries are such that small firms do not have any incentives for engaging in
technological effort, or that they simply do not have the potential for technological upgrading

even if they had the inclination. In this respect, the situation may be different from the historical

experience of the developed countries where the competitive threat from modern, efficient large-
scale production was less strong. Thus, even if the large-scale sector does not succeed in

'delivering the goods' as quickly as one would wish, capability building in small firms may be

nothing more than a fiction.

Let us first consider the incentive structure facing small firms. Lall has argued that

'technological change which occurs in almost all industries in the developed world is a powerful
inducement fur large developing country firms to keep up' (Lall, 1992). In contrast, small firms

41 In fact, small-scale firms are still heavily represented in the machine producing sectors in European

countries, Japan and the USA even today (Rothwell and Zegveld, 1982). For example, in 1978 no less than three-
quarters of the 450 machine-tool firms in the Federal Republic of Germany had fewer than 25 employees. In the
United Kingdom, 60 per cent of the 983 firms employed up to 10 persons, and only 17 employed more than 500
(Campos  et al., 1985:5).

42   With one notable exception, namely Fransman' s (1982) study  of the machine tools sector  in  Hong  Kong.
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do not commonly face the challenge of keeping up with and adjusting to new developments on
the technology shelf because the small-scale, labour-intensive range of the technological shelf
is hardly moving. Therefore, one might argue that a powerful incentive to engage in capability
building is lacking in this sector.

This is surely true in part. However, considerable competitive pressures exist in the small-scale

sector, too. These pressures emanate from within the sector itself, but also from larger firms
that operate with more modern, productive and efficient technologies and from imported
products. Small firms that wish to grow and compete effectively thus need to adopt and master
increasingly complex technologies,  even if these are not the latest available.  It is indeed difficult
to see how such a growth strategy could be followed successfully through mere passive

assimilation. The adopted technologies may be old in the sense that they have been in use for
several years or even for decades, but they are still new to the firm that adopts them.43

One might still argue that the accumulation potential of small firms might be so limited that they
would  not have the resources for technological upgrading anyway,  even if the right incentive
structure existed. Some prominent writers on small enterprise development are indeed of the
view .hat small-scale enterprises in the present-day developing countries are only able to help
alleviate unemployment and poverty temporarily until such time as the large-scale modern sector
is ready to take over (Little, Mazumdar and Page, 1987).

Even though the importance of small firms relative to large ones tends to decrease as economies
develop in terms of both the number of units and their share in total employment and output

(Anderson, 1982), this does not imply that the process leading to this end-result is one of
straightforward displacement of small, technologically stagnant and inefficient activities by large
technologically dynamic ones. Fresh opportunities for viable new forms of small-scale
production emerge continuously in a growing economy in the form of 'interstices' in which

large-scale production is either not attractive or not yet well-established. In the latter case, there

are considerable opportunities for small firms to grow through the size structure (Penrose,

1959). For example, a study of the small-scale knitting, clothing, hammock-making and
weaving industry in Brazil noted about the growth potential of small-scale firms that:

Despite the severe difficulties found in the small producers' struggle for survival
and expansion the conclusion. cannot be that there is a definite barrier beyond
which they cannot go. The development of small-scale production is not just an

43 Indeed, Nelson and Winter argue that tacitness is not an absolute attribute of knowledge. The same
knowledge is more tacit for some people than for others (1982:78).
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outcome of pressures and constraints but also one of opportunity and initiative.
Fascination with the former can easily lead to deterministic and gloomy
predictions, to the denial of all accumulative prospects and to a theory of
marginalisation as the general paradigm of small-scale production in the
periphery (Schmitz,   1982: 192).

Staley and Morse also warn against making generalisations about the growth potential of small
firms in developing countries. They distinguish between three groups - household industries,
artisanal activities and modern small factories - and note that many enterprises in the third group
may have, and retain, a comparative advantage over large-scale firms even at more advanced

stages of economic development. Their competitive advantages may derive from locational
influences, process influences or market influences. Industries with separable manufacturing
operations - especially light engineering - have especially good growth potential. The emergence
and growth of such small factories makes a very important contribution to industrial
development even if these firms do not exhibit great individual growth: 'Many products of such
industries are in great demand in developing countries. Their introduction... will promote the
diversification of manufactures and the emergence of healthy new enterprises that are vital
elements in economic transformation' (Staley and Morse, 1965:105)

We conclude on the basis of the above arguments that there is really no convincing reason for
the neglect of the small-scale sector in the capability literature. Firms of different sizes all have
their own unique contribution to make to the economic and technological development of
industrialising countries, and it therefore simply does not make sense to limit one's research
fucus to one particular subset of industry and design economic policies to promote capability
building in only that subset. As Singer has pointed out, the objective of an appropriate R&D
system should not just be 'simply to reduce technological dependence and close the
[international] technological gap - important as such objectives are - but also to narrow the
technological gap within the developing country' (1977:65, emphasis added). It is in the
bridging of that internal gap that the important contribution of small-scale industries is seen to
lie.

II.5.2  The lack of rigorous measurement and testing

In the early 1980s Bhalla and Fluitman wrote that 'nothwithstanding the existence of ample
literature on the subject, technological change still remains a "black box" largely because of its
complexity, because of overemphasis on theoretical work, and because of relative neglect of
empirical measurement of science and technology per se, not to speak of the measurement of
its contribution to growth and development' (1985:177). While some progress has since been
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made in the direction of a better theoretical treatment of technological change, very little
headway was made on empirical measurement in the decade that followed. In a recent book,
Teitel still complained that 'because of the sparsity of relevant data it is difficult to suggest

indicators of technological development' (1993:250).

The evidence at the micro-economic level is particularly lacking in this respect. As we have

seen, there now exist a good number of firm-level empirical studies documenting technological

change in developing countries, but the conclusions in these studies rest predominantly on
qualitative evidence. This lack of rigour leaves the literature open to criticisms of subjectivity

and the risk of inappropriate generalisations across different firms, industries, countries and

historical periods. It also does not provide a sound enough basis for the design of appropriate

policies aimed at stimulating technological effort.

Most seriously, we still do not have a suitable set of indicators by which capability at the level

of the firm can be measured more or less objectively, and which could serve as a basis for
systematic assessment of the alleged contribution of this variable to productivity increase and

growth. To the knowledge of this writer, only one study has used more or less systematic (but
still predominantly qualitative) indicators of capability - but the validity of these is by no means

beyond dispute.44

A similar situation exists with regard to technological efforts that are believed to play such an

important part in the emergence of capabilities. The concept of technological effort itself is quite
vague and unclear and there are also no acceptable measures for it.45 This means that the

central claim made by the capability writers, namely that substantial investments in
technological effort are required for capabilities to accumulate, has never been subjected to a

proper empirical test and rests entirely on subjective qualitative associations. We do not know

whether or not the various learning mechanisms listed in the previous section are really as

important for the emergence of capabilities as the studies would have us believe. It is therefore

44 This is Langdon (1982). The indicators used were: (i) the main sources of technology in the development
of production facilities; (ii) the extent to which firms were actively planning or introducing new products or process

improvements; (iii) the main sources of technological knowledge for these initiatives; (iv) the current institutional
links abroad; and (v) the extent of current R&D efforts inside the firms. Some of these indicators are somewhat
doubtful. For example, one might well argue that the propensity of firms to introduce new products and the extent
to which they are active in conducting their own R&D are indicators of technological 40,1 rather than
technological capability.

45 Except for resources allocated to formal R&D, but this measure grossly underestimates the phenomenon.
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also impossible to make precise statements about their relative importance and possible
interactions. 46

The lack of objective indicators for technological effort also implies that it is very difficult to
go beyond a qualitative analysis of the effect of the various factors that are believed to promote,
facilitate, constrain or give direction to capability building in firms. Not surprisingly, formal
R&D has had to be adopted as the only indicator of technological effort in the few attempts that
have been undertaken in this direction.47 In a situation where formal R&D represents but a
fractional share of the total technological efforts undertaken by firms, this is obviously an
unsatisfactory proxy for the extent to which firms are technologically active. For smaller
companies in particular, formal R&D is close to zero.

In addition to the micro-economic capability literature, there exist some studies that have
attempted to explain national technological capabilities as emerging from the interplay between
incentive structures and physical and human resource endowments of countries. These studies
use various macro-economic indicators of science and technology.48 Common indicators used
are the number of scientists and engineers involved in R&D, the number of professional,
technical and related workers, national expenditure on formal R&D, the percentage of the
population enrolled in higher technical schools and colleges, the number of patents granted, and
so on.49 However, these indicators are far from satisfactory. Except for the patent variable,
they tell us only about the inputs into the R&D process and are therefore imperfect measures
of capability.50 They do not give us any direct information about a country's capability to
undertake process engineering, execute new projects, manufacture its own capital goods, adapt
imported machinery to local conditions or conduct original R&D. Perhaps even more

importantly, such proxies relate only to the formal part of technological change in developing

46  With a few exceptions, similar problems also apply to the relationship between capability building and its
causes, and to the relationship between accumulating capabilities and their effect on economic performance, but
we shall not pursue these issues further.

47 Some recent quantitative work has been undertaken on the relationship between the ease of importing foreign
technology and the extent and direction of technological effort. In all cases technological effort was measured

through formal R&D expenditure (Subrahmamian, 1991; Braga and Willmore, 1991; Katrak, 1990).

48 See, for example, Lall (1992) and Westphal et at. (1984).

49 For a useful review of the work undertaken to develop (mainly national) science and technology indicators,
see Bhalla and Fluitman (1985).

50 Asa matter of fact, several of these indicators appear to be proxies of determinants of capability rather than
indicators of capability itself. The problem here is similar to the one observed with respect to some of the micro-
economic capability indicators used in Langdon's (1982) study.
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countries. We have already observed that this is inadequate in view of the informal nature of
much of the technological progress that occurs there. 51

A first serious attempt at measuring national capability more directly and comprehensively was
made recently by the UNIDO (UNIDO, 1989 and 1990), using a method based on the
assumption that the technological capability of a country is manifest in the range and complexity
of its engineering products. Capital goods were used because their manufacture requires metal
working skills and knowledge that are essential for industrialisation. The manufacture of each

capital good assessed was broken down into all its constituent parts. The manufacture of each
part requires a series of separate operations before they are assembled to form the final product,
and each of these operations was appraised by a team of engineers who graded them according
to the level of technical difficulty and skill required for making a part of standard quality. The
complexity scores for all individual operations were added together to provide a 'technological

complexity index' (TCI) for each capital good. TCIs were calculated in this way for the 145
most commonly produced capital goods, ranging from simple metal drums to commercial
aeroplanes. Next, an overall technological complexity index (OTCD for each developing country
was calculated by adding the TCIs of all capital goods that were actually being produced

domestically. This index is therefore bigger  when a country produces a wider range of capital
goods and/or when it produces goods that have high skill requirements.

The UNIDO complexity index constitutes a great advance over the national science and
technology indicators used so far, but it is only a first step towards proper measurement of
capability.52 Capability is a multidimensional attribute, and it would not be wise to rely on
only one indicator to assess growth in capability over time in countries, or to compare capability
levels of different countries at a given time. As Bhagavan points out, 'It is only in conjunction
with other indicators that the TCI becomes a part of an overall measure of technological

capability' (Bhagavan, 1992:10).

31 The major initiatives concerning measurement of science and technology have come from a rather limited
number of relatively wealthy countries. Hence, attention tended to be too much focused on activities which were
not necessarily important in poor countries (Anandakrishnan and Morita-Lou, 1985).

52 The index has some important methodological limitations. The most important problem is related to the fact
that some parts of capital goods are not produced domestically. No positive scores for the operations required to
manufacture these parts should be awarded to a country that relies only on imports.  In the absence of detailed data
on the domestic production of parts, the production pattern of developed countries had to be taken as the yardstick,
which was then applied to all developing countries in the same way. This clearly leads to an overestimation of the
TCIs for the least developed countries relative to more advanced countries such as Brazil, South Korea and India
which have already reached high self-sufficiency in parts production. For example, car manufacturing in Kenya,
which is basically an assembly operation, receives the same TCI score as car manufacturing in India where a high
proportion of components are produced locally.
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Also, to the knowledge of this writer, no attempt has been made as yet to explore the
relationship between the OTCIs and economic growth, and between the OTCIs and the variables
that are believed to play such an important role in the generation of national capability. In this
respect, the national-level evidence is still as unsatisfactory as the micro-level evidence
discussed above. Until now, the conclusions that have been drawn about the determinants of
capability and its economic impact at the national level still rest entirely on qualitative and
subjective analysis of associations.

The adoption of a qualitative approach (whether for individual firms, sectors or countries) was
fully understandable and justified at the time when the capability research was initiated. So little
was known about technical change in developing country firms that a broad inductive approach
was called for to explore it in all its dimensions. The studies have been extremely useful in this
respect, especially the micro-economic case-studies of individual firms or small groups of firms
that are most revealing about the causality between the many different variables involved.
However, conclusions based on qualitative work inevitably remain tentative and often they can
be no more than pointers towards further study. Yet there have been remarkably few attempts
to initiate a second round of research in which conceptual clarification, hypothesis formulation
and statistical testing of the presumed relationships between the main variables play a central
role. There are a few notable exceptions53, but on the whole it appears justifiable to conclude
that far too little progress has been made in this direction since the initial round of studies began
to be disseminated in the early 1980$.54

In this study, we consider proper measurement at the firm level to be the most urgent priority
since the validity of the macro-studies ultimately hinges on the establishment of a sound micro-
economic foundation. Without firmer evidence of capability building in individual firms and its
determinants and impact, further macro-economic work is unlikely to lead us much further.
While it is true that national capabilities are not simple aggregates of firm-level capabilities
because of externalities and interlinkages, there are also important common elements in the way
firms respond to market and policy incentives and mould their behaviour in accordance with
prevailing institutions  (Lall,   1992: 169).   It  is only through better empirical measurement  at  the

9 One exception is the study by Westphal et al. (1990) which is also listed in Table II-1. Although this research
was beset by a number of problems, it has perhaps not received the credit it deserves for its attempts to develop
quantitative ratings for different dimensions of capability and to establish statistical associations with various
attributes of firms.

54 In contrast. research about intra-firm technological learning, its determinants and its consequences in
industrialised countries has indeed been moving  in this direction (Adler and Clark, 1991; Malerba, 1992; Cohen
mid L vinthal, 1989).
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level of individual firms that these commonalities can be understood better and a firmer basis
be established for the design of appropriate policies that aim to encourage and sustain capability
building efforts in firms.

II.5.3 Directions for new research

Neither the bias towards large firms nor the methodological problems undermines the validity
of the results achieved in the studies so far, but they certainly reduce the theoretical usefulness
and policy relevance of the capability literature. The remainder of this thesis, therefore, consists
of a 'technological effort' to redress these two limitations.

The two limitations will be addressed simultaneously, but they do not have equal status in this
book. The main thrust will be to advance our knowledge about capability building in the small-
scale sector, while the quantitative measurement and testing that will be undertaken in this study
is instrumental in improving our insight into capability building in that particular sector (see
Figure H-1, below). Although the capability literature as a whole needs to advance in terms Of
research methodology, the purpose of this thesis is thus not to develop and apply a new
methodology to the study of capabilities in the large-scale modern sector.

We begin by addressing the limits of a focus on the large-scale sector in more detail in Chapters
III and IV. In Chapter III we expand substantially on the arguments introduced in sub-section
II.5.1 for why a widening of the focus of the capability literature is desirable from the point of
view of productive employment expansion and generation of indigenous technical progress with
locally appropriate characteristics. In Chapter IV we look at the extent to which capability
building actually occurs in small firms in the developing countries by means of a review of
secondary empirical literature. In addition, the review explores what form it takes, what factors
make it develop and what impact it has had on the firms and on their environment. This
literature consists entirely of qualitative case material on individual firms or sectors.  This
review thus fills the upper right-hand cell in Figure II-1, below.

Part II of the study, consisting of Chapters  V to VII, reports on the results of a field study on
capability building in small firms that was aimed at addressing the lack of rigorous measurement
and testing. This part of the thesis fills the lower right-hand cell in Figure II-1.
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Figure II-1

Focus of thesis

Capability building in:

Large firms Small firms

Qualitative (subjective) already explored focus of study
Research (Ch III and IV)
methodology

Quantitative (objective) remains focus of study
unexplored (Ch  V,   VI  and  VII)



III The Limits of a Focus on the Large-scale Sector

III.1 Introduction

We have seen that the capability research has focused predominantly on the modern large-scale
industrial sector in developing countries . This sector is often seen as the core of industrial
development from where new technological capabilities emerge and diffuse through the rest of
the economy as it modernises. For example, Katz notes that

...  many of the(se) new engineering activities tend to be localised in specialised
technical departments of medium size and large jinns.  . . .  It is here that domestic
technological capabilities actually appear and develop (Katz, 1985:129, emphasis

added).

As discussed in the previous chapter, however, there are good reasons for doubting the ability
of the large-scale sector to solve the 'development problem' (broadly defined as the elimination
of widespread poverty) in the developing countries within a decade or so. The purpose of this
chapter is to elaborate on these reasons and to provide a justification for a widening of the focus

of the capability literature.

We shall first discuss why a focus on capability building in small firms would be desirable from
the point of view of productive employment expansion. We shall begin this by analysing in

section III.2  why the traditional Lewis modernisation mechanism does not operate effectively
in the great majority of developing countries.  It will be shown that several structural factors lead

to delayed structural transformation and that there is an urgent need to look for other potential

sources of employment and income. The solution has to be found in higher productivity, leading

55 In most cases, the firms studied were already quite large at the beginning of their growth trajectory. A few
studies have included firms that started out as relatively small ventures, but even these had already grown
substantially by the time they were investigated and they certainly belonged to the modern sector.
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to higher incomes and expanded employment opportunities in the small-scale sector (including
the informal sector).

In section HI.3 we shall go on to argue that productivity upgrading in small firms will in many
cases require higher technological capabilities. The main justification is that there is no good
reason to assume that tacitness and environmental specificity - the two important characteristics
of technology that give rise to the need for technological learning - would only occur in large
modern firms.

Thus,  the  need to focus on capability building in small firms  can be justified  even  if  one
believes that the large-scale modern sector is the main engine of growth in developing countries.
However, a more powerful motivation for a focus on capability building in small firms is
provided when we recognise that the small-scale sector can be an important source of economic

dynamism in its own right. We shall focus on this issue in section III.4 where we shall examine
the important role played by the capital goods sector in the generation and diffusion of technical
change. Small firms have played  a very important part in the development of machinery  in

developed and developing countries alike. Thus, for this particular subset of small firms a focus
on capability building is not just desirable from the point of view of productive employment

expansion within the sector itself, but also because it is vital for bringing about an indigenous
process of technological progress in a developing country as a whole.

III.2 The Problem of Prolonged Labour Surplus

The one-sided focus on large firms in the capability literature suggests a more or less implicit
conception of structural transformation which is reminiscent of Lewis' dual economy model,
in which traditional rural sector employment is gradually replaced by modern sector (mainly

industrial) employment  in the course of economic development  (1954).  It is widely known that
this model does not work as well in the currently developing countries as it did historically in
the industrialised western countries and Japan, where declining employment opportunities in the
traditional sector were offset by simultaneous expansion of new employment in the modern
sector. More recent literature, including an article by Lewis himself, has questioned the

operation of the labour absorption mechanism in the 'twentieth century demographic situation'.

Several factors are seen to contribute to delayed structural transformation. One of these is rapid

population growth, which was on the average 2.0 per cent per year during 1960-90 in

developing countries, versus only  1.2 in the now economically advanced countries around  1880
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when they were at a similar developmental level (International Yearbook of Population
Smtistics; Squire, 1981:23). Another contributing factor  is the relatively disappointing labour

absorption performance of modern industry, owing to labour-saving innovations imported from

the West (Lewis, 1979)56 Furthermore, in the developing countries the traditional sector tends

to be much larger, and the modern sector correspondingly smaller, than in the industrialised

countries at a similar stage in their economic development. This slows labour transfer from the

traditional to the modern sector (Stewart, 1977; kwis, 1979)

An important statistic in the analysis of problems related to structural transformation is the

length of time taken before an economy reaches its 'turning point'. Until this point is reached,

the absolute number of people in the non-modern sector continues to increase, aggravating the

problem of labour surplus. Table III-1 shows some recent turning point estimates for a set of

developing countries of varying size and income per capita,57 which illustrate in broad terms

the nature and magnitude of the problem. 58,59

Of the countries listed in the table, only South Korea has already achieved the point at which

the annual increase in its labour force is fully absorbed by the modern sector, while Malaysia

is quite near to achieving it. In both these countries, the share of the modern sector in the total

labour force (column 1) is quite high. The scenario for the remaining countries is not at all

favourable, however. In countries like Thailand, the Philippines, Chile and Guatemala, the

process is likely to take at least one generation because of slow growth in modern sector

employment (as in Chile, which experienced 3.2 per cent during 1981-92), a low share of the

56 This factor has been the subject of some debate, however. Squire presents empirical estimates which show
that - contraIy to popular opinion - the overall employment growth performance of the modern sector in developing

countries was quite commendable during the 1960-7Os. The growth rate achieved during this period was almost

at par with the rates in the industrialised countries around 1880 (1981:24).

57 The estimates are only rough approximations, because no data are available with which to reliably estimate

the employment share of the modern and non-modern sectors. The share of total paid employment (excluding paid

employment in agriculture) in total employment was used as a proxy for the modern sector employment share.

Since paid employment also exists to some degree in small establishments, it is likely that these figures somewhat

overestimate the share of the modern sector. Most probably, then, the data in the table to some degree

underestimate the time taken to reach the turning point.

58 The turning point can be calculated from an identity that expresses the base-year proportion of the labour

force in the modern sector as a function of the rate of labour force growth, the growth of employment in the

modern sector, and the number of years taken to reach the turning point (see Stewart, 1977:53).

59 Estimates based on earlier data are provided in Stewart (1977) and Birdsall (1985); also cited in James,

(1989). The results are similar to the findings in Table III-1.
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The employment problem in developing countries - some empirical estimates

Country                    (1)                      (2)                      (3)                    (4)                   (5)                   (6)
Share of modern Annual % increase Annual % increase Column 3./. No. of years Year in which
sector in total in modern sector in labour force column 2  ( %)b) needed to reach turning point

labour force employment'  turning point') is reached

Thailand 34.9 (1990) 4.9 (1980-90) 3.8 (1980-90)           78                76             2066

India 25.8 (1989) 1.4 (1981-91) 2.6 (1981-91) col 3 > col 2 moving away

Malaysia 74.0 (1990) 4.7 (1980-90) 3.9 (1979-90)           83                15             2005

Korea 82.0 (1992) 4.5 (1982-92) 2.4 (1982-92) 53 already reached 1971

Philippines 48.3 (1991) 3.9 (1981-91) 3.2 (1978-91)           82                79             2070

Pakistan 49.1 (1992) 2.5 (1983-93) 2.3 (1983-93)           92             > 200

Egypt 53.6 (1989) 4.0 (1979-89) 3.8 (1980-89)            95              > 200

Malawi 6.6 (1987) 3.7 (1977-87) 4.2 (1977-87) col 3 > col 2 moving away

Burundi 1.4 (1991) 2.0 (1982-91) 0.4 (1982-91)            20 169 2160

Brazil 74.3 (1990) 4.1 (1981-90) 4.1 (1980-90) col 3 = col 2 no progress

Chile 78.4 (1992) 3.2 (1981-92) 2.8 (1981-92)           88                 29               2021

Guatemala 17.1 (1989) 10.2 (1981-89) 6.9 (1981-92)            68                  45                2034

Notes:
a) Modern sector employment is defined as total paid employment excluding agriculture.
b)  Column 4 shows required proportion of modern sector employment in total labour force if expansion of the modern sector is to provide

jobs for all additions to the labour force on recent trends in labour force increase and modern sector employment increase.

c) Column 5 shows the number of years required before the modern sector will absorb all additions to the labour force.
0

Source of data:                                                                                                                                                                                                                             ··jr
ILO, Yearbook of Labour Statistics, various issues.                                                                                                                                        

as
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modern sector in the total labour force (as in Thailand, where the share was only 34.9 per cent
in 1990) or a combination of the two. Some countries, such as India and Malawi, actually seem
to have gone into a reverse process. Their share of the modern sector is declining somewhat,
because the annual increase in the labour force (column 3) is higher than the annual employment
growth  in the modern sector (column  2).

Generally, the predictions in columns 5 and 6 of Table III-1 give cause for worry because they
imply that the number of people in the developing world outside the modern sector will keep
on increasing for decades, if not longer. The poverty scenario that this implies is quite bleak.
In the 1970s Morawetz calculated that even among the fastest growing developing countries,
only eight would reach a GNP per capita comparable to that of the OECD countries within 100
years or so,  and only 16 would manage to close the gap in 1,000 years.  For the large majority
of developing countries, the income gap would never be closed for their per capita GNP growth
rate has historically been slower than that of the OECD countries (Morawetz, 1977:28). While
it is true that some Asian developing countries have defied these gloomy predictions, for the

great majority of countries Morawetz' scenario remains just as valid as it was 20 years ago.  In
Africa, especially, fast population growth mitigates much of the effect of GDP growth. Even
with an average forecasted 3.8 per cent growth in African countries during the next decade, it
will take around half a century or more before they reach the status of middle-income countries

because GDP per head will rise only by an estimated 0.9 per cent (77ze Economist, 12 August
1995).

We may conclude from the above discussion that some evidence of technological capability
development in a handful of large firms in the modern sector is insufficient evidence that a
country  is well on the way towards solving its problems of labour surplus and poverty.  This
may or may not be the case, depending on what is happening in the rest of the economy.  If the
large-scale industrial sector is small, and if the rest of the industrial sector is stagnating, it is
more likely to be a sign that the country is heading for a prolonged period of increased dualism,
income inequality and poverty. But even if the large-scale sector is not so small any more, it
may still take several decades before sustained capability building in that sector begins to have
any notable effect on the rest of the economy.

Obviously, in this situation it would be highly undesirable from a developmental point of view
to rely solely on the Lewis modernisation mechanism and wait for the turning point to arrive.
There is an urgent need to explore alternative mechanisms through which employment and
incomes can be increased in the meantime. Aside from measures to accelerate economic growth,
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the solution must be found in expanded job creation in the small-scale sector (Streeten,  1994;
James,  1989).

III.3   The Need for a Focus on Small Firms - A General Argument

It is obvious that the expansion of remunerative employment opportunities in the small-scale
sector would in most cases require increased productivity. While some sources of growth in the
small-scale sector do not require productivity increase60, considering the magnitude of the
employment problem outlined above and the sheer numbers of people dependent for their
livelihood on employment in small-scale activities, it is inconceivable that these sources of
growth by themselves could make a substantial impact on the widespread poverty and
unemployment in developing countries. With an enduring labour surplus, incomes would remain
dismally low as the number of small-scale enterprises proliferated, and poverty would continue
to be synonymous with employment in small-scale enterprises.

However, it is perhaps less obvious that productivity increase in small-scale enterprises would
require more advanced technological capabilities. Even though the extant capability literature
has shown capability building to be a crucial requirement for rising productivity in large firms,
it  is  conceivable  that the same relationship  does  not hold  true for small ones. Three possible

arguments against capability acquisition in the small-scale sector will be presented and
countered here to build up a justification for a focus on capability building in small firms.

Argument  1:     Tacitness    and    environmental    specificity    may    not    occur    with    respect    to

technologies commonly used in the small-scale sector. Hence, there may be no
need for acquisition  of higher technological capabilities.

60 For instance, in some circumstances demand for products from small industry increases exogenously, leading
to more employment and income through higher output prices and economies of scale and/or agglomeration.  Many
urban informal activities and small formal workshops would fit into this scenario. Many of those are subcontractors
to larger firms, while others produce consumer goods and services for rapidly increasing urban low-income and
middle-income households. The latter tend to manufacture relatively simple products with characteristics that are
more appropriate for low-income and middle-income consumers than those of substitutes turned out by large capital-
intensive firms (Stewart, 1985; Bagachwa, 1988; Kaplinsky, 1990; Stewart and Ranis,  1990).  In fact, some of these
activities can stand their ground quite well in the face of competition from large firms. Wage-squeezing and long
working hours are not their only sources of competitiveness. Recent work on urban small firms has highlighted the
importance of economies of specialisation and external economies resulting from clustered production networks of
complementary activities as an important source of efficiency, which is not captured in a simple one-to-one
efficiency comparison between groups of firms of different sizes (Best, 1990; Schmitz,  1992).
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As an example of this argument, consider Little's statement that 'Technology is free and easily

available   in  all the industries needed for satisfying the wants   of the poorer people',   and,

moreover, '...an intelligent person  with  no  more than secondary school education  who  is
allowed access to books, catalogues, foreign salesmen and perhaps travel (which may include
work in a firm abroad) can go a long way' (1982:238). In this statement, Little does
acknowledge the importance of productivity increase as well as the importance of the adoption
of new technology to achieve this. However, while some new knowledge is obviously required
to choose and operate such new technology in a small firm, presumably it is so easy to obtain
that it is not a major issue. Apparently, we are to conclude that the need for capability building

only arises in large firms because it would be required merely for choosing and operating
modern and complex technologies.

It is somewhat difficult to accept this reasoning. Firstly, why would the problem of tacimess

apply only to one particular subset of industry? All but the very simplest machinery and
equipment would  have some tacit elements. Besides, interpretation and understanding  of the
codified (non-tacit) information that comes with the technology may not be so easy, either. It
is true that complexity compounds the problem of technological mastery, for instance in
situations where different people need to learn different things simultaneously and complex

structures are required for the planning and coordination of tasks. However, while this
requirement may not exist to the same extent with respect to the sort of technologies that small

firms tend to use, that does not imply that their machinery and equipment is always so simple

that it requires hardly any search and learning. This is especially true in workshops that operate

versatile machinery,   such  as in light engineering.   It is quite inconceivable  that  at  the  time  of

adoption of a new piece of equipment such as a milling machine, full knowledge about all
possible uses to which this machine could be put would somehow automatically come to the

operator as he was in the process of installing it in his workshop and reading the instruction
manual. Clearly, the discovery of the many different possible useful applications is a long
process that occurs as a result of actually operating and experimenting on the machine in

question.

Moreover, Little's argument would appear to assume that major circumstantial specificities do

not arise in the small-scale sector because the sort of technologies that small firms would be
interested in adopting tend to be relatively well established and well proven. However, it is
difficult to believe that this would be a valid reason for the need for adaptation to local

conditions being confined to technologies introduced in modern large firms. In fact, given the

dearth of appropriate, efficient, small-scale technologies in many developing countries (see,  for
example, Gamser and Almond, 1989) there are reasons why adaptation would assume even
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more importance in small firms than in large firms. Entrepreneurs are often forced to acquire
technologies that are not ideally suited to the conditions in which they will be used. Bienefeld
(1975:3) suggests  that for small enterprises '...the adoption of the latest technology means  a
discontinuous leap from their previous technology'. The required jump is often substantial, with
the old and new production techniques showing enormous differences in initial investment per
unit of output or per worker (Schmitz, 1982).

Another reason for the acquisition of new technology requiring technological effort by small
firms   has   to   do with resource constraints. Financial constraints frequently lead small
entrepreneurs to select locally made, low-quality equipment which is more prone to breakdowns
and requires more intensive maintenance than imported equipment. In economies where the
market for second-hand equipment is well developed, old-vintage second-hand equipment is
often selected, and that requires extensive reconditioning and repair. More generally, resource
constraints in small firms have the effect of preventing the circumvention of problems by buying
'ready-made solutions' such as new machinery, expensive imported spare parts or engineering
expertise. Much more than in larger firms with easier access to (cheaper) capital, there is
considerable pressure to squeeze maximum performance out of given limited resources

(Massaquoi,   1991).

In addition, we have to note the fact that adaptations to technology do not necessarily take the
form of process adaptations. There is no good reason to rule out the need for product
adaptations in small firms. As a matter of fact, one could surmise that the need for product
adaptations is again present to a greater extent in small firms than in large ones. An important
source of competitiveness in large firms is the ability to produce standardised products in large
volumes. Small firms miss out on these economies of scale, but they derive part of their
competitiveness from being close to their customers, catering to their idiosyncratic
requirements.

Finally, the 'complexity' and 'modernity' of a technology should be considered as relative rather
than absolute qualities. They have to be assessed in relation to the specific context into which
a new technology is to be introduced. Looked at from this perspective, one has to ask just how
many small entrepreneurs find themselves in the privileged position that Little describes. How
many are already endowed with secondary school education and have undergone basic technical
training, and how many have easy access to the information channels listed? Search for new
technology and its mastery after acquisition are typically undertaken in a situation characterised
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by various constraints.6' One may postulate that, viewed in relation to the constraints
commonly faced by small entrepreneurs, acquisition of information, tacimess, decoding and
need for adaptations could present major problems, and the search and learning that would be
necessary to overcome these problems would be risky, difficult, tenuous and costly. One should
not simply assume that the adoption of a new process or product technology by small firms
would be simply a matter of near-effortless automatic assimilation.

We thus conclude that tacitness and environmental specificity are universal characteristics of
technology. Since these characteristics have given rise to the need for technological learning in
the large firms described in the extant capability literature, there is no reason to assume that this
need would not arise in the case of small firms if they are to grow and provide more productive
and remunerative employment. On this ground, capability building is likely to be as important
for productivity increase in small firms as in large firms.

However, even if this point is accepted, some other arguments could still be advanced for why
capability building would present less of an issue in small firms than in large firms. These are
as follows:

Argument  2-     Capabilities might simply  diffuse from the modem sector;  hence.  there may be no
need for a major independent  technological effort  in the small-scale sector itself.

This is not an argument against the need for increasing capability in the small-scale sector as

such, but rather an argument against the need for technological effort. The need for higher
capabilities in small firms would be met through automatic diffusion of capabilities from the
modern sector.

Skill transfers from the large modern sector to the small-scale sector for the economic
advancement of the latter, and more generally for the mitigation of dualism, have been
especially important in Japan. In a historical study of intersectoral linkages in that country,
Watanabe lists three channels that have contributed much to the diffusion of technical skills and
knowledge from the modern sector to small and petty enterprises: intersectoral movement of
workers, equipment supply linkages and the establishment of subcontracting linkages between

large and small firms (Watanabe, 19838) Movement of labour from the modern to the small-
scale sector was already common in the machine manufacturing sector in the early decades of

61 For a useful review of growth constraints on small-scale manufacturing in developing countries, see Schmitz
(1982).
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this century. After gaining sufficient experience in a large firm, workers would leave and start
their own small outfits with obsolete lathes and drilling machines. As the technological
sophistication of the economy as a whole increased, technical guidance from parent firms to
subcontractors became increasingly important. By the 196Os, its importance reportedly had come
to exceed that of financial and managerial assistance in the machine manufacturing sector.
Parent firms would send experts to help uncover sources of inefficiency in the subcontractors
and suggest concrete ways to cut costs and prices through changes in layout and the acquisition
of particular equipment. In addition, collective assistance was provided through the
subcontractors' co-operative associations in the form of lectures, training courses and in-plant
training. Suppliers   of raw materials and machinery   were also important sources of technical
guidance and co-operation for small producers, especially  in the garment industry  Ubid.).

However, Watanabe himself points out that the linkages between large and small enterprises in
today's developing countries are much less well developed than in historical Japan. There is no
evidence at all of widespread diffusion of technical knowledge through subcontracting linkages.
In fact, a study of the Egyptian cotton weaving industry noted that little guidance is provided
apart from the supply of yarn and initial designs of fabrics, and subcontractors have to rely
basically on their own skills. New technology operated or acquired by large parent companies
is not usually made available to subcontractors (El Karanshawy    and    Sakr,     1983: 89-90).

Likewise, in the engineering sector in Kanpur (India) and in the automobile parts industry in
Mexico, subcontracting linkages did not involve any significant transfer of technology and
know-how (Papola and Mathur, 1983; Watanabe, 1983b). Effective technology diffusion through
equipment supply seems to be equally limited. The quality of the equipment used by the formal
sector is often incompatible with the level of education and training of workers in the small-
scale and informal sectors and its price may be too high. The problems are especially severe

when the main supply source of machinery is imports, because  in that case linkages between
machine producers and users are completely non-existent (Watanabe, 1983d: 227).

There is, however, some evidence of transfer of technological information and skills occurring
through the intersectoral movement of labour in today's developing countries. This reportedly
has been of quite considerable importance for the technological development of the small-scale

sector (see, for example, McLaughlin, 1979; King, 1982; Hakam, 1978; Papola and Mathur,
1983; Watanabe, 1983b; and some of the studies discussed in the next chapter). However, one
problem with this mechanism is that its importance increases as the modern sector grows in

size, and so its effects tend to be quite limited in countries where the modern sector is small,
as in many parts of Africa. Thus, countries that are furthest away from their 'turning point'
stand to gain least from it.
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Another problem with this mechanism is that it is not clear how much of the knowledge and
skills acquired by a worker in the modern sector can be fruitfully put to use outside the sector.
In African countries, especially, the technological and managerial environment in which large
firms typically operate are worlds removed from the sort of conditions in which small

enterprises function. The nature and level of required investment, production and innovation
capabilities required could be expected to differ substantially  in the two sectors. An initial skill
base acquired through prior working experience in the modern sector is likely to be beneficial
to small entrepreneurs, but it is probably no more than a starting point upon which future
business success can be built.

We conclude that, even though inter-sectoral diffusion of capabilities is undoubtedly of some
importance in developing countries, by itself it is unlikely to be sufficient for solving the

problem of low incomes in the small-scale sector. Thus, the diffusion argument is not a
particularly powerful reason for ignoring the need for capability building in the small-scale
sector.

Argument  3.      Small  firms  might  for  the  most  part   need  only  very  basic  capabilities;   it  makes

more sense for them to draw on agents in their environment to supply any more
complex  technological  services  that  they   require.

Certainly, it would not make much sense for a small-scale entrepreneur with limited resources
to build up in-depth advanced and specialised capabilities across a broad range of tasks,
particularly in the area of process capabilities. Unless the economy in which the firm operates
is seriously underdeveloped, it would be more efficient and practical to confine one's efforts
to acquiring choice capability, simple repair and maintenance capability and product-design
capability, and to rely on specialised suppliers and repairers of machinery and equipment to
supply the major installation and breakdown services and substantial process adaptations. In that
way, the small-scale user-firm would  be  able to concentrate on developing more likely areas  of

comparative advantage. And even in the areas mentioned, the required capabilities might not
be  all that dramatic.

Even so, it has been argued that any firm needs to develop a certain minimum level of
capability to enable  it to advance  as an independent entity:

... machinery suppliers, outside consultants, input suppliers and customers are
all noted as supplying important technological elements. But the integration of
these elements with the structure of the firm's existing system requires
complementary adjustment and change by the resources in the firm. The firm
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thus has the central role in the management of technological change. At the very
least, it must recognize the potential value of changes and absorb them. Doing
this requires managing its own resources for change. (Bell et at. 1984:120-121).

Even though the argument was made primarily with reference to large firms, there is no reason

why it would not also apply to the small. Consider, for example, Bruton's story about the role
of African junk dealers, which amply conveys this point. These dealers are usually extremely
clever in finding new uses for apparently useless items which have been discarded by the formal
sector, but ' . . .evidently it makes no sense for such dealers to try to invent independently of the

problems their clients specify' (Bruton, 1985:90). This means that, even if these clients do not
take an active part in the actual innovation act, at least they must have the capability to diagnose

their problems, communicate them in such a way as to provide the direction in which a potential
solution can be sought by the supplier, implement his suggestions, and give him specific

feedback if the results are not satisfactory. Albeit at a simple level, engaging in such activities
constitutes technological effort and learning. Ongoing technological progress thus requires that
both the users and the producers of technological improvements be active change agents. And

being an active change agent implies building more advanced capabilities. Hence, inter-firm

specialisation in capability building is not a particularly valid argument against a focus on

capability building in the small-scale sector.

III.4 The Special Role of Small-scale Machine Manufacturers

In the above discussion, a focus on capability building in small firms has been justified
primarily by reference to the need for improving living conditions in the small-scale sector

itself. In this section we take the argument one step further by showing that capability building
in a particular subset of small firms, namely capital goods producers, is also very important for
the industrial evolution of developing economies as a whole.

Historically the capital goods sector  has played a leading role in the production and diffusion
of technical progress in the industrialisation process in European countries and the USA.
Empirical research indicates that industries such as mechanical, electrical and electronic
engineering, and instrument making are much more R&D-intensive than other sectors

(Townsend and Pavitt, 1988). Several peculiar characteristics of the capital goods sector make

it special. Firstly, the production of new products and processes in an economy generally calls

62 Following Chudnovsky and Nagao, the capital goods sector is defined here as the sector manufacturing
machinery and transport equipment that enter into capital formation  (1983:1).
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for new or improved machinery or equipment to be supplied by the capital goods sector
(Rosenberg, 1963:416). But capital goods producers do not just respond to demands for
innovation generated by user-industries; they are also major initiators of technical progress. An
important reason for them to engage in product innovations is that replacement demand
constitutes a major part of their market. Hence, the more active they are in producing machines
with new or improved characteristics, the more rapid will be technological obsolescence and the
more powerful the inducement for rapid replacement in user industries (Stewart, 1977:152).
Rosenberg has pointed out that capital goods producers tend to be active in generating process
innovations as well. This is just as important as their involvement in product innovations. The
degree of success with which capital goods producers improve their own production processes
will affect the prices of capital goods. This in turn affects the speed with which new
technological features generated by R&D, once these are embodied in new machinery, will be
diffused throughout the economy (Rosenberg, 1963:416).

Many writers agree that innovations in the capital goods sector are especially important because
they have much higher externalities than innovations generated elsewhere in an economy
(James, 1991; Baark, 1991a and 1991b; Lund Research Policy Institute, 1983; Stewart, 1977;
Rosenberg, 19633 and 1963b; Fransman, 1984; Pack, 1981, Mkandawire, 1981). Innovations
generated by capital goods producers generally have important ripple effects because they form
an input into the production processes of other industries, unlike in other sectors where

improvements end up with consumers. Adjustments in user-industry technology may be required
because the new equipment is different in scale from the old equipment, or because the
operating requirements are different (Stewart,  1977:152).  The need for such adjustments often
gives rise to demands for further improvements in capital goods. This may lead to close and
ongoing interactions between capital goods producers and technology users over a long time,
leading to a gradual, incremental process of technological upgrading in which ongoing
information exchange between technology users and producers plays a vital part (Fransman,
1985;  Lundvall, 1988). Rosenberg speaks of cumulative causation in this connection, indicating
that doing some things successfully creates a capacity fur doing other things (1963b:442),and
Hirschman emphasises the need to think in terms of sequences in the course of which a forward
step in one direction will create an imbalance that induces others (1958). Important externalities
in capital goods production also arise in the form of inter-industry movement of information and
skilled labour. The training dimension is important because the sector breeds a broad spectrum
of worker skills and managerial and entrepreneurial talent that are useful for assimilation and
adaptation of technology in the general manufacturing and processing industries as well (James,
1991).
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It follows that 'a significant dimension of the transition to economic growth lies in the ability
of the capital goods sector to assimilate and develop proficiency in the new machine technology
and thus both to generate, and to adapt itself to, the continually altering technological

requirements of an industrializing economy' (Rosenberg, 1963b:417). This observation was as
true for the countries that were industrialising in the 19th century as it is for the developing
countries of today,  even if technical change in these countries does not generally take the form
of original innovations. In these countries, a local capital goods sector is crucial for the effective
mastery of foreign technology through reverse engineering and copying, as well as for its
adaptation and modification to make it suitable for local requirements. User/producer interaction
is vitally important in developing countries because it is the main mechanism through which

foreign technology is successfully adapted to specific production conditions (Fransman, 1985).

In other words, the capital goods sector is a crucial nexus for the development of local
technological capability in developing countries. Countries that do not have a local capital goods

sector tend to lack the 'base of skills, knowledge, facilities and organisation upon which further
technical progress so largely depends' (Rosenberg, 1963a). Such countries have to rely on
outside sources for both their machinery requirements and their technological progress. Both
types of dependency have very adverse consequences for industrial development and economic

growth in general.

Dependence on machinery imports is highly undesirable for financial reasons alone because the

demand for capital goods tends to grow much faster than the demand for other goods in an

industrialising economy (Mkandawire, 1981). The obvious reason for this phenomenon is Adam
Smith's famous dictum that specialisation increases as markets grow. Many operations that are

initially carried out in-house in consumer industries split off and begin to form independent

intermediate goods industries as economies develop. Not surprisingly, the foreign exchange
constraint has become a major argument in favour of the establishment of local capital goods
production in developing countries where balance of payments problems place limits on the

importation of such goods.

However, perhaps even more serious than the financial constraint is the fact that local

technological change will be aborted by the lack of local capability to repair, maintain,
reproduce and adapt foreign technology to local requirements. Failing such local capability and

capacity, new technological features embodied in imports of new capital goods do not give rise

to the sort of external effects discussed above. They do not give rise to a continuous process

of cumulative improvements and local learning. In this situation, the nature of the technology
supply and the direction of technological change will be dictated by outside forces and be out
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of line with local requirements (Stewart, 1977,  1981). Only local capital goods producers have
sufficient knowledge of local conditions to successfully adapt imported equipment to specific

user-requirements, and only they can widen the choice among available alternative technologies
through the reproduction of older models, the manufacture of which is no longer profitable in
the  technologically more advanced countries  (Pack, 1981). Although the scope to effect local

adaptations usually receives more emphasis than the possibilities to reproduce older-design
equipment in the motivation for the establishment of a local capital goods sector, the latter are

clearly very important as well. Such equipment is usually more labour-intensive than modern

equipment. In addition, it may also permit lower scale of output, have lower skill requirements
for operation and maintenance, and be less demanding in terms of raw material uniformity,

temperature, humidity and voltage constancy (Johnston and Kilby,   1975: 108).

Although the production of capital goods might conjure up images of large modern plants

turning out equipment in large volumes, this notion is largely incorrect. Capital goods firms

tend to be skill-intensive rather than large and capital-intensive. A few branches of (mostly

advanced) capital goods production such as motor vehicles and tractors are subject to economies

of scale and tend to be organised in the form of large factories, but economies of scale do not

play a major role in the production of many other types of machinery and equipment. This is

especially so in the case of relatively simple capital goods such as basic machine-tools and

agricultural equipment. This is precisely the sort of equipment for which local production is so

important in developing countries in the early stages of industrialisation (Chudnovsky and

Nagao, 1983).

Even though the size issue has been addressed by many writers, it is difficult to obtain hard

statistical evidence of the importance of small firms in this segment of industry because official

data about size usually exclude most of the small-scale segment. Firms that employ fewer than

five, or even 10 persons are rarely reported in official sources. There are, however, some more

detailed studies about the capital goods sector in developing countries which are illustrative of

the important role played by small firms. A detailed study of the machinery industry in

Shanghai in 1931 (the largest concentration of capital goods producers in China at the time)

counted 457 enterprises, of which 366 (80 per cent) employed fewer than 20 persons, and

another 66 (14 per cent) employed between 20 and 50 persons (Ishikawa, 1985:68).63 The

Colombian capital goods sector consisted of 514 firms in 1978, employing a total of 30,371

workers, i.e. 59 workers per firm on the average. Eighty-four per cent of the firms were small

63 Note also that Chinese machinery output at that time was roughly of the same degree of technological

complexity as that of Thailand in the early 1980s.
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and medium-sized (Zuleta et at.,  1982). A large survey  of 147 capital goods producers in Ghana
in 1980/81 found only six large firms that employed 30 persons or more.  More than half of the
firms were found to employ five or fewer workers (Aboagye, 1982). A study among capital
goods manufacturers in Hong Kong found that 83 per cent of the establishments employed fewer
than 10 persons; only six per cent employed 20 persons or more (Fransman, 1982). Finally, a
study of technology transfer from medium and small firms in the developed countries to 19
metalworking companies in Argentina and Brazil, where the capital goods industry is relatively
well developed compared with other developing countries, found that 15 employed fewer than
100  workers, even though the emphasis  of this study  was  on the relatively more advanced
segment of the sector (Campos et al.,  1985).

Production of capital goods in small-scale units is viable and profitable for a number of reasons.
Firstly, the process is subject to economies of specialisation rather than scale (Rosenberg,
1963a; Pack, 1981). Unlike in process industries, the production process of metalworking
activities is characterised by a number of discrete operations which are carried out in sequence.
This makes it possible for firms to start off on a very small scale by carrying out just a few
basic functions. More functions are generally added on as firms grow (Ishikawa, 1985).64
However, this process of vertical integration does not give rise to large-scale production in fully
integrated plants. Beyond a certain stage, a growing market for capital goods promotes vertical
disintegration through increased inter-firm division of labour in the specific sense of a
narrowing of the product range and/or concentration on specific operations or functions. This
happens because the specialisation in individual functions (rather than the integration of a full
set of functions under one rooO tends to be subject to increasing returns (Bruton, 1979:60). This
phenomenon gives rise to increasingly complex patterns of subcontracting involving large
numbers of small-part and components suppliers and suppliers of specialised services such as
casting, forging and heat treatment (Chudnovsky and Nagao, 1983; Rosenberg, 1963b)
Apparently, this starts happening when the quality of parts and components improves and
product specifications become more unifurm across firms (Amsden,   1977).

However, the dominance of small firms in the capital goods sector in developing countries does
not derive just from the absence of economies of scale in fully integrated production and the
possibilities for functional specialisation. Evidence is mounting that this form of production is
also especially appropriate in developing countries. One important reason is that small firms
tend to be decentralised and located close to the users, an essential requirement for generation

64 As we shall see in the next chapter, this feature creates possibilities for successful evolutionary technological
learning in the capital goods sector, much more so than in other sectors where expansion entails a change-over from
one distinct technological mode to another.
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of technical change in an appropriate direction. Capital goods producers have to be intimately

acquainted with the environment within which user-firms function and the specific problems and
needs of their clientele, and they have to be responsive to their demands. This often requires

face-to-face contact. A producer who simply 'invents' in the abstract is unlikely to come up
with innovations or adaptations that are genuinely useful (Bruton, 1979). Ongoing personal
contact is also required to build up assurance between the market parties that the information
they share will remain confidential. Without this confidence, an important incentive for

experimentation would  be   lost  Ubid.,    1979). The benefits of widespread close user/producer
interaction go beyond the purely technical and economic. Ultimately, the social mobilisation that
it induces becomes more important for a long-term development perspective. Changes in
attitudes and behaviour that favour ongoing search for technological improvement are promoted
when the population at large becomes actively involved in processes of technological and
economic change (Johnston and Kilby, 1975:171).

A historical example from the development of the agricultural sector in the USA is instructive

in bringing out the importance of user/producer linkages for the development of farm
mechanisation:

The feedback between farmers and those who were designing and manufacturing
farm equipment was of great importance in directing inventive activity toward
meeting the most critical needs of farmers and in eliminating the defects of early
models. Even at the present time much of the significant R&D work is
performed by small, local machine shops, working closely with farmers. The
large machinery manufacturers devote substantial resources   to   R&D,   but   the
small firms working with more direct feedback from farmers tend to have an
advantage in evolving new designs. Thus, many of the products which are mass
produced by large corporations such as John Deere or International Harvester are
based on designs and models produced by a small machine shop which then sells
the rights to the product to one of the large corporations interested in initiating
large-scale production (Johnston and Kilby, 1975:202).

The limits imposed on effective user/producer interactions when production is organised in
centralised, large-scale plants are no doubt even more severe in the developing countries than

in a country such as the USA. Poor infrastructure exacerbates the problem of physical distance,
and communication difficulties also arise from the educational and cultural gap between

engineers working in the modern sector and the customers that they are supposed to serve.

Bruton typifies this situation as a 'salesman at the door approach', because the main role of the

capital goods producers is to announce what kinds of machines are available and to try to sell
whatever they have. Since the technologies did not evolve from an ongoing dialogue between

producers and users, the probability that they will meet the users' needs is very low. 'Evidence
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can be seen in many developing countries that such acquisitions soon become idle and ignored,
and do not produce any sort of continuing increase in productivity' (Bruton, 1979:46-47).

Another reason for the competitiveness of small firms is that the capital goods they produce tend
to have 'inferior' characteristics that are, however, particularly appropriate for user firms in
countries in the early stages of industrialisation and are better suited to the resource endowments
of these economies in general. They tend to be crude copies of imported models in which
quality    has been reduced through substitution with lower-quality, local materials   and
simplification of the original designs. For example, when small workshops in Thailand started
to manufacture the power tiller, they initially simplified the original Japanese model
considerably. The adapted model had only one forward gear instead of four, and no reverse
gear, no side clutch and no brake (Ishikawa, 1981). The phenomenon of quality and price
reduction in local models has been noted in many other developing countries as well (Ishikawa,
1985; Desai, 1985; Johnston and Kilby, 1975; Aftal) and Rahim, 1986; and Fransman, 1982).
Whether deliberate or not, such quality reduction has the effect of lowering prices in a market
where only a small minority can yet afford expensive, high-quality machinery. The success of
such adaptations often lies in the fact that the efficiency loss is confined to performance
characteristics that are not so essential in the environment of the less-advanced economy
(Johnston and Kilby, 1975:111). Lower tolerances and lower speed of operation may reduce
efficiency, but these disadvantages are offset by lower prices.  Even the disadvantages of higher
frequency of required maintenance and repair and the lower life span of such machines
apparently  do not outweigh the advantage of low prices. Maintenance and repair are after all
available at short notice and close to home.

Even more significant than the creation of temporary 'static' appropriateness are the long-term
effects of adaptation efforts by local producers. Adaptation also contributes to technological
learning, which ensures that appropriateness is maintained when market conditions change. In
the example of the Thai power tiller, when farmers began to express an interest in a higher-
quality tiller and the producers had mastered its production more fully, the design and quality
were gradually upgraded over time. As we shall discuss in more detail in the next chapter,
crude copying is only the first stage in a long process of evolutionary accumulation of more and
more advanced technological skills and knowledge.

A final argument in favour of the importance of small capital goods producers is that they are
apparently also more inclined to adapt imported designs than large firms. Unlike in larger firms,
their production tends to be custom-based so that it is relatively easy to incorporate specific
idiosyncratic requirements of individual customers into individual machines. They are flexible
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in that their production process is not dedicated to a particular narrow set of products with rigid
characteristics (Bruton, 1985:62). Secondly, small firms are more likely to sell to firms facing
competitive product and factor markets - the sort of environment in which there would be high
demand for machinery with characteristics that have been modified in an appropriate direction
(Pack, 1981).

There are thus a number of reasons why one would conclude that the sort of capital goods
sector most likely to give rise to an ongoing process of local technological learning would
consist of 'small-scale, locally financed firms, with limited access to foreign sources of
technology catering for firms similarly placed' (Stewart,    1977: 154).   In  view   of this state  of

affairs, the preoccupation of the capability literature with large modern firms is actually
somewhat peculiar. Conceivably, the engineering departments of these firms can do much to
narrow the international technology gap with the more advanced countries, but they can achieve
little when it comes to the need to reduce the internal technology gap within developing
countries. On this ground, a widening of the focus of the capability literature is clearly called
fur.

III.5 Conclusions

Considering the unfavourable demographic situation in which developing countries find
themselves, it is not difficult to provide a motivation for the creation of more remunerative and
productive jobs in the small-scale sector. However, it is not so clear that this would in turn
require the acquisition of more advanced technological capabilities. While there are indeed some
possibilities for productivity increase that do not require substantial capability building in the
sector, the foregoing discussion has shown that a convincing case can nevertheless be made on
behalf of a need for capability building in small firms. The main argument is that there is no
good reason for tacitness and environmental specificities - the two main factors seen to give rise
to the need for technological learning in large firms - to occur only in a limited subset of

developing country industry.

Technological capability building in the small-scale sector is important, first, for improving the
well-being of the people working in that sector. However, in addition, it is important for the
economic development of a country as a whole. The role of small-scale capital goods producers
is likely to be especially important in this respect because they are particularly suitable for
generating technologies that are locally appropriate and for contributing to an ongoing process

of technological advance. Such small firms can make a quite unique contribution to this process
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because they constitute decentralised decision points which are in close touch with their local

environment.  We only have to look at the history of capital formation in the West to realise how
important were the countless minute improvements and adaptations based on decisions of
entrepreneurs who were well informed about the specific problems and constraints in their local

area (Staley and Morse, 1965:191-3). Apparently, master craftsmen who were already small
entrepreneurs were an important source of entrepreneurial talent in the development of the
factory system, second in importance only to merchants (Ibid.). In addition, many small
mechanics operating repair shops attached to important user-industries such as textile mills split
off over time and developed their enterprises into independent factories making capital goods

(Lan(les, 1969:184). There is no reason to suppose that such processes would be any less vital
for the creation of an ongoing process of indigenous technological learning within the
developing countries of today. In Bruton's words:

'A progressive (developing) economy is one characterized by a continuing flow
of a myriad of small improvements throughout the economy which are easily and
quickly applied' (1979:4).



IV  Development of Technological Capability in the Small-
scale Sector: A Review of Secondary Literature

IV.1       Introduction

We have seen that the development of technological capability in small firms would be
important to developing countries for various reasons. We shall now examine, by means of a
review of secondary literature, whether the phenomenon actually occurs  in the present-day
developing countries, or whether it only took place historically in countries such as Japan and
Taiwan that have now reached a high level of economic development.65

The achievement of this objective is not straightforward,  in view of the almost complete absence
of studies in the capability literature with a focus on small firms. The literature search had to
be very broad to identify materials outside the capability literature that could shed some light
on the development of capabilities in small firms even while having a different objective and
a different main focus. This literature search yielded close to 40 usable studies (see section
IV.2).

These studies were first scanned for indications that technological capabilities had increased in
the firms over time, and for possible favourable economic effects that this might have had on
the firms and their environment. As a working definition of technological capability, we have
broadly followed the large-firm literature which describes it as the skills and knowledge
required to operate, adapt, improve, modify and create technology. This literature also
distinguishes between three types of technological capability: production capability, innovation
capability and investment capability (see also Chapter II). Briefly, production capability refers
to the skills and knowledge required to efficiently operate a given existing production

65 For information on capability building in the machine tools sector of Taiwan, see Amsden (1977). For an
interesting historical example of capability building in the flatware industry in Japan, see Ono (1976).
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technology. This includes making minor adaptations because these are aimed primarily at
overcoming bottlenecks to the smooth, efficient functioning of existing technology. Innovation

capability, on the other hand, refers to the skills and knowledge required to improve and modify
existing technology and to create new technology. Investment capability refers to the skills and
knowledge required to choose and install new technology that is in harmony with local factor
endowments and is in a more general sense suited to the local environment in which it has to
function. The studies in this survey were scanned for evidence of increase in each of these three
dimensions of capability.

Next, where relevant, the studies were scrutinised for information about the origin of
capabilities, that is to say, how they were developed. In other words, evidence was sought of
various technological learning mechanisms that might have operated in the firms under review.
In this context, technological learning is defined as the acquisition of additional technical skills
and   knowledge by individuals   in   the   firm   by any means   (Bell, 1984: 188-189).66   It   may

encompass various passive ways of knowledge and skill accumulation, such as learning-by-doing
which accrues with experience,   as   well as various mechanisms that require a purposive

investment in time and financial and human resources in activities that have the effect of
advancing the technical knowledge and skills in a firm.67

Finally, the studies were scanned for information about various factors that might have induced
and facilitated (and occasionally held back) technological learning in the firms under review.
By inducing factors, we mean stimuli within the firm and in its environment that trigger

learning activities in firms, while facilitating factors ease or encourage such activities but do not
actually set them off.

No particular restrictive definition of firm size was imposed when collecting materials for the

review, since one of the purposes was precisely to determine in which segments of the small-

enterprise sector capabilities would develop most often, and what differences (if any) in the
nature of the learning process might be seen between these segments. Just as it is unrealistic to

66 The concept of learning used here is thus different from common usage in the economics literature about
technical change, where it refers to changes in the pe,formance of production activities (for example, when rising

productivity is observed with constant production facilities). Improved performance is then presumed to be an effect
of the acquisition of skills and knowledge. However, since these variables themselves remain unobserved, it is
possible that performance improvement is due to other factors, such as increased capacity utilisation or incremental
improvements  made to plant and equipment  (Bell  et  at.,   1984).

67 The term 'technological learning' is preferred to the term 'capability building' because the latter refers only
to that part of learning which is effort-based. The term capability building is used in this survey only when it is
clear that we are focusing on the effort-based mechanisms of learning.
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expect that no small firm could develop capabilities, it is equally simplistic to assume that all
small firms could do so. The issue being considered here is thus not whether small enterprises
embark on the sort of technological growth path that we envisaged in Chapter III, but rather
which small firms do this, and whether there are enough of those around so as to make some,
however modest, contribution to overall income generation. Hence, for the purposes of the
review only a rough upper limit was set in order to exclude the sort of large, modern firms that
were the main focus of the capability literature. However, a few medium-sized factories were
included because they evolved from very small beginnings.

The main part of this review (sections IV.2, IV.3 and IV.4) is devoted to a presentation of the
available evidence on capability increase in small firms and its economic effects, the nature of
the underlying learning processes and the various factors that induce and facilitate learning.

After looking at the available evidence, we shall see in the final section whether any important
problems still remain to be addressed. The main conclusion emerging at that point is that the
materials in the review are even more deficient in measurement and testing than the large-firm
capability studies. This should not come as a surprise since the evidence has been drawn
together from a variety of materials of different quality and with widely divergent objectives,

coverage and focus, and was not designed to document capability development in the first place.
The lack of adequate measurement and testing of relationships between different variables
emerges as a suitable direction for further research, which will be taken up in Part II of this
thesis.

Since some basic background is required for a correct interpretation of the evidence, some

introductory remarks about the studies  are  made in section  IV.2. The evidence about  the

increase in capabilities in small firms and its economic significance will be discussed in section

IV.3. This will be followed by the evidence about the nature of the learning process and the
factors that drive and facilitate it, in section IV.4. Concluding observations and a discussion of
the  limitations  of the extant literature will follow in section  IV.5.

IV.2   Introducing the Studies in the Review

The materials discussed in the following sections were drawn from many different bodies of

research. Only four can be said to belong to the capability literature proper (namely Watanabe,

1987; Girvan and Marcelle, 1990; Fransman, 1982; and Alinge, 1987). Literature on the
informal sector and on small enterprise development was an important source of materials.

Other useful sources were literature on appropriate technology, the development of the farm
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equipment sector, entrepreneurship, non-formal/adult education, generation and diffusion of
innovations, the emergence of the capital goods sector, industrialisation more generally, and
structural transformation.68.69

In view of the diverse backgrounds of the studies, it is not surprising to find that they differ
widely in focus. This is important because there is a relationship between the focus of the
studies and the nature and extent of information that they yield about capability building. The
studies can be classified by main focus into the following four main groups:

1) Studies that focus on the development of successful new products or processes (i.e.
innovations) and how they were developed.70

2) Studies that focus on the historical development of one or a few individual firms. 71

3) Studies that focus on the historical development of entire sectors of small-scale
industry.72

4) Studies that focus on the question of to what extent small firms are 'technologically
active or adaptable'. This covers a broad and heterogeneous range of activities in firms
that are in some way or the other related to the development and maintenance of their
product and/or process technology. They include adopting, installing and using new

68 The main criterion for the inclusion of material in the review was that it should contain some - however
limited - evidence of either (i) capability increase, or (ii) technological learning processes. That is to say, more
general studies about dynamism in small firms that did not make explicit mention of at least one of these two
aspects were excluded.

69 The great majority of the materials are of recent vintage.  More than three-quarters were published from  1985
onwards. Since the literature search did not specifically aim to uncover recent materials, it may be concluded that
interest in technological dynamism in small firms is rather recent. This supports the observation by Liedholm and
Mead in a recent review of literature about dynamism in microenterprises that, while much has been written about
their nature and structure, the analysis has virtually all been static in orientation (1990). It also shows that this gap
in the literature is now gradually beginning to be filled.

70 These are: de la Puente (1989), Juma (1989), Basant (1990) and Sansom (1969).

71 These are: Moulik and Purushotham (1986), Mingsarn (1987), Watanabe (1987), Girvan and Marcelle
(1990), Alange (1987), King (1974 and 1976), Malgavkar (1976), Powell (1991), Smillie (1991), Basant and
Subrahmamian (1990), Fransman (1982) and Gupta (1994).

72 These are: Mahjoub (1985)/Bouchrara (1985), Cortes, Berry and Ishaq (1987), Dawson (1988), Nabi (1988),
Child and Kaneda (1975), Aftab and Rahim (1986), Aftab and Rahim (1989), Mishra (1985), Ishikawa (1981),
Ishikawa (1985), Chudnovsky and Nagao (1983), Cortes (1979) and Johnston and Kilby (1975).
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equipment, copying products that are new to the firm, making adaptations and
improvements to products and machinery, creating original innovations, self-constructing
machinery and tools, carrying out repair, maintenance and reconditioning of equipment,
manufacturing spare parts, and introducing improvements in production organisation.
For ease of reference, these studies will be referred to as focusing on the 'technological
activities' undertaken by small firms. 73

Table IV- 1 summarises the manner in which the focus of the studies affects the extent and
nature of the information that one can derive about (a) the increase in capabilities and its effects
(column 1) and (b) the learning that was required for these capabilities to emerge and the factors
that promoted that learning (column 2).  It can be  seen from this table that we have somewhat

I less information about the former than about the latter. In particular, column 1 shows that the
studies in row 1, which focus on successful innovations, have very little to say about capability
increase in (and hence also about its impact on) firms, while the studies in row 4, which focus
on the technological activities of firms, have nothing at all to say about it. The more substantive
insights into capability increase and its various effects come from the studies that traced the
historical development of firms (row 2) and sectors (row 3). This stands to reason because it
is only in these studies that we can compare a beginning state of (lower) capabilities with an end
state of (higher) capabilities. In contrast, column 2 of the table shows that evidence about the
nature of the learning process and the factors that promote it comes from all types of studies

(row  1 to 4). This means that in some of the studies (notably type 4 and to some extent also
type 1) we have information about the sort of processes that can without any doubt be identified
as mechanisms of technological learning, but we lack concrete information about whether these
processes actually did lead to more advanced capabilities in the firms concerned. The nature of
the four types of studies is briefly elaborated below.

The innovation studies (row 1 in the table) have a very narrow focus from the perspective of
the objectives of this review. Their primary concern is how and under what circumstances new

products and processes that have appropriate features from the point of view of socio-economic

73 These are: Sethuraman (1989), Nurul Amin (1989), Khundker (1989), Chivez (1989), Capt (1987), Farrell
(1989), Barampara (1987), Nowshirwani (1977), Ahmad et al. (1984), and Kirloskar Consultants (1985). Somewhat
abbreviated versions of the first 7 studies in this list are also published in Maldonado and Sethuraman (1992). The
study by Kirloskar Consultants does not fit entirely into the group, because it concentrates more on knowledge and
skill levels than technological activities that firms undertake. However, like the other studies in this group it is
based on cross-section survey data.
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Table IV-1

Information about capability increase and technological learning generated by the studies in the review

Main focus of (a) Capability increase and its effects (b)   The learning process and the
studies factors that promote it

1)                  A little information Considerable information

Development of    One can infer something about capability level Interesting information is given about

(appropriate) from the technological complexity and the types and sequencing of activities
innovations superior performance characteristics of the involved in developing and perfecting

product. However, there is not much an innovation and various factors that
information about whether the innovation was induce and facilitate Liese. However,
part of an ongoing process of capability one does not know whether these
increase in firms. Hence, there is also no activities actually led to increased
information about impact. capabilities.

2) Considerable information Considerable information

Historical Information is sufficient to get some idea of Considerable detail is given about the

development of whether capabilities in a firm increased in the nature and sequencing of activities
one or a few course of its existence. Some studies provide undertaken and the factors that
individual data about economic effects. The induced them, as well as how these

firms disadvantage is that one cannot judge whether activities led to increased technological
the firms were isolated success stories or capability.
whether their capability building was part of a
broader sectoral process.

3) Considerable information Considerable information

Historical Information is sufficient to get a rough idea As above, but some studies are less

development of of whether capabilities increased in firms over detailed on activities within the firms
entire sectors time, but the data are less precise than in the because they are more concerned with

studies in row 2 because they pertain to many growth  at the sectoral level.   In
firms. The advantage is that one can get an addition, some studies are quite useful
idea of the degree to which the process was for information about knowledge
widespread in a sector. A few studies provide diffusion mechanisms between firms.

interesting data on overall impact.

4)                    No information at all Considerable information

Technological One can infer something about capability level    A good idea is provided of the entire

change-related from the technological activities that firms range of strictly intra-firm
activities in undertake, although usually there is not technological activities that firms

groups of firms enough technical detail to assess how complex might undertake, and factors that

(cross-section the tasks are. Moreover, there is no induce these. However, there is no

studies) information at all about whether these information on other possible learning
activities are part of an ongoing process of mechanisms (e.g. external information

capability increase in firms. Hence, there is search, user/producer interactions,
also no information about impact. training). Moreover, there is also no

information as to whether the
documented activities actually led to
increased capabilities.
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development and basic needs satisfaction can be developed successfully.74 The aim of these
studies is thus not to assess whether the enterprises that came up with those innovations
managed to do so because they had a certain minimum level of capabilities, and whether they
might have increased those technological capabilities as a result of engaging in the sort of
activities that were required to initiate, develop and perfect the innovations successfully. 75

However, it is difficult to imagine how the manufacturers in question could have managed to
innovate successfully without a certain initial level of technological capability. Moreover, the
little evidence that we do have suggests that the various efforts undertaken to develop the
innovations successfully were indeed instrumental in developing these capabilities further.

The studies that document the development of one or more individual firms are quite similar
to the large-firm capability studies in terms of their methodology. They are case-studies in
which the historical development process within individual firms is reconstructed. Usually the
focus is somewhat broader than just the technological aspects of growth,  but this approach does

yield interesting information that capabilities increased over time, as well as about the kinds and
sequencing of learning activities undertaken by firms to become economically and
technologically successful. Here one finds evidence of improvement of firms through sequential
elimination of bottlenecks in response to various internal and external stimuli. The disadvantage
of these studies is that one does not know whether a successful learning process also occurred
in other firms in the same industry or whether it was limited to the firms in question. This
problem also occurs in the large-firm studies, but there it is less serious since the firms are so
large that evidence of substantial capability building in one or two of them is sufficient to
conclude  that a significant contribution to sectoral  development  has  been  made. In contrast,   a
significant developmental impact as a result of capability building in small firms usually has to
come  from the power of numbers.

74 In this review, the term innovations is reserved only for completely newly designed products or processes,
or for foreign designs that have been copied with very substantial modifications leading to major improvements in
their functioning, cost reductions, and so on. In other words, unmodified replication of products or processes that
are new to a firm but already being produced elsewhere are not referred to as innovations.

75 It is generally possible to assess the capability level of the firms concerned because these studies tend to
provide quite a lot of technical detail about the technical characteristics of the products, and - in the case of
upgraded items - the manner and the extent to which their performance has improved in comparison with earlier
traditional or unimproved items. However, this information is not very useful from the point of view of the
objective of this study.  We want to know whether the capabilities of the producers of the improved charcoal stove,
multipurpose tool bar, irrigation pump, and so on, actually increased as a result of involvement in this particular
innovation.
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The studies that trace the historical development of entire sectors are very important in this
review because they provide some insight into this issue of the power of numbers.

Unfortunately, the sort of detail about capability development provided by the firm-level case-
studies is sacrificed in most of these studies because the focus is on a higher level of
aggregation. For the same reason, there is also less detail about the actual intra-firm processes
of technological learning. Instead, more attention is paid to the contribution of knowledge
diffusion mechanisms between firms, such as skill diffusion from large firms to small firms
through subcontracting or inter-firm movement of workers. Some of these studies also yield

interesting information about economic impact and learning-inducing mechanisms. In sum, while
it is clear from these studies that capabilities increased, the firms that developed them largely
remain black boxes.

As observed earlier, the aim of the fourth group of studies is essentially to assess to what extent
small enterprises are technologically active or adaptable. This is done by undertaking a survey
in which information is elicited on a variety of activities related in one way or another to
maintenance or improvement of technology that firms might have undertaken at any time during
their existence, such as adoption, installation and use of new equipment, replication of new

products, adaptation of products and processes, self-construction of tools and machinery, own-
repair of machinery, etc.  This is very useful when we are interested in determining the different
kinds of intra-firm technological efforts that might be involved in technological learning and the
factors that promoted those activities. However, since the studies are based on cross-section
data, they do not tell us anything about whether capabilities may have increased in firms over
time (let alone about impact). 76

Although the different types of studies are rather dissimilar, they have been grouped together
as much as possible for the purpose of the presentation of the evidence in the next two sections
because there are gains to be obtained by merging information that is to some degree

complementary. In fact, it is only by combining all the diverse and fragmentary information that

76 AS in the innovation studies, it is generally possible to say something about the capability level of the
producers by examining their activities, but this is not very useful from the point of view of the aims of this
review. Moreover, in contrast to the innovation studies, there is insufficient technical detail to assess capability
level successfully. As an example, take the activity denoted 'installation of new plant'. This could mean something
truly complex (as we know  from the large-firm capability studies), or it could mean the simple action of bolting
a standing drill to the floor, which even a layman could do in a few minutes. Similarly, 'adaptation of equipment'
could imply a substantial re-engineering of its main parts or it could mean the straightforward replacement of an
imported valve with a local one.
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one can get a reasonably complete overall picture of the nature and extent of capability
development and the form that technological learning typically took.77

IV.3   Evidence of Capability Increase and Its Economic Significance

The evidence of capability increase in small firms will be discussed under two headings. First,
in  subsection IV.3.1 we shall address the questions  of how we  know that capabilities increased

and what  form they  took in the various studies included  in the review. We shall  do  this  by
examining the (largely implicit) indicators of capability increase that are to be found in these

studies. In subsection IV.3.2 we shall look at the extent to which the phenomenon occurred.

Subsection IV.3.3 is devoted to a discussion of economic effects.

The discussion in this section revolves mainly around Table IV-2, which contains basic data on
capability increase found in the different studies. The table consists of three parts. Part 1
contains the studies that focus on the development of successful innovations. In Part 2 are the
case-studies relating to the development of individual firms or a few firms. In Part 3 are listed

the studies that describe the historical development of sectors. 78

IV.3.1   Indicators of capability increase

What information do we actually have indicating that capabilities emerged or increased in the
small firms in the studies included in this review, and showing what form those took?
Considering that so few studies in the review explicitly focus on the subject of capability

building, they contain a surprisingly large number of indicators of capability increase in small

firms. While only a few studies employed one or more explicit indicators to assess technological
capacity79 (see Cortes, 1979; Aftab and Rahim, 1989; Chudnovsky and Nagao, 1983;

77 Strictly speaking, this procedure is not entirely correct. In particular, with respect to the innovation studies
and the technological activity studies, it has to be assumed that the technological activities that they recorded are
indeed part of a process of technological learning in which higher capabilities are built up over time. We feel that
this assumption is justified in this case, on the grounds that the remaining studies do give evidence that such
activities are indeed part of a process of capability building.

78 The table has three instead of four parts because the studies that are concerned with the analysis of
technological activities   o f firms are excluded. As mentioned   in the previous section,   they   do not contain   any
information on capability emergence or increase over time.

79 Tile concept of technological capacity is somewhat broader than, but shows considerable overlap with, our
concept of capability.
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Table IV-2

Evidence of capability increase in small firms

Part 1. Evidence from studies focusing on successful innovations

Case Country Source(s) Indicators of capability increase

(1) Innovation of a Peru F.V. de la *
Increasing range and complexity of

combined mixing- Puente, 1989 outputs
kneading machine for
bread-making;
(2) Introduction of
domestic manufacture of
hydraulic shells for
presses.

Innovation of the Kenya Kenya C. Juma, *
Rising quality of output

ceramic jiko (an improved 1989 *  Development of scientific production
charcoal stove for methods (i.e. testing)
cooking). *  Development of internal design skills

Innovation of a India R. Basant, * Increasing range and complexity of
multipurpose tool bar for 1990 outputs
cultivation. *  Introduction of more advanced machinery

Part 2. Evidence from studies focusing on the historical development of one or a few firms

Case Country Source(s) Indicators of capability increase

Design and manufacture India T.K. Moulik * Increasing range and complexity of
of an upgraded hand- and P. outputs (including range of machines for
made-paper plant. Purushotham, own use)

1986 *  Ability to select appropriate technology

*  Development of internal design skills
* Increased knowledge of process

technology

Development of domestic Thailand Mingsarn * Increasing range and complexity of
manufacture of rice S.K., 1986 outputs (including range of machines for

milling equipment and own use)
related capital goods. *  Development of internal design skills

Development of Zimbabwe S. Watanabe, * Increasing range and complexity of
metalworking firms. 1987 output

*  Introduction of more advanced machinery

*  Development of internal design skills

Cont'd...
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Table IV-2 cont'd

Case Country Source(s) Indicators of capability increase

Development of a small Jamaica N.P. Girvan * Increasing range and quality of output
welding electrodes and G. *  Introduction of more advanced equipment

company. Marcelle, *  Ability to select and successfully install
1990 appropriate technology

*  Development of internal design skills
* Increased knowledge of process

technology

Evolution of Kenya K.J. King,
*

Increasing range and complexity of

metalworking skills of 1974 and outputs (including range of machines for

informal sector artisans. 1976 own use)
*  Introduction of (self-made) equipment
*  Development of internal design skills

Development of new India P.D. *
Increasing range, quality and complexity

product lines in the light Malgavkar, of output
engineering sector. 1976 *  Development of internal design skills

Evolution of small repair Brazil B. Gupta, * Increasing range and complexity of
workshops into major 1994 output

capital goods producers. *  Introduction of more advanced equipment

Development of light Ghana J. Powell, *  Increasing range, quality and complexity
engineering skills in the 1991; of output

informal sector. I. Smillie, *  Introduction of more advanced machinery
1991 *  Development of internal design skills

Historical development of Hong Kong M. Fransman, *
Increasing complexity of output

the capital goods sector 1982 *  Introduction of more advanced machinery

*  Development of internal design skills

Acquisition of managerial Tanzania S. AlAnge, * Increasing skills and knowledge to
and technological 1987 operate existing production system

capabilities through (consisting of machines, procedures,
international technology organisation and management)
transfer *  Development of internal design skills

(occasionally)

Development of the India R. Basant and * Increasing range and complexity of
capacity to generate, K.K. Subrah- output
transfer and adapt new mamian, 1990 *  Introduction of more advanced equipment
agro-mechanical *  Development of internal design skills

technologies.

Cont'd...
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Table IV-2 cont'd

Part 3. Evidence from studies focusing on the historical development of sectors

Case Country Source(s) Indicators of capability increase

Emergence of indigenous Tunisia A. Malljoub, *  Development of internal design skills
light engineering know- 1985;

how in the informal M. Bouch-

sector. rara, 1985

Emergence and Colombia M.   Cortes et * Increasing range, quality and complexity
technological development al., 1987 of output
of the small-scale *  Introduction of more advanced machinery
metalwork and food *  Development of internal design skills
processing sectors.

Technological advance of Ghana J. Dawson, * Increasing range and complexity of
the informal sector, 1988 output

primarily in metalwork *  Introduction of more advanced machinery
and to lesser extent in
vehicle repair and
woodwork.

Emergence and growth of Pakistan 1. Nabi, 1988 * Increasing range and complexity of
the small-scale farm output (including range of machinery for
equipment industry. own use)

*  Introduction of more advanced machinery
*  Development of own design skills

Idem. Pakistan F.C. Child * Increasing range of output
and H. *  Adoption of scientific methods
Kaneda, 1975 *  Development of internal design skills

Emergence and Pakistan K. Aftab and * Increasing range and (initially) increasing
development of tubewell E. Rahim, complexity of output
pump production in small- 1986 and
scale firms. 1989

Emergence of the small- India S.C. Mishra, * Increasing range of output
scale farm machinery 1985 *  Adoption of scientific methods

industry.

Historical development of P.R. China S. Ishikawa, * Increasing complexity of output
the capital goods sector 1985 *  Development of internal design skills

Emergence of power-tiller Thailand S. Ishikawa, * Increasing complexity of output
production 1981 *  Introduction of more advanced machinery

*  Development of internal design skills

Cont'd  . . .
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Table IV-2 cont'd

Case Country Source(s) Indicators of capability increase

Emergence of a local Tanzania, D. Chud- *
Increasing complexity of output

capital goods sector Tunisia, novsky and *  Development of internal design skills

Thailand, M.  Nagao,
Peru 1983

Emergence and Argentina M. Cortes, * Increasing range, quality and complexity
technological development 1979 of output

of the machine tools and *  Introduction of more advanced machinery
agricultural implements *  Development of internal design skills
sectors. *  Adoption of scientific production

methods
* Increasing division of labour

Evolution of metalwork Taiwan, B.F. Johnston * Increasing range, quality and complexity
from blacksmithing to Pakistan, and P. Kilby, of output
small light engineering India 1975 *  Introduction of (more advanced)

workshops. machinery
*  Adoption of scientific production

methods
* Increasing division of labour

Fransman, 1982; and Ishikawa, 1985), it is possible to extract from each study at least one

implicit indicator of capabilities increasing over time. The explicit and implicit indicators of
capability increase found in each study are listed in column 4 of Table IV-2. A total of seven

indicators were found in the studies (number of studies in brackets):

(1) Increasing range and complexity of output over time (24)
(2)      Introduction of new, more advanced machinery (14)

(3)      Development of internal design skills (19)

(4)     Adoption of scientific production methods (6)

(5) Increasing division of labour (2)

(6)      Choice and successful installation of appropriate technology (2)

(7) Increased mastery of a given production technology (4)
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The first five of these indicators are especially relevant to capability development in the small-
scale metalwork sector, whereas the other two - choice and installation of equipment and
increased mastery of a given production process - were found primarily in non-metalworking
firms.80

The fact that most indicators refer to capability development in the metalwork sector is not a
coincidence. Firstly, it reflects the fact that capability development in this sector is more
multidimensional than in other sectors (particularly in process industries), where capability
development essentially revolves around increasing process efficiency and/or improving the
quality of a given limited set of products through the mastery of a given equipment set. As we
shall discuss shortly, in metalwork the type and range of products to be made, the complexity
of the product designs and their manufacture, and the production technology itself are important
variables in addition to product quality and process efficiency.

The dominance of indicators relating to capability increase in metalwork also has to do with the

fact that the bulk of the evidence about capability increase in this review is from that particular
sector (see column  1 of Table  IV-2).  In fact,  most of the metalworking firms  in this review  are

capital goods producers. It is of course possible that this finding had something to do with a
biased selection of review materials, but this is highly unlikely. If at all there was a bias in the

search for relevant literature, it was in the direction of sectors other than metalwork, prompted
by an apparent scarcity of relevant materials.  Thus, the fact that most of the firms in this review

turned out to be capital goods producers must be related to the fact that capability building in
this sector is more prevalent than in other sectors. This is a highly significant finding in view

of the vital role played by the small-scale capital goods sector in the development of national

capacity to generate indigenous technical progress and its scope for long-term productivity
enhancement in other sectors of industry in addition to remunerative employment creation within
its own ranks.

80 In addition to the seven indicators of capability increase listed above, successful own maintenance and
upgrading of old equipment were mentioned in two studies (Watanabe, 1987; Mahjoub,  1985). This has not been
included in the above list because, while it was evident from these studies that such activities involve a certain level

of technical capability, there was no clear evidence that this capability actually increased over time. In fact,
evidence of successful reconditioning and repair is perhaps more suitable as an indicator of technological effort,
that is, as an indicator of an activity leading to increased capability. Mahjoub reports that frequent reconditioning
and repair of old equipment and the need to adapt units of equipment of widely differing vintages to each other led
to knowledge regarding their functioning, and to simple adaptations to improve their performance. This initial
experimentation led to a basic technological know-how, know-why and repair capability upon which higher-level

capabilities could be built.
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That capability increase would occur more in metalworking firms than in other types of small
enterprises should not come as a surprise after the discussion in section III.4. It was noted that
small-scale metalwork has more scope for evolutionary growth and associated technological

development than other small-scale activities because of the divisibility of the production process
into a number of discrete operations, which allows firms to start off with very modest skills and
capital and then expand gradually. Unlike in some other industries, firms in this sector do not
face the requirement of big investments at one go that might impose serious hurdles to growth
if the available financial resources are modest. Resource requirements are relatively modest

even if firms expand only through the acquisition of new machinery, but the fact that firms in
this sector have the sort of machine tools with which they can also self-construct machinery for

their own use, or upgrade and recondition second-hand machinery, also plays an important role
in keeping expansion costs low.

In addition, it has been mentioned that metal workshops are highly flexible and located close

to users,  as a result of which they are generally  good at catering to idiosyncratic requirements

of customers  and can adapt very quickly and easily to changes in market demand. These close

user/producer linkages create valuable opportunities for technological learning. This, and the
fact that economies of scale do not generally play an important role in the sector, make for a

remarkably sound competitive position for small metalworking firms in a developing economy.
In other words, there is much scope in this sector for following the sort of incremental,
cumulative technological improvement path that was associated with capability building in the

large firms discussed in Chapter  II. We shall have occasion  to  note some interesting examples
of the influence of these favourable development conditions on the growth of capabilities in

small metalworking firms in the course of this review.

The number of studies that have documented evidence of capability development in industries

other than metalwork is indeed very limitedn.  For this reason,  and  in  view  of the special

importance of the metalwork sector in economic development, the emphasis of the discussion

throughout the rest of this chapter will be on capability development in this particular sector.

In this subsection, therefore, the emphasis will be on explaining the meaning and relevance of
indicators  1  to  5.

81  EVidence of capability development in sectors other than metal work is contained in only four studies, namely

Cortes et al. (1987) (food processing), Moulik and Purushotham (1986) (hand-made paper making), Girvan and
Marcelle (1990) (welding electrodes manufacturing) and Alinge (1987) (various). The study of hand-made paper
making is also a study of light engineering since the plant was designed and constructed by an entrepreneur who

operated a light engineering workshop.
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Indicator 1:    Increasing range and complexity of output over time

The upgrading of the composition of a firm's outputs in a technological sense is by far the most

prevalent indicator of capability increase in the small-scale sector. In fact, only one study in tile
review does not make any mention of it. The importance of this indicator lies in the fact that
metalworking firms can make (and repair) a vast number of products with the same basic
production technology, and that these products tend to vary in terms of the technical skills and
knowledge required for their manufacture. Hence, evidence of 'upward diversification' or
'upward substitution', in the sense of an increase in the manufacturing complexity of a firm's
products  over time, indicates  that  the  firm in question  must have mastered more advanced
technical skills and knowledge even if its set of machinery and equipment remained essentially
unchanged.82 Evidence of upward diversification or upward substitution in metalworking firms
is very important. We shall see later that repair of imported equipment, followed by replication
of products that are increasingly complex to manufacture is the dominant mechanism through
which small-scale metalworking firms 'pull themselves up' technologically.83

The best documentation on upward diversification or substitution is found in the studies in Part
2 of Table IV-2, because these studies provide the most detailed insights into firm-level progress
over time. A representative case is a Brazilian firm described in Gupta (1994) that started out
in 1920 by making simple agricultural implements, undertaking repairs for small sugar-
processing mills and making spare parts for trolleys, carts, and so on. Then the workshop
started making simple equipment required in small sugar mills. Gradually new types   Of

equipment were added to the range, and manufacture of equipment of larger capacity was also
introduced. Then a new firm was spun off to produce equipment for the alcohol industry, and
yet another firm was founded to make metallurgical products.  By the end of the 1940s  '...the

group had emerged as a major contender in Brazil's heavy industry' (Gupta, 1994:7-8).

Eight Zimbabwean firms described by Watanabe (1987) went through a very similar process.
One started out with a small cupola and foundry to service gold mines in 1929. It became
involved in the repair and later the manufacture of concrete mixers and other machinery such
as light mining machines and electrical travelling cranes. By the early 1980s the firm had

82 In most of the cases in the review, upward diversification or substitution refers to products made for
customers, but it can also take the form of self-constructed machinery for own use.

83 This does not seem to be true for process industries, however. The limited evidence of capability increase
in process industries suggests that upgrading of a firm's output takes the form of increasing the quality of existing
products rather than shifting into the production of new products.
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diversified into precision diesel engines for railways and trucks, and components of agricultural
implements and tractors.

Likewise, an Indian entrepreneur who designed and constructed his own hand-made-paper plant
(Moulik and Purushotham, 1986) started out with a small light engineering workshop doing
jobbing and repair work on machinery. In the course of building the hand-made-paper plant,
he self-designed and constructed various machines with improved characteristics. Ultimately he
was able to provide complete turn-key services to aspiring entrepreneurs.

One producer of rice-milling equipment described in Mingsarn (1986) started operations as a
small casting workshop in 1945. It gradually became involved in making small adaptations to
imported rice-milling equipment. In the next stage it started to undertake production of such

equipment itself. Until 1984, the main line was production of conventional rice-milling
equipment, which required only traditional technology and skills. Then the enterprise took on
more ambitious work, including an improved version of a rubber-roll huller originally imported
from Japan. The company now makes all types of rice-milling machinery and spare parts for
it. It has also constructed a number of its own machine tools.

The above examples are merely illustrative. Many other cases can be found in the studies in the
review.

Indicator 2: Introduction of new machinery

Investment in machinery with which one is capable of performing new tasks, technologically
more complex tasks or higher precision tasks has received emphasis in about half of the studies
in the review. Although acquisition of new machinery by itself does not convey that new skills
have been acquired with which that machinery is actually used efficiently (see Chapter I), it is
suggested in the studies that acquisition of new machinery may nevertheless be an important
dimension of capability increase, provided that we also have additional information from which
it can be deduced that this did indeed lead to the learning of new skills. In the metalwork sector
such additional information consists primarily of evidence of increasing product complexity,
with which acquisition of more machinery and equipment seems  to be intimately bound up.
Apparently, a firm can advance up to a certain point by increasing the complexity of its
products with an unchanging set of basic equipment (i.e. by increasing the degree of user-

capability of its existing machinery), but at a certain stage continued upward diversification or
substitution evidently makes it expedient to invest in machines and equipment to carry out
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operations in-house that were until then supplied by specialised outsiders, such as forging, sheet-
metalwork, advanced machining and heat treatment.84

The review provides several interesting examples of how acquisition of new equipment gave  rise
to or facilitated product development, thereby suggesting that the acquisition of new equipment
did indeed give rise to the mastery of new skills. For example, a group of Nairobi artisans
described in King (1974 and 1976) progressed from making handtools to the production of
maize-stalk cutters and nail-making machines after they had introduced simple (self-made)
bending, cutting , punching and shearing machinery. Indian farm equipment producers in rural
Gujarat described in Basant (1990) shifted out of the production of traditional handtools and into
increasingly complex (mostly animal-drawn) farm equipment after they acquired basic power-
operated machinery such as lathes, welding sets, drills and grinders. In the example of the
Brazilian producer already mentioned above, production of farm implements was initiated after
the establishment of a foundry and a mechanical section in the workshop; and in the
Zimbabwean firm described above, CNC lathes were acquired for new work on precision items.

These examples suggest that, although the acquisition of new equipment is not an important
independent indicator of increasing manufacturing capability, it may be a useful supplement to
detailed information about upward diversification or substitution. After all, an examination of
the technological complexity of a firm's products alone cannot shed any light on the extent to
which certain crucial skill-intensive operations required to manufacture those products are still
being subcontracted to other manufacturers.

Indicator 3.    Development of internal design skills

Cortes (1979), Ishikawa (1985) and Chudnovsky and Nagao (1983) are the three studies in
which the development of internal design skills in firms is analysed most systematically. Yet,
it is possible to recognise bits and pieces of similar information in many other studies in the
review, which suggests that the development of design skills is a central dimension of capability
development.85

84 Evidence that the acquisition of user-capability after the introduction of new equipment is also important in
process industries comes from Cortes et al.  (1987). When a cooperative of 50 guava paste producers in Colombia
shifted from simple to more sophisticated equipment, its productivity remained much lower than of other firms in
the region because no one knew how to operate the technology properly.

85 Several studies have also pointed to lack of design skill development, which can be taken as further evidence
of the importance of this indicator. However, this information is not listed in column 4 of Table IV-2 since the
main purpose of this table was to report on the cases in which capabilities did increase, and to give information
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Usually the development of internal design skills starts with simple repair of imported

machinery, followed by crude duplication through the physical dismantling and examination of
a prototype, a process known as reverse engineering. At this stage, firms have no internal
sources of design. Any minor design changes that do occur are generally simplifications
necessitated more by the inability of the manufacturers to reproduce the complexity of the
original model rather than by an innovative response to local user requirements. Quality also
commonly suffers at this stage due to use of inferior raw materials. Substantial price reductions
are often achieved, but it is unclear to what extent they are engineered deliberately by the
manufacturers in order to make the equipment financially accessible to low-income users and

attractive to middle-income buyers. This stage is quite characteristic of the capital goods sector

in African countries. For example, a study of a number of (predominantly small-scale) capital
goods enterprises in Tanzania found them to be operating at this level (Chudnovsky and Nagao,

1983).

However, in a number of Asian and Latin American countries firms have progressed beyond
the crude copying stage. In countries such as Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Thailand, Hong Kong
and China, small-scale metalworking enterprises reportedly incorporate small changes into the
copied designs. This level has been called the adaptive imitation phase in order to emphasise

the fact that the changes made at this stage are small improvements that spring from local
innovative skill rather than from the lack of local capability.  The more advanced adapters even
start making blueprints using their own specifications.

Some firms in these countries have reached a yet more advanced level of design skills, making

major modifications and innovations proper. According to Cortes (1979), at this level the design
skills have reached the point where a firm can incorporate into its outputs technical features that

cannot be easily copied without understanding the scientific principles involved. The main
difference between this level and the imitation stage is the employment of qualified design
engineers.86

about their nature. The limitations to the development of capabilities are discussed in the next subsection.

86 The above classification is the one given in Cortes (1979) and Chudnovsky and Nagao (1983). Ishikawa
(1985)'s classification is similar, but makes a further distinction in the first phase between (a) copying with and
(b) copying without quality reduction, and in the third phase between (a) major modifications and (b) invention of
complete new-generation machinery.
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Indicator 4:    Adoption of scientific production methods

Information about the adoption of modern production methods such as heat treatment, quality
control methods, batch production and precision measuring instruments is found in only a few
of the studies in Table IV-2 (see, especially, Juma, 1989; Cortes, 1979; and Johnston and
Kilby, 1975)87 However, those studies suggest that these are nevertheless very interesting and
relevant indicators of capability increase. While adoption of machinery (indicator 2) only tells
us that a new machine has come into use, information about adoption of more advanced

production methods informs us about the way in which the firm's machines or materials are
being used.88 Generally, production methods have an important bearing on product quality.
This is important because it is possible for a firm to have diversified upwards,  to have invested
in more equipment, and to have evolved from crude copying to adaptive imitation without
having made much headway with raising the general quality of its products.89 In fact, there
is reason to believe that quality upgradation of output through the systematic application of
scientific principles starts to occur only some time after some progress has been made on these
other dimensions of capability.w

The adoption of modern production methods spans several dimensions. The use of heat
treatment to harden steels is an important dimension. This presupposes some knowledge of the
composition of different metals and how they perform under various stresses. Heat treatment
of parts which are subjected to much wear and tear can prolong the life of a product
considerably and reduces the need for frequent repairs:1 Another important production method

m In addition, some studies report the lack of scientific methods. Hence, these studies also acknowledge the
importance of this indicator. However, this information is not listed in column 4 of Table IV-2. See also footnote
85.

88 One might argue that adoption of a new production method does not yet presuppose its efficient use, in the
same way that the adoption of a new machine does not tell us anything about the efficiency with which it is being
utilised. It is possible that this problem plays a certain role (especially in the case of heat treatment because this
involves adoption of some new equipment as well), but it is unlikely to be of the same magnitude as in the case
of the adoption of new machinery. The reason is that production methods such as quality control, testing and tools
for standardisation (jigs and fixtures) tend to have important internally··designed elements.

89 An examination of a firm's product complexity, equipment and design skills cannot provide a good idea about
product quality at all.  The only exception is information about the use of precision machinery such as CNC lathes,
which is a powerful indicator that a reasonably high degree of standardisation must have been achieved.

90 See also the discussion in the following subsection.

91 Although the adoption of heat treatment has been primarily considered as a new production method because
it refers to the manner in which given materials are being used, it also presupposes the acquisition of certain
equipment (ovens and quenching baths). Thus, there is some overlap between indicator 2 and indicator 4 in this
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is the use of jigs, fixtures92 and various types of measuring instruments in both the actual
manufacturing process and quality control. The use of such tools is necessary to achieve some
degree of standardisation of parts within the firm. Testing of products is also an important form
of quality control. For example, Juma mentions that the introduction of simple thermodynamic
tests generated vital information that led to improvements in fuel efficiency and lengthening of
the life of the ceramic lining in the Kenya ceramic jiko.

Indicator 5.    Increasing division of labour

Even though the emergence of more complex production organisation is noted in only two
studies (Cortes,  1979; and Johnston and Kilby, 1975), this sort of information would appear to
be quite relevant to an assessment of capability increase. The study by Cortes discusses
increasing division of labour between firms whereas Johnston and Kilby refer to division of
labour within firms.

As far as inter-firm specialisation is concerned, the emergence of separate parts and components
suppliers and heat treatment services, as noted by Cortes in Argentina, tells us not only that the
size of the market was increasing, but also that the industry had achieved certain minimal
quality standards. A substantial network of parts and components suppliers can develop only
when a large number of firms make their parts and products to the same specifications.e
Likewise, the emergence of specialised heat treatment facilities is evidence that several

producers must have developed at least some basic knowledge about properties of metals and
their effect on product quality. In the same vein, the introduction of intra-firm specialisation
noted by Johnston and Kilby denotes a move away from the one-by-one production method
which is common in traditional blacksmithing activities, and towards production in batches or
in series which characterises production in small workshops. This requires some, however
limited, degree of internal standardisation of parts.

Evidence of increasing division of labour among and within firms is thus complementary to, and
overlaps to some extent, the introduction of the modern production methods discussed above.
In addition, increasing division of labour can be associated with the employment of people with

case.

92 Jigs and fixtures are devices which can be clamped on machinery to help ensure standardisation in the
production of parts. See also section VI.2.

93 See, Amsden (1977) on how lack of standardisation held back the emergence of an efficient inter-firm
division of labour in the machine tools industry in Taiwan.
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specialised skills. As Cortes (1979) showed, when firms reach the stage where they want to

engage in major modifications, they begin to incorporate technically qualified design specialists.

Indicator 6:     Choice and successful installation of appropriate technology

Evidence of the importance of choice and installation of technology that suits the needs of the
firm and fits into the local environment is given in only two studies, both of which are outside

the metalwork sector. Moreover, both firms were more or less modern small factories (Girvan
and Marcelle,  1990; and Moulik and Purushotham, 1986). Evidence of choice and installation
of appropriate technology is important because it refers to the ability of firms to make sound

investment decisions and implement them independently.94

In both cases, a choice had to be made from among a number of different alternatives. Each
choice was preceded by a lengthy process of information gathering, careful study of the

performance of existing machinery, and consideration of market requirements and the
company's strategy. Unfortunately,  we do  not have much historical information to determine
whether such investment capability actually increased over time in the firms.

In any case, within the metalwork sector we have no evidence at all of the importance of
technology choice and installation as a separate capability. For the great majority of the
metalworking firms covered by this survey, the expansion path seems  to be still fairly  well
defined. Substantially different technological options simply do not appear to exist. 95 It is likely
that this would change somewhat as firms grow, but in the absence of relevant information we
can only speculate about this.

94 Choice and installation of appropriate technology also implies that new machinery and equipment has been
adopted (indicator 2). The reason why it has been listed as a separate category is, that it also tells us something
about skills and knowledge involved in acquiring the equipment - the investment capability of firms. For example,
it gives insight into how suitable the equipment was, whether its selection was the result of an intelligent selection

process and whether its installation involved overcoming technological problems with success. In contrast, indicator
2 only tells us only that the production capability of a firm has increased.

95 At the most, simple decision-making problems might arise with regard to the exact specifications of
machinery, for example the size of lathe to be bought. In other cases, different supply sources may exist for
machinery with similar (but not identical) characteristics. For example, one could face a choice between (a)
acquisition of new imported equipment,  (b) new locally-made equipment which is cheaper but may produce output
of lesser quality, (c) second-hand equipment which is also cheaper but may not be entirely reliable, and (d) self-
construction of equipment, which is cheapest of all but time-consuming, with the possibility that the quality of
outputs  may  not be satisfactory.
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Indicator 1:      Increased  mastery  of existing  process  technology

As we have seen, capability development in small metalworking firms generally involves
increasing the user-capability of their existing machinery and equipment. However, important
as this element may be, rising user-capability in metalworking firms is revealed only indirectly
- namely through the rising manufacturing complexity of their outputs. The only direct evidence
of rising capability in production processes over time comes from the studies that focus on
process industries. The reason for this is that products in those industries tend to be much more

homogeneous than in metalwork. As the examples show, technological learning in these

industries is reflected not so much in higher product manufacturing complexity as in higher
process efficiency (and perhaps in higher quality of given products).   In  the  case  of  the  hand-

made-paper firm mentioned above, it is noted that the entrepreneur in question developed a
better composition of chemicals over time, which gave the paper more smoothness, shine and

strength. He also introduced improvements in the method by which wet sheets were dried. The

welding rods enterprise, also cited above, initially relied on external process technology through
licence agreements. However, within a decade it managed to internalise the bulk of its welding
electrode formulations, which had been adapted from the original imported ones. These

examples suggest that gradual acquisition of increased user-capability of a given production
process over time may be very important in the case of user industries, but due to insufficient
evidence we cannot draw firm conclusions.

Recapitulating the evidence from the metalwork sector so far, it seems justified to conclude that,
on the whole, the information is convincing enough to demonstrate that capabilities did indeed

develop in the small firms considered in this review. However, it still remains to be seen how
widespread the phenomenon has been and how dramatic its development has been in the various

firms. These issues will be discussed in the next subsection.

The evidence further suggests that capability development in small metalworking firms
predominantly takes the form of production capability rather than innovation capability and
investment capability. Indeed, four out of five relevant indicators describe different aspects of
production capability. These are: the increasing range and complexity of output, the introduction
of new machinery, the adoption of modern production methods  and an increasing division  of

labour. In fact, one might argue that the development of internal design skills is an indicator
of production capability as well, on the grounds that only a small minority of firms reached the

major modification stage that would confer a separate innovative capability. Crude copying and

adaptive imitation have generally been considered a part of production capability in the
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literature. Even adaptive imitation primarily still suggests an adepmess at assimilating and
reproducing external technology rather than the ability to make original innovations.

The dominance of information about production capability over information about other forms
of capability may have something to do with the fact that the data on the different dimensions
of capability development are incomplete in many studies. However, it is more likely that it is
a confirmation of the findings from the large-firm studies that production capability is the first
type of capability to develop in firms. Full-fledged innovation capability and investment
capability - so important in the large-firm studies - are simply not yet well developed in the
majority of firms covered in this review. Thus, the namre of the capabilities developed by the
firms is evidently closely related to the extent to which capabilities developed within the firms.
We shall see in the next subsection that the acquisition of advanced capabilities through
evolutionary step-by-step development usually requires a very long time and that most of the
firms are still at a fairly early stage in their technological development.

IV.3.2 The extent of capability increase

We shall first address the broad question of how widespread the phenomenon has been among
small-scale metalworking enterprises in developing countries. That is to say, we shall ask how
many firms were involved, in which countries, and what where the main characteristics of these
firms. We shall then discuss the evidence of the degree to which capabilities developed within
the different firms. The discussion  in this subsection  will be restricted  from the start  to  the
metalwork sector because the evidence about other sectors is too limited.

From the information about the countries in which capabilities were developed (see column 2
of Table IV-2), it can be concluded, first, that the geographical spread of the evidence is quite
remarkable. In particular, Asian, Latin American and African countries are represented more
or less equally in the table.96 Moreover, the countries are at widely differing levels of
industrial development. Countries such as Argentina and Brazil have a much longer
industrialisation experience and are technologically considerably more advanced than countries
such as Kenya and Ghana.

Secondly, there are many studies in Part 3 of Table VI-2, which means that the development
of capabilities has not been limited to a few isolated cases. Even though four of the studies in

96 This definitely does not reflect a deliberate bias in the data collection, but it remains possible that differential
access to relevant information from different parts of the world has played a role.
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Part 3 pertain to the same case (namely the farm equipment sector in the Pakistan Punjab), there
are enough sources for other locations to enable us to conclude that the phenomenon has
occurred  in a considerable number of metalworking firms in several different countries.

Unfortunately, it is not easy to specify what we mean by 'a considerable number of firms' since
most of the studies in Part 3 do not provide exact information about the numbers of firms
involved. Still, one can infer from the sample sizes that the populations of firms must have been
at least 100, and possibly much larger (although not all firms in the sectors that were studied
attained   very high levels of capability,   as we shall   see  in more detail later  on). 97 In Cortes'
Argentina study (1979), it is mentioned that the number of firms involved in machine tools
manufacture rose from a handful at the beginning of the twentieth century to around 110-120
in the 1970s. The power tiller manufacturers that emerged around Bangkok around the 1970s
also numbered well over 100 (Ishikawa, 1981). Child and Kaneda (1975) reported that more
than 500 firms that had mastered the manufacture of various types of farm equipment had
emerged in Pakistan's Punjab Province since the late 1950s. Mishra (1985) sampled 81 farm
machinery units in Uttar Pradesh (India), where the industry had emerged in the early 1970s.
The informal metal sector in Ghana discussed in Dawson's (1988) study evolved from a
traditional artisanal and simple repair sector in the early 1970s into a proper manufacturing
sector in the 1980s. Literally hundreds of firms underwent this transformation. Dawson sampled
120 metalworking firms, of which 31 developed into true light engineering firms using a variety
of machine tools. Finally, in China, the number of enterprises in Shanghai capable of making
basic textile, printing, dyeing, knitting, agricultural, silk-reeling and silk-weaving machinery,
machine tools and so on, rose from 91 in 1913 to 753 in 1949, of which only about 25
employed more than 50 persons. Moreover, these figures exclude the enterprises that were too
modest in size to be registered with the local machine builders' association. It is estimated that
there were another  1,300  to   1,400  very small enterprises operating outside the association
(Ishikawa,   1985).

Thirdly, capability development has not been limited to a particular segment of the small-scale
metalwork industry. It has occurred in what we could call small factories, small workshops, and
even very small blacksmithing operations. We define small factories here as being small firms
that employ around 50 - 100 people, have some semi-automatic and automatic equipment in
addition to simple general-purpose machinery, incorporate modern scientific principles in their
production methods, and have a somewhat formalised production organisation.

97 However, it is generally impossible to provide estimates of the percentage of small firms involved. Reliable
records about the population of small (especially informal) enterprises do not generally exist.
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Small workshops are well typified in the study by Johnston and Kilby (1975) in which they are
small firms that generally employ some hired labour, have some basic division of labour and
work with simple mechanised general-purpose machinery as well as hand-operated equipment
of various types. Their employment range is from around five to 100 workers, although the

great majority remain well below 20. In contrast to the small factories, workshops do not
usually maintain standardised quality levels and have a rather informal and messy work
organisation.98 The great majority of the studies in the review are concerned with this type of

firm, an obvious reflection of the fact that the small workshop has replaced blacksmithing as
the dominant technological mode of metal manufacturing in many developing countries. The
farm machinery units in Colombia, India, Thailand and Pakistan and the more advanced
metalworking units in Ghana (see the studies in Part 3 of the table) are typical examples Of

small workshops.

Interestingly, capabilities also developed among the very smallest and most primitive enterprises
- the truly informal self-employment activities and tiny family businesses with a traditional

blacksmithing background. These units typically do not use any power-operated machinery.e
Not surprisingly, evidence of technological development in traditional artisanal activities comes

only from African countries, where many blacksmiths were still operating in the 1970s and

1980s. The jua kali (literally, 'hot sun', meaning open-air) informal machine-makers and
charcoal stove-makers in Kenya (King,  1974; and Juma,  1989), and some of the informal metal

workers in Ghana (Dawson, 1988) were typical blacksmiths.

The division into small factories, small workshops and blacksmithing/artisanal activities is rough
and the boundaries between the categories are vague, especially the line between the more
advanced small workshops and modest, small factories. Many firms do not fit neatly into just
one category. Further, we are concerned with a process of growth, which involves not only
development within the categories, but also the transition of firms from one category to another.

However, the classification is useful for bringing out one basic point, namely that the survey

does not support the idea that small-scale enterprises, other than small factories that are started

with a substantial input of formal technical knowledge and modern machinery, would be too

primitive and resource-poor to develop higher technological capabilities. In fact, we shall see

below that several small and medium-sized factories evolved from very modest repair

98 The technical characteristics of small workshops are described in detail in section VI.2.

99  Generally one would not denote  such very small self-employment activities as 'small firms',  but  in  this
review this term is used for all types of small activities.
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workshops, building their capabilities in evolutionary fashion almost entirely through practical

experience.

We now come to the extent to which capabilities developed within the different firms in the
review. To start with, it should be noted that the review contains several interesting cases of

firms that made the transition from small workshops to modern factories (see, especially, some

of the firms described in Watanabe, 1987; Gupta, 1994; Cortes, 1979; and Ishikawa, 1985).
This is evident primarily from the phenomenal increase in the manufacturing complexity of the

outputs (indicator 1) of these firms. The most dramatic cases started as small repair and
servicing outfits employing - aside from one or two owners - only a few apprentices. They

gradually moved into the manufacture of simple mechanical machinery, and from there into the

manufacture of high-precision machinery such as CNC lathes.  The next step was the successful

production of entire plants. For example, one producer of textile machinery in China, which

started  in  1902  as a workshop undertaking repairs to ships and making cotting-gins and flour

mills, evolved into a leading producer of spinning machines. In the 19305, it managed to

produce an entire plant of cotton-spinning machines by imitating various foreign machines

(Ishikawa, 1985). In the same way, the Indian hand-made-paper entrepreneur to whom we

referred earlier managed over time to manufacture an entire plant in which several machines

were  self-designed or improved models of traditional hand-made-paper machinery. He started

to deliver turn-key services to aspiring entrepreneurs in the area (Moulik and Purushotham,

1986).  A few firms  have even developed the capability to export complete knock-down kits  for

assembly under licence by less advanced producers in neighbouring countries, or even deliver

entire plants to other countries on a turn-key basis (see Cortes, 1979).

We are obviously not talking about large numbers here, but these cases are important because

the firms grew so dramatically that they had a notable beneficial influence in their sector,

especially in terms of employment generation and the provision of training to people who could

subsequently start their own small enterprises. For instance, the Zimbabwean, Brazilian and

some of the Chinese firms grew spectacularly. When they started as small jobbing enterprises

for the mines, railways or agricultural estates, they employed at the most a handful of people.

Now they employ several hundreds of people each. In fact, some even have a workforce of

more than 1,000 (Watanabe, 1987; Gupta,  1994; and Ishikawa,  1985).
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100More commonly, however, the capabilities developed have not been that dramatic so far.
This call be seen especially from the studies listed in Part 3 of the table. In particular, the
development of local design skills and the consequent application of high-precision techniques
and other quality-enhancing methods such as rigorous testing and proper heat treatment seem
to develop relatively slowly. Apparently, progress in the initial stages of learning is
concentrated more in the area of straightforward replication of increasingly complex technology
and in learning new skills through investment in machinery with which new operations can be
carried out in the workshop.

For example, Mahjoub (1985) reports that the informal sector in Tunisian towns still lacks
scientific calculation and testing in spite of the considerable evidence of indigenous innovations
and adaptations that resulted in higher efficiency, increased safety, better labour force
utilisation, lighter and more compact designs. Internal design capacity is often weak, with the
clients being the main source of ideas for improvements. In other words, Mahjoub's firms
would not score highly on our indicators 3 and 4. Likewise, Mishra (1985) observes that
product innovation and testing (indicators 3 and 4) are conspicuous by their absence among the
small-scale farm machinery producers in Uttar Pradesh (India), except among pumpset
producers who have been under a lot of competitive pressure from large firms. Only large,
modern firms have proper scientific testing and quality control facilities. In Ghana's informal
metalwork sector, firms also score low on indicator 4. It is reported that there is seldom any
standardisation  in the  use of materials and tools. Product specification is rough  and  does  not
assume interchangeability of parts (Dawson, 1988). And Cortes et al. (1987) observed that the
design skills of the Colombian metalworking firms (indicator 3) are still limited:

... Small entrepreneurs are doing what their counterparts   in more advanced   semi-
industrialised countries such as Argentina did ten or fifteen years ago. In most Colombian
SMIs, design changes are made by entrepreneurs themselves without help from technicians
experienced in design; it is relatively rare for these changes to be systematically transferred
to blueprints. In the case of agricultural implements and stoves, an entrepreneur's design
ability seems to be the result of practical experience rather than theoretical knowledge
(1987:193-4).

In fact, even in Argentina most machine-tool makers were still at the adaptive imitation stage
at the end of the 1970s. Only a few firms had progressed substantially beyond this level.
Moreover, only a few firms carried out stringent quality tests at every stage of the production

m This seems to have much to do with the time-period of study. The Zimbabwean, Chinese, Argentinean and
Brazilian studies cover half a century or more. See also the next subsection.
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process   and had fully equipped laboratories   for this purpose (indicator   3). The majority   of
technologically less-advanced firms still relied a lot on eye-inspection of the final product and
a  'dry-run'  in the workshop (Cortes,  1979).101

IV.3.3 Economic impact

These cases of modest capability growth in many firms should not be taken to imply that the
phenomenon has been economically insignificant in those enterprises. Even a very modest rise
in capabilities can make the difference between abject poverty and a respectable income that
allows the satisfaction of basic minimum needs. The best example in this respect is furnished
by the informal sector artisans in Nairobi, who managed to manufacture basic hand-operated

machine tools with which they started to make maize-stalk cutters, bicycle stands and carriers,
and so on. They reportedly made an average net monthly profit of 500 Kenyan Shillings, more
than twice the legal urban minimum wage at the time and a vast improvement on their earlier

precarious income position. It was also three times the level that the ILO mission to Kenya felt
might be the average income of self-employed workers in Nairobi. Further evidence of
accumulation among them is provided by the fact that some of these entrepreneurs diversified
into land ownership and managed to establish more permanent, formal workshops, while

previously they had operated by the roadside and had been forced to move frequently from place

to place (King, 1974).

The dispersed impact on a developing economy of the simultaneous emergence of a large
number of such local producers can be as spectacular as the effect of one firm that grows to be

a technological leader and begins to compete in world markets. This is most clearly illustrated
in the case of small-scale farm implements manufacturing in Argentina. Already in 1968, when
the industry was still at a low technological level, local production covered 94 per cent of local
demand. From 1966 onwards, exports (then US $ 633,000) began to exceed imports until they
reached more than US $ 12 million per annum in the mid-1970s. More than 100 small

producers together generated US $ 42 million in output by 1970. (Cortes, 1979). The combined

efforts of these small firms made a respectable contribution to the Argentinean economy, even
without taking into account the productivity increase in agriculture which must have occurred

as a result of the widespread adoption and use of the farm equipment made by them.

10' It is noteworthy that almost all the studies in Part 3 of Table IV-2 point to limited design capability and
scientific methods, thereby supporting the relevance of these two indicators to the measurement of capability.
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Another interesting example of the economic impact of a modest capability development among

many small producers comes from the farm equipment sector in Pakistan's Punjab Province.

Farm equipment was initially supplied by a handful of large and medium-scale firms, but their
market was gradually taken over by approximately 600 small workshops which emerged in the
early 1960s. The small enterprises were better able to service and repair the equipment due to
their proximity to farmers. Even though the products were lower in quality, they were also
substantially cheaper, which brought them within the financial reach of a large number of
farmers with limited financial means who found them adequate for their needs. (Aftab and
Rahim, 1986).102 Some interesting estimates    of the aggregate quantitative impact    of   the

emergence of these Punjab workshops were made on the basis of a rather exhaustive survey of
the industry in the late 1960s. The industry was found to employ around 6,500 people and         
generated Rs 80 million in output per year, which was as much as 3.6 per cent of the reported
share of small-scale industries in Pakistan's national product (Child and Kaneda, 1975). 103,104

Finally, the development of high-level capabilities typically takes a very long time indeed, so
that it is only too easy to underrate the long-term importance of the phenomenon when it is in
its early stages. Even in countries like Argentina, Brazil and China, where the process started

very early in the 20th century or even the later half of the 19th century, it is only in recent

years that a few producers have managed to reach a truly advanced stage. With the benefit of
hindsight, it has been noted about the industrialisation of Sao Paulo that,

In the long run the most significant additions...  may have been the small shops
that began to emerge in technically advanced sectors  of the industry,  such  as
electrical equipment, machine tools, plastics and automobile parts. From the
point of view of accumulated capital these firms would not have appeared to be
important before  1940, but from the point of view of the eventual transformation

102 A similar process was reported in the Colombian farm equipment sector by Cortes et al. (1987). Apparently,
in this case, the small-scale units were also more active in making relevant local adaptations than the larger firms
that dominated the industry initially. These examples show that small-scale metal workshops can actually have a

comparative advantage over large-scale modern factories in the production of relatively simple products the
manufacture of which does not require a high degree of precision.

0 More details on the economic significance of the farm equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab are given

in Chapter V.

m Evidence of the impact of capability building in small-scale enterprises, of the sort given here for Kenya,
Argentina and Pakistan,  is very important in this review. Ultimately, we want to see evidence of economic benefits
in the form of rising productivity and incomes within the firms themselves and possibly also in their environment,
since this was the main justification for studying the phenomenon in the first place. However, the evidence of
impact is very piecemeal. Since capability building was not generally the main focus of the studies in the review,
information about the nature and magnitude of the possible effects of an activity which is itsel f covered inadequately
cannot be expected to be abundant.
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of the structure of the industry they were indeed important.  (Dean,  1969: 114,  as
cited in Gupta, 1994)

Is it really surprising, then, that we do not yet see similar dramatic success cases in Colombia
and Pakistan, where the development started only in the 1950s and 6Os?

IV.4   Evidence of the Underlying Learning Process

Two central questions are to be addressed in this section. Firstly, we want to know from where

the capabilities that were described in the previous section actually came. In other words, we
want to know how small firms learn. Secondly, we want to identify the main factors that
induced and facilitated technological learning. In other words, we also want to know what
makes small firms learn. The issue of how firms learn is addressed in subsection IV.4.1. The

factors that induce or facilitate that learning are the subject of subsection IV.4.2.

IV.4.1 How firms learn

The two main factors that give rise to a need for technological learning in small firms are the

existence of tacimess and environmental specificity, just as in the large firms discussed in

Chapter   II.

If we go by the frequency with which replication of new, increasingly complex products

(including machine tools for own use) is mentioned in the literature, it is clear that this is the
primary means through which new technological knowledge is assimilated into small firms. 105

Tacimess in small firms manifests itself primarily in the fact that there is a need to master the

technology embodied in these products:06 Even though the technology incorporated in

products such as basic general-purpose machine tools and farm equipment (which can be

suitably produced in small-scale enterprises) is generally freely available and has been in

existence for many years, there is ample evidence that the knowledge required for their

successful replication is not gained automatically, costlessly and instantaneously. It is for this

'05 Some relevant information is contained in Table IV-3, which will be introduced later. Recent introduction
of new products is reported by nine out of 10 studies in Part 4 of this table. A number of studies in Parts 2 and

3 of the table also mention this, and in addition these studies suggest that the new products and machines tend to

become increasingly complex to manufacture.

106  As we have seen, mastery of the production of outputs that are more complex to make also implies that
a firm has achieved increased mastery of the equipment being used.
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reason that evidence of 'upward diversification' or 'upward substitution' is such an important
indicator of capability increase in small metalworking firms.

Many studies in this review also mention the need for local adaptations and describe appropriate
responses by small firms to  meet this need.107  As a matter  of fact, there  is some evidence  that
small workshops are more active in making the required local adaptations than large firms. And
even if large producers initiate adaptations to certain products, small producers often improve
significantly upon these because their production technology is more flexible and they are better
informed about user needs due to their proximity to the customers (Cortes et al., 1987; Cortes,
1979;  Nowshirwani, 1977; Ahmad  et al., 1984). There  is thus quite  a  lot of evidence  that
environmental spec(ticity is at least as important for capability building in small firms as in large
ones. Although adaptations to own machinery and equipment are not entirely absent, the
evidence is overwhelmingly of product adaptations. Such product adaptations are especially
prevalent in the farm equipment industry because farming practices, climate and soil conditions
tend  to vary across regions.

Both the need to master the manufacture of new products (which arises because of tacimess) and
the need to make appropriate product adaptations (which arises because of environmental
specificity) give rise to the need for technological learning, which in turn can lead to higher
capabilities in small firms. We shall now go on to examine what the literature has to say about
the nature of those learning processes.

The information concerning the different learning mechanisms that can be found in the various
studies  in the review has been summarised in Table IV-3. This table consists of four parts,  of
which the first three correspond to Parts 1 to 3 of Table IV-2. The fourth part contains the
results of the studies that focus on technological activities undertaken by small firms. 108

The firms under review seem to enhance their capabilities in various ways. In column 4 of
Table IV-3, entitled 'Mechanisms of technological learning', the different activities that could

'01 Namely, Juma (1989), Basant (1990), Moulik and Purushotham (1986), Mingsarn (1986), Fransman, (1982),
Girvan and Marcelle (1990), Malgavkar (1976), Majoub (1985), Bouchrara (1985), Basant and Subrahmamian
(1990), Cortes et at. (1987), Nabi (1988), Child and Kaneda (1975), Ishikawa (1981), Ishikawa (1985),
Chudnovsky and Nagao (1983), Johnston and Kilby (1975), Sethuraman (1989), Nurul Amin (1989), Khundker
(1989), Chavez (1989), Farrell (1989), Barampara (1987), Nowshirwani (1977), Ahmad et at. (1984), and
Kirloskar Consultants (1985).

108 As noted earlier, these studies were useful for their data about various activities that might lead to
development of capability in firms, but they did not yield direct information about the emergence of or increase
in capability itself and so could not be included in Table IV-2.
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Table IV-3

Evidence of the nature of technological learning in small firms

Part 1. Evidence from studies focusing on successful innovations

Case Country Source(s) Mechanisms of technological learning

(1) Innovation of a Peru F.V. de la * Internal technological activity (i.e. trial and

combined mixing- Puente, 1989 error and experimentation involved in
kneading machine for copying, adapting, improving, and/or
bread-making; innovating)
(2) introduction of
domestic manufacture
of hydraulic shells for
presses.

Innovation of the Kenya C. Juma, 1989 * Internal technological activity

Kenya ceramic jiko * Information search / communication (i.e.
(an improved charcoal exchange with external agents, search for
stove). documentation, visiting trade fairs,

observation, etc.)

Innovation of a India R. Basant, * Internal technological activity
multipurpose tool bar 1990 * Information search / communication

for cultivation.

Innovation of a motor Vietnam R. Sansom, * Internal technological activity
pump for irrigation. 1969 * Information search / communication

Part 2. Evidence from studies focusing on the historical development of one or a few firms

Case Country Source(s) Mechanisms of technological learning

Design, manufacture India T.K. Moulik * Internal technological activity
and operation of an and P. * Information search / communication

upgraded hand-made- Purushotham,
paper plant. 1986

Development of Thailand Mingsarn  S.K., * Internal technological activity
domestic manufacture 1986 * Information search / communication

of rice-milling * Direct human capital formation
equipment and related
capital goods.

Development of light Zimbabwe S. Watanabe, * Internal technological activity
engineering firms. 1987 * Information search / communication

* Direct human capital formation

Cont'd  . . .
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Table IV-3 cont'd

Case Country Source(s) Mechanisms of technological learning

Development of a Jamaica N.P. Girvan * Internal technological activity
small welding and G. * Information search / communication
electrodes company. Marcelle, 1990 * Direct human capital formation

* Internal performance feedback

Evolution of Kenya K.J. King,
* Internal technological activity

metalworking skills of 1974;

informal sector K.J. King,
artisans. 1976

Development of new India P.D. * Internal technological activity

product lines in the Malgavkar, * Information search / communication

light engineering 1976

sector.

Evolution of small Brazil B. Gupta, 1994 * Internal technological activity
repair workshops into
major capital goods
producers.

Development of light Ghana J. Powell, * Internal technological activity

engineering skills in 1991;
* Information search / communication

the informal sector. I. Smillie, * Direct human capital formation
1991

Development of the Hong Kong M. Fransman, * Internal technological activity
local capital goods 1982 * Information search / communication

sector
* Direct human capital formation

Acquisition of Tanzania S. Alange, * Internal technological activity
technological and 1987 * Information search / communication

managerial
capabilities through
international
technology transfer

Development of the India R. Basant and * Information search / communication

capacity to generate, K.K. Subrah- * Internal technological activity
transfer and adapt manlian, 1990
new agro-mechanical
technologies

Cont'd...
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Table IV-3 cont'd

Part 3. Evidence from studies focusing on the historical development of sectors

Case Country Source(s) Mechanisms of technological learning

Emergence of Tunisia A. Mahjoub, * Internal technological activity
indigenous light 1985; * Information search / communication

engineering know- M.  Bouchrara,
how in the informal 1985

sector.

Emergence and Colombia M.   Cortes et * Internal technological activity
technological al., 1987 * Information search / communication
development of the
small-scale metalwork
and food processing
sectors

Technological Ghana J. Dawson, * Internal technological activity
advance of the 1988

informal sector,
primarily in
metalwork and to
lesser extent in
vehicle repair and
woodwork.

Ernergence and Pakistan I. Nabi, 1988 * Internal technological activity

growth of the small- * Information search / communication
scale farm equipment
industry.

Emergence and Pakistan K. Aftab and * Internal technological activity
development of E. Rahim,
tubewell pump 1986 and 1989
production in small-
scale firms.

Emergence of the India S.C. Mishra, * (Initial) internal technological activity
small-scale farm 1985

machinery industry

Historical P.R. China S. Ishikawa, * Internal technological activity
development of the 1985 * Direct human capital formation

capital goods sector

Cont'd...
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Table IV-3 cont'd

Case Country Source(s) Mechanisms of technological learning

Emergence of a local Tanzania, D. Chudnovsky * Internal technological activity
capital goods sector Tunisia, and M. Nagao, * Information search / communication

Thailand, 1983

Peru

Emergence and Argentina M. Cortes, * Internal technological activity
technological 1979 * Information search / communication

development of the * Direct human capital formation
machine tools and
agricultural
implements sectors.

Evolution of Taiwan, B.F. Johnston * Internal technological activity
metalwork from Pakistan, and P. Kilby, * Information search / communication
blacksmithing to India 1975

small light
engineering
workshops.

Part 4. Evidence from studies focusing on technological activities undertaken by firms

Case Country Source(s) Mechanisms of technological learning

Technological India S.V. * Internal technological activity

activities in informal Sethuraman,
sector firms in 1989

metalwork, electrics
and electronics
assembly and repair,
plastics and opticals.

Technological Thailand A.T.M. Nurul * Internal technological activity
activities in informal Amin, 1989
sector firms in
metalwork, leather
goods, electrical and
electronics assembly
and repair, woodwork
and printing.

Technological Bangladesh N. Khundker, * Internal technological activity
activities in informal 1989

sector firms in light
engineering and
plastics.

Cont'd  . . .
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Table IV-3 cont'd

Case Country Source(s) Mechanisms of technological learning

Technological Ecuador G. Farrell,
* Internal technological activity

activities in informal 1989

sector firms making
various metal
products.

Technological Peru E. Chavez, * Internal technological activity

activities in informal 1989

sector producers of
metal grilles.

Idem. Mali J. Capt, 1987 * Internal technological activity

Idem. Rwanda A. Barampara, * Internal technological activity
1987

Technology transfer Iran V.F. * Internal technological activity

and adaptation in the Nowshirwani, * Information search / communication
small-scale farm 1977

equipment sector.

Technological Bangladesh Q.K. Ahmad et * Internal technological activity
adaptation and al., 1984 * Information search / communication
innovation in the
small and informal
farm equipment
sector.

Extent of, and India Kirloskar * Internal technological activity

mechanisms of access Consultants,
to technological 1985

know-how and skills,
as well as
technological
adaptation in informal
plastics firms

Note. Ishikawa (1981) and Child and Kaneda (1975) are not included in Part 3 of this table because they do not
contain information about learning mechanisms.

be identified have been grouped into three main categories. The activities that make up the first

learning mechanism, labelled 'internal technological activity' in the table, have in common that

all are technological activities that take place within the enterprise. They are aimed at effectively
using, copying, adapting or improving technology and (occasionally) at innovating. From the
fact that all studies in the table make mention of such activities it would appear that this
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mechanism is indeed very essential to capability building. A second group of activities
(identified in 20 studies) consists of search for technological information and communication
using sources outside the enterprise. These activities were called 'information
search/communication' in the table. A third learning mechanism, found in seven studies in the
table, consists of skill training and technical education of people who are already working in
the enterprise, and/or hiring of new people with higher technical qualifications. Together, these
two factors are called 'direct human capital formation' in the table. We shall discuss each of
the three mechanisms in turn. 109.110

Internal technological activity

The transformation from small repair-based activities to full-fledged workshops (or even
factories) capable of manufacturing, adapting and even improving a range of capital goods of
considerable complexity seems to be a very slow, step-by-step process. Learning is based on
practical experience and also involves a lot of effort on the part of the firms concerned. This
is evident from many studies in Parts  1,2 and  3 of Table IV-3, which document the historical
development process of individual product innovations or firms themselves. 111 Firms often
start with repair, maintenance and reconditioning of existing equipment and with the
manufacture of spare parts, and only gradually evolve into manufacturing proper. There have
also been cases in which manufacture of relatively simple equipment was undertaken from the
start, and more complex outputs began to be produced only after some considerable time
(Ishikawa, 1985).

Initial assimilation and adaptation efforts take entirely the form of hands-on trial and error on
the shop floor. For the replication of new products, access to a physical prototype or at least

109 Even though the three mechanisms are discussed sequentially, there are presumably important
interdependencies and complementarities between them. In particular, direct human capital formation would affect
the nature and effectiveness of information search and intra-firm efforts to master and improve technology. Also,
information search and communication with actors in the firm's environment are unlikely to be effective without
a corresponding effort to use the new information to master or improve technology within the firm. Conversely,
internal activities to master or improve technology through trial-and-error and experimentation would lose direction
without external feedback on their relevance and effectiveness.

no A fourth mechanism, namely learning through internal performance feedback, is mentioned in only one study
(Girvan and Marcelle, 1990), which is a case of a modern small factory that set up a management information
system. This mechanism remains undiscussed in the remainder of this section, because we have no further evidence
that it would play a notable role in technological learning in small-scale enterprises.

m  See,  especially, the studies  in  Part  1  of the table, and Moulik and Purushotham ( 1986), Watanabe  (1987),
King (1974), Malgavkar (1976), Gupta, (1994), Fransman (1982), Cortes et at. (1987), Ishikawa (1985),
Chudnovsky and Nagao (1983) and Cortes (1979).
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a visual representation is a must, because in the absence of formal technical knowledge this is
the only channel through which new technology can be assimilated. The capabilities in the
machine-tool firms in Brazil, Hong Kong and Zimbabwe, the machine tools and farm
implements sectors in Argentina, the metalwork sector in Colombia, the farm equipment sector
in India's Uttar Pradesh and the Pakistan Punjab, the power tiller manufacturers in Thailand,
and the capital goods sector in Peru, to mention just a subset of the evidence, all evolved
entirely from such practical experience gained through observation, reverse engineering and
practical experimentation relying on rule of thumb, uninformed by any formal scientific
knowledge. Experience-based learning is very effort-intensive because a lot of resources are
wasted in unsystematic trial and error (Nabi, 1988). Cortes et at. report that in Colombia,
substitution of materials and components, alteration of the finishing process and final appearance
due to difficulties with certain imported manufacturing equipment, and adaptation of products
to local practices and preferences ' . . . involved considerable technical efforts  by the first
generation of local firms, which were operating with untrained labour and inexperienced
managers'  (1987: 179).

When firms advance somewhat and a basic level of formal technical knowledge is achieved (see
below), the nature of the internal efforts starts to change. Trial-and-error becomes transformed
into some sort of practical (but still shopfloor-based) search and development. There is still no
separate R&D department, but experimentation begins to become a systematic activity
incorporating scientific principles. Copying is done not just from prototypes but also from
blueprints, and it is preceded by drawing and pattern making. Changing designs also involves
making one's own technical drawings. The more advanced Argentinean firms, the Zimbabwean
firms and the Brazilian firms discussed in Cortes (1979), Watanabe (1987) and Gupta (1994)
have reached this stage by now.

Information search and communication

A vital input at all stages of the learning process is new information from outside the firm. 112

Its role is to spark off the sort of internal assimilation and adaptation activities described above
and to give direction to these efforts. In Table IV-3, the activities associated with the collection
of new information are labelled 'information searcWcommunication', to reflect the fact that new
information arrives in different ways. While some is actively sought out, in other cases it simply

112 New information often has a direct technological content, as for instance when ideas for new products are
transferred. However, this need not be always the case. Information about soil conditions and farming practices
is non-technological in nature, but it can inform efforts by manufacturers to most effectively reduce the wear and
tear on farm implements.
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happens to present itself in the course of communication with the outside world and is received
and absorbed more or less passively. Between active information search and passive absorption
lies active observation, which is also important. The large-firm literature emphasises the role
of active information search, claiming that external information seldom just 'arrives',  and  that
firms have to devote resources to external search activity (Bell, 1984). However, the studies in
this review tend to indicate that in small workshops and artisanal activities with limited
resources, information search is rather ad hoc and more passive forms of information collection
also play an important role. Active information search becomes very important for capability
building when firms start to outgrow the small workshop phase. It then becomes a systematic,
ongoing activity (see, for example, Mingsarn, 1986). Some studies in the review suggest that
there is an important correlation between successful capability building and active search efforts
(Watanabe, 1987; Girvan and Marcelle, 1990; Moulik and Purushotham, 1986).

Whether external information is actively sought out or not, it is clear that agents in the firm's
environment are vital in facilitating the learning process.  They do this by providing information
about sources  of new technology and unmet market demand  for new technology,  and  by

providing feedback on the firm's efforts to meet these market needs. In the studies that
document the evolution of successful innovations in Part 1 of Table IV-3,  such as the ceramic
jiko and the multipurpose tool bar, it is shown that these information flows give rise to active
iterative user/producer interactions which are vital for achieving the ultimate success of an
innovation through continuous incremental improvement, and which lead to technological
learning for the producers  in the process.

The information flow typically starts with the exposure of the small entrepreneur to new
technology. 1 13 Irrespective  of the specific information transfer mechanism, it seems  that  most

of this new technology is originally from other countries. Sometimes small firms acquire it

directly, but more commonly production starts in large firms in the modern sector, from where
it gradually diffuses to the small-scale sector. This occurs, for example, through previous
working experience in a larger firm that manufactured the relevant equipment. This particular
mechanism played an important role among the small farm equipment producers in the Pakistan

Punjab and Colombia. Some of the jua kati artisans in Nairobi also learnt from employment in
Asian workshops and on European coffee farms where various agricultural implements were
designed and repaired.

113 As we have seen, in the more primitive workshops this would be in the form of an actual prototype or
picture. In the technologically more advanced shops, it might entail making technical drawings available.
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Another, perhaps more common, mechanism for the transfer of information about new
technology is direct contact between (potential) producers and users of non-traditional
technology. Customers may bring in a machine for repair, come with a broken-down imported
prototype or describe a new machine that they have spotted somewhere in the market

(Nowshirwani, 1977; Ahmad  et  at.,  1984).  In Hong Kong, users of machinery repair  and
maintenance workshops frequently induced first-time manufacturing efforts by specifically
requesting that a copy of an imported machine be made or that a new machine be designed to
serve specific purposes (Fransman, 1982). In other cases, customers may demand local spare
parts to replace imported ones when they find the latter too expensive or difficult to obtain due
to import restrictions (Dawson, 1988). In this connection, subcontracting of parts and
components to small firms by larger ones seems to be an occasional source of relevant
technological information when the parent firm hands over a prototype and supervises the

manufacturing process (Nabi, 1988).

Users also help develop technological capability by transmitting specific wishes and ideas about

adjustment or improvement of components and equipment already in use, and by giving
feedback  on the performance of products to which adaptations  have  been made.  In the early

stages of the development of the Argentine machine-tool industry, customer industries (mainly
the automobile sector) played an important developmental role by demanding components and
machinery of growing precision and scope (Cortes, 1979). If the users are farmers, they are

important sources of information about farming practices, soil conditions and climatic

peculiarities, which is essential for successful improvement of farm equipment. In addition,
farmers may be able to specify the required characteristics of the wood or steel to be used and
they might have specific requirements regarding the size and weight of the implements (Basant
and Subrahmamian, 1990). Customer feedback on improved or adapted products is especially
important when workshops are very small, in which case they do not have any internal way of
generating product performance-related information through scientific testing (Juma, 1989).

Agents other than users can also be important sources of significant technical information,
whether about new products or useful adaptations to products. The die-makers in the plastics
industry in Bombay and Pune (India) assisted informal plastics producers in producing
acceptable prototypes with new dies supplied by them (Kirloskar Consultants, 1985). In
Argentina, too, die-makers were an important source of technological knowledge for machine-

tool producers. Institutions have played an important catalytic   role   in some instances  by

providing access to new products and machines that were subsequently copied by the private

sector (Dawson, 1988, Malgavkar, 1976), or by assisting private producers with research and

testing facilities to improve their products (Juma, 1989; Basant, 1990). Visits to trade fairs,
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observation of competitors and travel to other areas have also been important sources of
technological information (Juma, 1989; Cortes, 1979; Mingsarn, 1986; Watanabe, 1987; Moulik
and Purushotham, 1986; Nowshirwani, 1977; Girvan and Marcelle, 1990; Nabi, 1988). For
example, following the capture by Pakistan of a farming area in the Sialkot area near Daska
during the 1965 border war with India, local manufacturers visited the farms and copied the
thresher designs (Nabi, 1988).

Direct human capital building

The effectiveness with which information search externally and technological efforts to
assimilate and adapt technology internally are undertaken is overwhelmingly dependent on the
quality of the human resource base of a firm at any one time. In particular, formal technical
education widens the channels through which information can be obtained and it makes internal
efforts more efficient. Whereas an illiterate artisan has to remain dependent on copying physical
prototypes, an educated entrepreneur can also search out relevant information from technical
textbooks and use blueprints (Mingsarn, 1986). An educated person can also design a system
for generating internal performance feedback by keeping systematic records of experimentation
and test results (Girvan and Marcelle, 1990). The studies in Colombia, Argentina and Hong

Kong in particular show that firms can only go so far with experience-based learning-by-doing.
When firms attempted to move into higher-income markets where improved product quality

requires relatively sophisticated design work and more advanced production methods, the skills
learnt through learning-by-doing proved to be quite insufficient (Cortes et at., 1987; Cortes,
1979 and Fransman,   1982).   A good micro-economic illustration  of this issue  is  the  case  of  a

leading farm machinery producer in the Pakistan Punjab, who during an interview identified the
absence of technically qualified people in the firm as his most important current handicap:  'We
now have to consult engineers to understand complicated drawings - we would be able to
develop a machine in weeks that presently takes us months if we could comprehend engineering

drawings' (Nabi, 1988:149).

For this reason, direct human-resource development is of paramount importance in small firms.
It can be of several forms,  such as informal staff training in the form of internal apprenticeship,
sending workers to formal training courses, attracting expertise from outside the firm on an ad
hoc basis to impart training and give advice, attending in-plant training in bigger companies,

and attracting workers with relevant technical skills. Especially important is investment  in the
engineering education of a junior family member of the owner-manager(s) since small firms
cannot usually offer attractive enough pay and working conditions to retain a highly qualified
outsider.
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The following examples clearly convey the importance of establishing a human scientific and
engineering foundation for making a technological breakthrough. One of the rice-milling
equipment producers described in Mingsarn (1986) made a quantum leap in terms of the
technological complexity of its products and processes and its innovating activities after a son
with a higher formal engineering degree joined the firm. In another firm in this sector, success

in capability building could be attributed in large measure to its hiring policies. At the time Of
the interview, this firm employed two mechanical engineers with MSc degrees, 10 engineers

with BSc degrees and 20 vocational school graduates. The same patterns can be observed in the
Zimbabwean firms described in Watanabe (1987). They, t00, started out as small workshops

whose founders had only practical metallurgical and light engineering knowledge gained through
previous work experience. As they grew bigger, they relied heavily on in-house training of
workers and joining of second-generation family members with high-level technical
qualifications. In Argentina and Hong Kong, too, some firms managed to overcome the
limitations that their former organisational structures and experience-based background imposed
on further technological development. To do so, they incorporated engineers in their design

teams and were more receptive to technical assistance in areas where they lacked own expertise

(Cortes, 1979, Fransman, 1982). According to Cortes' study, such change seems to take place

mostly where management has been passed on to a second generation who usually have a formal
technical education.

The main conclusion emerging from this discussion on learning mechanisms in small firms is
that capability building apparently involves considerable purposive dedication of time and other
resources by firms. In this respect the process seems to be rather similar to that among the large
firms discussed in Chapter II.114 Although we cannot discount the importance of passive

learning-by-doing, passive absorption of information from external sources and diffusion of
skills from the large-scale modern sector, on the whole the survey results support the contention
in the large-firm literature about the importance of indigenous 'technological effort' in the
development of technological capabilities.

114 In fact, there is a considerable overlap between the learning mechanisms identified in this survey and Bell's
(1984) classification of learning mechanisms in large firms which was discussed in Chapter II. This is an interesting
finding because the survey did not set out to seek support for this particular classification. The 'internal
technological activity' in this study corresponds largely with Bell's 'learning by operating' and 'learning by
changing'. Further,   what  has been called 'information search/communication'   in this survey has considerable

overlap with Bell's 'learning by searching', while 'direct human capital formation' coincides with his 'learning by
training' and 'learning by hiring'. Learning by system performance feedback, the sixth mechanism in Bell's
schema, occurred in only one firm in this review (Girvan and Marcelle, 1990). This seems to be the only activity
that requires formal organisation and a certain minimum size. On the whole, the survey results suggest that the

learning process in small and large firms can be conceptualised in a similar way. Only the concrete form that the
activities take would of course differ to some extent.
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IV.4.2 What makes firms learn

Since purposive investments in technological learning seem to be so vital for the development
of capabilities, the question arises as to what factors induce small firms to devote their time and
other resources to such investments, and what factors facilitate and constrain their efforts.

Factors that induce learning

The existence or emergence of a certain (usually externally-induced) stimulus to the small firm
to introduce new products or adapt existing ones in order to ensure continued survival or to take
advantage of new growth opportunities has been central in all cases covered by this review.115
Several different stimuli were found in the survey, but two in particular appear to have played
a major role.  One is the emergence of demand for new or improved farm equipment as a result
of the adoption of yield-raising agricultural practices such as irrigation and commercial fertiliser
in agriculture. These practices give rise to seasonal labour bottlenecks and, at the same time,
the consequent productivity increases lift the purchasing power constraint on farmers. These two
effects together have induced rapid mechanisation in several places. For example, in the case
of Gujarat (India), the introduction of Green Revolution cultivation practices and seeds gave rise
to the need for new implements. In addition, some of the new implements were not compatible
with the traditional ones and thus investment in a new full range of equipment was required,
which was very costly for farmers. It was this cost factor which gave rise to the demand for a

multipurpose tool bar (Basant,  1990).  In the case of Iran, the increased use of tractors gave rise
to demand for complementary farm equipment (Nowshirwani, 1977). In the case of Pakistan,
a sudden, fast growth in demand for tubewells emerged due to a change in government policy
towards agriculture involving relaxation of controls and significant incentives for increased

production (Aftab and Rahim, 1986). 116

In quite a few cases, another important external stimulus has been a change in macro-economic
policy towards import substitution leading to a shift from demand for imported products to
demand for equivalent domestic products. Sometimes this policy has also created a need to adapt
to changes in raw material supply. For example, in Ghana the collapse of the formal economy

115  The term 'stimulus' is preferred  to  the term 'demand', since  not all effort stimuli are demand driven.  For
example, in some of the studies competition from large firms or from imported products was also found to have
a technological effort-inducing effect (Sethuraman, 1989; Nurul Amin, 1989; Khundker, 1989).

116 Other studies in the survey  that have drawn attention to rising demand for farm equipment due  to the
adoption of new agricultural practices are Basant and Subrahmamian (1990), Nabi (1988), Child and Kaneda
(1975), Mishra (1985), and Johnston and Kilby (1975).
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and an acute foreign exchange constraint led to import restrictions in 1972. Many basic products
and spare parts for which there was a ready demand became unavailable (Dawson, 1988;
Powell,  1991 and Smillie, 1991). In the case of Colombia, government restrictions on imports
in the late 1950s as a result of balance of payments difficulties led to a demand for local

production of farm equipment and a variety of other metal products (Cortes et at.  1987).  In
Argentina, the machine tools industry emerged during the 1940s and early 50s as a result of
restrictions on the importation of machinery and parts during World War II and its aftermath.

Production of agricultural equipment started in the early 1920s in response to demand generated
by the early mechanisation of agriculture. The sector developed further during the 1940s  as  a

result of the restrictions imposed on imports during World War II. Moreover, local production
was stimulated by modest levels of local protection (Cortes, 1979). In the case of Zimbabwe,

import substitution resulted not from a change in domestic economic policy but from Rhodesia's

unilateral declaration of independence in 1965, which led to UN sanctions. However, the effect

of this on capability building in small firms was similar to that of a policy-induced change. The
sudden unavailability of imports put pressure on local firms to become self-sufficient in the

production of a large variety of parts, components, industrial machinery and consumer products

(Watanabe, 1987). Finally, in the case of India, considerable unmet demand existed for

specialised industrial equipment that could not be satisfied from abroad due to strict import
restrictions (Malgavkar,   1976).

This evidence suggests that investments in technological learning activities are most likely to

be forthcoming in a climate in which some protection is given to domestic manufacturers. The

same conclusion has also been drawn from the large-firm studies (Lall, 1992). However, it
should be emphasised that the evidence presented here is far too limited for definite policy

conclusions. In fact, there is also one study in the review (about the machine tools sector in

Hong Kong) where capabilities emerged under free trade (Fransman, 1982). It is specifically
mentioned in this study that the free trade regime apparently created a climate that was very

beneficial to capability expansion - at least in the early stages of the development of the

industry. Firms had easy access to cheap, high-quality inputs. A further advantage was the easy

access to second-hand machinery. Apparently, competitive pressures from imported products

were not so severe as to prevent the emergence of domestic producers.

Whether capability building could be associated with import-substitution policies or with free
trade, it is clear that technological efforts in small firms were often undertaken in response to

market opportunities created through particular economic policies. At the same time, it is quite

remarkable that in not a single instance were these policies actually aimed at inducing capability

building in the small-scale sector. They invariably had other objectives, especially improvement
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of productivity in agriculture or saving of foreign exchange through imports rationing.
Capability increase in small firms has been an unanticipated side effect. In fact, it has been
noted that in some places, small firms progressed in spite of a very unfavourable policy
environment which actively discriminated against them (Child and Kaneda, 1975).

Factors that facilitate and constrain learning

While the existence of stimuli seems to be a prerequisite for investing in the sort of learning
activities described above, whether or not these will actually have an effect depends on a host
of facilitating and constraining factors within the firms and in their environment. The existing
resource-base of the firm, especially the stock of technical skills and knowledge already
developed and its ability to attract external sources of finance, has been mentioned in almost
all the studies under review as a factor of considerable importance. Other important factors
mentioned in the studies are the availability of the right type of external support, the ease with
which a novel feature can be copied by competitors, labour conditions, and personal factors
such as entrepreneurial attitude and motivation. These will be discussed briefly below.

A relevant technical and sufficiem general educational background of the entrepreneur(s) who

start(s) a small enterprise seems to be a great help in the acquisition of higher capabilities. In
many studies under review, there is some sort of connection between relevant background and
subsequent success in capability building. so we have much more information about the
influence of this factor than about any of the other factors mentioned above.  Some of the studies
in Parts 3 and 4 of the table are most informative in this respect because it is possible to
compare the performance of entrepreneurs with and without such a relevant background in
relatively large samples. Dawson reports that the majority of firms that advanced to the highest
levels of capability in his sample were run by entrepreneurs who had worked and been trained
in large firms rather than those who had been apprenticed to a master craftsman within the
informal sector itself. They were also relatively better educated, and some had undergone
formal technical training (1988). In Sethuraman's (1989) study it is noted that the entrepreneurs
with the lowest levels of education in the sample engaged less in technological adaptation
activities than others, whereas Nurul Amin (1989) observes that those with previous formal-
sector experience appeared to be technologically most dynamic. In Barampara's (1987) study,
self-construction of machines was undertaken mostly by entrepreneurs with more than five

years' working experience in the formal sector, and the entrepreneurs in the study by Chavez

(1989) who had been involved in self-construction or adaptation of machinery all had more than
five years' experience and had undergone formal technical training. Capt (1987) notes that
craftsmen over 40 years old comprised more than 80 per cent of those involved in self-
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construction of machinery, while this category accounted for only 50 per cent of the entire
sample. However, it must be noted that none of these authors conducted a formal statistical
analysis. The only study that attempted a more rigorous statistical test did not find support for
a possible relationship between extent of technological adaptability on the one hand and previous
experience on the other. (Khundker, 1989).

Relevant experience can be accumulated in different ways. The three most important sources
in the studies under review are:
* working experience and apprenticeship training obtained in the small-scale sector itself,
* working experience and on-the-job training obtained during previous employment in the

modern sector, and
* formal institutionalised technical (and possibly also non-technical) education and training.
While all three sources seem to impart some basic capability which provides a starting point for
technological efforts that lead to further learning, their effects are not identical and one source
cannot fully substitute for another.

Working experience and informal apprenticeship training in the small-scale sector are extremely
useful for the transmission of basic skills such as lathe operation, fitting, welding, soldering,
die casting, and so on. It is also valuable for imparting a pragmatic ability to improvise and
adapt, and generally to make the most out of minimal resources, which is a great competitive
asset in the small workshop sector. However, people whose training was limited to such
informal work training generally find it difficult to progress beyond the small workshop mode
of production. In order to move beyond this stage, it is important to have some prior exposure
to technological conditions in the modern sector. This provides a focus for the direction of
technological upgrading efforts and breaks down barriers to adoption of new machinery and

equipment and scientific work methods required for standardisation, better quality and improved
product designs. It even seems to instil a broader outlook that encourages experimentation. In
the study by Dawson (1988), it is noted that for these reasons very few traditional blacksmiths
whose working experience was limited to the local informal sector managed to progress into
true light engineering firms using a variety of power-driven machines.

As a matter of fact, even formal sector experience may not be sufficient for a firm to outgrow
the small workshop stage. This has to do with the fact that the type of knowledge gained in this

way is still based on practical experience. As we discussed earlier, capability building beyond
a certain level requires an understanding of scientific principles that cannot be acquired other
than through formal technical education. Aftab and Rahim, writing about the same industry,
hold that it is indeed the traditional artisanal base, which is initially determined by the
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educational background, knowledge, skills and economic resources of the owner-manager, that
limits the ability of the firms to upgrade their technological base:

This resource base determines the initial position of the enterprise in the
industrial hierarchy, a position which is characterised by general ease of entry
and low profitability.  To rise up from this position  ... the enterprise requires
certain skills that are qualitatively different from those it possesses... However,
the skills learnt through traditional types of activities impose a serious constraint
on the acquisition of new techniques that require education and training normally
gained through formal channels. (Aftab and Rahim, 1989:502-3)

The technological development of the machine-tool sector in Argentina was constrained in the
1970s for the same reason, with many of the firms having reached the limits of what they could
achieve through purely practical experience. These firms needed not only to change in their
internal organisation, but also required a great deal of assistance from technical institutions to
solve problems demanding skills and resources beyond the capacity of the individual firms
(Cortes, 1979). As we saw in the previous subsection, the way to overcome this barrier is to
incorporate qualified technical engineers into a firm as it grows.

To sum up, a basis of (higher) formal technical training seems to be extremely useful, while
a combination of formal technical knowledge and modern sector experience is an especially
valuable base upon which further technological capabilities can be successfully built. Several
studies in the review provide examples of entrepreneurs for whom such a combination played

an important part in upgrading their technological capability level (de la Puente, 1989; Sansom,

1969; Girvan and Marcelle, 1990; Gupta, 1994; Dawson, 1988).

The influence of financial resources on technological learning is quite complex. In some cases,
financial constraints have prevented small firms from investing in scientific testing equipment
(Mahjoub, 1985; Aftab and Rahim, 1989 and Mishra, 1985). However, there is actually more
evidence of how scarcity of funds induces technological efforts (King, 1974; Malgavkar,  1976;
Nurul Amin, 1989; Khundker, 1989; Barampara, 1987; and Mahjoub, 1985). In particular, it
seems to force entrepreneurs into money-saving adaptations and to induce self-construction of
machinery and equipment, which can have important learning effects.117 It is unclear,
however, in which circumstances the learning-inducing effect would dominate the constraining
effect.

117 There is similar evidence from the large-firm studies. The USIMINAS steel plant in Brazil was forced to
embark on efforts to incrementally upgrade the capacity of its existing plant when it failed to get funds for
investment in a whole-scale new technology. This gave rise to considerable learning (Dahlman and Fonseca, 1978).
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In quite a few cases the availability of the right type of technical assistance has had a catalytic
effect on technological efforts in the private sector. Sometimes, it simply took the form of
assistance agencies or private individuals making available imported prototypes of machinery
for which a large unmet domestic demand existed. These were then copied by local producers.
In the case of Ghana, for instance, the widespread adoption of simple metalworking and
woodworking machinery that had been replicated from foreign models by local producers had
a remarkable impact on productivity levels  in the informal sector in Kumasi (Dawson,   1988).
In other cases, assistance agencies or technical departments of universities carried out scientific
laboratory-based experimentation and testing, or arranged for private producers to get access
to these facilities (Basant, 1990; Watanabe, 1987; Malgavkar, 1976; Juma, 1989; Cortes et at.,
1987).

The ease with which simple innovations can be copied by competitors has been an important
constraint on substantial product-development work by small firms in some places (Juma, 1989;
Nabi, 1988; Farrell, 1989). Although this has been reported in just a few studies, disincentives

arising from high product-market externalities are likely to be a much more general problem.

Another significant constraint on technological efforts in small firms has been their inability to
maintain a stable labour force. They pay low wages and cannot afford incentives which would
encourage innovative behaviour in workers. Many workers are therefore principally motivated
to start their own small enterprise after having mastered the basic skills through wage
employment. Thus, there is little incentive for a small entrepreneur to invest in human capital
formation of his workforce. King writes about the Nairobi artisans that the ' . . . individualist get-
ahead ethic tends to militate against very substantial accumulation of capital and technological
expertise  in the hands  of the more talented.  They  run the  risk  . . . of constantly losing their
labour force and then being undercut by their self-employed former employees' (King,
1974:26). While high labour-market externalities lead to a very quick inter-firm diffusion of
skills, it simultaneously holds back the emergence of higher-level capabilities in established

enterprises. 118

Last but not least, personal characteristics of the owner-manager(s) are an important cause of
differences in effort-behaviour among firms. The most active and successful capability builders
in this review had a very articulate business strategy. They did not just respond in an ad hoc
manner to external changes, but directed and focused their activities towards the achievement
of more or less clearly defined goals. They also had a relatively long time horizon, planned

"s See also Capt (1987)
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systematically and concentrated on certain specific priority tasks instead of expending their
energy randomly. Secondly, the active learners were truly 'techno-entrepreneurs', interested not
so much in commercial gain through investment in quick profit-yielding ventures as in
improving the technological functioning of their enterprise. They also showed an awareness of
the importance of mastering higher technical knowledge for achieving such improvement and

ensuring future business success. This is reflected in a number of their activities. For instance,                1
it led them to undertake continuous search for new challenges that offered opportunities for
further learning while capitalising on the knowledge and skills already mastered. Production
problems were looked upon more as opportunities for learning than as obstructions to smooth
performance. It also led them to invest in knowledge-enhancing activities. For example, they
would cultivate useful contacts with suppliers and customers, gear the education ofjunior family
members to the future needs of the enterprise and only recruit workers with relevant technical

skills (de la Puente, 1989; Moulik and Purushotham, 1986; Mingsarn, 1986; Watanabe, 1987;
Girvan and Marcelle, 1990; Aliinge, 1987; King, 1974; and Malgavkar, 1976). In this respect,
the evidence is quite similar to the findings of the large-firm literature, where clear differences
in strategic behaviour and their effect on the acquisition of technological capabilities were also
reported (see Chapter II).

In conclusion, just as in large firms there can be no straightforward explanation for the extent
of technological efforts in small firms. Some sort of inducement is apparently essential, but
whether or not this will actually lead to a learning response depends on the complex interplay
of a host of factors within the firms and in their environment.

IV.5    Conclusions and Limitations of the Existing Literature

The great majority of the studies in this review do not focus explicitly on capability building
in small firms, but they nevertheless contain considerable information suggesting that
capabilities are indeed built up in the small-firm sector, and that the phenomenon has not been

limited to a few isolated successes. The evidence of economic impact is fairly limited, but
whatever information we do have suggests that it may have considerable favourable economic

effects on the firms in which the capabilities were developed as well as on other actors in the
economy. Capability building seems to occur predominantly in the metalwork sector. Many of
the firms covered in this review were in fact capital goods producers. This is a significant
finding in view of the importance of the small-scale capital goods sector in bringing about an
indigenous process of technological change in developing countries.
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The studies also yielded a set of potentially quite useful indicators that could be used for a more
systematic assessment of capability increase in small metalworking firms than has been
undertaken so far. These indicators suggest that capability building in these firms is
overwhelmingly a matter of the development of production capability, in some cases combined
with some simple imitative adaptation capability. Evidence of full-fledged
modification/innovation capability and investment capability was not found in the studies in this
review.

The indicators also suggest that, even though capability in small metalworking firms consists
predominantly of production capability,   this   type of capability itself is still   to some extent
multidimensional. One requires several different indicators to obtain a full picture of how far
firms have progressed in each of these different dimensions. Each of the indicators found in the
studies under review conveys some unique information which cannot be gained by examining
any of the others (the only major overlap being between the adoption of modern production
methods and increasing division of labour, which convey similar information about

standardisation). For instance, evidence of increasing product manufacturing complexity tells
us something about the increasing user-capability of existing machinery and equipment in a
firm, but we need additional information about investment in new machinery and equipment in
order to determine to what extent the firm has also mastered new skills by incorporating new

operations under its own roof. Similarly, evidence of increasing product complexity and
increasing in-house production does not tell us much about whether a firm is also developing
capabilities to make useful improvements to products or whether it still remains at the crude
copying stage. And these three indicators together still do not tell us enough about whether a
firm's quality of output is also being upgraded. In order to assess this aspect, we need more
direct information about adoption of modern production methods and/or increasing division of
labour, which  tell  us that standardisation and quality control are improving.

However, there are also clear indications that some of the indicators are more important than
others. In particular, changes in the technological manufacturing complexity of a firm's output
appears to be an especially important measure of production capability increase in metalworking
firms. The importance   of this indicator seems   to be related   to the extreme heterogeneity   of
output in metalwork where even a given set of machines may serve to manufacture a wide range
of   outputs of varying complexity. There is considerable evidence    that the replication   of
increasingly complex products is in fact the primary path through which small firms assimilate
new technical knowledge and skills. Hence, it is not sufficient to examine changes in machinery
and equipment alone to get a proper idea of whether the production tasks undertaken by a firm
are becoming more complex or not. Certainly, this sort of analysis can tell us whether a firm
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has acquired new skills by incorporating new operations in-house, but it cannot tell us whether
or not machinery already present in the firm for some time is being used for increasingly
complex tasks.119 This sort of insight can only come from an analysis of the manufacturing

complexity of a firm's outputs.

There is also some interesting evidence as to the origin of the capabilities in the firms under
review. The nature of the learning process seems to be rather similar to that recorded for the
large firms discussed in Chapter II. In the small-scale sector, too, tacitness and environmental
specificities are the two main factors that give rise to the need for technological learning. Just
as in large firms, technological learning in small firms is an incremental and evolutionary
process in which internal efforts to master the production of, adapt, repair and recondition

machinery and equipment, search for relevant technical information, and direct involvement in
the upgradation of the human resource base of the firm through training and education play an

important part. And just as in large firms, there can be no straightforward explanation for the
extent to which such learning activities occur in firms. They result  from  a very complex

interplay of a large number of inducing, facilitating and constraining factors that emanate from
within the firms and from their environment.

It is remarkable on the whole how much information on capability development in the small-
scale sector actually exists, in view of the scarcity of materials with a direct focus on this topic.

However, there is one great weakness in the existing literature, namely that almost all the
information consists of qualitative and subjective material. In terms of methodology, the studies

are no better than the large-firm literature discussed in Chapter II. In the absence of hard

evidence, all the conclusions listed above necessarily remain tentative.

The lack of proper measurement of capability is an especially important problem. It is useful
to   illustrate  this with respect  to the changing product complexity in firms (indicator 1), since

this seems to be such an important indicator of production capability increase. In section IV.3.1
we examined the lists of products produced by firms and concluded on this basis that their

product diversification or substitution was in an upward direction. We could only draw such a
conclusion because the differences in manufacturing complexity between their early products
and later products were substantial enough so that even a layman would be able to see the vast
differences in technical knowledge and skills required for their successful manufacture.

However, it is much more difficult to reach definite conclusions on the basis of such superficial

119 Hence, even when developing the initial basic capability to operate a new machine does not require
substantial new capabilities, successful exploitation of the jitll potential of the machine  in due time could require
significant learning efforts.
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evidence of a firm's changing product range when the differences in manufacturing complexity
are more modest. Only an engineer would be able to tell if substantial differences in skill are
required for, say, the manufacture of a mouldboard plough and that of a seed planter in a farm
equipment workshop. To distinguish such fine-grained differences, a layman would need some
sort of classification of outputs based on an appropriate measure of technological manufacturing
complexity developed by experts in mechanical engineering.

Only one study in the review attempts to design and apply a simple scale of technological

manufacturing complexity on which the capability of firms could be rated relatively objectively.
The aim of this study (Aftab and Rahim, 1989) was to assess the extent to which recent
introduction of new products signalled technological upgrading among small tubewell pump
producers in the Pakistan Punjab.no The authors found much evidence of recent diversification
in their sample of 43 firms. Only two firms had not introduced any new product since they
began operations, and several firms had introduced more than one new item. Yet, no single

instance of successful diversification into a technologically superior product was detected. All
diversification had been sideways and even downwards.

Aftab and Rahim's study contains an important lesson, namely that one should be careful not
to automatically associate any change in the composition of a firm's outputs with development
of higher capabilities.  It is very likely that a qualitative assessment of the situation in the Punjab
around the same period, in view of the impressive expansion in the range of goods produced,
might have come to rather different conclusions regarding recent capability developments in the
sector. Aftab and Rahim's study thus illustrates that one really needs more detailed information
to assess whether or not, or by how much, capabilities have increased. Lack of such detailed
information could easily lead to wrong conclusions.

The lack of proper measurement is an equally important problem in determining the nature of
the learning process that gives rise to capabilities. All we can say is that internal technological
activities to assimilate, adapt and improve technology, search for external information and direct
human capital building apparently all contribute to increased capabilities in small firms, and that
technological learning in small firms thus seems to involve considerable indigenous

'm Products were classified into technically superior, similar, and inferior. The production of a technologically
superior product requires a significant upgrading of the technological base of the firm. Technologically similar
products require full utilisation of the existing technological base.  They may require some expansion of the capital
stock, but these additions would be essentially of the same degree of sophistication. For the production of
technologically inferior products, a lower technological base would have been adequate (Aftab and Rahim,
1989:505). However, it is unclear on what basis the products were placed in these three categories.
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technological efforts on the part of the firms in question. However, just as in the large-firm
literature, there is no 'hard' support for the contention that capabilities arise predominantly from
such efforts. In fact, some evidence indicates that more passive sources of skills and knowledge
such as skills diffusion from the modern sector and absorption of external information without
active search may also have contributed importantly to capability in the firms in the review. It
also remains possible that simple learning-by-doing, the accumulation of skills and knowledge
over time as a result of production experience, would be an important determinant of capability.
Although we have no evidence that this mechanism contributed markedly in the firms under

review, one might suspect that this could simply be due to the fact that this mechanism is much

more invisible than, for instance, experimentation efforts and information search.

Quite similar comments can be made on the available evidence about the factors that induce,
facilitate and constrain technological learning, and about the impact of the acquired capabilities.
The evidence about the promoting and constraining factors is far too anecdotal to serve as a
basis for the design of policies to promote technological learning in small-scale enterprises.
Good information about impact is also very limited. Reliable data on increased sales volume,
profit, productivity, employment and exports are always notoriously hard to obtain from small

entrepreneurs, but in addition there is a problem - which can also be noted in the studies of the

large firms in Chapter II - of establishing a proper causal relationship between such variables
and the increase in technological capability. A number of unobserved factors that have nothing
to do with capability building whatsoever may also affect these variables. Given all these

problems, the discussion in this chapter about the causes and consequences of capability
development in the small-scale firms can certainly not claim to have provided a very accurate

picture of the situation.

We conclude that, at this stage, significant new insights into capability building in small-scale

enterprises can only come from a more objective and precise measurement of variables,
followed by statistical testing of the relationships that one expects to observe between these

variables on the basis of the review of secondary literature and the results of the large-firm
studies. Part II of this study is a first effort to fill this gap in the extant literature.
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CAPABILITY BUILDING IN SMALL FIRMS -
A QUANTITATIVE CASE-STUDY



Introduction to Part II

The review of secondary literature in the previous chapter generated substantial information
suggesting that the small-scale sector in developing countries can indeed contribute towards
overcoming internal dualism through a process of gradual acquisition of technological

capabilities. In the metalwork sector at least, the development of such capabilities has apparently
been rather widespread. We even saw some instances where this had major implications for the
long-run industrial development of countries through the enhancement of their domestic

capability to produce increasingly complex capital goods. Therefore, we seem to be dealing with
a phenomenon the importance of which has apparently been underemphasised in the literature,
and into which further research would be useful. Chapters V to VII of this thesis report on a
field investigation into capability acquisition in the small-scale farm equipment manufacturing
sector in Pakistan's Punjab Province which is intended to start filling this gap in the literature.

The literature review itself suggested one obvious direction in which new research into
capability building in small firms is most needed. As we have seen, almost all the evidence is
based on qualitative information, some of which is sketchy at best. Even though there is quite
a lot of interesting historical case material about individual firms and sectors, hardly any efforts
have been made to establish firm support for the vague qualitative associations that emerge from
the literature review. There  have been hardly any attempts  to  come  up with measurable

indicators of capability, the learning mechanisms that contribute  to  it, the factors that promote
and facilitate the operation of these learning mechanisms, and the economic impact of the
resulting capabilities, and on this basis to carry out statistical testing of the relationships that

supposedly exist between these different sets of variables. The central aim of the field study was
therefore to undertake such quantitative measurement and testing.

However, the development of measurable proxies and the collection of relevant primary data
are extremely time-consuming and difficult. Since the literature on large-scale firms is just as
weak as the secondary literature on small firms as far as precise measurement and testing are
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concerned, there is hardly any satisfactory existing work that one can draw on for the
development of a suitable measurement methodology.121 Therefore, the field study could not
possibly aim to explore all the measurement gaps perceived in literature. As a result, it was
necessary to choose a specific area in which quantitative work would initially be especially
useful.

The quantitative exploration of the relationship between capabilities and the various learning
mechanisms that are believed to lead to their emergence became the central objective of the field
study (see the figure below). The lack of solid support for this particular relationship was
considered to be most serious at this stage. It does not seem to make sense to start by exploring
in detail why capabilities emerge (or do not emerge) in particular circumstances, or what
beneficial effects capabilities might have, if we do not even have sufficient insight into how they
are actually developed in firms. It is only when we have gained a better idea about the
phenomenon of capability building itse(f that we can hope to successfully explain its causes and

consequences.
122

The focus of the field study

CAUSES OF   LEARNING >  EMERGENCE OF > ECONOMICLEARNING MECHANISMS CAPABILITIES IMPACT

The sort of precise information that could be obtained by doing a quantitative analysis of how

capabilities are developed in small firms is important from the perspective of theory verification
as well as for the purpose of policy design. If, for example, diffusion from the large-scale

sector turned out to be the dominant mechanism through which capabilities develop in the small-
scale sector, this would lend support to the traditional modernisation model in which the poverty

problem is solved mainly through 'trickle-down' from the modern sector of the economy. In
that case, one might want to concentrate resources on technical assistance to large firms, helping

121 As discussed in Chapter II, there is a separate literature about macro-economic indicators of capability, but
this provides at best a preliminary starting point for the development of appropriate measures at the firm level.

In This does not mean, of course, that questions about causes and effects of capability building are somehow
less important than the question that has been selected here for in-depth analysis.
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them to foster subcontracting links with small supplier companies or stimulating them to conduct

in-firm technical training courses for their staff. If, on the other hand, information search by

small firms turned out to be overwhelmingly crucial in the development of their capabilities,

one  would  want to focus  more on interventions directly targeted at small entrepreneurs.  For

example, one would want to improve their access to technical information by organizing trade

fairs, distributing magazines and strengthening technical extension services. On the other hand,
if the acquisition of higher capabilities hinged mainly on direct human capital formation through
education and training, one would prefer to put one's resources into the design or upgrading of

training courses in heat treatment, advanced welding, or material analysis, and the tailoring of

formal education in technical colleges to the practical requirements of and constraints faced by
the typical small metalworking business.

The field study that is the basis of Part II of this thesis addresses the sort of issues raised above.

It does this through:
a)    the development of a suitable methodology for the measurement of technological

capabilities and the various learning mechanisms that might have possibly contributed

to their emergence; and based on this,

b)        a quantitative analysis of the relationship between these two sets of variables.

Part II is organised into three main parts. Chapter V contains the reason for choosing the sector

of economic activity (farm equipment) and the specific fieldwork location (Pakistan's Punjab

Province), and also provides some background information about the fieldwork area. In
addition, it describes the sampling methodology that was used to select the enterprises from
which primary data on capabilities and learning mechanisms were collected and the research

methodology used to analyse these data. Since the design of appropriate measurable indicators

of capability and learning mechanisms constituted a major part of the work, Chapter VI is

entirely devoted to the explanation of the methodology adopted for the measurement of these

variables. Finally, Chapter VII contains the results of the data analysis undertaken to shed more

light on how much, and in what ways, the various learning mechanisms contributed to the

emergence of the capabilities observed in the sample enterprises.



V   The Research Design

V.1          Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to discuss the various aspects involved in the operationalisation

of the field study. These aspects are: the choice of the sector of economic activity, the choice

of a suitable location where this sector could be studied, and the choice of the research

methodology used for the collection and analysis of the primary data that were collected from

that area.

In section V.2 we shall explain why the farm equipment sector is so suitable and attractive for

an in-depth study about capability building in small firms. In section V.3 we shall outline the

reasons for the choice of Pakistan's Punjab Province as the fieldwork location. Section V.4 is

mainly a historical account of why and how the industry emerged and developed in the Punjab,
based on secondary data. This section also contains basic data on the estimated current number

of enterprises, their geographical spread and the employment generated by them. This section

serves mainly as a general orientation for the reader. However, some of the information is also

required for the discussion about the sampling methodology in section V.5. In addition, section

5 describes the methodology chosen for the analysis of the primary data. The sampling and the

data analysis methodology are discussed in one section because they are closely interdependent.

The chapter concludes with section V.6, a brief summary of the main highlights in which the

main aspects discussed in the various preceding sections of the chapter are drawn together.

V.2 The Importance of Farm Equipment Manufacturing in Early Industrialisation

There are a number of reasons for choosing the farm equipment sector for an in-depth study of

capability building in small firms.   The most important  is  that farm equipment manufacture  is

a branch of the capital goods sector. As discussed in previous chapters, this sector plays a very
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special role in the assimilation and adaptation of technology in developing countries. Acquisition
of technological capability building by firms in this sector is therefore of crucial significance
for the industrial development of developing countries.

In countries at an early stage of industrialisation in particular, the importance of an indigenous
farm equipment sector can hardly be overemphasised. In such countries, farm equipment
production is often the core segment of the capital goods sector in terms of employment and
output (Johnston and Kilby, 1975:352). 123  This  reflects the dominant position of agriculture
in such economies, as well as the fact that entry into production of basic agricultural equipment
such as animal-drawn ploughs, cultivators, sugarcane crushers and fodder choppers, or even
two-wheel hand-operated power tillers, is comparatively easy compared with entry into other
branches of capital goods production such as machine tools. The technological skill and
hardware requirements for successful replication and simple adaptation of basic products are
relatively modest in this sector, thus facilitating a process of incremental, evolutionary
expansion of production facilities and capability (Cortes, 1979). For these reasons, farm
equipment manufacturing is usually among the first branches of the capital goods sector to

emerge in an industrialising economy. In Asian developing countries, farm equipment was one
of the few sectors to have emerged by the early 1970s on the basis of successful imitation and

adaptation of foreign machinery and equipment (Ishikawa, 1975).

There is also some evidence that the sector serves as a springboard for the subsequent

development of other branches of the engineering industry through the diffusion of
metalworking skills and knowledge of basic universal mechanical engineering principles. For
instance, in both China and Taiwan, rural workshops manufacturing farm equipment have
performed a crucial role as a technological training ground while developing the capacity to
build various machine tools as well as consumer durables such as electric fans and bicycles

(Johnston and Kilby, 1975; Ranis, 1989). A similar diversification process has occurred in the
Indian Punjab and Pakistan Punjab, where small-scale producers of diesel engines for irrigation
have diversified into various types of agricultural processing machinery such as potato graders

and cotton gins, and electric consumer items such as fans, water-coolers, washing machines and
bicycles.124 The development of a healthy local agricultural equipment manufacturing industry

123 However, strange as it may seem, it proved impossible to find data to support this contention. Pakistan is
the only country for which some figures were readily available. A detailed survey in the late 1960s found a total
of 1,700 engineering establishments, of which  655  (39  per  cent)  were farm equipment manufacturing units
(Johnston and Kilby, 1975:387).

124 Source for Indian Punjab: Dunham (1989:39). Source for Pakistan Punjab: own observations.
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in developing countries clearly has ramifications for the development of a full-fledged
engineering sector capable of successfully assimilating and adapting technologies to local needs

(Johnston and Kilby, 1975:352).

There is another reason for the importance of the farm equipment sector, namely its close links
with agriculture. These linkages are mutually beneficial. The generation of appropriate
mechanical innovations helps to relieve the purchasing power constraint in agriculture which
holds back structural transformation. 125 In turn, rising purchasing power of farmers gives  rise

to demand for innovations in agricultural equipment of increasing complexity, thereby providing
a crucial incentive for technological learning in the farm equipment sector. The beneficial
effects of such reciprocal interactions have been documented in several Asian countries, where

they gave rise to a virtuous circle of rising employment, productivity and incomes in agriculture
as well as industry. For example, in Japan it has been noted that, historically, 'agricultural and
industrial development went forward together in a process of concurrent growth, and the various
interactions between agriculture and non-agriculture had profound implications for growth in
both sectors' (Johnston and Kilby, 1975:212). Similar development patterns have been
documented in China and Taiwan, and - albeit to a somewhat lesser extent - in certain areas of

India and Pakistan  (Ibid. ; Johnston, 1984). However,   this  kind of integration between

agriculture and industry is not possible in countries in which a local capital goods sector

catering for the needs of agriculture does not exist or is only very weakly developed, as is the
case in many African countries (Johnston, 1984). The resulting disjuncture between industry and
agriculture is important enough to act as a serious obstacle to the development of both sectors,

resulting in a kind of structural stasis characterised by slow industrialisation, stagnation in
agriculture and continued dependence on foreign capital goods (Nazir, 1993).126

Small-scale manufacturing in small engineering workshops employing roughly between five and

100 workers is the dominant form of production of farm equipment in the great majority of
developing countries, although one would still be able to find a considerable number of

125 Mechanical innovations do so especially when combined with bio-chemical yield-increasing innovations,
including high-yielding varieties, artificial fertiliser and irrigation. For example, a change-over from traditional one-
crop farming under rainfed conditions to intensive modern farming induces a demand for mechanisation because
of the high seasonal labour requirements imposed by the latter. Appropriate mechanisation can help alleviate the
labour bottlenecks and also improve the timing of the various agricultural operations, thus contributing significantly
to productivity increase (Johnston, 1984; Mellor, 1976: 96-100).

126 The evidence about the specific conditions under which these favourable agriculture-industry interactions
have occurred points to the importance of a number of interacting demand and supply factors (see Johnston and
Kilby, 1975; and Johnston, 1984).
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traditional blacksmiths as well, especially in African countries (UNIDO, 1979). In addition,
approximately 25 countries have initiated local assembly of sophisticated farm machinery
(mainly four-wheeled tractors) from completely knocked-down (CKD) kits in modern large-scale
plants with the direct involvement of well-known international companies such as John Deere
and Massey Ferguson.  Some of these operations are evolving into fully-fledged local production
facilities operating under licence from foreign companies.   What is interesting   from   the
perspective of this study is the fact that the relationships between these large-scale plants and
the small engineering workshops appear to be complementary rather than competitive. There
is a large assortment of relatively simple mechanical tractor-drawn and tractor-powered
equipment that can be made profitably in small batches by local workshops. Low prices and
timely local repair and maintenance services outweigh the advantages of quality and durability
associated with large-scale assembly-line production using high-quality materials and high-
precision equipment (see Chapter IID127. Thus. the small-scale farm equipment sector is a
lively illustration of the emergence of Penrose's 'interstices' for small firms in growing
economies and makes for an interesting object of study for this reason alone. 128

Finally, an in-depth study of capability building in the farm equipment sector is of special
interest because the incidence of local adaptations is likely to be greater in this sector than in
any other due to regional differences in local topography, field sizes, cultivation practices, soil
structure, climate and so on.129 The effectiveness with which small-scale producers respond
to the need for such adaptations is therefore of great importance for successful farm
mechanisation in general, and - by implication - also for the commercial success of the
producers themselves. It follows that intensive user/producer interaction is likely to be
especially crucial for generating appropriate innovations    in the agricultural sector.130   One

127 The facilities available for sustaining agricultural machinery after its introduction are critical for successful
farm mechanisation. Repairs are highly seasonal and there is a premium on turnaround time, especially when some
unexpected breakdown occurs during critical farm operations (Binswanger, 1986).

128 The indigenisation of tractor production has other positive effects for small-scale workshops as well, in the
form of a growing market for components and spare parts. However, the focus of this study is limited to the
production of complete farm equipment by small firms.

129 For instance, the standard knife-tooth harrow used in Taiwan reportedly had 12 regional variants with
differing width, length, material and number of teeth, shape of tooth blade and method of affixing teeth (Johnston
and Kilby, 1975:357).

130 The special importance of close user/producer interactions for generating an appropriate pattern of
agricultural mechanisation has been noted by several writers. For example, the technological development of the
agricultural machinery and implement industry in China owes a great deal to the well-institutionalised contacts with
the rural communes. Research institutes and manufacturing firms generated genuinely useful innovations because
they were perceptive of the peasants' own needs and experience (Ishikawa, 1975). Similarly, the successful
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would therefure expect that a study of capability building in the small-scale farm equipment
sector would bring out the importance of this particular mechanism for the accumulation of
higher technological capabilities among the equipment producers. This is of interest in view of
the importance attached to user/producer linkages in the capital goods literature (see Chapter

III).

V.3 The Choice of the Pakistan Punjab as the Fieldwork Location

Pakistan's Punjab Province is an obvious choice for undertaking a field study about
technological capability building among small-scale farm equipment producers. In the first
place, of all the materials about farm equipment included in the review in the previous chapter,
this  particular  case  has been documented  best. 131 Several studies have already shown  that

significant capabilities developed in this sector, and that the firms in the sector were almost all
small in scale. Moreover, these studies were undertaken at different times, so that together they

provide an interesting insight into how the industry developed over a period of 15 to 20 years.
The first field survey dates back to the late 196Os, when the industry was still in its early stages

(Child and Kaneda, 1975). The next study, which is based on secondary data, traces its

development roughly up to 1975 (Aftab and Rahim, 1986). Two field surveys were again
conducted in the early 1980s (Aftab and Rahim, 1989; Nabi, 1988).

Secondly, these same studies have shown that several hundreds of firms were involved in the
process. This was important, since in order to meet the objectives of the field study it was
necessary to draw a rather large sample of firms (see also section V.5) that would be
comparable in terms of certain features of their production process and outputs that emerged

as potentially suitable indicators of capability in the review of secondary literature in the
previous chapter. The sample had to be large enough to ensure statistical reliability when

undertaking a quantitative analysis of which learning mechanisms might have contributed to the

development of the capabilities observed in these firms. As will be elaborated in section V.5,

introduction of a pump for mechanised irrigation in the Saga Plain of Japan during the 19205 resulted from many
years of close contact between farmers, extension officials and manufacturers, which made the researchers
responsive to local conditions. Consequently, a model was developed with technical characteristics that fitted in
with local economic and social conditions (Francks, 1979). However, the consequences of the existence of these
linkages for the development of higher technical capabilities in manufacturing units were not considered in detail
in these studies.

m In fact, the farm equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab is also the best-documented case of capability
building in small-scale firms  in the entire review.
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the required sample size was about 100 firms, but it was in fact necessary to have a much larger

population from which this sample could be selected. The reason was that certain specific
requirements as to the composition of the sample were also needed to achieve sufficient
variation in terms of the values of certain important explanatory variables (i.e. learning

mechanisms) for best estimation results. The population had to be large enough to enable
selection of a suitable sample that would meet these requirements. It appeared from the available
secondary information that the farm equipment industry in the Punjab would satisfy the

sampling requirements quite well.

V.4 The Historical Development of the Farm Equipment Industry in the Pakistan
Punjab

By way of introduction to the field survey and the data analysis, this section uses secondary

sources to briefly reconstruct the historical processes that led to the emergence of capabilities
in the farm equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab. It also provides some basic data which
illustrate how dramatic the development actually has been.

The emergence and subsequent development of the small-scale farm equipment sector in the
Pakistan Punjab is a classic example of development through agriculture-industry interaction
through the operation of Hirschman's forward and backward linkages (1958). The industry
started to emerge in 1959-60 when the provincial government changed its policies towards
agriculture, which had suffered neglect in the 1950s. Under the new policy, controls were

relaxed, significant incentives were created for increased production, and possibilities for
agricultural loans were increased. As a result of the sudden lifting of the purchasing power
constraint, demand by farmers for private tubewells and diesel pumps for irrigation increased

dramatically (Aftab and Rahim,   1986).  By  the  end  of  1965, over 35,000 tubewells  had  been

installed in (then) West Pakistan (Falcon, 1967). The great majority of these were in Punjab

Province132, where the land is eminently suited to intensive irrigation because it is flat, fertile,
does not suffer from salinity problems and is traversed by five rivers. 133

The installation of tens of thousands of private tubewells in the Punjab had a dramatic effect on

agricultural productivity in the 19605. This was reinforced by simultaneous rapid increases in

132 Of a total of 175,125 private tubewells installed in Pakistan as a whole during 1948-80, 154,468 (or 88.2
per cent) were in the Punjab (Government of Pakistan, 1980).

133  These are: the Indus, the Jhelum, the Chenab,  the  Ravi  and the Sutlej.
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fertiliser application.    In  the   late   1950s the government instituted   a   50   per cent subsidy   on

fertiliser, as a result of which consumption went up from about 18,000 tons of nutrients in
1958-59 to about 85,000 in 1965-66 (Falcon, 1967). As a consequence, the production growth
rate of major crops suddenly increased from one per cent to four per cent annually per year
from 1958-59 onwards, while export growth rose from zero to over 12 per cent per annum

(Ibid.). These developments sustained demand for tubewells and diesel pumps throughout  the
1960s.

A large proportion of these tubewells and diesel pumps were supplied by small-scale metal
workshops that had sprung up in large numbers in response to the sudden surge in demand. The
earliest surveys of the farm equipment industry were undertaken towards the end of the 1960s.
Child and Kaneda (1975), who attempted a complete count of all units in 1968, arrived at a total
of 444 tubewell producers. In addition they found 89 firms making some more traditional items
such as cane crushers and fodder choppers. In total, the 533 firms employed 7,557 workers.
An exhaustive survey by a British engineering firm in 1969 revealed a total of 655 firms making
tubewells, diesel engines and other agricultural equipment (Johnston and Kilby, 1975:387).134
Both surveys show that the great majority of the farm equipment firms were small in scale.
Child and Kaneda did a detailed study of a sample of 173 firms, of which 52 per cent employed
nine or fewer workers, and another 43 per cent employed between 10 and 49 workers. In the
case of the survey undertaken by the British firm, 78 per cent of 655 firms employed nine or

135fewer workers. Only three per cent (20 firms) employed 50 workers or more.

The emergence of an almost completely new sector of small-scale industry capable of making
equipment that is fairly complex technologically and employing several thousands of people
within less than a decade is quite a spectacular development.136 Hence, we shall briefly
explore the major reasons for its emergence. To begin with, basic metalworking skills were
already abundant in the area. There were numerous blacksmithing workshops in the Punjab

catering  to the demand from farmers for various handtools and bullock-driven implements.   A
number of these lohars (blacksmiths) were Muslim refugees from India who had settled in
Pakistan after the Partition of 1947. Moreover, local production of slow-speed diesel pumps and

tubewells had already been established during the 1950s in a handful of large and medium-scale

134 That is, 39 per cent of all engineering firms in the Punjab.

135 Among the latter are approximately 10 large foundries and tractor plants. Tractors were not manufactured
indigenously at that time, but they were being assembled locally.

136 The annual value added generated by the industry was estimated at about Rs 21 million at the end of the
1960s (Child and Kaneda, 1975:267).
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engineering firms, which had initially acquired the technology from abroad. Many of the initial
small-scale entrants to the sector had gained relevant experience in these firms (Aftab and
Rahim, 1986).

However, on its own this does not explain how a market that was initially dominated by a
handful of large firms in the modern sector suddenly experienced an inflow of a multitude of
small workshops. A combination of several factors was responsible for this. Firstly, as we have
seen, the technology for the manufacture of the diesel pumps and tubewells - as well as other
agricultural equipment - consists of a number of distinctly separable operations so that there is
considerable scope for vertical inter-firm division of labour in this industry. Small-scale entrants                
did not usually start off by undertaking integrated production. They would begin by engaging
only in those sub-processes that required modest capabilities and resources, such as simple
machining of parts and assembly, while they would buy from larger firms those parts  and

components the manufacture of which requires relatively high-level technology and substantial

finance, such as engine castings, forged crankshafts and cylinders Ubid; Johnston and Kilby,
1975). Moreover, there are no substantial economies of scale associated with integrated
production of these products, so that large firms did not really have any inherent production

advantages over small ones (Child and Kaneda, 1975).

Secondly, there was a dramatic liberalisation of the imports of raw materials by the government
in the early 1960s. Until that time, there had been a strict licencing system under which only
large, well-established firms had access to imports. Since many of the small workshops were
not registered137, it would have been impossible for them to acquire crucial imported raw
materials under this system (Falcon, 1967).

Thirdly, although the pumpsets and engines made by the small-scale workshops were not
terribly efficient from a technical engineering point of view, farmers considered them adequate

for their needs. Compared with the products made by the modern large-scale sector, their
quality was lower, they were more repair-intensive and had a shorter life, but they were also

137 Under the Factories Act of 1934, a firm must register with the Ministry of Industry if it has 20 employees
or more if no power is used in production, or 10 employees or more if power is used. Assuming that all farm
equipment firms used power, only 22 per cent of the units would have been required to register according to the
survey by the British engineering firm mentioned earlier.
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about 50 per cent cheaper than comparable products made by large firms (Falcon, 1967; Aftab
and Rahim, 1986).138

Further impetus to the development of the small-scale farm equipment sector came as a result
of the introduction of new, high-yielding rice and wheat varieties in 1967-68, which led to even
greater increases in agricultural productivity. For example, country-wide wheat yields in 1969-
70 were approximately 35 per cent more than in 1965. Simultaneously, there was a take-off in
farm mechanisation, induced by labour scarcities experienced under multiple cropping.
Mechanisation was also encouraged by the generally favourable cash position of farmers during
the later part of the 1960$139, as well as by various government incentive schemes that had
the effect of dramatically subsidising the cost of tractors (Gotsch,  1973). With the introduction
of tractors came rising demand for agricultural implements that could be operated in
combination with these machines, such as ploughs, front and rear blades, levellers, threshers
and cultivators. The rapidly increasing use of tractors, some major farm implements and

'38 The following estimates, taken from a survey undertaken for the Asian Productivity Organisation (Qureshi,
1983), would indicate that the useful life of some of the leading equipment items made by small firms is quite low
and that repair costs are indeed substantial. For all items except one, the repair costs considerably exceed the
original purchase price.

Farm machinery                   (1)                 (2)                 (3)                  (4)
Useful life Annual use Useful life Repair/cost

(hours) (hours) (years) = ratio')

col. 1 / col.2

Motors 10,000 2,000            5                1:1

Diesel engines 10,000 2,000            5                1:0.75

Power weeders / 4,000 500            8                1:0.5
cultivators

Fertiliser applicators / 2,000 300 6-7 1:0.5

seeders

Pumps / simple water- 8,000 2,000            4                1:0.5
lift machines

Trailers for tractors 5,000 500           10               1:0.5

a) The repair/cost ratio equals the total expected repair expenses during the useful life divided by
the original purchase price.

139 Tractorisation in the Punjab seems to have been induced by the availability of irrigation facilities and
fertiliser - that is, even before the advent of high-yielding varieties - because these practices enabled multiple
cropping to be introduced (Ahmed, 1975). However, the large-scale introduction of tractors occurred somewhat
later.
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tubewells in the Punjab in the period 1968-1984 is illustrated below in Table V-1 with figures
from the Census of Agricultural Machinery of 1984.

Table V-1

Use of major farm equipment items in the Pakistan Punjab, 1968-84

Number of farm equipment Annual % in-
units in use crease (com-

pound average
growth rate)

1968 1975 1984 1968- 1975-

1975 1984

Tractors 13,764 28,747 127,589         11           18

Tubewells (incl. surface 69,030 139,224 214,106      11        5

pumps)

Cultivators 12,369 26,685 123,755         12           19

Mouldboard ploughs 1,169 1,215 2,780       1       10

Bar and disc harrows 1,089 854 2,734      -4       14

Grain drills n.a. 1,057 10,669 n.a.            29

Ridgers n. a. 101 4,030 n.a.            50

Trailers / trolleys 5,501 14,741 81,668         15           21

Threshers n.a. 4,776 71,195 n.a.        35

Disc ploughs 1,342 1,193 1,134      -2       -1

Source: Government of Pakistan (1984)

It is clear from this table that farm mechanisation has proceeded with phenomenal speed in the
Pakistan Punjab since the onset of the Green Revolution, especially since the early 1970s.

Tractor use increased by 18 per cent per year during the period 1975-1984, and the use of
associated major implements grew by 10 to 50 per cent during the same period (with the
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exception   of disc ploughs).140   In just three   or four years, capital investment in agricultural
machinery almost doubled, from Rs 3,418 million in 1975 to Rs 6,441 million in 1978/79

(Qureshi, 1983:394).

Use of tractors, tubewells and tractor-related implements in other areas of Pakistan meanwhile
remained much more limited. In the case of tractors, the Punjab accounted for 81 per cent of
the total in use in 1984. The figure for tubewells is 90 per cent in the same year. The figures
for the four most commonly used implements, namely cultivators, grain drills, trailers and
threshers are 84 per cent, 95 per cent, 83 per cent and 91 per cent, respectively (Government
of Pakistan,   1984).

It can also be seen from the table that in the 1960s, growth in the demand for farm equipment
consisted primarily of tractors and a few basic implements such as cultivators and trolleys for
haulage of agricultural produce, whereas in the course of the 1970s the demand for tractor-

powered implements became increasingly diversified. In addition to the implements listed in the

table, the Agricultural Machinery Census of 1984 makes mention of scrapers and planks, chisel

ploughs, rippers/sub-soilers, rotary cultivators (known as rotavators), border discs,   row  crop
planters, rice planters, potato planters, fertiliser broadcasters, tractor-mounted sprayers, reapers,

cutter-binders, and even combine harvesters. 141

Initially, new items of farm equipment were imported by private farmers, large private
companies or government agencies such as the Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan

(ADBP), which has been heavily involved in promoting mechanisation among farmers.

However, local production expanded fast. Many producers who had specialised in the
production of pumpsets and diesel pumps in the 1960s started to diversify in the 1970s into a
variety of tractor-driven farm implements. A survey conducted for the Asian Productivity

Organisation estimated that the value of local production of farm machinery and implements had

expanded from Rs 38 million in 1965 to Rs 234 million in 1978/79 (Qureshi, 1983:411).

140 The total area ploughed by tractors was estimated to be 33 per cent of the total farming area in the Province
in the Farm Machinery Census of 1984. Fifty-four per cent of the total number of households covered by this
census reported a decrease in work animals after purchasing a tractor, whereas only six per cent reported an
increase after acquiring such a machine. The net decrease in the number of work animals as a result of tractor
acquisition was estimated to be 236,376 (Government of Pakistan, 1984).

141 These are not included in Table V-1 because no distribution by province is given, and because there is no
information about the use of these implements and machines before 1984.
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A more detailed insight into the extent to which local production had taken off by the early
1980s is provided in Table V-2, which shows the origins of a variety of important farm
implements sold through the ADBP in 1982/83. Of 12 implements sold through the ADBP and
listed in Table V-2, four were entirely of local origin. Another five implements were almost
completely locally produced, with the proportion of locally-supplied items being over 85 per
cent. The three (near-) exclusively imported items are relatively complex to manufacture.
However, we shall see in Chapter VI that local production of two of these, namely disc harrows

Table V-2

Origin of farm equipment sold through the ADBP, 1982-83

Type of equipment No's sold 1982-83 % of local

Local origin Imported
origin

Rear blade 5,400 -- 100
Wheat thresher 12,300                      --                       100
Cotton seeder 618              --              100

Reaper-windrower 461             --             100

Tiller (11 tine) 23,000                     60                       99.7
Grain drill 1,250                     22                        98.3
Tractor-mounted sprayer 177                            3                            98.3

Chisel plough 520              25                95.4

Mouldboard plough 250 43') 85.3

Trailed combines                           --                  33                      0

Rotary cultivator                           --                 515                      0

Disc harrow 240b)                        0

Notes:
a)  40 %   local
b) of which 175 were 40% local

Source:

Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan (1985)
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and rotary cultivators, has since been started as well. The main reason for the manufacture of
combines not having yet begun seems to have more to do with limited demand rather than with
a lack of technical capability on the part of producers.

Whereas the phenomenal diversification from pumpsets and diesel pumps into a variety of
tractor-powered equipment from the 1970s onwards was certainly demand-induced, the survey

among pumpset producers in 1982-83 undertaken by Aftab and Rahim (1989), which was
discussed earlier in Chapter IV, revealed that there were also supply-push factors at work. The
demand for diesel pumps had been slackening since the early 1970s due to increasing

competition from electric motors, and demand for tubewells started to level out in the mid-
1970sasa result of market saturation. Many enterprises were therefore forced to switch to other

products. Aftab and Rahim concluded at the time that the tractor-powered farm implements and
other products into which these firms had initially diversified did not exactly represent a major
leap in technological capability. However, a decade has passed since then, and the continuing

indigenisation of new types of farm equipment suggests that further developments are under way
in this area. This makes it a potentially interesting case for a field study in capability building.

The total number of enterprises seems to have remained roughly constant since the emergence

of the industry in the early 1960s. There are a number of estimates of the total number of firms
in the industry in the 1980s. One report estimated the total number to be around 450 in 1983

(Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan, 1985), while a census conducted by the
Agricultural Machinery Division of the Ministry of Agriculture in the same year came up with
a total of 514 (Nabi, 1988:5). A survey by the Farm Machinery Institute (FMI) in 1989 counted

342 enterprises, but this is almost certainly an underestimate since rural areas were not fully
covered (Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, 1989). According to the Census of
Manufacturing Industries of 1988, the total stood at 165 firms, but this number includes only

the   firms   that were registered under the Factories Act.142 Since a large majority of firms   is

142 This number also includes five large-scale tractor manufacturers, which are (in order of decreasing market

share) Millat Tractors (a subsidiary of Massey Ferguson), Al-Ghazi Tractors (Fiat), Allied Tractors (Ford), Fecto
Belarus (Belarus) and Associated Tractors (IMT) (International Finance Corporation, 1987). Production of farm
equipment other than tractors (that is, tractor-powered implements, water pumps and various other items such as
fodder choppers and cane crushers with or without small electric engines) is no longer undertaken by the large-

scale, modern sector. However, to some extent the companies order parts for such implements from smaller
companies, which they then assemble and sell through their own dealer network. They also play a role as
intermediary traders in complete implements made by small enterprises.
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unregistered, the actual number was definitely much higher. 143 Finally, the Association of
Farm Machinery Manufacturers in the Punjab had 209 members in 1994, but many of the
smallest companies in the sector are not members of the association.

The constancy of the total number of firms hides recent major changes in the composition of
the industry. Until the early 198Os, production of farm implements was highly clustered in a
few major towns, and hardly any activity was going on outside these areas.144 This pattern
has changed dramatically during the last decade as many workers picked up the basic

manufacturing skills in established firms and subsequently went on to establish small production
units in their home areas. Over time, this fission process has led to a distinct 'ruralisation' of
the industry as the old, established firms in the urban areas began to face stiff competition from
smaller, newly established units in small regional centres located Closer to the farmers. Table
V-3, which gives the breakdown of the FMI survey by districts, is illustrative of this trend. It
shows that the old clusters in towns such as Lahore and Faisalabad still existed in 1989, but a
number of new centres had also emerged and the industry was generally more evenly divided
over the various districts of the Punjab than in the early years.

The ruralisation of the industry has to do with the fact that location near customers is a distinct
competitive advantage in this industry due to the difficulties of transporting bulky equipment
for frequently needed repair and maintenance. As a result, several leading first-generation firms
in urban areas have gone out of business or have shifted to other product lines. However, a
minority of firms are also trying to carve out a niche for themselves in the upper sections of the
market by qualitatively upgrading their production and engaging in upward diversification.

The process that the industry is currently undergoing seems to be quite similar to what the
Taiwanese machine-tool sector experienced in the late 1960s, when increasing competition due
to fission ultimately led to a number of leading producers exiting because of low profitability.
Although a few relatively well-capitalised new firms entered the industry at the same time, on
balance the number of leading firms fell. This reduced market fragmentation and increased
demand for the products of the survivors, who managed to technologically upgrade their
production in due course (Amsden, 1977). One may speculate that the changes that can now be

143 For example, in Mian Channun, which is currently one of the main centres for the production of farm
equipment, a census found that only nine out of 30 units were registered (Ashraf et al.,  1993).  If we take this to
be representative of the industry as a whole, the census figure would underestimate the number of units by more
than 200 percent. The actual number would then be around 550, which appears to be quite plausible.

144 The survey by Child and Kaneda in 1968 found that production was entirely concentrated in seven towns
and cities, namely Lahore, Daska, Multan, Sahiwal, Gujranwala, Gujrat and Lyallpur (now Faisalabad).
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wimessed in the farm equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab will ultimately lead to similar

changes. It is likely that a dual market structure will ultimately emerge, with a relatively limited
number of technologically progressive firms and - at least for the time being - a large number

of rather primitive and very small rural firms that cater to the mass market for low quality
equipment, that will surely continue to exist for several years to come. 145

Table V-3

Number of farm machinery manufacturers
in the Pakistan Punjab, by district, 1989

District No. of firms %  of total

Bahawalnagar                    15                  4.4
Bahawalpur                      9                 2.6
Chakwal                                1                    0.3
Dera Ghazi Khan                 8                  2.3
Faisalabad                              48                     14.0

Gujranwala                       27                  7.9

Gujrat                                                       14                                 4.1

Jhang                       4             1.2

Jhelum                                                1                             0.3

Kasur                                                                    1 3                                         3.8

Khanewal                                                        24                                         7.1

Lahore                                   22                      6.4
Okara                                               23                             6.7

Muzaffargarh                     1                 0.3
Multan                                12                    3.5
Rahim Yar Khan                26                  7.6

Rawalpindi                       1                 0.3
Sahiwal                               16                    4.7
Sargodha                          13                  3.8

Sheikhupura                      3                 0.9
Sialkot                                   28                      8.2
Toba Tek Singh                                 12                                  3.5

Vehari                                                      21                                  6.1

Total no. of units 342 100.0

Source: Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (1989)

145 Amsden notes that the emergence of a dual structure is apparently quite common in semi-industrialised
countries such as Argentina, Brazil and even China. Further evidence about Argentina is contained in Cortes

(1979).
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V.5 The Research Methodology

As indicated above, the aim of the field study was to collect primary data from a suitable

sample of firms in the farm equipment sector in the Pakistan Punjab the development and main
characteristics of which have been described above.  The data to be collected  were to be used
for the construction of suitable proxies of the technological capabilities and various possibly
important learning mechanisms in these firms. These were then to be analysed with a view to
shedding light on the importance of these learning mechanisms for the emergence of the
capabilities in question. Since the method that was chosen for the analysis of the data
determined how the sample was to be drawn and precisely which data were to be collected from
the enterprises that were included in it, we shall first discuss the method used to carry out the

data analysis. Then we shall go on to describe the sampling methodology adopted for the
collection of the data.

V.5.1 The method used for the data analysis

Simple cross-section analysis of partial correlations and linear regressions was used to
investigate the relationship between capabilities and learning mechanisms. Thus, stated more
precisely, the objective of the study was to determine, using basic statistical methods, how much
of the variation in the observed current capability levels of the sample enterprises could be

explained by variations in a set of explanatory variables that we expect to be potentially
important mechanisms of learning on the basis of the review in Chapter IV and other relevant
literature. This would be achieved through an analysis of simple partial correlations and the
estimation of a cross-section relationship of the form

Capco  =  f (Li,  4,  • . .  i  LO)

with Capct) being one or more suitable measures of the observed current level of technological
capabilities in the sample enterprises, and Li through Ln being proxies for the various learning

mechanisms that may have been instrumental in the development of these capabilities. 146.147

146 A number of these explanatory variables are effort-based mechanisms of technological learning such as
technology assimilation and adaptation, and information search activities. Ideally, one would need full information
about the extent to which entrepreneurs involved in such activities since their businesses were established, but this
was impossible to obtain due to problems of memory recall. As will be explained in more detail in Chapter VI,
recent efforts (defined as efforts undertaken during the three years preceding the interview) were used as a proxy
for such 'lifetime' efforts.
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A cross-sectional analysis of this kind clearly has its limitations. Some might object that it leads

to a rather static treatment of technological change, since it does not do justice to the obvious

fact that technological learning is a process that takes place over time.  It is true that the sort of
comparative static analysis that will be made in this study cannot provide insight into the
question of how the time factor affects the development of capabilities. Evidence of sequential

de-bottlenecking and cumulation in the learning process can come only from a detailed

longitudinal study of individual firms or small groups of firms. Such evidence is of course

important, but this is not the area in which further research was deemed to be needed most at

this stage. As noted above, it was simply not the aim of the analysis conducted here to shed

light on this issue.

There were also important practical reasons underlying the decision to adopt a cross-section

methodology. A quantitative analysis of the increase of capabilities over time in firms is very
difficult indeed. In addition to reasonably accurate data on current levels of capability in the

sample firms (which is already quite difficult to obtain), one would also need to collect accurate

data about the level of capabilities at the time that the firms were established. The collection

of such historical data is very problematic because of severe memory recall problems among
the respondents, some of whom were already at an advanced age and had been running their

businesses since the industry first emerged in the early sixties. 148

V.5.2 The sampling methodology

The method chosen for the analysis of the data determined the sample size and the sampling

methodology adopted in the study. As far as the sample size was concerned, the number of

observations had to be large enough to determine with an acceptable degree of statistical

accuracy whether or not the various learning variables are important explanatory factors of

observed capability differences between firms. Since the review in Chapter IV suggested the

existence of a fairly large number of potentially important explanatory variables, a target sample

147 In our analysis, the variables included on the right-hand side of the equation represent current learning as

well as learning that took place before the actual establishment of the enterprises. The selection of explanatory

variables (to be discussed in more detail in the next chapter) therefore does not fully match with the review in

Chapter IV which only covered mechanisms of learning in ongoing firms (see section IV.4.1). Prior education,
training and work experience were treated in the review as factors that promote or facilitate further learning after

the establishment of an enterprise (see section IV.4.2). In the present analysis, these factors feature as explanatory

variables because they are simultaneously mechanisms of past learning.

148 In fact, attempts were made to collect such historical data during the survey, but it was quite obvious from
the difficulties faced by the respondents in recalling the required details that the quality of these data would not be
good  enough  to  be  used  in a statistical analysis.
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size of 100 firms was set in order to maintain an acceptable number of degrees of freedom in
the regressions.

As a general rule, it is desirable to ensure maximum spread in the values of at least one of the
explanatory variables for best estimation results. In order to achieve this, the purposive

sampling method of'quota sampling' was used to ensure maximum variation in two independent
variables, namely:
1)         the highest level offormal technical education or training present in the firm at the time

of interview; and
2)           whether  or not previous working experience  in a large-scale, modern  firm  had  been

obtained  by (at least  one  of) the entrepreneur(s).

These two variables were chosen for two reasons. Firstly, they turned out to be relatively
important contributors to capability in the literature review of Chapter IV,  and it was therefore
of considerable interest to find out whether or not these particular variables would also turn out
to be statistically significant in a formal econometric investigation. This could be achieved best
by choosing the sample in such as way as to achieve a good spread in the values taken by these

variables. Secondly, these were the only two explanatory variables about which information was
reasonably easy and quick to obtain at the start of an interview,  so that an interview could be
aborted if it turned out that the enterprise in question fitted into a quota that had already been
filled. This would not have been possible had any of the other explanatory variables been used
to determine the quotas (see section VI.5 for a detailed discussion of all explanatory variables).

At the suggestion of local engineers with detailed knowledge of the farm equipment industry,
it was decided to distinguish between three levels of formal technical education/training for the
purpose of determining the quotas in the sample, as follows:
(1) no formal technical education or training at all,

(2) basic vocational training or lower technical school,  and

(3) advanced engineering education or training.

Enterprises that did not employ even a single person with any formal technical education or
training had accumulated their technical expertise entirely through informal apprenticeship and
learning-by-doing, the traditional mechanisms of skill acquisition which are very common in the
sector. As far as the impact of basic vocational training was concerned, it was considered
possible that this would have a positive effect on capability because it would presumably impart

proper work practices and standards (which is not always the case in informal on-the-job
training). On the other hand, such training is only practical in nature and its entry requirements
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(if any) are not higher than primary school level. Therefore, one could not be sure that the
impact of such skills training would be sufficiently different from informal on-the-job training
as to have a notable effect on a firm's capability. In contrast, higher technical education or
training does require prior general schooling of at least nine years ('matriculation'). It may
range from a course in heat treatment and material analysis lasting a few months to three years

of polytechnic education or even university education, but it will always involve learning of
basic theoretical principles alongside practical work. 149 According   to the findings   from   the

literature review in the previous chapter, it is especially this higher-level engineering training
that seems to lead to higher capabilities in firms.

Combining the above educational classification with the criterion of prior modern-sector

working experience yielded a sampling frame with six quota. In order to achieve maximum
spread in the two independent variables, the number of observations in the six cells of the
classification was to be roughly equal, resulting in the sample design as given in Table V-4.

Table V-4

The sample design of the field study

Working experience by TOTAL
entrepreneur in a large firm
in the modern sector:

Highest level of formal technical no yes

education or training present in firm at
time of interview:

- none                                    17           17            34

- basic vocational training/                       17              17                34
lower technical school

- advanced (post-matric)                        16             16               32
education/training in
engineering

TOTAL                                                       50                 50                  100

!49  For more detailed information on the different types of formal technical education and training actually found
in the sample enterprises, see section VI.5.
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When using this kind of sampling design, one obviously cannot use sample outcomes to make
reliable estimates of population values of the dependent and the independent variables because
the  method  does  not  meet the basic requirement of randomness (Moser and Kalton, 1971).150
However, since the aim of this research was not to come up with accurate estimates of
population variables, the disadvantage of non-randomness is not serious in this case. The
interest is only in the conditional distribution of one variable (i.e. the level of capabilities),
given the values of the independent variables. Purposive sampling on one or more key
independent variables thus fitted in with the aim of this particular study. The only requirement
had to be that the sample should be large enough to enable statistical significance testing on the
independent variables. An advantage of using this technique in this particular case was the
availability of some prior information from the secondary literature review that enabled the
identification of likely important explanatory variables that could be used to determine a
meaningful classification for the quota sampling. Moreover, it is the only practicable sampling
method when one is dealing with a population for which no suitable sampling frame is available
(Singleton et at.,  1988). How the sample was drawn in the absence of a sampling frame will
be discussed further below.

To delineate the population from which the sample was to be drawn, a suitable definition of
'small enterprise' had to be adopted. This definition had to reflect the main question addressed
by the field study, namely how capability acquisition occurs outside the large-scale modern
sector of the economy. Therefore, the target group had to exclude the types of firms that were
the focus of attention in Chapter II. Fortunately from the point of view of this study, the farm
equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab is highly dualistic. As we have seen in the previous

section, the industry is neatly divided into a small number of modern medium and large
foundries and tractor producers on the one hand, and a large number of small workshops
making various items of farm equipment on the other. The firms in the former group employ
at least several hundreds of people each, and some (such as Millat Tractors) even employ
thousands. In contrast, as we have seen earlier, almost all small workshops employ well below
50 people. The target population for the sampling thus simply consisted of all firms in the
workshop category (including those few that employed between 50 and 100 workers), and
excluded all modern firms  in the medium and large-scale category.  It  was not considered useful
to impose a rigid upper limit on the number of workers, value of assets or value of sales. This
would have been very difficult in any case. The enterprises are highly seasonal and their

150 That iS, one cannot construct confidence intervals.
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employment of hired labour varies substantially   over the yearis: and there   are no readily
available reliable records on sales and asset values.

It was obviously impossible to draw the actual sample from a list of enterprises before
embarking on the actual field survey. Even if an exhaustive list of the population of small
workshops had existed, it would not have generated any information about formal technical
education received by the workforce and prior working experience accumulated by the
owners/managers, which was required for the selection of the enterprises. Hence, the selection
of enterprises and the filling of the quotas were carried out alongside the actual interviewing
by going from door to door in selected locations where manufacturing of farm equipment is

widespread.

As discussed in the previous section, even though the industry has been spreading out into the
rural areas in recent years, several major clusters still exist. It was decided to visit as many of
these major geographical clusters as possible, and in addition conduct some interviews in the
surrounding rural areas. The emphasis on the major clusters had to do not only with logistical

reasons, but also with the fact that it became obvious at an early stage in the fieldwork that
firms with formal technical education were still rare in the industry, so that special efforts
would have to be made to fill the relevant quotas in the sample. It was expected that the firms
most likely to fall into these quotas would tend to be among the 'leaders' in the industry in a
technological sense, a financial sense or even a political sense. Such firms would presumably

not be located in remote rural areas. As it turned out, the chances of contacting such firms were
indeed greatest in the major clusters of farm machinery producers. The survey of the Farm
Machinery Institute of 1989 (see Table V-3 in the previous section) and some interviews with

knowledgeable resource persons in Lahore  were used  for the identification of these clusters.  The

total number of usable interviews conducted was 102.152

Despite intensive efforts to identify firms employing persons with formal technical education,
it was not entirely possible to fill the quotas as planned in the sample design, because such firms
are still so uncommon in the industry that the required number simply did not yet exist. To a

151 Detailed information about the distribution of the sample firms in terms of number of persons employed is

given in Appendix I.

152 The geographical distribution of the sample was: Lahore and Sheikhupura 4, Gujranwala 8, Hafizabad  12,
Daska and Sialkot 39, Mian Channun 12, Okara 13, and Faisalabad 14. The survey thus covered all major clusters
found in the Farm Machinery Institute survey (Hafizabad is in Gujrallwala district, Daska is in Sialkot district, and
Mian Channun is in Khanewal district), with the exception of Rahim Yar Khan which is located very far away from
the others.
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lesser extent it also proved somewhat difficult to identify a sufficient number of firms whose
owner(s)  had  had any previous working experience  in the modern large-scale sector.153  As  a
result, the actual distribution of the sample enterprises deviated somewhat from the distribution
envisaged in the sample design in Table V-4. The final distribution of the sample is given in
Table  V-5.

Table V-5

Actual distribution of sample enterprises
(target quotas in brackets)

Working experience by TOTAL
entrepreneur in large firm in
the modern sector:

Highest level of formal technical no yes
education existing in firm at time Of
interview:

- none 54 (17) 23 (17) 77 (34)
- basic vocational training/ 5 (17) 3 (17) 8 (34)

lower technical school

- advanced (post-matric) 14 (16) 3 (16) 17 (32)
education/training in
engineering

TOTAL 73 (50) 29 (50) 102 (100)

Compared with the sample design, the category of enterprises without any formal technical
education and without prior working experience in the modern sector is rather overrepresented.
In itself this is an interesting finding because it shows that the main mechanisms for acquisition
of technical skills are still to be found within the small-scale sector itself - in the form of
informal apprenticeship and learning-by-doing. Fortunately, the number of firms with prior

153  The few firms that did employ someone with formal technical education had usually started doing so only
in recent years. It is very difficult to acquire engineering services commercially. It has been already observed in
Chapter IV that qualified persons are not particularly attracted by the small workshop environment. Hence, several
firms had invested in the technical education of a junior family member. The industry is now reaching the stage
where the sons of the founders are completing their education and are joining the business.
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experience in a modern firm (29) or with formal technical education (25) were not so low as
to present major problems for the data analysis. The category of firms with below-matric
vocational training is quite small, but this is not very serious since it was considered rather
unlikely that this kind of training would have a dramatic impact on the capability level of firms
anyway.   The real interest   was in discovering the impact   of  the more advanced engineering
education which we find in the third category of firms. Fortunately, with 17 firms this group
is still sizeable enough to allow such an effect to show through in the data analysis. In
conclusion, therefore, the sample design served its purpose. Without explicit attempts to identify
firms with formal technical education, the number of such firms in the sample would have been
close to negligible.

V.6 Recapitulation

The purpose of this chapter has been to outline all the important choices made in the course of
designing the field study. We shall briefly recall the highlights before going on to discuss the
methodology used for measuring the variables in the survey in the next chapter.

The introduction to this chapter discussed why a quantitative analysis of the relationship between
capabilities and the factors that are believed to play an important role in their emergence would
be most useful at this point in time. Since it is extremely difficult (if at all possible) to collect
reliable longitudinal data on capability for a good quantitative analysis, it was decided right
from the start to limit the study to a simple cross-section analysis of current capability levels
between firms. Thus, the main objective of the field study was to determine, using correlation
and regression analysis, to what extent differences in observed current capability levels between
firms could be related to various explanatory variables that were believed to play an important
role in their emergence on the basis of the existing material about capability building discussed
in Part I of this thesis as well as other relevant literature.

The first major question to be addressed concerned the sector of economic activity of which
such an in-depth study with the above objective would be most useful. We have seen that small-
scale capital goods firms play a very special part in the assimilation and local adaptation of
technology (see Chapter  III).   We  have  also  seen that, within the small-scale enterprise sector
as a whole, capability building seems to occur predominantly among capital goods producers
(see Chapter IV). Therefore, the focus of the field study had to be on this particular sector. It
was further decided to select the farm equipment sector for in-depth analysis because this is an

especially crucial branch of the capital goods sector when it is in its formative stages. Not only
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does it promote structural transformation through its linkages with agriculture, but it also seems
to serve as an important environment for the learning of basic metalworking skills which are
an essential ingredient in the subsequent development of technically more advanced engineering
branches.

The next choice to be made concerned the geographical area where capability building in this
sector could be studied conveniently. The emergence and development of the sector in
Pakistan's Punjab Province has been well documented (see section 4 of this chapter). Sufficient
relevant information existed to be able to judge that there would indeed be something
worthwhile to be studied there. Moreover, it was important to know in advance that the process
had involved several hundreds of small firms, because it was necessary to draw a rather sizeable

sample in order to obtain statistically significant results from the data analysis. It appeared from
the existing secondary information sources that the industry in the Pakistan Punjab would be big
enough to enable the drawing of a sufficiently large sample.

Not only the sample size, but also its composition were determined by the nature of the data
analysis to be undertaken. In general, it is important to obtain a good degree of variation in the
values taken by at least one of the major explanatory variables for best estimation results in
regression analysis. Accordingly, attempts were made to ensure maximum variation in the
values of two explanatory variables in the effects of which we had a special interest. These were

(i) the highest level of formal technical education present in the firm at the time of the interview
and (ii) the existence of prior working experience in the large-scale modern sector by the
owner(s)-manager(s). This resulted in a stratified sample design. In practice it turned out to be
impossible to adhere strictly to the sampling frame, mainly because there were still too few
firms that employed anyone with formal technical education or training in the industry.
However, it was nevertheless possible to identify a satisfactory minimum of such firms so that
the impact of the education variable could be measured.



VI Measuring Technological Capability
and Mechanisms of Learning

VI.1 Introduction

Several potentially suitable indicators of technological capability  and technological learning were
devised for the purpose of the field study. The objective of this chapter is to discuss these

indicators and to explain how they were quantified.

Before going into the methodological details, a basic technological profile of small-scale farm

equipment manufacture is provided in section VI.2. The information in this section is required
for an understanding   of the sections that follow. Sections   VI. 3   and   VI.4 are devoted   to   a

discussion about the design and measurement of different capability indicators. Six different
indicators of capability were used in this study. Section VI.3 is solely concerned with one of
these, namely a measure of the technological manufacturing complexity of the outputs of the
sample firms. An entire section is devoted  to this indicator because  it  is  by  far  the  most

important indicator of capability used in this study, and also because the methodology designed
for its measurement is rather complex. Section VI.3 is therefore by far the longest and the most
important section in this chapter. The remaining five capability indicators are discussed in
section VI.4; their measurement is easier and less fine-grained than measurement of the
manufacturing complexity of a firm's outputs. The indicators of technological learning

mechanisms and their measurement are discussed in section VI.5. Section VI.6 summarises the

highlights of the chapter.
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VI.2   A Technical Profile of Small-scale Farm Equipment Manufacture154

Farm equipment manufacturing in small-scale light engineering workshops is an intermediate
technology. The technical and organisational characteristics of the production process are quite
advanced in comparison with traditional blacksmithing activities, but still rather primitive in
comparison with the technological conditions in large-scale modern tractor plants. Like
blacksmithing activities, they are usually family managed and owned, but some hired workers
are usually employed in addition to apprentices. Employment can be as low as five persons

(which would be the same as in a large smithy) but it can go up to over 100. In the larger

workshops the owners no longer participate directly in production. Individual ownership and
family parmership are the dominant ownership forms, but a few even grow into private limited
companies.

A wide variety of animal-drawn, tractor-operated and electrically powered equipment is
typically produced, such as ploughs and harrows of various types, cultivators, seed drills and
planters, ridgers, various blades, reapers, wheat and rice threshers, sprayers, sugarcane

crushers, fodder cutters and simple pumpsets. In some countries, light two-wheel tractors

(power tillers) are also manufactured. In addition, workshops may make a variety of post-
harvest equipment and engage in the manufacture of equipment for other industries such as
textile mills and woodworking firms. Common sources of design supply are customers and
R&D centres. Some representative examples of farm equipment manufactured by small-scale
workshops are given in Figure VI-1.155

The process by which these products are manufactured consists of several separate operations,
namely: casting, forging, heat treatment, machining, sheet-metal work, fabrication, assembly,

and surface treatment (painting).156   Only a subset  of  this  work is usually carried out within

154 Unless stated otherwise, the information on which this section is based is taken from UNIDO (1979),
Johnston and Kilby (1975, Chapter 8), and own fieldwork impressions. The interested reader is referred to
Appendix I for more detailed information about the operating characteristics of the farm equipment enterprises in
the Pakistan Punjab that were included in the sample.

ISS All the examples in Figure VI-1 are manufactured by the farm equipment workshops in the Pakistan Punjab
that are the focus of this field study.

156 Casting involves the melting of pig-iron with coke and a variable quantity of scrap iron in a cupola furnace.
The molten iron is run into moulds of the desired shape. Forging involves the heating of metals and their
hammering into the desired shape, usually with the help of mechanical or hydraulic presses and moulds (Culpin,
1986, Appendix 4). Heat treatment involves the modification of the properties of steels by heating and cooling.
Hardening is required for parts which are subject to a lot of wear and tear such as the cutting blades of reapers,
the tines of cultivators and blades of rotavators. It consists of heating steels with a sufficiently high carbon content
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the workshop, however. Most commonly, casting, advanced heat treatment, advanced machining

operations, and most sheet-metal work are supplied by specialised manufacturers. Very small
workshops do not even do their own forging and painting. However, even the smallest
workshop will be able to undertake simple machining, fabrication and assembly, and will have
a few simple power-operated machine tools in addition to handtools in order to carry out these
tasks. In this respect, even the most primitive workshops differ markedly from blacksmithing
operations, in which only handtools are used.

Fixed investment may vary considerably, but all workshops at least possess an ordinary
horizontal lathe, a vertical drilling machine and a gas- or electricity-operated welding set, and
have a rudimentary division of labour between welding, fitting and machining tasks. An
electrical grinder would usually be available as well. Hand-operated angle benders, rollers for
sheet metal and hand-shears for cutting sheet metal are also commonly used. Relatively well-
capitalised workshops, which perform more operations in-house, may own several relatively
advanced machine tools such as shapers, milling machines, a power hacksaw, a mechanical or
hydraulic press, and a compressor for spray painting.157 A few of the advanced workshops
would have their own scientific heat treatment facilities including electrically powered ovens and
various quenching baths, and they might also have their own casting section if specialised
suppliers of castings are not easily accessible. On the whole, however, the machine tools used

(0.5 or more) to about 800°C and then quenching them in water, brine or oil. The disadvantage of hardening is that
brittleness increases (Ibid.). Tempering is meant to reduce brittleness after hardening. It consists of heating  the
hardened metal to 500°C, followed by quenching (Ibid.). Annealing precedes hardening and is meant to reduce the
internal stresses in metals that can occur during forging or casting. Such stresses can be so great that, for instance,
castings might break if allowed to cool before annealing. It consists of heating the articles to about 900°C for about
half an hour, and then turning off the furnace to let the articles cool down gradually (Ibid.). Machining consists
of all operations that give rise to metal flints, as when holes are drilled and shapers are used to make grooves.
Sheet-metal work involves bending, cutting by machine, punching of holes, and other operations to shape metal
sheets. Fabrication is the actual construction of an implement, except when it comes to using nuts and bolts to put
parts together, in which case we talk of assembly. Fabrication involves simple bending and cutting, welding,
sawing, grinding and so on. Su,face treatment consists of hand painting or spray painting with a compressor.

157 A laihe is a machine used for making cylindrical, conical or excentric parts or for cutting holes or
screwthreads in them. The piece to be worked is held in a rotating plate or chuck and a cutting tool is held against
it, moving in contact with the work. A drilling machine is used mainly for producing round holes. The machine
drives the Cutting tool while the work is held in a fixed position. A grinder has an abrasive grinding wheel used
for producing finished flat surfaces, sharpening cutting edges of tools and grinding cylindrical shafts. Most grinding
is done to produce a fine finish and to achieve accuracy. A roUerfor sheet metal is used to produce curves in metal
sheets by rolling them between round steel bars which move in relation to each other. An angle bender is used to
produce 90-degree angles in metal strips. A shaper is used to flatten surfaces and to make angles, profiles and slots
for wedges. The cutting tool (which is similar to that used on a lathe) moves back and forth to shave metal from
the surface of the work, which is held in a vice. A power hacksaw is a mechanical metal saw used for sawing
through thick metal bars. A mechanical or hydrauUcpress is used mainly for forging, but when fitted with a cutting
device it can also be used for cutting metal strips.
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Figure VI-1

A selection of farm equipment made by small-scale firms
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Figure VI- 1, cont'd
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in small workshops are still quite simple when compared with large and modern farm equipment
factories. Only general-purpose machinery is used, and no high precision equipment such as
honing, lapping or slotting machinery is employed.

Production is usually carried out in small batches and for sale to a general market, either
directly to users or to wholesalers. Although models are standardised, quality tends to be poor
due to the prevalent use of substandard raw materials. Even though basic scientific measurement
instruments such as spring callipers, vernier callipers, gauges and scales are commonly used,
true interchangeability of parts is not achieved and tolerances tend to be low.  Jigs and fixtures
are not used in the great majority of workshops, and product testing and quality inspection are
rudimentary.158 There tends to be a serious lack of quality consciousness, which has a lot to
do with the fact that no specialised qualified technical staff are usually employed. In this
respect, small workshops are still worlds removed from the production methods used in large,
modern tractor plants, which are characterised by the application of scientific methods and

stringent quality control  at all levels.

VI.3 Measuring the Manufacturing Complexity of Products

VI.3.1 Introduction

An important conclusion from the literature review in Chapter IV was that capability building
among small metalworking firms in developing countries mainly seems to take the form of

copying and reproducing increasingly complex products that already exist elsewhere in the local

economy or abroad. This is also very much the case in the small-scale farm equipment industry
in the Pakistan Punjab. 159 New technology is assimilated by accessing, copying and

reproducing existing models of farm equipment. Most of these are older models that come from
countries where farm mechanisation is at a more advanced stage. Major product and process

158 Jigs and fixtures are devices on which a part can be quickly clamped and positioned in the correct
relationship to the tool or machine that is to perform actions such as cutting, shaving, drilling, welding, or milling
of the part in question (Haslehurst, 1977:63).

159 The information on which this conclusion is based comes from several sources, including (i) interviews with
engineers working at the Centre for Agricultural Machinery Industries (CAMI) at Mian Channun, a technical
assistance project and common facility centre run under the aegis of the Punjab Small Industries Corporation for
small-scale farm equipment manufacturers, (ii) interviews with selected manufacturers of farm equipment in Mian
Channun, and (iii) technical surveys carried out on behalf of CAMI among the agricultural equipment
manufacturers in Mian Channun and in Multan division generally (National Management Consultants, 1994;
Management Economic and Engineering Consultants, 1994; Enterprise and Development Consulting, 1993).
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improvements and original innovations based on own R&D, which have received so much

emphasis in the large firm capability studies, apparently do not occur at all, and little investment

capability is required for selecting equipment for expansion. For measuring the160

technological capability of the sample firms it was therefore decided to concentrate right from
the beginning on the development of indicators of production capability rather than of
investment or innovation capability. 161

Of the several valid indicators of production capability generated by the literature review,  some
were apparently more crucial than others. One indicator that appeared to be especially important

was measurement of the technological manufacturing complexity of the products made by a

firm, based on data about the product range and information about the machines and equipment

in use. As we have seen, an important characteristic of metalworking firms is that they are
capable of manufacturing a very large variety of different products. Some products are more
complex to manufacture than others, i.e. the manufacturing operations involved in producing

them require more advanced technical skills and knowledge. Even a given set of machines and

equipment can be used to make a wide range of products of varying degrees of manufacturing

complexity, because the manufacture   of some products requires technically more advanced

operations to be carried out with the machines and equipment than other products do. In other

words, products that are made with the same set of machines and equipment may differ in the

degree of user-capability required for their manufacture. In addition, differences in the
manufacturing complexity of products may be caused by the fact that some products require the

use of machines or equipment that need technically more advanced operating capabilities than

others do, which is why supplementary information about the machinery and equipment in use
is also required for an accurate assessment of the production capability of metalworking firms.

An important reason why an indicator based on data about products, machinery and equipment
is so crucial for measuring the production capability of small-scale metal working firms is that
firms tend to vary considerably in the nature and range of products they make and the particular

combination of machines and equipment they use. This high variation permits the design of an
indicator that is capable of capturing rather fine-grained differences in capability among firms.

In the specific case of the farm equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab, the sample firms

160 The machines in use are basic and constitute standardised, proven technology. Most of the machines are
models that have been in use by metal workshops for generations. The few that are of more recent vintage (e.g.
automatic lathes) are too complex to tinker with. For detailed information about the types of machines and
equipment owned by the firms in the sample, see Appendix I.

161 Even though minor adaptations are numerous in the industry, this could not be considered sufficient evidence
of the existence of a separate innovative capability. This issue will be discussed in detail in section 4.
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made no fewer than 50 different products.162 The producers also differed greatly in terms of
the number of different products they made (i.e. their extent of diversification) and the
combinations of products that they manufactured. In addition, they differed quite a lot in terms
of the number of machines used, the particular combination of machines owned, and the extent
to which heat treatmem, casting and forging facilities were available. As we shall see in section

VI.4, there is much less variation among the firms in other aspects of their manufacturing

process with an important bearing on production capability, such as production methods,
production organisation and product design. Data about products, machines and equipment of
firms is the only type of information with which a truly fine-grained indicator of production
capability could be constructed. It is for this reason that so much attention has been devoted in
this study to the development of an indicator of product manufacturing complexity based on this
type of information. The method designed to quantify manufacturing complexity of products will
be explained in subsection VI.3.2. How this method was applied to the sample firms will be
explained in subsections VI.3.3 and VI.3.4. Some important limitations of the methodology will
be discussed in subsection VI.3.5.

VI.3.2 The system designed to grade manufacturing complexity

Even though the sample firms might differ somewhat in the extent to which they farm out
certain operations to other specialised firms, they almost certainly perform a basic minimum
set of operations in-house. Therefore, someone with intimate technical knowledge of the
industry in question, even if he does not know much about a firm's machinery and equipment
profile, can make a reasonably intelligent guess as to how advanced the firm's production
capabilities are simply by examining its products. In contrast, without complementary
information about products, the machines and equipment used by a firm convey much less
information about a firm's capability. There are so many different products that can be made
with the same basic set of machine tools. As we have seen, in one firm a given set of machines
and equipment may be used to make products that require only a basic operating capability,
while a similar set of machines and equipment in another firm is used to make products that
require truly complex operations necessitating advanced technical skills and knowledge. With
knowledge of only the installed machinery and equipment in the two firms and no knowledge

of the products made by them, it would not be possible to tell that there are substantial

differences in their manufacturing capability. Therefore, it was decided to use the product range
rather than the machinery and equipment profile of the firms as the entry point for the
measurement of product manufacturing complexity, and to make ex-post adjustments for

162 See Appendix I for a full list of farm equipment items made by the sample firms.
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differences in machinery and equipment profiles among the firms. An important aim of the field
survey was therefore the collection of detailed information about each and every product
currently or recently163 made by each firm in the sample.

Next, a system was designed for grading the manufacturing complexity of all these products.

A simple method was developed in consultation with engineers who are intimately familiar with
the technological conditions in the small-scale farm equipment manufacturing firms in the

Punjab. The method takes advantage of the fact that the manufacture of each product commonly
made by the industry can be broken down into the same limited number of standard operations

that were described in section VI.2. This makes it possible to quantify the level of production

capability incorporated in each product by grading the degree of technical complexity (hence:

skill and knowledge) required for each of these standard operations needed for its manufacture,
using a simple scale:64 The breakdown of the products into the standard operations required

for their manufacture and the scales used for grading the degree of technical capability involved

in each of these operations are given in Table VI-1.

The classification system used in Table VI- 1 subdivides the manufacturing operations into two

categories, namely
' in-house manufacturing' and so-called 'vendor operations'. The operations

listed under in-house manufacturing are those which a firm in the industry would in most cases

carry out under its own roof, using its own machinery and equipment and its own labour. The

operations that are most often subcontracted to other firms are called vendor operations.

Under in-house manufacturing we find fabrication, basic machining, surface treatment and

assembly. In the case of the Punjab workshops, surface treatment usually consists of spray

painting with a compressor rather than hand painting. The painting work is more important than
might appear. Creating a pleasing visual effect and ensuring that the equipment is a lively

advertisement for the manufacturer is just one aspect. Painting is absolutely vital for protecting
the equipment from the effect of varying weather conditions.

163 Products recently made included those manufactured during the three years preceding the survey.

164 The methodology used here is similar to (but more refined than) the one used by UNIDO for the
construction  of its macro-economic technological complexity index discussed in section  II.5.2.  At  the  time of its
design, the writer was unaware of the existence of UNIDO's TCI. The fact that a similar method resulted

independently in both endeavours provides some support for adopting this particular approach to the measurement

of production capability in the capital goods sector. The idea that technological capability could be measured

suitably by breaking down complex manufacturing technology into its elementary constituting elements is also
discussed in Bochet and de Hemptinne (1985).
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Table VI-1

Classification system for grading
the manufacturing complexity of farm equipment

Operations involved:

a) In-house manufacturing Scales

Fabrication: arc welding, oxy-acetylene cutting,
(hand) drilling, (hand) grinding,
sawing, section cutting, forming, jigs
and fixtures 0-3

Machining: turning, shaping, (pillar) drilling 0-3
Surface treatment: paint spraying (hand/machine) 0-2

Assembly: handtools, fixtures 0-3
Subtotal: 0 - 11

b) Vendor operations

Machining: milling, slotting, grinding, gear 0-5
manufacturing

Sheet-metal work: bending, cutting, punching, drilling 0-3

Casting/forging: 0-3
Heat treatment: hardening, tempering, annealing 0-3

Subtotal: 0 - 14
TOTAL: 0 - 25

Scale: 1 = simple to 5 = very advanced; (0 = not relevant).
Source: Centre for Agricultural Machinery Industries, Mian Channun

Under the vendor operations we find advanced machining, i.e. machining for which relatively
uncommon and advanced machinery is required such as milling machines, slotting machines,
and gear-hobbing machines. Advanced sheet-metal work involves bending, cutting by machine,
punching of holes and other operations to shape metal sheets. An illustration of how the above

classification system was used by the engineers to grade the manufacturing complexity of the
standard operations involved in making various items of farm equipment is presented in Table
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VI-2 for two commonly made products.165 The products were chosen deliberately to bring out
contrasts in capability, which in this case lie mainly in the complexity of the machining
operations required.

Table VI-2

Grading product manufacturing complexity: an example

Mouldboard plough Rotavator

In-house operations

- fabrication                               1                     2

- machining                                -                     2
- surface treatment                         1                     1

- assembly                                 1                     2

Vendor operations

- machining                                1                     5

- sheet-metal work                         -                     2

- casting/forging                             1                       2

- heat treatment                              1                       2
TOTAL POINTS                            6                     18

Source: Appendix Table VI-1

The mouldboard plough (Figure VI-2a) is among the most basic implements manufactured by

the  industry.  It  is  used for cultivation, to loosen and break  up the ground  and to invert  the  top

soil to bury weeds and straw. It consists of two or three bodies, each of which turns a furrow.

The bodies are mounted on a simple rigid frame, which is attached to the back of the tractor.

The bodies consist of the coulter (the knife that makes the cut to make a furrow slice), the share

(which undercuts the furrow slice)  and the mouldboard (which lifts and turns the slice).

165 A full list of grades for all important products made by the sample firms is given in Appendix VI-1 at the
end of this chapter.
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Figure VI-2a

Mouldboard plough
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The grading of the mouldboard plough in terms of the complexity of the required manufacturing
operations shows that the production of this item requires only limited capability (see Table VI-
2).   The in-house operations consist of simple fabrication and assembly  and a standard painting
job, each of which get one point. The vendor operations are also simple for this item. In
particular, no sheet-metal work is required and heat treatment is simple. In total, only three
points are given for vendor operations. The total number of points given to this product is only
Six.

In contrast, consider the rotary cultivator, or rotavator for short (Figure  VI-2b).   This  is  also  a
cultivation implement. Its action is through a horizontal round rotating beam to which L-shaped
blades are attached that go through the earth in loops to produce a tilth. The sides of the blades
that perform the actual incising action are sharpened. The coarseness of the tilth is controlled
by the rear hood. It can be raised to let the clods fly out, which produces a coarse tilth. When
the hood is lowered the clods fly against its inner surface which has a further shattering effect.
The rotavator is not simply pulled by the tractor; its beam is rotated by the power from the
tractor P.T.0. (power take-off) shaft, which is transmitted to and through the implement by a
system of bevel gears, shafts, sprockets and a chain (located in a box on one side of the
machine).

The grading of this piece of equipment in Table VI-2 reflects the complexity of its machining

requirements. Most of this is vendor machining (especially the bevel gears, which require a
gear-hobbing machine), which gets the full five points that are possible for this operation. In-
house machining gets the 'medium' grade of two out of a maximum of three. The grades for
all the other operations are also higher for the rotavator than for the mouldboard plough. The
total number of points given to the rotavator is 18, which is three times those given to the
mouldboard plough. Not many manufacturers in the sample make the rotavator (see Appendix

I). It is difficult to make and prone to breakdowns.

VI.3.3 The application of the system to the sample firms

The purpose of this subsection is to explain how the above grading system was used to measure

production capability in the sample firms. We shall start by making the simplifying assumption
that all firms in the sample are modal firms in terms of their in-house manufacturing profile.

That is, it is assumed that they all have the same basic set of machinery and equipment under

their  roof, with which  they  are  able to perform  all the operations  that were labelled ' in-house

manufacturing' in Table VI-1, while they subcontract all those operations that were labelled
' vendor operations'.  Note that this implies that only the upper half of Table VI-1, which relates
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to in-house manufacturing, is needed to assess the production capability of the firms.
Differences in grades for product manufacturing complexity between firms can emanate only
from the fact that some firms use their given basic standard set of machinery and equipment for
the manufacture of farm equipment items that require technically more complex operations than
other firms which have exactly the same basic set of machines and equipment (i.e. that the
products differ in the degree of user-capability achieved with the same machines and
equipment).166 The capability scores calculated in this way are termed the 'unadjusted scores'.

A simple example of how the unadjusted scores are calculated in the case of two firms making

two different products  each is given in Table  VI-3.   Firm A makes wheat threshers and tractor
high-clearance frames167, two products that require rather complex in-house operations. In

contrast, firm B makes products requiring quite basic in-house manufacturing complexity,
namely mouldboard ploughs and simple seed drills. Accordingly, the unadjusted scores for firm
A are much higher than for firm B. The wheat thresher and the high-clearance frame made by

firm A both get a score of 10 points, whereas the mouldboard plough and the seed drill made

by firm B get scores of only three and five points, respectively. While the two firms have
exactly the same set of basic machinery and equipment, firm A uses this set to make products

that are technically more difficult to make (i.e. that require higher user-capability) than the

products made by firm B.

However, in practice the assumption that all firms in the sample would have the same

machinery and equipment is of course not realistic. There is variation in the extent to which
firms farm out operations to others. The unadjusted scores are therefore not accurate. While
most firms start out more or less with the modal profile or even less than that, over time they
tend to acquire  more and more different types of machinery with which they are able to
perform more and more operations in-house. Thus, the unadjusted scores are biased. They
overrate the capability of those very small firms that do not have even the basic set of machines

and equipment under their roof that modal firms are assumed to possess, while they underrate

the capability of bigger firms that have internalised certain operations that are 'vendorised' by

modal firms. Therefore, detailed information about the different types of machines owned by

the  firms was obtained  in the survey,  and this information  was used to adjust the unadjusted

scores upwards or downwards, in order to  take into account differences in extent of in-house

production. The scores thus obtained are termed the 'adjusted scores'.

166 Thus. if this assumption were valid, no information at all about the machinery and equipment in use in the
sample firms would be needed in order to assess and compare their product manufacturing complexity.

167 Frames that enable the tractor to be driven at a higher level through a field of tall crops.
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Not all types of machines and equipment were used for the adjustment of the scores. In view
of the complexity of the calculations involved in adjusting for presence or absence of all types
of equipment, and also because not all types of equipment appeared to be important for
assessing capability levels, adjustments were made only for the most crucial ones. These

included casting, forging and heat treatment facilities; machines the operation of which clearly

requires very essential capabilities or new and relatively advanced capabilities; and machines

that clearly introduced new types of operations into a firm that are not very common in the
industry but nevertheless did not represent a sideline activity of the firm in question.

Accordingly, the following machines and equipment were selected for making the adjustments

in the scores: the shaper, the milling machine, paint spraying equipment (since this is a separate

item in the classification), and those sheet-metal machines owned only by a minority of firms,
i.e. the shearing machine, the nibbling press and the cutter that makes automatic copies of

patterns.

Table VI-3

Calculation of the unadjusted scores: an example

Products made by firm A

In-house scores: 1. wheat thresher 2. high-clearance frame

- fabrication                           3                           2

- machining                            2                           3
- surface treatment                      2                             2

- assembly                             3                           3
UNADJUSTEDSCORE         10                 10

Products made by firm B

In-house scores: 1. mouldboard plough 2.  simple seed drill

- fabrication                          1                          2

- machining                            0                           1
- surface treatment                     1                            1

- assembly                             1                            1

UNADJUSTED SCORE              3                          5

Source: Appendix Table VI-1
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Aside from the shaper and the compressor for spray painting, all the items in this list are used
for carrying out vendor operations in Table VI-1. The shaper and the compressor are part of
the basic in-house profile as designed by the engineers (see Table VI-1), but it turned out after
the  survey was completed that this equipment  was not that common after all:  53 %  of the firms

168,169in the sample did not own a shaper and 42% did not own a compressor.

The use of mechanical and hydraulic presses was also taken into consideration for the upward
adjustment of the scores, but only indirectly, by considering whether or not a firm was also
engaged in forging. In this way the possibility was ruled out that scores would be adjusted
upward if presses were used for very basic work only,  such as the cutting of metal strips.  The
use of common sheet-bending machines, rollers for sheet metal, and hand-shears was not
considered.170 Also, no adjustment was made for the use of automatic equipment, since such

equipment basically does the same jobs as a manually operated machine (but faster), and since
it was not obvious that the technical capability required for the successful operation of manual
equipment would be lower than for automatic equipment. 171 Further, no adjustment was made
for machinery that was owned by only one or two firms and that was clearly not central to
making the standard range of farm equipment, such as injection-moulding equipment and a
chrome-polishing plant which are both used for manufacturing knapsack sprayers only.

The method of adjusting the unadjusted product scores for the presence or otherwise of vendor
items listed above is summarised in Table VI-,4. Concretely, it works as follows. The absence
of a shaper in a firm means that a firm is below the modal profile. Therefore, it leads to a
reduced score for basic machining (i.e. in-house machining) for any product made by that firm
that requires basic machining. The presence of a milling machine in a firm leads to extra points
for advanced machining for any product that requires this particular operation, because milling
is part of vendor machining in Table VI-1. The presence of any uncommon sheet-metal working
equipment likewise leads to extra points for products needing vendor sheet-metal operations.
The absence of a compressor for spray painting leads to subtraction of all points for surface

treatment, because this particular operation is part of 'in-house manufacturing' in Table VI-1.

168 Thus, adjustment may be in an upward or in a downward direction.

169 For ease of reference, all the machines and equipment used for adjusting the product scores are referred
to as 'vendor items', although this is not strictly correct in the case of the shaper and the compressor.

170 Sheet-bending machines are locally known as 'elki' (elbow) presses. Hand-shears are known as 'kenshi'
(scissors). The fact that these machines have local names testifies to their common use.

171 In fact, it is possible that the opposite obtains. In order to turn out parts on a manual lathe with the
consistent high precision that an auto lathe generates, its operator needs a great deal of experience and skill.
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Table VI-4

Method used for calculating the adjusted scores

1. Machining
no: 0.5 of total in-house score

for machining
no: shaper

yes: no change in score

milling machine  --4
  r--- no: no change in score

-   yes: shaper --1
yes: +0.5 of total vendor score

for machining

2. Sheet-metal work

shearing machine
and/or

nibbling press yes: +0.5 of total vendor score
and/or for sheet metal

automatic cutter/copier

3. Surface treatment (paint spraying)

yes: no change in score
own compressor no: minus total product score

for surface treatment

4. Casting/forging
fully or

fully or partly
partly in-house: + total vendor score for
in-house: forging casting/forging

fully.

casting outside
or not
needed: +0.5 of total vendor score

for casting/forging
fully.

fully oroutside
or not partly
needed: forging in-house: +0.5 of vendor score for

casting/forging

fully
outside
or not
needed: no change in score

5. Heat treatment

fully + total vendor scorein-house (complex): for heat treatment
partly
in-house (simple) +0.5 of total vendor score

for heat treatment
fully outside/
not used: no change in score
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The presence of own casting, forging and heat treatment facilities wins extra points for these
operations. In this case the extent of the adjustment was dependent on whether such facilities
were partly or fully present in-house. It is very important to make this distinction because many
firms have some sort of primitive facility under their own roof (especially blacksmith-type
forging and heat treatment) but very few have full facilities.

The number of points added and subtracted in Table VI-4 were decided subjectively, but they
were not chosen arbitrarily. On the one hand, the adjustment had to be substantial enough so
that differences in capability between firms arising from differences in the extent to which they
carried out certain crucial operations under their own roof would emerge clearly. On the other
hand, care had to be taken that the adjustments were not so high as to completely overwhelm
the measurement of possible differences in the user-capability of given machinery and equipment

among firms.

The total number of points added or subtracted for any one product of course depends on the
score actually awarded by the engineers for each of the operations for that particular product.
Some products do not require the use of some vendor equipment while others do, and some
products require more advanced use of such machines than others. Therefore, it is not correct
to adjust all products in a firm in the same way for the presence of a particular vendor machine

(or the absence of the shaper or the compressor). Consider, for example, a firm which is
equipped with the standard equipment owned by a modal firm, but which in addition has a
milling machine with which it is capable of performing some advanced (i.e. vendor) machining
operations under its own roof. Assume further that the firm in question makes the wheat

thresher (with an unadjusted score of 10 points) and the mouldboard plough (with an unadjusted
score of three points). Since advanced machining  for the wheat thresher was given a total grade

of three points, this firm now gets an extra 1.5 points on top of its unadjusted score for the
wheat thresher (i.e. 0.5 times the score of three points for advanced machining). However,
since advanced machining for the mouldboard plough was given only one point, the firm gets
only 0.5 extra points for performing vendor work on its mouldboard plough. In theory, it is
possible for a firm that makes more than 30 different products to own a milling machine but
to make only one product which actually requires the use of such a machine - in fact, this
example is not entirely unrealistic. In that case, the score of only that one product is adjusted

upwards for advanced machining.

A more elaborate example of how the scores of products are adjusted on the basis of
information about vendor items in firms is given in Table VI-5, using the data about firms A
and  B from Table  VI-3.   Firm  A is better capitalised  than  firm  B. The former  has a milling
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machine, and engages in forging and simple heat treatment. Firm B also engages in simple heat
treatment, but it has no other vendor equipment or facilities at all. In fact, it even lacks a
compressor and a shaper. It is clear that the unadjusted product scores given in Table VI-3
underrated the capability of firm A and overrated the capability of firm B. The adjusted scores

of both products made by firm A are higher than their unadjusted scores because it performs
some operations under its own roof that are vendorised by modal firms (namely milling, forging
and simple heat treatment). The opposite is true for the products made by firm B because it
lacks a shaper and a compressor for spray painting, so that it is not able to even carry out all
basic operations that are most commonly performed in-house. The fact that it does engage in
simple heat treatment does not fully compensate for this.

One might object that limiting the range of vendor items for adjustment is likely to lead to some
inaccuracies in the measurement of production capability. The method of adjustment is
admittedly somewhat crude, and not all the available information is used. On the other hand,
a more detailed adjustment has the disadvantage that it lacks transparency. Moreover, it is
extremely complicated to carry   it  out in practice. Consider  that a detailed and accurate

adjustment would require that for each firm, each product manufactured would have to be
assessed individually in the light of the particular detailed combination of machinery in use, for

the reasons just discussed. Given the fact that there are 102 firms in the sample, many of which
make 20 to 30 products or even more, such a detailed exercise would have been a huge task and

the additional advantages were not all that obvious. On balance, it made more sense to consider

only a limited number of vendor items that have an important connection with capability.

Table VI-5

Calculation of the adjusted scores: an example

Vendor scores for products made by firm A and B

wheat high- mouldboard simple seed
thresher clearance plough drill

- advanced machining            3             3                1                 1
- sheet-metal work               1             1               0               0

- casting/forging                 2            2               1               1
- heat treatment                   1             2                1                 1
Total vendor points:               7              8                 3                 3

Cont'd...
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Table VI-5 cont'd

Calculation of adjusted scores:  firm A

1. wheat 2. high-clearance
thresher frame

Unadjusted score (from the example    10                     10
in Table VI-3)
Vendor profile of firm A:

- shaper                                 0                  0
- milling machine 1.5 (=+0.5*3) 1.5 (=+0.5*3)
- no advanced sheet-metal working      0                     0

equipment

- compressor                             0                   0
- in-house forging; no casting 1 (=+0.5*2) 1 (= +0.5*2)

- simple heat treatment 0.5 (= +0.5*1) 1 (=+0.5*2)
ADJUSTED SCORE 13.0 13.5

Calculation of adjusted scores:  firm B

1. mouldboard 2. simple seed
plough drill

Unadjusted score (from the example    3                       5
in Table VI-3

Vendor profile of firm B:
- no shaper 0 (=-0.5*0) -0.5 (=-0.5*1)
- no milling machine                      0                     0

- no compressor                           -1                    -1
- no advanced sheet-metal               0                   0

working equipment

- no casting, no forging                   0                     0

- simple heat treatment 0.5 (=+0.5*1) 0.5 (=+0.5*1)
ADJUSTED SCORE 2.5                4

Source: Appendix Table VI-1
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VI.3.4 The construction of product-complexity variables from the product scores

For the purpose of the data analysis in Chapter VII, the product scores calculated as above were
subsequently used to construct a variety of variables measuring product-manufacturing

complexity for each firm in the sample. A list of all variables constructed in this way is given
in Table VI-6.

Table VI-6

Product-complexity variables constructed for the sample firms

Product-complexity variables Variable name

A) Variables based on the unadjusted product manufacturing
complexity scores

1)   the simple average of all the firm's product scores AVG_U

2)  the firm's average score, adjusted for its extent of AVGDIV U
product diversification (n) 

3)  the firm's highest scoring product 1MAX_U

4)   the average of the firm's five highest scoring products 5MAX_U

ID Variables based on the adjusted product manufacturing
complexity scores

1)   the simple average of all the firm's product scores AVG A

2)  the firm's average score, adjusted for its extent of AVGDIV A
product diversification (n)')

3)  the firm's highest scoring product 1MAX A

4)      the  average  of the  firm' s five highest scoring products 5MAX_A

Note:
a)     If n &5, AVGDIV  = AVG; if 6 -f n -S 10, AVGDIV  = AVG + 0.5; if 11 S n & 15,

AVGDIV = AVG + 1, if 16 & n.5 20, AVGDIV = AVG + 1.5; etc., ..., up to a
maximum of 3 extra points if n > 30.

It can be seen from this table that in addition to the adjusted product scores, the unadjusted
scores were also used for the construction of variables. This was done because the two types
of scores convey different information about the product-manufacturing complexity of firms.

Data analysis using manufacturing complexity variables based on the unadjusted scores conveys
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information that an analysis with variables based on the adjusted scores cannot provide. It sheds

light on whether differences in product-manufacturing complexity across firms emanate from
the fact that firms differ in their degree of user-capability of the same given set of equipment,
and if so, what the important determinants are of such differences. The variables based on the
adjusted scores, too, measure differences in user-capability of a given set of equipment, but in
addition they capture differences in capability that emanate from differences between firms in
in-house production. The adjusted scores are thus useful for a comprehensive, overall
assessment of product-manufacturing complexity.172  The  set of variables constructed in Table
VI-6 on the basis of the product complexity scores is the same for unadjusted and adjusted
scores. Therefore, no distinction is made between variables based on the unadjusted scores and
the adjusted scores in the discussion below.

The first variable in Table VI-6 is the unweighted average of all product-manufacturing

complexity scores (AVG) received by each of the sample firms. The advantage of this indicator
is that it is simple to interpret. However, it does not take into account that firms vary greatly
in the number of different products they make. This is important because the number of truly
complex products in the industry is rather limited. It was quite evident from the field survey
that firms with a well-diversified product range tend to make a good selection (at least five) of
relatively high-scoring items such as threshers and planters, while in addition they make a very
large number of products that are more simple to make such as ditchers, blades and ploughs.
The firms with a more limited product range tend to manufacture perhaps two or three high-

scoring products and an equal number of low-scoring ones. Yet, such firms receive a higher
average score than the highly diversified firms (ceteris paribus) because the average for the
latter is pulled down by the inclusion of a large number of low-scoring items. The trouble with
this indicator is thus that it gives too much weight to how a firm's machines and equipment are
actuaUy being used, at the expense of what a firm is really capable of making with that
machinery and equipment. Hence, it was to be expected that the simple average would not be
an ideal measure of product complexity capability.

In order to resolve this problem, the simple average was adjusted to take into account
differences in diversification, which yields the second variable in Table VI-6 (AVGDIV).  The

172 Running a regression using a dependent variable based on the unadjusted scores would thus be equivalent
to performing a regression analysis with a variable based on the adjusted scores plus a control variable that captures
differences in extent of in-house production among the sample firms. The latter would be a good alternative only
if an accurate measure could be constructed for such a control variable, which is a complicated thing to do. Ideally,
one would have to construct an indicator using information about the presence or absence of all the different types
of machines and equipment that were used for the adjustment of the scores.
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adjustment consists of extra points given to firms making a large number of different products,
in order to compensate them for their relatively low simple average score. A firm making five
or fewer products would receive no extra points, a firm making between six and 10 products
would receive an extra 0.5, a firm making between 11 and 15 products an extra 1.0,  and so on

up to a maximum of three extra points. The extent of the adjustment was decided on a trial and
error basis, by calculating adjusted averages using different points for about 10 firms with
different diversification profiles and comparing those with the unadjusted averages to get a feel

for how the adjustment would work out. Awarding one full point per five products was clearly
excessive - the score of firms making 20 products or more became much higher than the
highest-scoring firm that specialised in five items or less. Since the purpose of making the
adjustment was not to give extra credit for high diversification as such (a separate dependent

variable was defined for this purpose - see the discussion in the next section), this was
obviously inappropriate. An adjustment of less than 0.5 per five products was also experimented

173with, but this was considered insufficient.

The third variable in Table VI-6 is the single highest-scoring item in each firm (1MAX). This
was selected to bring out what firms are really capable of making rather than what they are

actually making. However, this indicator also turned out to be somewhat problematic because

it cannot distinguish between firms that make a good selection (say, a minimum of five) of high-
scoring products, from firms that make only one such product. Obviously, one would want to
award higher points to the first set of firms, on account of the fact that they have shown

themselves to be capable of producing a whole variety of items that are difficult to make instead

of just one item. In order to reduce this problem, the average of the five highest-scoring

products (5MAX) in each firm was also calculated.

VI.3.5    Limitations of the methodology adopted

There are two important limitations to the method chosen to measure product-manufacturing

complexity  in this study. The first  one  is  that the system developed  for the grading  of the

various farm equipment products in Table VI-1 is not based on objective technical norms. The

classification system as such is unlikely to give rise to much debate. Engineers with knowledge

173 However, it was not possible to determine exactly at which point the adjustment for the bias ends and extra
credit for high diversification begins. One can only get some idea of whether AVGDIV as defined above gives extra
credit for diversification by examining the results of the regression analysis in the next chapter, where the extent
of diversification by itself was also used as a dependent variable. The results of this regression differ rather
substantially from the results of the regressions with AVGDIV as the dependent variable, which would seem to
indicate  that  the two variables truly measure different things.
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of basic metalwork in developing countries would agree that the manufacturing process can be
decomposed into a number of standard operations, and there would be but little discussion about
what those could be. However, they might differ somewhat in their assessment of how much
technical complexity is actually involved in the machining, fabrication, assembly and so on, of
a particular piece of farm equipment. There are no objective standards for measuring the
technical skill levels and knowledge required for the manufacture of the various products in the
industry, and it would have been very difficult and time consuming to develop such standards.
This was not feasible considering the time constraints and the limited technical capabilities of
the author of this study. However, the design of a more objective measurement system for
capabilities is highly desirable to make the measurement methodology more widely applicable
than it is at the moment. The present system is adequate for comparing the capabilities of firms
within one specific sector in one specific geographical area, but it would fail if it were used to
compare the capabilities of the Punjabi farm equipment producers with those of firms in, say,
Taiwan or Colombia. The problem is that what one would consider an 'advanced' capability in
the Punjab might be considered an 'intermediate' capability in Colombia and a 'basic' one in
Taiwan.

Although the product-complexity scores used in this study are based on a good deal of intuitive
judgement, it can be stated confidently that they are reliable enough for the purposes of this
particular study. The grades were assigned  by an engineer with exhaustive knowledge  of  the
production of farm equipment in the Pakistan Punjab. In order to reduce subjectivity these were
cross-validated by another engineer with an equally thorough knowledge of local conditions.
Since no major discrepancies between these two were detected, it can be reasonably assumed
that the quality of the grading is acceptable in the context of this study.

Another limitation of the indicator designed here is that it measures only one important aspect
of a firm's production capability, namely the technical skill and knowledge typically required
to manufacture a product successfully. It does not refer at all to the degree of proficiency with
which workers actually carry out these operations. Ideally, one would want to measure this
aspect also, since it is possible that some firms employ higher skilled workers than others.

The  measurement  of such proficiency differences was ruled  out by practical constraints.  An
adequate assessment of this aspect would have required close observation of the workers in each
firm over time in order to assess the time needed to perform every operation on each product
manufactured by a firm. In addition, it would have required some more or less objective
assessment of the quality of the work, since it is quite likely that beyond a certain stage a
negative correlation exists between work-speed and accuracy.   In  view  of  the  fact  that  the
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objective of the study was to interview a large number of firms rather than to conduct a limited

number of detailed case studies, detailed time and motion studies and quality assessment were

clearly not feasible from a practical point of view. Aside from being time consuming, detailed

observation is made extremely difficult by the fact that many products are made only during one

or two months in the year.

VI.4   Measuring the Other Indicators of Technological Capability

In addition to product manufacturing complexity, five other indicators of production capability

were devised based on the information generated by the literature review and specific knowledge

of the target group of farm equipment firms gained from local resource persons in the Punjab.

These indicators were the following:

(1)     Incidence of self-construction of metalworking machines and equipment (i.e. machine

tools) for own use, or occasionally for use by other firms in the industry;

(2)      Degree of product diversification;

(3)      Level of product quality;

(4)       Complexity of the organisation of production;

(5)      Level of internal design skills

Why these particular indicators were chosen and how they were measured is explained below.

The first two indicators in this list are simple to measure with the help of one variable, but the

other three are multidimensional. For each of these, information about several potentially

relevant variables was collected, with a view to constructing indices based on combinations of

these variables (to be discussed in Chapter VII). A list of all variables discussed in this section

and the manner in which they were quantified is given in Table VI-7 at the end of this section.

Self-construction of machine tools

Self-construction of machine tools is yet another indicator of the manufacturing complexity of

the firm's output. As such, there may be some overlap between this indicator and the indicators

to measure the complexity of farm equipment developed in the previous section. The literature

review nevertheless suggested that a separate indicator for self-construction might be desirable

because evidence of self-construction suggests that a firm has the ability to use its machines and

equipment to make unconventional outputs.
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At first hand, one might think that the construction of machine tools such as lathes and shapers
is technically much more difficult than the manufacture of the most complex piece of farm
equipment. However, during the survey it became soon apparent that 'self-construction'
consisted mostly of assembly of parts and components made by other, specialised firms.
Therefore, it was unlikely that the incidence of self-construction of machine tools would signify
significantly more advanced user-capabilities than would be required for the manufacture of
farm equipment. Although it would have been possible, in principle, to apply the methodology
developed in section VI.3 to the measurement of manufacturing complexity of self-constructed
machine tools, the added value of doing this would have been minimal. It was decided instead
to simply use a binary (yes/no) variable.

Degree of product diversification

The number of products made by the firms was used as an indicator of production capability
because it was presumed to be a sign of versatility. A firm that makes a large range of different
items shows that it is able to put a given set of machines and equipment to many different uses.
Even if none of its products requires truly advanced user-capability (see section VI.3), at least
it has shown itself to be capable of exploiting some of the flexibility that the machines and
equipment allow.174 In addition, the manufacture of a large range of diverse items presupposes
more complex production planning and organisation.

Level of product quality

The quality of products made by a firm tells us a great deal about its production capability. It
indicates to us about the extent to which a firm has adopted scientific methods such as accurate
measurement and product testing. In addition, it tells us the extent to which a firm uses raw
materials with properties that are appropriate to how the farm equipment is used. Since product
manufacturing complexity as measured in the previous section does not pick up any quality
differences in the outputs of different firms, it was considered important to collect information
about this aspect separately. Following the results of the literature review in Chapter IV and the
advice of local engineers, information was collected on a number of indirect measures of

174 We might say that diversification measures the 'width' of a firm's user-capability, while the product
manufacturing complexity indicator discussed in section VI.3 measures its 'depth'. Even though the degree  of
product diversification was used to construct one of the product complexity indicators (AVGDIV), we expect the
overlap between diversification and AVGDIV to be minimal (see also foomote 173).
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product quality, namely the use of (i) measuring equipment, (ii) jigs and fixtures, (iii) testing

methods,  and  (iv) raw materials. 175

The measuring instruments used by a firm have an important bearing on quality because the
accuracy of the different instruments varies. Hence, the questionnaire contained questions on
the use by firms of various measuring instruments with different accuracies, namely the ruler,
inside and outside spring callipers, the vernier calliper, the non-digital micrometer, gauges and

scales.
176

From the perspective of assessing production capability, the important thing about  jigs   and

fixtures is that they ensure some degree of standardisation of parts and components, and that
they are usually self-made by the firm that uses them because they are usually specifically

tailored to the firm's individual requirements. 177

Information was also collected about whether firms engaged in any product testing, and if so,
what this entailed. The simplest form of testing was simply to run the equipment under actual

working conditions (i.e. in the farmers' fields). However, some firms did have in-firm facilities
to  test the performance of completed equipment with movable parts by giving  it a 'dry-run'.
Cortes (1979) identifies this as the first step towards the development of a quality-control

system.

Use of raw materials with appropriate qualities is another important factor bearing on product
quality. In particular, the use of heat-treated steels indicates that entrepreneurs have some
knowledge of material properties and how they affect product quality. Hence, information was
elicited from the entrepreneurs about their use of different types of steel, namely mild, medium-

175 Instead of using scientific production methods (which includes the use of measuring equipment, quality
control and testing) as a separate indicator of production capability, as was done in the literature review in Chapter
IV, it was deemed to be more appropriate here to use it as but one ingredient of a broader indicator of product
quality along with other ingredients including the use of tools for standardisation of production (jigs and fixtures)
and use and knowledge of various raw materials.

176 The ruler, spring callipers, vernier calliper and micrometer are different measuring instruments for the same

purpose, with different accuracies. The ruler is the most basic, with an accuracy of approximately 0.5 mm. The
accuracy of the spring callipers depends to a large extent on the skill of the user. The vernier calliper has a
minimum accuracy of 0.05 mm., while the non-digital micrometer has an accuracy of 0.01  mm.  The most precise
is the digital micrometer with 0.0001 mm accuracy.,  but this instrument is never used in small-scale firms. Gauges
come in many different types.

177  Formally, jigs and fixtures differ somewhat from each other, but that is of no concern in the context of this
study. For more details, see Hastehurst (1977:63).
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carbon, high-carbon, special-alloy and spring steel. Mild steel is commonly used in the industry,
but unlike the other types it cannot be heat-treated. Hence, the initial assumption was that
entrepreneurs who claimed to use only mild steel would have no knowledge of the properties
of metals at all, whereas entrepreneurs who claimed to use any of the other steels could be
assumed to have at least some knowledge (especially those using high-carbon steels and special

alloys).

However, during the survey it became quickly apparent that many entrepreneurs had such
limited knowledge of the raw materials they were using that they were not even able to name
them. They simply stated that they used whatever they were given by their dealers, and relied
entirely on traditional blacksmithing methods to determine quality and hardness, such as
listening to the sound when tapping, or observing the colour when heating. Therefore, it was
subsequently decided that the measurement of raw-material-related capability should incorporate
not only information about use or non-use,  but also about the extent of knowledge of the various
materials. Instead of using a binary variable (use/non-use) for each type of material, a simple
linear scale was constructed. Someone who claimed no knowledge of the material in question
would get the lowest score (even though it was possible, but not likely, that he would be using

it). Someone who knew about the existence of a particular material but did not use it himself
would get an intermediate score, whereas someone who knew about and actually used the
material in question would get the highest score. 178

In addition to the above four determinants of product quality, information was collected about
manifestations of product quality. Two such indirect indicators of product quality were used,
both based on the sales channels used by the sample firms. Firstly, information about sales to
government organisations was used as an indicator of production capability because it turned
out that no manufacturer is allowed to sell to any government agency unless the implement in
question has been technically tested and approved by the Farm Machinery Institute in Islamabad.
Hence, it could be expected that the use of government agencies as a sales channel could

provide an indication of relatively advanced technical capability of the manufacturer. Secondly,
evidence of exports is used as an indicator of capability. Exports are almost always indirect,
through a government institute such as FMI or large tractor producers such as Millat and Al-
Ghazi. It would not be in the interest of such intermediaries to send substandard equipment

178 Strictly speaking, incorporating information about knowledge of materials is not correct, in the sense that
it is only the actual use or non-use of materials that has an impact on product quality. However, it is not product
quality itself  that  we are interested in assessing. Product quality  is  a mere proxy for assessing the technical
knowledge and skills related to quality of production.
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abroad, considering that their own reputation is at stake. One might therefore expect the
equipment concerned to have been checked and to meet reasonable quality requirements.

Complexity of the organisation of production

In addition to the diversity of products as discussed above, a number of other variables may
shed light on organisational complexity-related technical capability. Firstly, the importance of
the extent of internal division of labour in firms has already been noted in the literature review

of Chapter IV. In this study we take this into account through two questions: (i) whether or not
a hired supervisor or foreman is employed, and (ii) whether, in firms that are run as
partnerships, there is a functional division of tasks among the owners. In both cases, we would
expect a more complex division of labour to go together with higher production capability.

The complexity of the actual organisation of production tasks might tell us something about

production capability as well. Information was collected about (i) whether production is
organised on a one-by-one basis or in batches, (ii) whether separate spare parts are made for
stock,   and (iii) whether production is carried  out only to-order  or  also for stock. 179

The first two of these measures tell us something about the extent of standardisation in the firm.

We assume in each case that higher standardisation is to be associated with higher production
capability. 180  If  a   firm   were  to make products sequentially   (as a blacksmith would),   no
standardisation at all would be required. Production in batches on the other hand does

presuppose some degree of standardisation in production, because parts and components are
made in series. They are not produced to fit a particular custom-designed implement, but are
required to fit into any piece of equipment of the right type that happens to be under

construction. The significance of production of separate spare parts for stock is similar to the
above.    It is related   to   the   fact that producers   tend to repair   the farm equipment   that   they

themselves have produced. Thus, if a firm keeps a stock of separate spare parts, this is an
indication that a reasonable degree of standardisation in production has been achieved. Firms
that do not keep a stock of spares generally produce them as and when required, custom-

designed for the particular item of farm equipment that needs them.

t79 In addition, a question was asked about whether the spare parts that are made for stock always fit without
filing or grinding, since this would be a good indication that reasonable internal standards have been achieved.
Since this question was answered positively without any exception, the information was considered to be unreliable.

180 This would appear to be a reasonable assumption in metal workshops, but it may not be valid for other types

of enterprises. For example, in blacksmithing and craft-based production generally, high skill is associated with

individuality and customisation of products rather than with standardisation of their dimensions.
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The motivation for including production for stock versus production to-order is more general.
One might expect that production to-order (in the way a blacksmith operates) would be less
demanding in terms of managerial production-related capabilities than production for stock.
Production for stock requires more complex planning, forecasting of demand, handling of
marketing and estimation of raw-material requirements.

Level of internal design skills

The level of internal design skills emerged as a major indicator of technological capability from
the literature review in Chapter IV. We saw there that firms with the most rudimentary design
skills are only able to copy and replicate given technology. They have no ability to make
significant adaptations. Even before the start of the field survey it had already become clear that
the entire small-scale farm equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab is still at that basic

copying/replication stage. Even though minor adaptations are quite numerous in the industry,
they are so simple that a layman could easily understand them.

Moreover, many adaptations do not constitute improvements. For instance, substitution of
quality raw materials with substandard ones is quite common. As Ishikawa has pointed out, this
may simply be a sign of poor imitation, resulting from a lack of knowledge about the properties
of different metals and the stresses that they have to be able to withstand when the equipment
is being used (1985:55). One may still argue that the lower prices for the implements make
these adaptations to some extent appropriate by bringing the equipment within the financial
reach of a large number of farmers, but one can hardly say that such adaptations reflect
adaptation capability in the sense that they emanate from relevant knowledge and skill on the
part of the workshops. 181

Another problem with the adaptations made by the Punjabi producers was that even those that
could be considered genuine improvements in terms of product design, performance, durability,
safety and so on, were often not self-designed by the entrepreneurs who reported them. From
the fact that the same improvements recurred remarkably often in the survey,  it can be deduced

that many entrepreneurs simply copy certain 'standard' improvements from their competitors

18' As a matter of fact, Ishikawa himself did not even consider such adaptations as having contributed to
appropriate adaptations to local factor endowments. The distinction made in Chudnovsky and Nagao (1983) and
Cortes (1979) between crude copying (which involves substitution with low-quality local materials) and adaptive
imitation (which refers to small but genuine improvements) is also relevant here. According to Chudnovsky and
Nagao, this distinction does reflect a difference in the type and quantity of learning accumulated by the firms
concerned (1983:47).
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just like they copy and replicate entire new types of farm equipment when they appear in the
market, by observing them when they are for sale somewhere or by examining them when they
are brought to them for repair or servicing. Local engineers confirmed that this practice is quite
common, and they also observed that many producers copy an improvement even without
knowing why the changed feature constitutes an improvement in the first place. They only do
it to satisfy the requests of farmers:82 Even though many entrepreneurs in the survey claimed
that such improvements arose at least partly from their  'own  idea', this should obviously  be
translated as 'own initiative'.  In sum,  it had to be concluded that even though minor adaptations
are widespread in the industry, this fact alone could not be taken as evidence of a separate

innovative adaptation capability among the producers. Even in those cases where the adaptations
constituted real improvements, they were more likely to be evidence of simple replication skill
than of capability to design new features independently.

However, even though evidence of simple adaptations is clearly not enough to conclude that
firms have actual adaptation capability, activities designed to change farm equipment were
certainly an indication of internal technological ellon to replicate improved technology - at least

for those changes that constituted actual improvements. Internal technological effort to replicate
technology was one of factors that was identified as an important explanatory variable of
production capability in the literature review. Personal impressions gained during the field
survey, which were confirmed by local engineers, made it clear that firms that actively make
improvements are indeed run by real 'entrepreneurs' who are eager and Willing to advance

technologically. These persons actively act upon complaints from customers about defects and
performance problems with equipment made by them, and like to try out new ideas. Therefore,
it was decided to consider the incidence of minor improvements in this study as a determinant
of capability (see section VI.5) rather than as evidence of capability itself.

The measurement of the internal design skills therefore involved only the collection of data
about the level of development of the copying and replication capabilities of the producers in
the sample. As we have seen in the literature review, the most primitive way in which copying

takes place is through physical access to prototypes. As firms develop more advanced skills,
they start using technical drawings and start making their own drawings. Copying also involves

making patterns, dies, jigs and fixtures and so on, all of which are product-specific. The more
complex the products become, the more skill this involves. At some point, firms require the

182 A good example of such a 'standard' improvement was the replacement of a belt by a chain in the reaper,
a piece of grain-harvesting equipment, which was reported by many respondents. Towards the end of the survey
it emerged that this improvement had originally come from a technical institute, and had gradually diffused
throughout the industry.
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employment of staff with specialised skills to do this kind of work. Hence, the variables used
for measuring complexity of copying and replication are as follows: (i) whether or not a firm
can read technical drawings, (ii) whether or not a firm actually makes (simple) drawings of its
own before undertaking production of a new item, and (iii) whether or not a firm employs a jig
and tool designer, die-maker or pattern maker.

Table VI-7

Variables other than product-manufacturing complexity
used for measuring the indicators of technological capability

Indicator of Definition of Name(s) of Measurement of
technological variable(s) variable(s) variable(s)
capability

1) Self- Any self-construction CONSTR Yes = 1
construction undertaken during the No = 0
of machine lifetime of the firm
tools

2) Product Number of different DIVERS Number of products
diversif- types of farm
ication equipment made

during 3 years
preceding interview

3) Product a) Use of different RULER, For  each  type:

quality measuring SP_CAL, Yes = 1
instruments (ruler, V_CAL, No = 0
spring callipers, MICRO,
vernier calliper, GAUGES,
micrometer, gauges, SCALES
scales)

b) Use of any jigs & JIGS Yes = 1
fixtures No = 0

c) Nature of product TESTING In farmers' fields plus  in-
testing firm = 3

In-firm = 2
In farmers' fields = 1
None = 0

Cont'd
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Table VI-7 cont'd

Indicator of Definition of Name(s) of Measurement of
technological variable(s) variable(s) variable(s)
capability

3) Product d) Use/knowledge of MILDST, For each type:
quality raw materials (mild MEDST, Not known = 0
(cont'd) steel, medium-carbon HIGHST, Known but not using = 1

steel, high-carbon ALLOYST, Using = 2
steel, special-alloy SPRINGST
steels, spring steels)

e) Sales to GVTSALES Yes = 1

government No = 0
organisation(s) at any
time during the
lifetime of the firm

f) Exports at any EXPORT Yes = 1
time during the No = 0
lifetime of the firm

4)  Complexity a) Employment of HIREDSPR Yes = 1
of the hired supervisor No = 0
organisation b) Functional division DIVLAB Yes = 1
of pro- of labour between No = 0
duction owners in partnership

firms

c) Production on one- BATCH In batches = 1
by-one basis or in One-by-one = 0
batches

d) Production to- STOCK For stock only = 2
order or for stock Both for stock and to-

order = 1

To-order only = 0

e) Production of SPARES Yes = 1

spare parts for stock No = 0

Cont'd  . . .
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Table VI-7 cont'd

Indicator of Definition of Name(s) of Measurement of
technological variable(s) variable(s) variable(s)
capability

5) Internal a) Extent to which READDRAW Complex = 2
design firm can read Simple = 1
skills technical drawings None   = 0

b) New drawings MAKEDRAW Yes= 1
made before No = 0
undertaking
production of new
product

c) Employment of DESIGNER Yes = 1
tool/jig designer, die- No = 0
maker or pattern
nnaker

VI.5   Measuring the Mechanisms Through Which Firms Learn

The literature review in Chapter IV served as an important source of information about possibly
important learning mechanisms through which technological capabilities are acquired. Received

literature on economic development suggested some additional potentially important factors.
From the information about the nature of the learning process in firms generated by these

various sources, a list was drawn up of variables that were expected to give a good
representation of the main mechanisms through which technological knowledge and skills are

acquired by firms. These variables are:

(1) general (non-technical) education

(2) formal technical education/training

(3) prior working experience in a large-scale modern firm

(4) prior working experience in a small-scale firm

(5) internal efforts to assimilate and improve products

(6)     search for new technological information outside the firm

(7) technical assistance received

(8)      the age of the firm
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Variables 1 and 2 represent the learning mechanism that we called 'direct human capital

building'  in the review in Chapter IV (see subsection IV.4.1). As discussed in Chapter V,  some
of this education and training is usually obtained before the establishment of a firm, but such
'past learning' is as important as human capital building in ongoing firms for the explanation
of differences in current capability levels between firms. Since there was no essential difference
between education or training obtained by an entrepreneur before and after he started his own
small business, we have simply added the two together and only consider their aggregate impact

on  capability.

In contrast, in the case of the two informal learning mechanisms discussed in Chapter IV that
we labelled 'internal technological activity' and 'information searcWcommunication', it does
make sense to separate past learning from learning that took place after a firm was established.
We are especially interested in assessing the importance of diffusion of capabilities from the
large-scale sector through prior experience of entrepreneurs to-be, vis-a-vis internal learning

within the small-scale sector. The variables that indicate informal learning mechanisms therefore

represent either past learning only, or ongoing learning in firms.

Variables  3  and  4  are  the two proxies  for past informal learning. They combine internal
technological activities and information search and communication (which are externally

directed) because  it is quite impossible to assess the separate effects of these two processes.
183

Variables 5,6,7 and 8 are the indicators of informal learning in ongoing firms. In this case the
distinction between the internally directed and the externally directed learning mechanism is
important. Variables    5     and 8 represent internal technological activity, with variable    5

representing the effort-based part and variable 8 the passive, experience-based learning-by-

doing. Variables 6 and 7 are proxies for information search and communication. The effort-
based element of these is represented by variable 6, while variable 7 is assumed to be mainly

passive - it stands for the reception and absorption of new information and knowledge diffused

by parties in the firm's environment.

We discuss below how these eight variables were defined and quantified. A summary of all
explanatory variables and the way in which they were measured is given in Table VI-8 at the
end of this section.

r83 Formal training received during such prior employment is represented by variable 2.
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General (non-technical) education

This factor did not emerge in the literature review as a very important explanatory variable for
technological capability, but it was nevertheless considered to be potentially important for
several reasons. Firstly, one might expect that general education would help people to assimilate
new technological information that could help them to develop higher production capabilities.

Literacy also opens up a wider number of channels through which new technological knowledge
can be obtained. For someone who is not literate, it is extremely difficult to get relevant
information through brochures, technical documentation and catalogues. One might also expect
that persons who are relatively well educated find it easier to approach and communicate with
raw material and machinery suppliers or staff working in technical assistance agencies, all of
whom are potentially important sources of new technological knowledge. In addition, one might
expect that it would be easier for persons who are educated to teach themselves additional skills,
e.g. through textbooks or manuals. In addition, literature about the diffusion and adoption of
innovations (see, for example, Rogers, 1983) has shown that education may affect people's
attitudes in favour of early adoption of new technology, whether that takes the form of
acquisition of new types of equipment for use in the business itself, or of copying and
replication of new types of farm equipment. As argued in section 3 of this chapter, either or
both of these activities may involve mastery of new or more advanced production capabilities.

Education level was measured by an interval variable defined as the number of completed years
of non-technical education obtained by the owner-manager. In the case of firms that were owned
and managed by more than one person, the number of years of education completed by the
highest educated partner (rather than the average of all parmers) was taken as the yardstick. A
firm may well employ junior family members or even workers who are better educated than the

owner(s), but it is clearly the latter who make(s) the major decisions about assimilation of new
product technology, incorporation of improvements, investment in new machine tools, and so
on. One might thus reasonably expect that the education level of the owner(s)-manager(s) would
be a dominant determining factor in the decision-making about what and how many capability

building activities are undertaken in a small firm.

Formal technical education

Formal technical education can be expected to be very important for the emergence of
capabilities. As we have seen, this variable was considered so important that it was used as one
of two criteria for stratification of the sample, as described in Chapter V.
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It is important to distinguish formal technical education and training from informal
apprenticeship which is very common in the industry, and which has been its main method of
skills transfer since its emergence in the early 1960s. Perhaps the two are roughly equivalent
where the training involves practical welding or lathe operation, but many aspects of technical
knowledge cannot be transferred through informal, practical apprenticeship alone. But even if
this could be done, we can be quite confident in any case that there is at this time hardly any
senior person currently working in the industry who has already acquired a sufficient level of
theoretical knowledge  to  be  able to transmit it through informal channels.

In comparison with the effects of general education on capability, one might expect the effects
of formal technical education to be more direct since technical courses would presumably impart
knowledge and skills that can be readily applied. For example, one might expect a course in
technical drawing to have a fairly direct impact on the firm's level of internal design skills. In
the  same  way, one might expect there  to  be  a link between the learning  of heat treatment

principles, material analysis and use of scientific methods such as quality control procedures on
the one hand and improved product quality in a firm on the other.

The level of technical education in the sample firms was measured as the highest level present
in the firm as a whole, that is, including not only the owner(s)-manager(s) but also hired

supervisors, sons who are not (yet) senior partners, consultants who are employed on a part-
time  basis,  and any workers  who  had  been  sent  to a technical training Course. 184 Unlike  with
general education, it would not have been appropriate in this case to consider the technical
education of the owners/managers alone, because they - being the first generation entrepreneurs
- had rarely had the opportunity to attend a technical training course or college themselves.

There were no more than two or three entrepreneurs with any formal technical education in the
entire sample. Hence, the owners/managers have to rely on other persons for this crucial input.
The fieldwork impressions suggested that the status of the person who supplied it mattered little
as long as the relationship with the entrepreneur(s) was one of mutual trust. Since technical
knowledge is a scarce resource and appeared to begin to form a binding constraint on the
technical advancement of the more ambitious firms in the sample, even a part-time consulting
engineer could make a most valuable input when asked to advise on how to solve specific

bottlenecks identified by the firm's management.

184 AS explained in Chapter V, the same definition was used for the stratification of the sample according to
level of formal technical education.
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The measurement of formal technical education is more problematic than the measurement of
general education. It does not make sense to construct an interval scale based on length of
courses taken because course-length on its own is not a good proxy for technical education level
obtained. In addition, the level attained depends on the level of general education received
before entering a technical course. Therefore it was decided to design an ordinal scale consisting
of five levels based on a combination of course length and the level of general education needed
as the entry requirement, as follows:

level  1: no formal technical education at all
level 2: below-matriculation vocational training
level 3: post-matriculation (short) vocational training
level 4: post-matriculation 3-year engineering college education
level 5: post-matriculation 4-year BTech, BSc, or MSc education

In the stratification design of the sample discussed in Chapter V, level 1 in the above list
corresponds to the sub-group of firms in the sample without any formal technical education,
level 2 corresponds to the sub-group that has basic vocational training or lower technical school,
and levels 3,4 and 5 together form the third sub-group, which has advanced engineering

education or training. The above scale thus corresponds to, but is somewhat more detailed than
the classification that was adopted for stratification purposes.

Level 2 in the above list consists of a maximum of six months of entirely practical training,
usually in welding and lathe operation. Many technical institutes provide this sort of training
in the Punjab, including a number of private schools and institutes, but the quality varies. The
six-month courses in welding and machining given by the Dehi Mazdoor training centres
operated by the Punjab Small Industries Corporation (a parastatal organisation) for young boys

who have completed primary school are an example of a solid course of this type (Shah,  1985)

Level 3 consists of post-matriculation short vocational courses given by technical and vocational
institutes that do have matriculation as an entry requirement. These also impart some basic

theoretical knowledge in addition to practical skills training. The courses are, for example, in

the area of heat treatment, quality control methods or chemical analysis, for periods between

a few weeks and one year.

At level 4 we find the post-matriculation polytechnic courses that take three years, provided by

13 technical colleges in the Punjab. This education leads to the diploma of 'associate engineer',

more or less equivalent to FSc (Faculty of Science) level. This is a broad technical education
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covering electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, metallurgy, hydraulics and electronics.
About 60 per cent of the course content is theoretical, the rest practical.

Level 5 consists of the highest possible forms of engineering education. The BTech is somewhat

more advanced than the three-year polytechnic education in electrical, mechanical and
automobile engineering, taking four years and provided by four government colleges of
technology    in the Punjab (at Bahawalpur, Multan, Faisalabad and Lahore).     A    BSc     in
engineering also takes four years to complete, but it is more theoretical than the BTech. An
MSc takes another two years after the BSc.

Informal impressions gained during the fieldwork suggest that the relationship between formal
technical education level and capability may not be entirely monotonically increasing. The
higher the educational level, the more theoretical its content, so that the most highly educated

people are not necessarily the best equipped for undertaking the practical improvised

experimentation that is so important for the survival and growth of a small business in a
resource-constrained environment without advanced equipment. The regression analysis in
Chapter VII will be able to pick up such an effect since the different education levels in the
classification are represented by separate dummy variables.

Prior working experience in a large-scale modern firm

Prior working experience of the owner(s)-manager(s) in the modern large-scale sector was

selected as an explanatory variable following the findings from the literature review. This was
the second variable  used  for the stratification  of the sample (see Chapter  V).

Previous experience in a large firm may be especially important in this particular case study of
the farm equipment industry in the Punjab since the extant literature about the case emphasises

the importance of large tractor producers in training a labour force that subsequently began the

current small-scale farm equipment sector (see Chapter V).  One aim of the study was therefore

to find out how many people had actually been trained in this way, and whether this had had

a significant impact on capability  in the industry. Other literature mentions the important role

of employment experience in Persian Gulf countries for return migrants who subsequently
decide to become self-employed (Azam, 1991; Edlund, 1989; Ploegmakers, 1994). It was
expected that some owners-managers of the sample firms might have benefited from this kind
of background as well. If such mechanisms turned out to be significantly related to current

capability in the sample firms, it would give some quantitative support to the idea of 'trickle-
down'.
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No attempt was made to quantify the extent of the employment experience, for example by
taking into account its duration, since there was some indication in the literature review that
having large-firm experience in itself was far more important than the length of that experience

(Dawson, 1988). The extent to which the experience was actually relevant to the technical tasks

currently undertaken would probably have been a more relevant explanatory factor, but although
it was possible to get a rough idea about this during the interviews, it was impossible to
quantify it. Hence it was decided to use a simple binary (yes/no) variable. 185

Prior working experience in a small-scale finn

Prior experience in a small firm by (at least one of) the owner(s)-manager(s) was included as
an explanatory variable of capability because it clearly serves an important purpose in
transmitting basic practical metalworking skills such as turning and welding through on-the-job
training. However, the literature review also suggested that the usefulness of this mechanism
may be quite limited when small-scale entrepreneurs want to progress beyond that basic level.
In a small-business environment there is no exposure to modern technology and work methods
that may be quite crucial for instilling would-be entrepreneurs with a progressive outlook and
a predisposition towards achieving technological modernisation in their future business. Aside
from this, advanced capabilities that require some theoretical understanding in addition to
practical skill cannot be transmitted at all through practical apprenticeship training in a small
business.  As in the case of the large-finn experience, a simple binary (yes/no) variable was used
for the measurement  of this variable.186 No attempt  was  made to specify its duration  or  the
relevance  of the experience.

Internal efforts to assimilate and improve products

Two variables were used to measure the extent to which the sample firms were active in
undertaking internal technological efforts to assimilate and improve new product technology.
The first indicator is a dummy variable which measures whether or not any improvements had
been made to the firm's well-established product range in the three years preceding the survey
(i.e. those products that had been manufactured by the firm for more than three years). By
'improvements' is meant both the incorporation of 'standard' improvements seen elsewhere and

185 Firms with more than one owner-manager in which at least one of the owners had prior modern-sector
experience were considered to be in the 'yes' category.

186 As in the case of large-firm experience, firms with more than one owner-manager were considered to be
in the 'yes' category if at least one of the partners had prior working experience in a small business.
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own original experimentation  (if any). The reason  for the interest being  only in improvements

made to a firm's established product range had to do with the fact that when firms start making

a new product, it usually takes them a couple of years to reach an acceptable performance and

quality standard. In the initial stages, minor adjustments as a result of complaints from farmers
are very common. Such activities can be viewed as being still part of the initial efforts to master

a new product technology. At that stage it is hardly possible to distinguish technologically very

active firms from firms that are not so active. Such differences start to emerge more clearly

after a few years, when the teething problems have been sorted out. At that point the less-
entrepreneurial business is satisfied with the state of affairs and stops making further
improvements. In contrast, the truly active entrepreneur who strives continuously for
improvement continues to tinker with the technology and is quick to incorporate suggestions for

further improvement from farmers and technical institutions.

The second indicator of internal technological effort was an interval variable measuring the
number of people involved in activities aimed at assimilating and improving products. Usually,
such activities are undertaken only by a small number of (senior) persons in a firm. It was
thought that the more the manpower devoted to such work, the more would be the technological

efforts undertaken. Admittedly, this measure is very crude. Ideally one would want to measure

the number of man-hours spent by each person, since such efforts tend to be sideline activities

undertaken as and when the regular work allows. They are undertaken only during a few

months when business is slack, and even then they are definitely not a full-time preoccupation.
Detailed probing was done in the interviews to get an idea of the approximate time spent in the

firms on product improvement-related activities, but many respondents were unable to provide

even rough estimates. Consequently, this information could not be used for the data analysis.

Search for new technological information outside the firm

The literature on small firms in developed countries reflects a general acceptance of the idea

that successful firms acquire information from their environment and somehow translate this into

viable business opportunities. Empirical research has also shown that the owners-managers of

small firms tend to spend a lot more of their time searching for relevant external information

than their counterparts in big organisations (Lynn Johnson and Kuehn,  1987). The importance

of external information to small enterprises seems to have to do with the fact that they have

limited resources to generate new information internally, and are therefore more dependent on

their environment.
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Along the same lines, but more specifically, the literature review suggested that there might be
an important connection between the extent of external information search by small
entrepreneurs and the acquisition of more advanced capabilities.  It also suggested that a suitable
approximate measure of the extent of information search could be the number of different
information channels used. Firms that were most active searchers appeared to use a larger
number of different channels for obtaining possibly relevant information than others. In order
to capture this dimension, detailed information was collected in the questionnaire about all the
information channels used by each firm during the three years preceding the survey (on the
assumption that this period would be long enough to provide a reasonable impression of a firm's
typical behaviour   in this respect). These included a number of informal channels, namely
discussions with family, customers, suppliers, and competitors, as well as examination of
competitors' products when they are on public display. The more formal search channels
included trade fairs or exhibitions of farm machinery, sales brochures or catalogues issued by
other Pakistani firms, sales brochures or catalogues issued by foreign firms, technical manuals,
drawings or photographs of farm machinery, farm equipment purchased from other firms, farm
equipment borrowed from customers for study/copying purposes, and tours to other districts or
even abroad.

It emerged quite soon during the survey that the informal channels were used by almost all
firms because  they  are part of the normal business routine. An entrepreneur does not have  to
go out of his way to search out information through these channels. The use of these sources
therefore was not sufficient for discrimination between firms that engage in active information
search and those that do not. Therefore, it was decided to include only the formal channels
listed above for the measurement of the extent of information search. The formal channels are
certainly  not used  as part of the normal pattern of business activity. One composite interval
variable was constructed, based on the unweighted number of different non-routine information

channels used by a firm in the three years preceding the survey (minimum 0, maximum 7), on
the assumption that the number of channels used would reflect the extent of the information
search.

External technical assistance

New technical knowledge and information obtained through institutional technical assistance

played an important role in upgrading technological capabilities in some of the firms covered
by the literature review. Detailed information was collected about  all the external technical
assistance sources used by each enterprise in the sample, including public and semi-public
bodies and private   ones. A total   of   11 different sources were found. External technical
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assistance was measured in the same way as external information search, i.e. by means of a

composite interval variable consisting of the unweighted number of different assistance channels

used (minimum 0, maximum 11). The underlying assumption was that the more assistance

channels a firm uses, the greater the effect is likely to be on its technological capability.

Age  of firm

Age of firm may be expected to be an important explanatory variable of capability in so far as
capability is a function of accumulated experience or 'learning-by-doing' (Arrow,  1962). It was
decided to use the age of the firm rather than the age(s) of the owner(s) and other senior staff
in the firm on the grounds of Penrose's (1959) argument that efficiencies in firms emerge not
only because of the increasing experience of individuals, but especially because those who make

up the firm get used to working with one another and learn to function as a team whose joint
efforts lead to a collective productivity that exceeds the sum of the individual productivities of
its   members.187   The   age   of  the   firm was measured  by an interval variable defined   as   the

number of years that had elapsed since its establishment. 188

In the existing literature On the subject, learning-by-doing is seen to lead to greater process

efficiency (that is, rising productivity of a given set of resources). Unfortunately, none of the
capability indicators can measure this particular dimension of operating capability. 189

187 However, as a cross-check, information was also collected about the (highest) age of the owner(s)-
manager(s), and this variable was entered into the initial correlation analysis. Since no significant association with
any of the capability indicators was found, it was deleted in further analysis.

188 However, in practice the starting year turned out to be surprisingly difficult to determine. In quite a few
firms, the management had already changed hands from one generation to the next in the course of its existence.
In view of the dominating influence of the owner(s)-managers(s) on the functioning of the workteam as a whole
(in several cases, the owners constitute the team itself together with a few young apprentices),  the date of change-
over rather than the original establishment date of such firms was taken to determine their age. There were also

frequent cases of partnerships that had broken up in the past, after which each ex-partner had started a new business
on his own, or together with new partners. Sometimes these new businesses were clearly continuations of the
previous ones (having the same products, same machinery, same name, same workers, and the same location), in
which case they were treated as continuations of the original ventures. However, there were also a number of cases

where continuity was less obvious, especially when there had been a simultaneous change-over from the
manufacture of slow-speed diesel engines and tubewell pumps to tractor-related farm implements. These enterprises
were treated as newly established firms, and the experience gained before the partnership split up was recorded
as relevant prior working experience. Restarting of businesses also occurred frequently, especially among single-
ownership firms. There had been a number of cases in which people had relocated from a village to a town. This
usually coincided with a change-over from traditional blacksmithing activities (tool-making, repair) to actual
manufacture of farm equipment. These firms were likewise treated as newly established firms.

'89 In particular, as discussed in section VI.3, the manufacturing complexity indicator does not pick up
differences in proficiency of the workforce that may exist between firms.
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However, there is no reason why learning-by-doing should not affect other dimensions of

production capability as well. A positive effect on product-manufacturing complexity is perhaps
most likely to occur since user-capability of given equipment would tend to increase with
experience as the production of more and more complex products is mastered by firms step-by-

step over a period of time. One might also expect firms to internalise  more and more vendor
operations as they grow older, ploughing profits back into the business in the form of
investment in new types of equipment and machine tools, or constructing them in-house. In

addition, one might expect a positive relationship to exist between age of firm and the extent

of product diversification if it is true that 'upward diversification' over time is the main
mechanism through which firms acquire more and more advanced user-capability.

Table VI-8

Variables representing technological learning and their measurement

Variables Definition of Name(s) of Measurement of variable(s)
representing variable(s) variable(s)
technological
learning

1) General Highest level GENEDUC No. of years

education completed by any of
the owner(s)-
manager(s)

2) Formal Highest level of TECHEDUCl 4 dummy variables for:

technical formal technical TECHEDUC2 1) below-matric voc. training

education training or education TECHEDUC3 2) post-matric short voc.
completed by anyone TECHEDUC4 course
working in the firm 3) post-matric 3-year

polytechnic college
4) higher (BTech, BSc, MSc)

Cont'd  . . .
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Table VI-8 cont'd

Variables Definition of Name(s) of Measurement of variable(s)
representing variable(s) variable(s)
technological
learning

3) Prior Prior experience in EXPLSI Dummy variable
working large firm obtained
experience    by at least one of the
in large- owner(s)-managers(s)
scale firm

4) Prior Prior experience in EXPSSI Dummy variable
working small firm obtained
experience   by at least one of the
in small- owner(s)-manager(s)
scale firm

5) Internal a) Whether any IMPROVEl Dummy variable

efforts to improvements made
improve during last three
product years to products
technology   that have been

manufactured by the
firm for more than
three years

b) Number of people IMPROVE2 No. of people
involved in
experimentation
during slack season

6)  Extent of Number of different SEARCH No. of information channels

search for external techn.
external information channels

technical used during last 3
infor- years
mation

Cont'd  . . .
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Table VI-8 cont'd

Variables Definition of Name(s) of Measurement of variable(s)
representing variable(s) variable(s)
technological
learning

7)  Extent of number of different ASSIST No.  of assistance sources
technical agencies and
assistance individuals from
obtained whom techn.

assistance was
obtained during last
3 years

8) Age of Number of years AGE No. of years
firm elapsed since firm's

establishment or
inheritance by
present owner(s)-
manager(s)

VI.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced all the indicators of technological capability and its learning
determinants to be used in the data analysis in the next chapter, and their measurement has been
explained. Six different indicators were chosen for the measurement of capability. These
indicators pertain to different aspects of the manufacturing process in the sample firms. The
first, product-manufacturing complexity, is an indicator of the degree and nature of skills and

knowledge required for the manufacture of a firm's outputs. The second indicator is self-
construction of machine tools for own use, which mainly reflects a firm's ability to use its
machines and equipment to make unusual outputs. Thirdly, product diversification is an
indicator of versatility in the use of machinery and equipment in a firm. Fourthly, product
quality is an indicator of the understanding and use of basic technological principles relating to
production methods and raw materials. In the absence of significant adaptation skills, our fifth
indicator, internal design skills, is solely an indicator of the capability to replicate existing
technology independently and efficiently. Finally, complexity of production organisation is
thought to reflect the ability of firms to organise their work effectively.
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All these indicators (including design skills) measure different aspects of production capability
of the sample firms. No indicators were developed for investment capability and innovation
capability, because it was clear even before the field survey that these capabilities were still
quite rudimentary in the firms under study.

A lot of attention has been paid in this chapter to the first capability indicator listed above,
because the detailed information about a firm's products, machines and equipment on which it
is  based is quite central  to an assessment  of its level of production capability. One advantage
of this indicator is that, since metalworking industries are typified by much variation in the
products made by firms, and also in the number and specific combination of machines and
equipment used by them, it is possible to construct quite fine-grained proxies of capability. No
such detailed measures can be designed for any of the other five indicators listed above.

Therefore, the product-manufacturing complexity indicator is considered to be vital for the data
analysis in the next chapter.

The method designed for measuring product-manufacturing complexity takes advantage of the
fact that the manufacture of all farm equipment products (indeed, all capital goods) involves a
limited number of standard manufacturing operations. This makes it possible to quantify the
level of production capability necessary for the manufacture of any product by grading the
degree of skills and knowledge required to carry out each of the standard operations needed for
its manufacture. Supplementary information on the machinery and equipment used by the
sample firms was subsequently used to take account of differences in the extent to which certain
crucial operations were performed in-house by firms.

The learning mechanisms that are believed to play an important role in the acquisition of

capability are represented by eight variables. Direct human capital building is represented by
two variables, one measuring the general education level and another the formal technical
education level in the firm. The other six variables are proxies for purely informal learning.
Since some of that learning presumably occurred even before the establishment of a firm, prior
working experience in large modern firms and small-scale enterprises by the management are
included as proxies for such past learning. The remaining four variables are designed to
measure informal learning after a firm's establishment. Two of these are unequivocally effort-
based, namely informal efforts to assimilate and improve products, and search for new
technological information outside the firm. A third variable, the receipt of technical assistance,
is also likely to involve some in-firm technological efforts. At the same time, it is possible that
the initiative lies mainly with the institution providing the assistance and that the main role of
the firm is the passive absorption of new knowledge. The last variable, age of firm, is purely
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a proxy for passive, automatic learning-by-doing. We now turn to the next chapter to see
whether these different learning variables have indeed contributed significantly to the
development of technological capability in the sample firms.



Appendix
Table VI-1                                                                    

3.

Grades for technological manufacturing complexity assigned to farm equipment made by the sample firms                     JI
.O

Cultivator Subsoiler / Rotavator Ridger Mouldboard Rabi seed            E
Chisel plough plough drill                   *'

In-house manufacture                                                                                                                              2.
- fabrication                           1               1                2               1               1               2                  -

- machining                           1               0                2              0              0               1
8·

- surface treatment                    1               1                1               1               1               1                 8
-assembly                             1               1                2              1               1               1                 'A

r.

Subtotal                         4            3            7           3            3            5              R
8.
09

Vendor operations

- machining                           1               1                5               1               1               1
sheet-metal work                     0               0                 2                1                0                0

- casting/forging                        2                1                 2               2                1                1
heat treatment                           1                 1                  2                 1                 1                  1

Subtotal                                                              4                              3                               11                             5                             3                               3

TOTAL                                    8                 6                 18                8                 6                 8

Cont'd...

E
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Appendix Table VI-1 cont'd

Rabi seed Potato planter Sugar cane Rice trans- High- Trailer
drill with planter planter clearance
fertiliser frame
attachment

In-house manufacture

- fabrication                             3                2                 2               2               2                3

- machining                           1               1                1               2               3               1

- surface treatment                      1                1                 1                1                2                2

- assembly                              2                1                 2               2                3                2

Subtotal                                          7                    5                     6                   7                   10                    8

Vendor operations

- machining                             2                1                 1                2                3                1

- sheet-metal work                      1                1                 0                1                1                 1

- casting/forging                        2                1                 2               2               2                2

- heat treatment                             1                  1                    2                  1                  2                   2

Subtotal                                          6                   4                     5                    6                    8                    6

TOTAL                                         13                   9                    11                  13                  18                   14

Cont'd...              <
e
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Appendix Table VI-1 cont'd

Reaper Sugarcane Fertiliser Cotton Cotton Cotton ridger ·9

crusher broadcaster planter planter with                             8:

fertiliser

4                                       attachment                   2.
In-house manufacture

 - fabrication                           2               1                2              2              3               2
m.- machining                           0              3                1               1               1               1                 4

surface treatment                      1                1                 2                1                1                 1                   
r.

- assembly                            2               1                2              2              2               2

Subtotal 5 6 7 6 7 6
00

Vendor operations

- machining                             1                1                 2                2               2                1

- sheet-metal work                     0               0                 1                0                1                1

- casting/forging                        1                3                 1                2               2                1

- heat treatment                           1                 0                  1                 1                 1                  1

Subtotal                                          3                   4                     5                    5                   6                    4

TOTAL                                         8                   10                    12                  11                  13                   10

Cont'd...
5



Appendix Table VI-1 cont'd

Cotton Cotton inter- Ditcher Border Bar harrow Disc plough
ridger with cultivator former
fertiliser
attachment

In-house manufacture

- fabrication                           3               2                2               2              2               2

- machining                           1               0                1               0               1               0
- surface treatment                      1                1                 1                1                1                 1

- assembly                             2               1                2               1               2               2
Subtotal                                          7                   4                     6                   4                   6                    5

Vendor operations

- machining                           2               1                1               1               1               0
- sheet-metal work                      1                0                 0               0               2                1

- casting/forging                       1               2                1               1               1               2
#

heat treatment                           1                 1                   1                 1                 1                 2
Subtotal                                          5                   4                     3                    3                    5                    5

TOTAL                                         12                   8                     9                   7                   11                   10

Cont' d...                      <

e



r
Appendix Table VI-1 cont'd

Disc harrow Rear blade Land Scraper Rice/wheat Sunflower .9

leveller thresher thresher              

5
In-house manufacture

- fabrication                            2               2                 2               2               3                2                  &
$- machining                           1               0                0              0              2               2

- surface treatment                    1               1                1               1              2               2

-assembly                             2               1                1               1               3               2                 8

Subtotal 6 4 4 4 1 0 8

8.
00

Vendor operations

- machining                           1               1                1               1               3               1

- sheet-metal work                    1               0                0              0               1               0

- casting/forging                        3                1                 1                1               2                2

- heat treatment                          2                 1                  1                 1                 1                  1

Subtotal                                             7                     3                       3                     3                     7                      4

TOTAL                                            13                     7                       7                     7                    17                     12

Cont'd...

 



Appendix Table VI-1 cont'd                                                               0

Grain Sorghum Boom Boom Groundnug Maize Chaff/

thresher thresher sprayer sprayer potato sheller fodder

(stainless (plastic) digger cutter

steel)

In-house manufacture

- fabrication                          2            2             2              2             2             3          1

- machining                            2             2              1                1               1              3          3
- surface treatment                     1             1              1                1               1              2          1

- assembly                            2            2             2              2             1             2          1
Subtotal                                            7                  7                   6                     6                   5                  10             6

Vendor operations

- machining                            2             1              2               2              1              3          1
- sheet-metal work                     1             1              2               0              0              1          0

- casting/forging                       1             2              1                2              1              3          3
-heat treatment                          1              1               0                 0               1               2           0
Subtotal                                            5                  5                   5                     4                   3                   9              4

TOTAL                                        12               12                11                  10                 8                 19           10

Note: Scale: 1 = simple to 5 = very advanced; 0 = not

relevant.                                                                                                            <
e



VII Technological Learning in Small Firms:
A Quantitative Analysis

VII.1             Introduction

In this chapter we use the various proxy variables for capability and technological learning that
were introduced in Chapter VI for a cross-section analysis of the survey data. The aims of this
analysis are twofold. Firstly, we would like to find statistical support for the contention that the
various learning mechanisms discussed in earlier chapters do indeed contribute to the formation
of capability. Secondly, we are interested in gaining more insight into the exact nature and

strength of the relationship between capability and its various learning determinants. This means

that we want to find out more about the relative contributions of the different learning variables
to a given capability variable, and also how much of the total observed cross-section variation
in a given capability variable can be explained by all the learning variables taken together.

The chapter consists of two main parts. First, we investigate the relationship between the

capability and learning variables by means of an analysis of partial correlations. The purpose
of this is to explore which learning variables are related to a given capability variable, and to
get an idea about the strength of these associations. The aim of this analysis is therefore to shed

light on the first objective stated above.

Second,  when  we have determined which learning variables are statistically related to which
capability variables,  we turn our attention to the exact nature of the relationship between a given

capability variable and the various learning variables. This was the second objective stated

above. The answer to this question would enable us to predict the value of a capability variable

when we know the values of the learning variables. We try to answer this question through a

simple ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis. The correlation analysis serves as a

guide to this regression analysis by providing a list of learning variables that are statistically
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related to a given capability variable the cross-section variation of which we are interested in
explaining. These particular learning variables thus form the set of potentially significant
explanatory variables for that capability variable.

Section VII.2 contains the analysis of the partial correlations. The results of the regressions are
discussed in section  VII. 3. In section  VII.4 we summarise the results  of the analysis  and  draw
conclusions.

VII.2  Analysis of Partial Correlations

As stated in the introduction, the aim of this section is to explore which learning variables are
related to each of the capability variables, and how strong these associations are. We do this
through the analysis of partial correlations.  A set of partial correlations between the capability
variables and learning variables that were discussed in Chapter VI is given in Table VII-1. Note
that this table is not a full correlation matrix. The parts that contain the correlations among the
explanatory (learning) variables themselves and among the dependent (capability) variables
themselves have been omitted because the focus in this section is only on establishing
associations between the explanatory and dependent variables. The full correlation matrix is
given in the appendix to this chapter.

We discuss Table VII- 1 primarily column-wise, since the aim is to come up with a set of
potentially relevant explanatory variables for each of the different capability variables with
which to start the regression analysis in the next section. The first eight columns in the table

(AVG_U to 5MAX_A) refer to the eight variables that measure product-manufacturing
complexity which were defined in Table VI-6. The first four of these (with suffix _U) are
unadjusted for differences in ownership of machinery and equipment among the sample firms.
The other four (with suffix _A) were adjusted for such differences. The remainder of the
columns are variables that are measures for the other five indicators of capability, all of which
were defined in Table VI-8. The first of these (labelled CONSTR) pertains to self-construction
of machine tools, and the second (DIVERS) represents the extent of product diversification in
the firms. The product quality dimension is measured by the variables MICRO through
EXPORT; the complexity of organisation is represented by HIREDSPR, DIVLAB and
SPARES, and internal design skills by READDRAW and MAKEDRAW.



Table VII-1                                                                                            1
10

Partial correlations between capability and determinant variables                                                             0
AVG U AVGDIV U IMAX_U 5MAX_U AVG A AVGDIV A 1MAX A 5MAX A CONSTR DIVERS-                                                    1

GENEDUC .1370 .2280 .1062 .1294 .3315** .3423** .2957* .3014* -.0256 .1359
b.

TECHEDUC .0297 .2407* .0324 .2887* .2178 .3323** .2637* .3387** .1361

.2756*            2EXPLSI .0832 .1183 .1247 .0727 .0989 .1156 .1438 .1002 .0688 .0722
G.

EXPSSI -.1859 -.2910* -.1545 -.1841 -.3569** -.3806** -.3244** -.3208** -.2205 -.1435

IMPROVEl .1911 .3532** .4058** .4044** .4083** .4596** .4695** .4783** .2285 .2526*

IMPROVE2 .0588 .1362 .0492 .1530 .1703 .1944 .1738 .1938 .1747 .0793

SEARCH -.0051 .4115** .1133 .3885** .2638* .4839** .3394** .4385** .2535* .4550**

ASSIST .1313 .4164** .1991 .3476** .3532** .4894** .4005** .4512** .1084 .3618**

AGE .3168** .3868** .2423* .2795* .4156** .4268** .3959** .4079** 3516** .1632

MICRO JIGS HIGHST ALLOYST GVT- EXPORT HIRED- DIVLAB SPARES READ- MAKE-
SALES SPR DRAW DRAW

GENEDUC .1947 .3311** -.0096 .0490 .1564 .2067 .2228 .3296** .2893* .1612 .0290

TECHEDUC .1093 .1806 .3604** .4593** .1406 .1664 .0475 -.0350 .0586 .4337** -.0565

EXPLSI .0264 .1196 .1612 .1967 .0564 -.0977 .0215 -.0505 .0421 .2948* .0570

EXPSSI -.0934 -.1712 -.1741 -.2425* -.0892 -.1451 -.1091 -.1879 -.0776 -.2216 .0926

IMPROVEl .2750* .1824 .1473 .1915 .0970 .0217 .0083 .1162 .1495 .2698* .0578

IMPROVE2 .2449* .2579* .2525* .3583** .0364 .1756 .0639 .1103 .0257 .0933 .0328

SEARCH .3276** .2974* .4296** .4114** .2381* .3176** .0694 .1102 .2262 .4034** .1655

ASSIST .1950 .3181** .2866* .3190* .3148** .3423** .1328 .1166 .0966 .2513 .1453

AGE .2294 .3578** .2066 .2960* .1819 .1065 .1326 .1061 .0834 .2711* .0921

Number of cases: 102 1-tailed significance: * -.01   ** -.001

Note:  Crossings involving ordinal variables (TECHEDUC, READDRAW, HIGHST, ALLOYS) are Spearman rank correlation coefficients.

All others are Pearson correlation
coefficients.                                                                                                                                                                                             
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Note that several of the capability variables related to the last-mentioned three capability
dimensions (product quality, complexity of production organisation and level of internal design
skills) that were described in Chapter VI are missing from the table. Most of these variables had
to be deleted after an initial analysis of frequency distributions showed them to be unsuitable
measures of capability for this particular sample of firms. There were several instances in which
(almost) all firms gave the same answer to questions pertaining to a particular variable so that
the variable in question did not have any discriminating power. On this ground, several
variables relating to measuring instruments and the use of raw materials had to be excluded.
One variable relating to production organisation and one variable relating to the level of internal
design skills  also  had  to be disqualified from further analysis  for  the same reason. 190  Two

more variables were deleted because it appeared during the fieldwork that they were not
measures of capability so much as of other factors which had nothing whatever to do with it.
This  was  the  case  with the variables relating to product testing and manufacturing for stock. 191

However, the deletion of these variables did not affect the data analysis noticeably because each
of the three capability dimensions to which the deleted variables were related (product quality,

complexity of organisation and internal design skills) are still adequately represented in the
correlation matrix.

'90 This was the case with the ruler (RULER), spring callipers (SP_CAL), the vernier calliper (V_CAL),
gauges (GAUGES), scales (SCALES), and mild steel (MILDST), all of which were commonly used in the sample
firms. Hence, among the measuring instruments only the variable MICRO, on which 78 out of 102 firms scored
positive, remained a possibly useful measure of capability. The answers with respect to the use of spring steel,
medium-carbon steel and high-carbon steel were so similar that it was decided to maintain only one of these three,
namely high-carbon steel, thereby leaving only two measures of raw-material-related capability, namely high-carbon
steel (HIGHST) and special alloys (ALLOYST). The variable BATCH was deleted since production in small
batches is the dominant form of organisation. Finally, since only three firms employed a tool and jig designer, the
variable DESIGNER was considered to be largely irrelevant for assessing the level of internal design skills in the
sample firms.

191 The variable TESTING was rejected for various reasons. Firstly, the need for product testing varies
according to type of product.  In the case of simple rigid structures such as ridgers and ploughs, testing of each and
every item is hardly required when a firm has been making them for several years. In the case of products with
moving parts such as threshers and reapers the need for continuous testing of every item is more obvious. The
incidence of testing also varied by location, apparently due to regional differences in intensity of competition among
producers. The variable STOCK was deleted since production for stock was affected too much by the size of the
farm implements produced. Producers whose main items were bulky (especially wheat threshers) typically did not
store such items in assembled form during the year because the season for the sale of wheat threshers is limited
to about two months. Thus, producers tend to keep stocks of parts and components and start assembling the
equipment just before the start of the season. In contrast, firms that specialised in small items (such as reapers)
would keep a stock of 10 or 20 of these in assembled form.
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Product-manufacturing complexity

We start our analysis with the eight product-manufacturing complexity variables (see columns

AVG_U to 5MAX_A in the table). To begin with, we look at the first four variables (with
suffix _U), which are based on the product complexity scores that are unadjusted for differences
in ownership of machines and equipment (i.e. extent of in-house production) among the firms.
Note that the variables AVGDIV_U (the firm's average product complexity score adjusted for

its extent of product diversification) and 5MAX_U (the average of the scores of the firm's five
most complex products) perform consistently better than the variables AVG_U (the firm's

average product complexity score without the adjustment for its extent of product
diversification) and 1MAX_U (the score of the firm's one most complex product). The partial
correlations of the learning variables with AVGDIV_U and 5MAX_U are almost always higher
than the partial correlations of the same learning variables with AVG_U and 1MAX_U.  In fact,
several of these correlations are statistically significant in the case of AVGDIV U and

5MAX_U, but not so in the case of AVG U and 1MAX U. When we now look at the four-          -

capability variables that were adjusted for differences in ownership of machines and equipment
(with  suffix _A), exactly  the same pattern emerges. The correlations of AVGDIV_A  and
5MAX_A with the learning variables are almost all higher than the correlations of AVG_A and
tMAX A with the same variables.

These results are quite in line with expectations, since we knew both AVG and 1MAX (whether

_U or _A) to be biased measures of product-manufacturing complexity. It has been already

pointed out in Chapter VI that AVG underrates the capability of highly diversified firms while
lMAX does not discriminate sufficiently between firms that are able to make only one complex

item and firms that are capable of making a whole range of these.  As a matter of fact, AVGDIV
and 5MAX were specifically designed to reduce these biases. The correlation patterns shown

in Table VII-1 suggest that AVGDIV and 5MAX are indeed more suitable measures than AVG

and 1MAX. Therefore, AVG U, tMAX U, AVG A and lMAX A will not be used further
-        -       -           -

in this chapter. Only AVGDIV_U, 5MAX_U, AVGDIV_A and 5MAX_A will be used as
proxies for product complexity in the sample firms.

The four last-mentioned product complexity variables correlate significantly with a number of

explanatory variables, all of which have the expected signs. As we would expect, the variables

based on the scores that were adjusted for differences in ownership of machinery and equipment

among firms (AVGDIV_A and 5MAX_A) perform better than the unadjusted ones (AVGDIV_U
and 5MAX_U), since the unadjusted variables are based on biased product scores which

underestimate the capability of firms that produce more operations in-house than modal firms
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do, and overestimate the capability of firms that perform fewer operations in-house than modal
firms do.

However, even the two variables based on the unadjusted product scores correlate significantly
with six explanatory variables each. This is important because it suggests that, even when we
assume all firms to be equal in terms of the extent to which they perform operations in-house,
there still remain differences between them in the user-capability with the same set of machinery
and equipment. Moreover, these differences in user-capability can be associated with the sort
of explanatory factors that have been discussed in the previous chapters. Both AVGDIV_U and
5MAX_U correlate significantly with technical education level (TECHEDUC), whether recent
improvements were made to products (IMPROVEl), the extent to which search for technical
information outside the firm was undertaken (SEARCH), the number of assistance agencies or
individuals that provided technical help (ASSIST) and the age of the firm (AGE). Interestingly,

AVGDIV_U also correlates negatively with previous working experience in a small-scale firm
(EXPSSI). This means that firms with owners who came from a small-scale-enterprise working
background produce a range of farm equipment that requires, on average, lower user-capability
with their machines and equipment than other firms that are equipped with the same machines
and equipment. This suggests that the beneficial effects of work experience and training in the
small-scale sector may be limited to the acquisition of basic, conventional skills required for
operating a range of common machines, and that it may be less suitable for imparting the sort
of skills required for undertaking more complex tasks with these machines.

The patterns observed with respect to the variables based on the unadjusted product scores can
also be seen in relation to the variables based on the adjusted scores (AVGDIV_A and
5MAX_A). Moreover, the patterns become more pronounced - the correlations are in all cases
stronger than in the case of the unadjusted variables (p < 0.001  in all cases). Thus, differences
in capability that emanate from differences in the extent of in-house production among firms
seem to reinforce differences in the firms' capability to utilise a given standard set of machines

and equipment.

In addition, we observe that the level of general education (GENEDUC) is important for
explaining differences in the variables based on the adjusted scores. The significance of this
variable suggests that firms owned/managed by people who are more highly educated tend to
have a larger variety of the sort of machines and equipment that add significantly to a firm's
production capability (such as milling machines, shapers, advanced sheet-metalworking
machines and heat treatment facilities). At the same time, however, these firms do not show a
higher user-capability with machines and equipment than firms with lower-educated owners-
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managers. Since education has often been found to be a good proxy for level of income or
wealth in developing countries, this result might imply that wealthier entrepreneurs tend to

operate better capitalised enterprises, which is not the sort of relationship that we are interested

in. However, more detailed analysis will be presented in the next section to show that the
wealth factor is at best only a partial explanation for the significant correlation between
education and product-manufacturing complexity. In addition to a possible wealth effect, there
does seem to be a genuine knowledge effect at work as well.

Self-construction of machine tools

The second capability indicator was the incidence of self-construction of machine tools, as
represented by the variable CONSTR. Self-construction shows significant positive correlations
with only two explanatory variables, namely SEARCH and AGE. Most likely, the lack of good
performance by this variable has much to do with the way in which it was measured. A binary
variable cannot pick up any differences in complexity associated with the self-construction of
different types of machine tools. Moreover, it behaves just like the unadjusted product
complexity variables in that it does not take any differences in in-house production between
firms into account. However, there may also be another reason for the lack of fit. During the

survey it was observed that many of the entrepreneurs who had not self-constructed any machine
spontaneously asserted that they would nevertheless have been able to do so if the need had
arisen for it. Even if these statements are not all true, they have to be taken as a warning sign
that the incidence of self-construction might not be a good measure of manufacturing capability
after all. Perhaps this variable simply does not discriminate well between the firms that have,
and the firms that do not have the capability.

It is peculiar that SEARCH would have a connection with self-construction of machine tools,
since all questions about search for technical information in the survey were asked with
reference to the farm equipment made by the firm rather than the machines and equipment used
to produce the farm equipment. Most likely, external information search is actually a broader
activity that also covers collection of information about machine tools, including how to make
them. It is thus likely that entrepreneurs who are actively collecting information about new farm

equipment designs and improved production methods are also dynamic searchers fur new
information about machinery for own use.

The relationship between self-construction and age of firm is quite in accordance with
expectations. The older firms become and the more production experience they accumulate, the
more confidence and knowledge they are likely to build up for successfully undertaking self-
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construction activities. Also, once firms have built up a good customer base and have reached
a reasonable yearly turnover, they are likely to start feeling that there are cost-, time- and
quality-related advantages to be gained from internalisation of operations that were earlier
subcontracted to specialised suppliers. 192

Product diversification

The third capability indicator was the extent of product diversification (DIVERS). This is
associated with technical education (TECHEDUC), recent attempts to improve products
(IMPROVE1), technical information search (SEARCH) and technical assistance (ASSIST).
There was no significant relationship with age of firm, which is surprising in view of the
finding from the literature review about the importance of upward diversification in the
assimilation of more complex technical knowledge. However, as we have seen above, there is
a significantpositive association between age of firm and manufacturing complexity of products.
Together, these two results suggest that firms engage in upward substitution rather than upward
diversification.

The positive association between the size of the product range and the extent to which firms
engage in technical information search is readily explained. The more search channels are used,
the greater the chances are that a firm will come across new models of farm equipment that it
can profitably add to its existing range. During the interviews, many entrepreneurs indicated
the importance of search (especially in the form of field visits outside the local area, visits to
trade fairs and acquisition of brochures and catalogues from other firms) for generating new
product ideas.

The impact of technical assistance (ASSIST) on diversification is likely to be twofold.
Assistance agencies such as the FMI have approached manufacturers on a number of occasions
with offers to start making a new (relatively complex) product with their collaboration. Thus,
assistance agencies are another source of new product ideas. In addition, technical assistance

may help producers to obtain the technical skills and knowledge required for adding a new,
more complex product to their existing range.

The effect of technical education is likely to be quite similar to the impact of assistance. It may
enable firms to make items that others without that education are not able to produce because

192 Information was collected in the survey about machines and equipment in the starting year of the firms, in
addition to the current year. With only one or two exceptions, the range of machines and equipment currently
owned was greater than that owned in the starting year.
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of lack of technical know-how. Moreover, it would usually involve exposure to a different
environment from which ideas for new products might be obtained as well.

Recent improvements to products (IMPROVEl) might be associated with a broader product
range through the emergence of new product ideas by firms during the process of making
product improvements. However, it is also possible that the connection between these two
variables runs in the opposite direction in some cases, because the more products a firm makes,
the more fertile ground it has upon which to make further improvements. It is also possible that
the association between the two variables is to some extent caused by a third causal variable.
Some firms are more active in trying out new things than others, which manifests itself both
in efforts to add new products to their range and in efforts to make improvements to their
existing product range.

Product quality

The fourth capability indicator was product quality. First   we   look   at  the four variables   that
measure various aspects of product quality, namely the use of jigs and fixtures (JIGS)  and the
use   of a micrometer (MICRO),   both of which affect precision, and use/knowledge   of  high-
carbon steel (HIGHST) and of special-alloy steels (ALLOYST), both of which directly affect
the durability and performance of farm implements. All four variables correlate positively with
SEARCH and ASSIST. Information search and technical assistance evidently serve not only to

get ideas for new products, but also information on how to improve the quality of existing
products. A good example of how this works was encountered in Mian Channun, where some
firms had introduced simple jigs and fixtures (such as welding frames for threshers and frames
for holding seed distributors in place when drilling holes into them) after they had become
acquainted with their advantages through demonstrations and training given by the local Centre
for Agricultural Machinery Industries.

The fact that there is a positive association between the number of people involved in
experimentation aimed at assimilating and improving products (IMPROVE2) and product quality
(assuming that our variables are adequate proxies for product quality) is quite interesting. It
supports the informal impression gained during the fieldwork that the number of people engaged

in experimentation might be a reasonable measure of the degree to which a firm takes trial-and-
error seriously   as a separate activity. Apparently,   we can conclude  that  the more people   in  a

firm are seriously involved in experimentation, the more this is likely to lead to an awareness

of the importance of using methods that enhance precision and high-quality materials that
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increase the durability and performance of farm implements.193 Meanwhile, it remains
intriguing why a similar relationship does not also show up between the incidence of recent
product improvements (IMPROVEl) and the product-quality measures (with the exception of
MICRO).

In addition to SEARCH, ASSIST and IMPROVE2 which correlate with all quality variables,
there are a few explanatory variables that show a significant relationship with only one or two
of the quality variables, reflecting the fact that quality is multidimensional. Jigs and fixtures are
more likely to be in use in older firms and in firms whose owners-managers have a relatively
good general education. Accumulated production experience and basic literacy rather than
specialised technical knowledge thus have a great deal to do with the adoption of jigs and
fixtures. In contrast, knowledge about and use of high-carbon steel and (especially) special-alloy
steels is associated with the presence of people with formal technical education in firms. This
is also as expected, since technical education would usually involve learning about the properties
of different metals. In addition, special alloys - which are used for highly specialised purposes
- are more likely to be used by older firms and less likely so in firms whose owner(s)-
manager(s) have a small-scale enterprise working background. The same is not true Of
micrometers and high-carbon steels. No ready explanations can be given for all these
differences.

In addition to the above four variables that are meant to measure quality directly,  we also have
two variables designed to measure manifesmtions of product quality, namely sales to
governmentorganisations (GVTSALES) and exports (EXPORT). However, during the fieldwork
the suspicion arose that these two variables are perhaps not such good indicators of product
quality after all. It became apparent in some of the interviews that sales to a government agency

and exports had more to do with personal contacts than with a reputation for delivering
consistent good quality. The fact that both variables correlate highly significantly with search
for technical information and technical assistance, but with none of the other explanatory
variables, suggests that this suspicion may be correct. Information search and technical
assistance may be significantly related to government sales and exports simply because they are
important indicators of active informal social networking efforts through which the right sales
contacts are established and cultivated.

193 One might suspect that the correlation between IMPROVE2 and the product-quality variables is spurious
because of a possible underlying relationship with firm size. All four product-quality variables correlate highly
significantly  (p< 0.001)  with  firm  size (as measured  by the total number of persons working  in  the  firm  in  the
previous slack season, i.e. the permanent workforce). However, the correlation coefficient between firm size and
the  number of people involved in experimentation is statistically insignificant  (r < 0.2).
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In conclusion, it was not all that obvious that the product quality of the firms that had managed
to gain access to these sales channels would be higher than that of firms that had not used the
sales channels. While the fact that a firm has sold one of its products to a government
organisation or to an exporter may still indicate something about a certain minimum quality
standard that its product must meet, the fact that another firm has not done so does not imply
that its product quality is lower.

Complexity of the organisation of production

The organisational complexity variables (HIREDSPR, DIVLAB and SPARES) did not perform
well in the correlation analysis. The level of general education was the only significant
determinant for two of these three variables. Even if measurement inadequacies were partly to
blame for this result, the conclusion seems justified that organisational complexity (however
measured) is unlikely to be a very important indicator of technological production capability in
the sample firms.

Internal design skills

The extent to which firms are able to read technical drawings (READDRAW) turned out to be
the only interesting variable for the assessment of determinants of internal design skills, because
the correlations in the column MAKEDRAW (the extent to which firms can make drawings) are

all insignificant. The results for READDRAW are quite in keeping with the kinds of statements
made by the entrepreneurs during the field survey. Many explained that they had learnt to read

simple drawings through 'learning-by-doing', or through previous working experience in a large
firm. This explains the significance   of the variables AGE, EXPLSI and IMPROVEl.
Nevertheless, complex drawings could be mastered only through formal technical education,
which explains why TECHEDUC is also highly significant. However, the significance of the
SEARCH variable should not be interpreted as implying that information search is also an
important determinant of the ability to read technical drawings. Rather, the relationship runs in
the opposite direction, because once someone in a firm has mastered the reading of blueprints,
it becomes possible for that firm to get information through channels that were until then
inaccessible. For example, one such firm in the sample had gained technical know-how through
a collaboration agreement with a German manufacturer of seed planters which had supplied
detailed blueprints as part of the deal.
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Conclusion

It has emerged from the above discussion that some of the explanatory variables perform much
better than others. SEARCH and ASSIST correlate significantly with almost all capability
variables in the table (although one may question the causality in a few cases). GENEDUC,
TECHEDUC, AGE and either of the two IMPROVE variables are also important in a good
number of cases. These preliminary results tend to support the findings from earlier chapters

in this thesis that a firm's own activities leading to technological capability formation are
apparently quite important.  At the same time, the effect of passive learning-by-doing is perhaps

not as negligible as the extant capability literature would have us believe. The results also
suggest that the entrepreneurs' own efforts and learning-by-doing can be supplemented and
supported through external sources of information and knowledge, such as the fostering of
relevant education and training and provision of technical extension services by the government.

In contrast to the good performance of the above determinants, previous working experience

in a large firm (EXPLSI) showed a significant relationship with only one capability variable
(namely READDRAW). However, it should not be concluded from this result that 'trickle-
down' from the modern sector was in all cases insignificant. The modern sector experience
gained by the owner(s)-manager(s) in the sample firms was extremely varied in nature, and it
did not in all cases appear to be relevant to the tasks currently being undertaken. Some had
worked in large sugar factories while others had been employed in textile firms, ice factories,
woodworking firms and steel plants. While some of this work had been technical in nature,
there were also people whose experience lay in marketing and administration. Most likely then,
it is not so much experience in a large firm as such that contributes to production capability,
but rather the nature of that experience. Someone who has been a technical supervisor in a large

company may have acquired a lot of relevant knowledge, whereas someone who has held a

managerial or marketing position in the same company may not have acquired any relevant

technical skills at all. It remains possible that EXPLSI would have performed better if such
differences had been incorporated  in the measurement of this variable.

It is further noteworthy that the effect on production capability of previous working experience
in a small-scale firm (EXPSSI) is primarily negative, even though for most of the capability

variables the effect is not strong enough to be statistically significant. In the case of the adjusted

product complexity variables, however, the correlation is highly significant (p < 0.001).  This
suggests that, even if apprenticeship training in a small-scale enterprise is an effective way to

learn the basic skills required to start a small business later on, this sort of environment is not

exactly conducive to the development of more advanced production capabilities. One might learn
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how to make a mouldboard plough of reasonable quality, but one cannot learn how to make a

good  rotavator  in  this  way.

Clearly, it is not worthwhile to undertake a regression analysis of all the capability variables
listed in Table VII-1. Self-construction of machinery (CONSTR), the ability to make technical
drawings (MAKEDRAW), the two so-called manifestations of product quality (GVTSALES and
EXPORT) and all organisational complexity variables (HIREDSPR, DIVLAB and SPARES)
have to be rejected in an analysis of this kind, either because an insufficient number of
potentially significant explanatory variables can be identified for each of them, or because we
suspect that the dependent variables are not good proxies for capability after all, or for both
reasons. The ability to read technical drawings (READDRAW) is also a rather doubtful case
because the variable SEARCH - which is one of the two variables most significantly correlated
with it - cannot be used as a valid explanatory variable because of the causality problems

discussed above. This leaves the four product-manufacturing complexity variables (AVGDIV_U,
5MAX_U, AVGDIV_A, 5MAX_A), the four product quality determinants (MICRO, JIGS,
HIGHTST, ALLOYST), and the extent of product diversification (DIVERS), as potentially
promising candidates for the regression analysis in the next section.

VII.3 The Results of the Regressions

VII.3.1 Introduction

The objective of this section is to gain more insight into the exact nature of the relationship
between the subset of capability variables selected above and their various learning
determinants. In particular, we want to find out more about the relative contributions of the
different learning variables to a given capability variable, and how much of the total observed

cross-section variation in a given capability variable can be explained by all the learning
variables taken together. This, obviously, cannot be done through the analysis of partial
correlations.    We   need a technique that relates a given capability variable   with all learning

variables at the same time. We use ordinary least squares regression analysis for this purpose.

The relationship to be estimated is thus:

Cape,=f(Lt, 4,...,It' )

in which Cap(,)  is a measure of capability,   and  Ll,   4.      'L. are measures of technological

learning.
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Several different regressions were run, using different dependent (capability) variables. For ease
of reference, the dependent variables and the explanatory (learning) variables that were used in
the estimation of the relationship are summarised in Table VII-2.  All of these should be familiar
from the discussion in Chapter VI and the previous section, with the exception of PQUALITY
and SIZE.

PQUALITY is a new capability variable, defined as a weighted sum of the four product quality
variables MICRO, JIGS, HIGHST and ALLOYST.194  It was constructed because  the  use  of
the four quality variables as individual measures of capability was considered unsatisfactory,
since each one of them conveys information about only one limited aspect of a firm's product
quality. In order to obtain a reasonable overall impression of product quality, it was considered
more useful to examine the various aspects together. However, the construction of the quality
index is of course quite subjective. The subjectivity will be reduced by conducting a sensitivity
analysis involving variation of the weights for the components.

SIZE is a control variable for size of firm. Firm size is always very difficult to measure. No
attempt was made to develop a measure based on the value of machines and equipment because
this is notoriously unreliable due to valuation problems. Even a measure based on the number
of workers is rather unsatisfactory in this case because employment in the sample enterprises
varies widely over the year due to seasonality in production. 195 Initially, two different
employment-based measures were used in the regressions, namely total peak-season employment
and total slack-season employment. The latter generated consistently better results (i.e. higher
t-values) than the former. Therefore, only stack-season employmem was retained as a control
variable.

On the whole, the OLS technique performed quite well. The normality and homoskedasticity
assumptions were not usually violated.196 Multicollinearity between the explanatory variables

194 PQUALITY = MICRO + JIGS + 0.5 HIGHST + 0.5 ALLOYST. The raw material variables are each
given half the weight of the others because firms received two points instead of one when using these (see Table
VI-8).

m See Appendix I for more details on how seasonality affects employment in the sample firms.

'96 In order to test whether the residuals were normally distributed with zero mean, histograms and normal
probability plots of the residuals were constructed. In order to check whether the variance of the residuals was
constant over the whole range of the explanatory variables (homoskedasticity), the predicted values of the dependent
variables were plotted against the residuals. Only in one equation (regression 3 in Table VII-3) was modest
heteroskedasticity observed. Alternative specifications of the variables were attempted to improve the result, but
without success.
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Table VII-2

Variables used in the regression analysis

Dependent Definition/measurement
variables
AVGDIV U Average unadjusted product manufacturing complexity score, corrected for the extent of

product diversification (see Table VI-6)

5MAX_U Average of the five products with the highest unadjusted manufacturing complexity
scores (see Table VI-6)

AVGDIV A Average adjusted product manufacturing complexity score, corrected for the extent of
product diversification (see Table VI-6)

5MAX_A Average of the five products with the highest adjusted manufacturing complexity scores

(see Table VI-6)

PQUALITY Compound indicator of product quality based on information about use of a micrometer,
jigs and fixtures, and use of/ knowledge about high-carbon steel and special alloys
(PQUALITY = MICRO+JIGS+0.5HIGHST+0.5ALLOYST; see also foomote 194)

PDIVERS The number of different types of products made during the three years preceding

interview (the extent of product diversification)

Explanatory DefinitioWmeasurement
variables
(determinants)
GENEDUC Highest no. of years of general education obtained by owner(s)-manager(s) (interval

variable)
TECHEDUCl- Four dummy variables for:

TECHEDUC4 (1) below-matric voc. training

(2) post-matric voc. course
(3) post-matric 3-year polytechnic college
(4) 4 years post-matric and higher (BTech and university)

EXPLSI Whether prior experience in large firm obtained by any owner-manager (dummy
variable)

EXPSSI Idem in small firm (dummy variable)
IMPROVEl Whether any improvements made during last three years to products that have been

made for more than three years (dummy variable)
IMPROVE2 Number of people involved in experimentation during slack season (interval variable)

SEARCH Number of different external techn. information channels used during last three years

(interval variable)
ASSIST Number of different agencies and individuals from whom technical assistance had been

obtained during the last three years (interval variable)

AGE Number of years elapsed since firm's establishment or inheritance by present owner(s)-

manager(s) (interval variable)
SIZE Number of people employed in the firm during the slack season, including owner(s)-

manager(s) (control variable for firm size)
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was also not a serious problem, which suggests that each of the learning variables truly
represents a unique dimension of the learning process.197 A backward elimination procedure
was   used to build each equation.198 First, all explanatory variables were entered the partial
correlation coefficients of which with the particular dependent variable in the correlation matrix
were statistically significant at the 0.01 or 0.001 level (i.e. all correlations marked with at least

one *). The variables that were not statistically significant at the 0.05 significance level in the
regressions were then deleted. 199 Deletion was done in a number of rounds, starting with the
variable that had the lowest significance, then re-running the equation, deleting the next eligible
variable, and so on, until only the statistically significant explanatory variables remained.

The final results of the regression analysis are given in Table VII-3. With a few exceptions, the
regressions reported in this table are the final equations, from which all non-performing
variables have been deleted. The exceptions are those (namely no. 4, 5, 10, 11, 13 and 15 in
the table) that were run to assess the effect of adding a control variable for firm size in the final
regressions. The variables for which the statistical significance was reduced below 0.05 as a
result of the firm-size effect were nevertheless kept in the regressions and reported in the table,
because the aim was explicitly to enable comparison of the results of the regressions with and
without that control variable.

VII.3.2 Explaining unadjusted product complexity

The regressions using the unadjusted product complexity variables are reported in the first block
of Table VII-3 (numbers 1 to 5). As explained earlier, the capability variables used in these
regressions assume that firms are equal in terms of the extent to which they carry out various
crucial operations in-house. As we have seen, these variables are therefore not good measures
of actual differences in production capability among firms. However, these regressions do give
us insight into the extent to which differences in user-capability with a given basic set of
machines and equipment among the sample firms can be explained by the sort of explanatory
factors that we have been discussing.

197 AS shown in the appendix to this chapter, the partial correlations between the explanatory variables were
generally quite low. The few instances where multicollinearity affected the results are discussed separately in the
text that follows.

198 For details, see Hair et al. (1987:41).

199 One-sided testing was used for all coefficients. Hence, variables were deleted from the regressions when
their t-values were lower than = 1.67. For all variables except EXPSSI, we expect the effect on capability to be
positive. The hypothesis that we seek to reject is thus H0: 0,-5. 0. The effect of EXPSSI is expected to be negative.
For this variable we test H.: Bj 2 0.



Table VII-3 :1*

to

Determinants of technological capability: regression coefficients (t-values in brackets)

Dependent Vari ables        R2 F n Intercept GENEDUC TECHDUM2 TECHDUM3 EXPSSI IMPROVEl IMPROVE2 SEARCH ASSIST AGE SIZE             a

variable in                                            '
regression                                                                                                                                                 X

it

1. IMPROVEl, 0.35 13.0 102 5.8606 0.7585 0.1616 0.3015
0.0447                      3.

AVGDIV_U SEARCH, (18.583**) (2.404**) (1.993*) (2-795**)  (2.655**)

ASSIST,
AGE

2. IMRPOVEl, 0.29 13.1  102 5.2289 1.1866 0.1826 0.2538

5MAX U SEARCH, (17.884**) (3.653**) (2.147*) (2.246*)

ASSIST

3. IMPROVEl, 0.21  13.3 102 5.0800 1.0308 1.5142

5MAX_U TECHDUM3 (17.343**) (1.884*) (4.429**)

4. IMPROVEl, 0.36 10.6 102 5.8476 0.7111 0.1523 0.2768 0.0396 0.0106

AVGDIV_U SEARCH, (18.547**) (2.235*) (1.870*) (2.514**) (2.272*) (1.092)

ASSIST,
AGE, SIZE

5. IMRPOVEl, 0.30 10.2 102 5.1687 1.1160 0.1702 0.2241 0.0109

5MAX_U SEARCH, (17.400**) (3.375**) (1.987*) (1.932*) (1.107)

ASSIST,
SIZE

6. GENEDUC, 0.58 21.6 101 3.8442 0.1604 -0.6732 1.4245 0.2829 0.4564 0.0525

AVGDIV_A IMPROVEl, (5.155**) (3.044**) (-1.841*) (3.688**) (2.949") (3.536**)  (2.604**)

EXPSSI,
SEARCH,
ASSIST,
AGE

7. GENEDUC, 0.52 20.9 101 2.104 0.165 1.933 0.266 0.466 0.060

5MAX_A IMPROVEl, (3.155**) (2.780**) (4.530**) (2.434*) (3.166**)  (2.614**)

SEARCH,
ASSIST,
AGE

Cont'd...

5
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Dependent  Variables    Rz F n Intercept GENEDUC TECHDUM2 TECHDUM3 EXPSSI IMPROVEl IMPROVE2 SEARCH ASSIST AGE SIZE
variable   in

regression

8. GENEDUC, 0.46 13.6 101 4.1431 0.1986 1.4460 1.4523 -0.7982 1.6458 0.0651

AVGDIV_A TECHDUM2, (4.927**) (3.365**)  (1.803*) (2.227*) (-1.930*) (3.813**) (2.874**)

TECHDUM3,
IMPROVEl,
EXPSSI,
AGE

9. GENEDUC, 0.42 17.6 101 2.1240 0.2222 1.6244 2.1665 0.0747

5MAX_A TECHDUM3, (2.917**) (3.473**) (2.261*) (4.708**) (3.015**)

8160,
IMPROVEl,
AGE

10. GENEDUC, 0.64 24.0 101 4.2759 0.0990 -0.5456 1.2744 0.2210 0.3695 0.0318 0.0517

AVGDIV_A IMPROVEl, (6.092**) (1.728*) (-1.576) (3.481**) (2.437**) (2.997**) (1.634) (4.468**)

EXPSSI,
SEARCH,
ASSIST,
AGE, SIZE

11. GENEDUC, 0.63 26.8 101 2.9571 0.0595 1.6740 0.1738 0.3423 0.0286 0.0744

5MAX_A IMPROVEl, (4.717**) (1.037) (4.246**) (1.731*) (2.508**) (1.331) (5.897**)

SEARCH,
ASSIST,
AGE, SIZE

12. IMPROVE2, 0.39 15.7 102 0.6591 0.1620 0.1929 0.1677 0.0399

PQUALITY SEARCH, (2.914**) (2.957**) (3.014**) (1.960*) (3.089**)

ASSIST,
AGE

13. IMPROVE2, 0.47 16.7 102 0.6049 0.1333 0.1712 0.1131 0.0258 0.0260

PQUALITY SEARCH, (2.829**) (2.550**) (2.823**) (1.378) (2.019*) (3.613**)

ASSIST,
AGE, SIZE 0

if

Cont'd...             31
q

m
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Table VII-3 cont'd                                                                      10
E
a

14. SEARCH, 0.24 15.7 102 7.9399 1.4200
1.0355                                                                                              R

PDIVERS ASSIST (8.372**) (3.792-) (2.029*)                 c

15. SEARCH, 0.24 10.4 102 7.8289 1.3706 0.9851 0.0204          4

PDIVERS ASSIST, (7.557**) (3.598**) (1.873*)
(0.465)         2

SIZE
'5

Note: All t-tests are one-sided. One-tailed significance: * = 0.05, ** = 0.01                                                                                                       4

M
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The first regression uses AVGDIV_U as the dependent variable while the second one uses

5MAX_U. The results are quite similar, but AVGDIV_U leads to a slightly better fit than
5MAX_U. The overall explanatory power is quite low (R' = 0.35 and 0.29, respectively),
which is what we would expect in view of the biases in the capability variables. Nevertheless,
in both regressions there are three explanatory variables that contribute significantly to an
explanation of differences in user-capability with given machines and equipment, namely
whether recent improvements were made to well-established products (IMPROVE 1), the extent
of search for external technical information (SEARCH) and the extent of technical assistance

received (ASSIST). In addition, age of firm (AGE) is significant in the first regression,

suggesting that learning-by-doing may have an effect on user-capability as well.

One might also expect some of these variables to reinforce each other in terms of their effect

on user-capability. In particular, it would be conceivable that technical assistance might increase
the effectiveness of product improvement activities and information search. Interaction terms
between ASSIST and IMPROVEl, and between ASSIST and SEARCH were added  to  the
regressions in order to test for this possibility, but neither of these was significant. No obvious
explanation for this lack of a positive result comes to mind.

To the extent that we may draw conclusions based on cross-sectional evidence about the
development of firms over time, there is thus some support for the notion that internal efforts
to assimilate and improve technology, complemented by external technical assistance, do help

firms to significantly increase their user-capability with given machines and equipment (although
there is no evidence that technical assistance can also improve the €Eectiveness of a firm's own
technological efforts).  On the basis of regression  1, we would predict that an entrepreneur who
has not recently been collecting any information beyond that which he would get from his
normal day-to-day contacts with suppliers, customers and competitors, and who has not been
active in improving his products, would be making relatively simple products such as ridgers
(with an unadjusted product complexity score of three points - see Appendix Table VI-1),
subsoilers   (also   with a score of three),    rear and front blades   (with a score   of   four)    and

mouldboard ploughs (with a score of three). Long business experience would make some

difference, but the regression coefficient for the AGE variable is quite small (0.04).  Thus, a full
25 years are required to raise a firm's average product complexity score by one point.

However, if the entrepreneur in question has also been actively searching for information and

improving his products, his product-manufacturing complexity score would be about two points

higher. If, for instance, he has been visiting the Lahore Horse and Cattle Show (a yearly trade

fair at which new farm equipment is exhibited), collecting brochures and magazines about farm

equipment in use in Pakistan and perhaps other countries as well, and recently making a tour
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of neighbouring districts to get new ideas, and if, in addition, he has been actively seeking

technical extension services from FMI engineers and from a relative employed in a nearby

textile mill, we would expect him to be making a mix of wheat threshers (with an unadjusted
score of 10), trailers (with a score of eight), potato planters (with a score of five) and seed drills
and seed planters with fertiliser attachments  (each  with a score of seven).

However, one should not conclude from the above result that passive learning-by-doing is much
less important than the effort-based learning mechanisms. It would be wrong to use the
regression coefficients to compare the relative importance of the different explanatory variables,
because they are measured in different units which are not directly comparable (for instance,
SEARCH is measured in number of channels used while AGE is measured in number of years).
In order to compare the relative effects of each explanatory variable on product complexity, the
explanatory variables were transformed into new variables with zero mean and standard

deviation of one. These standardised regression coefficients are the so-called beta coefficients.
In the  case of regression  1,  the beta coefficients  are  .209 for IMPROVEl,  .188 for SEARCH,
.257 for ASSIST and .231 for AGE. The four coefficients are not all that different from each
other. There is no single variable that clearly dominates the others, and there is also no one
variable which is clearly much less important than the others. We deduce that learning-by-doing
(AGE) is quite comparable in importance to the two variables that are unequivocally effort-
based (IMPROVEl and SEARCH). This is an interesting result in view of the fact that the
extant capability literature considers the effort-based learning mechanisms to be much more
important than passive learning-by-doing (see Chapter  II).   It  is also remarkable that technical

assistance (ASSIST) - which is also at least partly a passive mechanism - has the highest beta

coefficient in our regression  1.

Regression 3 is an alternative specification of regression 2, using the four technical education

dummies instead of SEARCH and ASSIST. This regression was carried out because of a special
interest in assessing the impact of formal technical education. The overall explanatory power

of regression number 3 (R2 = 0.21) is even lower than that of regression number 2, but it
warrants some discussion because the same results recur - but more strongly - in the regressions

with the adjusted product complexity scores to be discussed in the next subsection.

The partial correlation coefficient of technical education with 5MAX_U (.2887) was indeed

found to be significant. There is thus a positive effect of technical education on user-capability.

However, this effect does not show up in regression 2 because there is some multicollinearity
among the explanatory variables. (Note that SEARCH and ASSIST had to be dropped from

regression 3 because they were found to be insignificant in the presence of the technical
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education variables).200 The tentative conclusion is that the effect of technical education on
product complexity is mostly indirect - through stimulation of wider information search and
more technical assistance. This would make sense, because technically literate persons would
find it easier to access more formal information channels and to approach and communicate with
engineers from assistance agencies. In addition, SEARCH and ASSIST have an independent
explanatory effect on user-capability that is unrelated to technical education. This independent
effect is lost when these variables are removed from the regression in favour of the technical
education dummies. Hence, the overall explanatory power of regression 3 is somewhat lower
than that of regression 2.

Only one of the four technical education dummies is significant in regression 3. Interestingly,
this is not the dummy representing the highest possible level of technical education, but rather
the dummy representing thethree-yearpost-matriculationpolytechnic 'diplomaengineer' course.
This is also observed in the regressions with the adjusted product complexity variables (see
numbers 8 and 9, below). It is fully in line with the sort of statements made by the respondents
during the field survey, namely that high-level engineers are of little use because they are not
taught anything practical, and that they are indeed worlds removed from the small-business
environment in which the key to success is improvisation with limited and often substandard
materials and equipment. Their education equips them better for neat and clean laboratory work
in the R&D departments of government agencies or large private firms. Most firms would never
dream of hiring such a person, even if they had the funds to pay his high salary.  The few that
did discovered that a major re-training effort was required before the engineer could start
making a valuable contribution.

The regression results support these statements, and they also suggest that the same drawback
does not hold - at least not to the same extent - for the diploma engineers, whose education is
more practical in nature. Moreover, the results probably also reflect the fact that most of the
diploma engineers in the sample are the sons of fathers who have been running metalwork
enterprises for a long time. Therefore, they would already be used to being around the
workshop before their formal technical training began.

One might expect that formal technical education would increase the €#ectiveness of technical
information search and assistance in addition to increasing their ertent. In order to test for this
possibility, two interaction terms were added to the regression. However, neither of these was

200 The multicollinearity is not high, however. The partial correlation coefficient of TECHEDUC and SEARCH
is .4016, and the coefficient of TECHEDUC and ASSIST is .3376.
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at all significant, not even when the original variables (SEARCH, ASSIST and TECHDUM3)
were dropped from the regression.

Regressions 4 and 5 are identical to regressions 1 and 2, except for an extra control variable
for firm size. However, the effect of this variable was found to be insignificant in both cases,
and the estimated relationships hardly change. This is a logical result. When the unadjusted
product complexity variables are used, it is assumed that firms are equal in terms of the type
of machinery and equipment they own. Mere casual observation suggests that there must be a
high correlation between this variable and the level of employment in the sample firms. 201

VII.3.3 Explaining adjusted product complexity

The regressions with the adjusted product complexity variables are given in the second block
of Table VII-3 (numbers 6 to 11). The most important ones are numbers 6 and 7, which are

equivalent to numbers 1 and 2 discussed above. To begin with, it should be noted that the
overall results are much better than for the regressions with the unadjusted variables. Together,
the explanatory variables explain between 52 and 58 percent of the measured differences in
product complexity, which emanate from (i) differences in user-capability with the same
machinery and equipment and (ii) differences in in-house production between the sample firms.
Again, AVGDIV_A performs somewhat better than 5MAX_A. Possibly, AVGDIV is after all
a somewhat better measure than 5MAX because it incorporates information about the firm's
entire product range instead of a rather limited subset.

All the variables   that   were already significant in regressions   1   and/or 2 (IMPROVEl,
SEARCH, ASSIST, and AGE) are again significant in regressions 6 and 7. Moreover their t-
values are consistently higher than in the regressions with the unadjusted variables (except for
AGE in the AVGDIV regressions). Thus, older firms that are active in improving their
products, that use a number of channels to search out new technical information and that make
use of several different assistance sources, not only make more complex products with the same
set of machines and equipment as owned by other firms, but they also appear to carry out

m' While in theory it would be possible for firms owning the same types of machinery and equipment to differ
in terms of employment (as would be the case when one firm owns several lathes, drills, and welding sets while
another owns only one of each), in practice this pattern is not observed. Firms that are larger in terms of
employment certainly tend to own more than one lathe, drill and other basic machinery, but in addition they tend
to own several vendor machines and equipment as well.
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relatively more vendor operations in-house than other firms do.202 In addition, two new
explanatory variables are significant, namely the general education level (GENEDUC) and
previous working experience in a small-scale enterprise, the latter with a negative sign. These
variables were not significant in the regressions with the unadjusted product complexity
variables. Thus, while the general education level and previous working experience of the
owner(s)-manager(s) of a firm do not noticeably affect the extent of user-capability with given
equipment alone, they do have an effect on the adjusted product-complexity scores which  - in
addition to differences in user-capability with given equipment - also capture differences in the
extent of in-house production in the firms.

Before going into the nature of and possible reasons for these observed relationships, let us first
look at the standardised regression coefficients.  In the case of regression 6 (which showed the
best fit), these are  .272 for IMPROVEl,.228 for SEARCH,.270 for ASSIST,  .188 for AGE,
.213 for GENEDUC  and  -.133 for EXPSSI.   Just  as  in  the  case of regression  1,  the  beta
coefficients do not differ all that dramatically from each other. The least important variable is
EXPSSI, the (negative) effect of which is about one-half that of the two variables with the
highest (positive) beta values, namely IMPROVEl and ASSIST. The high beta coefficient for
ASSIST, also observed in regression  1, is quite remarkable and suggests that the availability of
a good range of technical support services would help considerably in developing technical

capabilities in the industry. Unlike in regression 1, the effect of learning-by-doing (AGE) is
somewhat lower than that of the effort-based variables (SEARCH and IMPROVEl). This would
indicate that learning-by-doing is somewhat more important (relative to other learning

mechanisms) for gaining increased mastery over given equipment than for gaining capability
over new equipment with which in-house production is increased - an entirely sensible result.

Education: a proxy for income differences?

Until now we simply assumed that the significance of the general education variable implies that
education equips entrepreneurs with skills with which they can successfully undertake more in-
house production. However, an alternative explanation for the significance of education would
be that higher-educated owners-managers come from wealthier families (see also the discussion
in the previous section). If education were simply a proxy for income position, it would be
entirely logical for there to be a positive connection between educational level and extent of in-

202 However, as in regressions 1 and 2, there is no evidence of significant interaction between technical
assistance and the internal technological efforts (SEARCH and IMPROVEl) of firms.
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house production, because the firms of higher-educated entrepreneurs would be better
capitalised. This is, of course, not the sort of effect that we are interested in.

There is certainly some support for this 'income hypothesis'. An analysis of variance of the total
number of different types of machines and equipment owned by the firms with the level of
general education showed the average number of machine types owned to be increasing

monotonically with educational level, from 7.5 in firms run by illiterate entrepreneurs to 12.0
in firms run by those with Masters degrees (F = 2.4684, significance 0.029). Thus, the higher

the education of the owner(s)-manager(s), the more varied its stock of machines and equipment
is likely to be (i.e.  the more types of machinery and equipment are likely to be present). On this

basis, it would be tempting to conclude that the workshops run by more educated entrepreneurs
perform more operations in-house due to the fact that the entrepreneurs who run them are

financially better-off.

However,  a more disaggregated analysis of the relationship between ownership of machines and
equipment and educational level reveals that this is not the only possible conclusion. In order

to see this, we split the stock of machines and equipment owned by the sample firms into two

sub-groups. One sub-group consists entirely  of very advanced and special-purpose machines

such as auto lathes, vertical lathes, jig-boring machines, injection-moulding equipment, chrome-

polishing equipment, wire-drawing machines, and so on, which are owned by a very small

minority (maximum five per cent) of the sample firms. The other sub-group consists of all other
machines and equipment. When the analysis of variance is repeated for these two sub-groups

separately, the effect of education is found to be significant only in the case of the first sub-

group (F = 2.473, significance 0.029). At first sight this lends support to the income

hypothesis, because the equipment in this sub-group tends to be relatively expensive. In terms

of costs, there is no comparison with an ordinary lathe, an electric drill or a power press.

However, none of this advanced or special-purpose equipment was used to adjust the product
scores for differences in in-house production in Chapter VI. Hence, while it is true that higher-
educated entrepreneurs own relatively more expensive special-purpose machinery than less-
educated entrepreneurs do, this fact cannot be responsible for the significant relationship
between general education and product complexity that was observed in regressions 6 and 7.

One way of determining whether general education has a significant genuine skill-enhancing
effect on capability is to re-run the regressions with an extra control variable for the total

number of different types of machinery and equipment owned by the firms. As expected, this

control variable is highly significant in these new regressions  (t   >   6  in both cases). However,
at the same time GENEDUC remains significant (t = 2.601 in regression 6 and t = 2.312 in
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regression 7). This means that, when we compare firms that have the same total number of
d(0'erent types Of machinery and equipment, the firms that are run by better-educated
entrepreneurs tend to own more machines and equipment with which they can perform certain
crucial operations in-house, such as shapers and milling machines, than lower-educated
entrepreneurs do.20  In other words, better-educated entrepreneurs tend to own a panicular
combination of machines that is more likely to include the sort with which crucial operations
can be performed in-house than less-educated entrepreneurs who own the same total number of
different types of machines and equipment. This certainly suggests that education is not just a
proxy for income position. Apparently, education also leads entrepreneurs to make different
choices with regard to the acquisition of machinery and equipment, in favour of a combination
that enables them to carry out more operations in-house.

Determinants of differences in in-house production

One problem with regressions 6 and 7 is that the measure of product complexity which they use
as the dependent variable is an amalgam of two different effects - differences in in-house

production  as  well as differences in user-capability with given equipment between firms.
Therefore, we cannot tell whether the explanatory variables in these regressions would also have
an independent effect on the extent of in-house production alone. However, it is not easy to
assess the impact of the explanatory variables on the extent of in-house production by itself
because this requires the construction of a new dependent variable that exclusively measures

differences in in-house production. Since the extent to which firms get extra points for carrying
out vendor operations (and/or get penalised for not carrying out some very basic operations)
always depends on the specific products that they make, this requires an assumption that all
firms make the same products. This is problematic because there is no such thing as a modal
product range in the sample which might serve as a benchmark. The question thus arises as to
which product range might most appropriately be chosen for this purpose.

The issue has been resolved here by assuming that the modal product range consists of all the

products made by at least 50 per cent of the sample firms. There are seven such products,

203 Since shapers and milling machines were used so extensively for making adjustments in the product-
complexity scores in Chapter VI, an analysis of variance was performed to find out whether ownership of shapers
and milling machines specifically varied by general education level. Moreover, a control variable was added  for
the toml number of different types of machines owned by the sample firms. The impact of education is indeed
significant (F=2.453, significance 0.030). Thus, when we compare firms with the same total number of different
types of machines and equipment, the firms run by better-educated entrepreneurs tend to own a particular
combination of machinery which is more likely to include milling machines and shapers than the combination
owned by less-educated entrepreneurs.
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namely (i) the cultivator, (ii) the wheat thresher, (iii) the land leveller. land scraper, rear blade
or front blade, (iv) the rabi seed drill without fertiliser attachment, (v) the mouldboard plough,
(vi) the ridger and (vii) the tractor trailer.204 This collection happens to be quite a reasonable

representation of the total product range of the industry in terms of product complexity. It
includes a few rather advanced products such as the trailer and the thresher for which firms can
gain many extra vendor points (or lose points, as the case may be), while the remainder
(especially the leveller, scraper or blade, the ridger and the mouldboard plough) are relatively

simple items for which adjustments are quite modest.

Assuming this set to be the product range made by each firm in the sample, a new dependent

variable called VENDOR was calculated, which was defined as the unweighted average of the

adjusted product scores of these seven products. The final regression result with this new

dependent variable  is as follows (t-values in brackets):

VENDOR = 3.4435 + 0.0702 GENEDUC + 0.8809 IMPROVEl +
(10.175**) (2.299*) (4.095**)

+ 0.1194 SEARCH + 0.2119 ASSIST
(2.121*) (2.785**)

R2 = 0.38  F = 14.83

The overall explanatory power of this regression is not very high. Nevertheless, there are

several explanatory variables with an independent significant effect on the extent of in-house

production undertaken by firms. The result also suggests that the two dimensions of product

complexity-related capability - the extent of user-capability with given equipment and the extent

of in-house production  -  may be roughly comparable in importance. At least there  is  no

evidence to suggest that one dimension dominates the other overwhelmingly.

As we would expect, GENEDUC is significant in the equation, but it also has to be said that

its  effect on in-house production by itself is  not all that dramatic. An enterprise owned by  an

entrepreneur who had completed his matriculation (10 years) would score roughly 0.7 points

higher than an enterprise managed by an illiterate entrepreneur. For example, while the former

might engage in forging and simple heat treatment and would also have a shaper and a

compressor, all these would be lacking in the latter.

204 See Appendix I for the number of firms manufacturing these products.
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The effects of SEARCH and IMPROVEl on in-house production warrant some discussion
because they are not easy to interpret. A similar problem was also encountered in the previous
section with SEARCH in relation to self-construction of machine tools. It was concluded that,
even though the questions about information search related primarily to information-collection
activities involving new farm equipment, in actual fact this variable is also likely to reflect the
extent to which information about machine tools and production methods is collected from
different sources. This sort of activity may precede investment in new machines or equipment,
which may in turn increase the extent of in-house production. In addition, it is possible that
active information search aimed at finding new types of farm equipment may indirectly lead to
investment in (or self-construction of) a vendor machine when it turns out that such an
investment is justified because the manufacture of the new products requires rather intensive use
of that particular machine. The relationship between IMPROVEl and the extent of in-house
production is likely to be quite similar to this. Active product improvement is also likely to give
rise to a demand for equipment with which to undertake these activities. 205

Technical assistance (ASSISD may also make firms aware of the importance of vendor
machinery and thus lead to their acquiring it. In addition, since the primary role of assistance
agencies seems to be to introduce new, relatively complex items of farm equipment and to help
manufacturers master the production process, assistance may induce manufacturers to invest in
more vendor machinery when they discover that the new farm equipment uses particular vendor
machinery rather intensively. 206

Interestingly, there is no evidence of AGE having a significant effect on in-house production,
although the partial correlation coefficient with VENDOR (0.3234) would have suggested
otherwise. The reason is that AGE correlates to some extent with SEARCH and IMPROVEl
older firms are somewhat more likely to engage in widespread search and in product-

205 Be that as it may, we cannot rule out the possibility that the causality runs to some extent in the other
direction as well. There is some logic to the argument that better-equipped firms might find it more attractive or
easier to start making new farm equipment. Hence, they would engage in more information search in order to find
suitable models. They might also find it easier to engage in product-improvement-related activities because they
have the appropriate equipment. It is not possible to resolve this problem in this study. However, primary
observation of all the entrepreneurs in the sample strongly SuggeStS that there are good grounds for assuming that
'technologically entrepreneurial behaviour' is a very important factor behind enterprise expansion (and hence,
behind increased in-house production).

206 However, just as in the case of SEARCH and IMPROVEl it is possible that the causality runs partly in the
other direction as well. Relatively large and well-equipped firms may be more inclined to seek and accept technical
assistance than small firms which might feel that their production facilities are too primitive for successful
collaboration with extension engineers.
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improvement-related activities. Evidently, accumulated production experience facilitates
207

such technological efforts and thus (indirectly) in-house production. With SEARCH and
IMPROVEl in the regression, the independent explanatory effect of AGE becomes too low to
be significant. This provides further support for the conclusion reached earlier that learning-by-
doing is not all that important for successfully expanding the number of operations under one's
own roof. Rather, it is more important for gaining increased mastery over given equipment.

Previous working experience in a small-scale enterprise was the second variable without an
independent effect on in-house production (although its partial correlation with VENDOR was
-.2808, which might again suggest otherwise). This variable correlates negatively with
IMPROVEl (r = -.3086). When IMPROVEl is removed from the regression and EXPSSI is
added, the latter becomes significant but the overall explanatory power is reduced. Apparently,
previous experience in small-scale industry does have some negative effect on in-house
production, but this works partly through its negative effect on product-improvement-related
activities.  It has sometimes been suggested that small-scale enterprises  are  be a breeding ground
for prospective entrepreneurs (Page, 1983), but in this particular survey such enterprises do not
seem to cultivate progressive artisans who are interested in finding better ways of carrying out
production. 208

The effect of technical education on product-manufacturing complexity

Regressions  8  and  9 are alternative specifications for numbers  6  and 7. Regression  8 is directly
comparable to regression   3,   the only difference being   the   use   of the adjusted rather  than
unadjusted product complexity variable. As in the case of regression 3, note that SEARCH and
ASSIST drop out of the regressions when technical education is added, and that the overall
explanatory power of the regressions is somewhat reduced in comparison with numbers 6 and
7.

As already discussed  in  the  case of regression  3, the highest level of technical education  has  no
effect on the performance of the firms at all. Again, the diploma engineers seem to have the
most impact. In addition, post-matriculation short vocational courses have an effect in regression

207 However, there is no evidence that the impact of these efforts increases over time due to increasing
experience. Interaction terms between AGE and SEARCH, and AGE and IMPROVEl did not perform well in the
regressions.

208 Of course, this survey only covered one sector.  It is entirely possible that such skill diffusion has been much
more important in other sectors of economic activity.
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8 (which we did not see in regression 3). Thus, there is some evidence that formal technical

education has an effect not only on user-capability with given equipment, but also on the extent

of in-house production in the firms. The two dimensions seem to reinforce each other to some

extent, given the fact that the t-values in regressions 8 and 9 are somewhat higher than in

regression 3. Together, the non-significance of TECHDUM4 and the significance of the lower-

level, more practical types of technical education and training (TECHDUM2 and TECHDUM3)
suggest that formal technical education can be quite useful to the firms, but only when it
conveys sufficient practical information and skills that are relevant to the work environment of
a typical small metalworking business. High-level, abstract theoretical knowledge which cannot

be related easily to the day-to-day problems that have to be faced seems to be much less
useful.209

The  effect  of firm  size  on product-manufacturing  complexity

In  contrast to regressions  4  and 5, where the addition of a control variable  for  firm  size  did not

have a notable effect  on the results, the regressions  with the adjusted product complexity

variables are affected in a major way when this variable is added (see numbers 10 and 11).
Given the close relationship between employment level and extent of in-house production, this

is quite in accordance with expectations. SIZE is highly significant in both regressions, and it
seems to have the effect of eliminating from the regression most of the variation that is due to

in-house differences between the firms. Not surprisingly, the structure of the equations becomes

rather similar to equations 1 and 2. Interestingly, though, general education still retains its

significance in equation 10 (although it is reduced in comparison with equation 8). This suggests

that when we compare firms with the same number of workers, the firms that are managed by

entrepreneurs with higher general education tend to make more complex products (i.e. perform
more operations in-house) than firms with owners who are less educated. This lends further

support to the earlier finding that such firms tend to own a particular combination of machines

and equipment with which they can undertake relatively more in-house production than other

firms that own the same total number of different types of machines and equipment.

209  AS in regression 3, interaction terms with SEARCH and ASSIST  are not significant. Thus, there is again

no support for the idea that technical education might increase the effectiveness of the firms' internal search and

improvement efforts.
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VII.3.4 Explaining product quality and product diversification

The results of the product quality regression (number 12) are comparable to those of the
unadjusted product complexity regressions. The overall explanatory power is rather low (R2 =
0.39). Nevertheless, several variables that were significant determinants of product complexity
are also significant determinants of product quality, notably SEARCH, AGE and ASSIST,
especially the first two. It would be only logical for the intensity of information search activities
to have a positive impact on product quality. For example, such activities may involve
collection of information from technical magazines in which the advantages of using particular
methods and raw materials are explained. and trying to get feedback on the performance of
manufactured equipment.

Similarly, one would expect AGE to contribute to higher product quality because the
understanding of the factors that lead to better quality would increase with experience. Note,
however, that the coefficient of this variable is only 0.04. If a firm relies only on accumulating
experience and is otherwise completely passive, the regression predicts that it would take
decades to achieve a high level on our quality index. However, it would be wrong to conclude
from this that the effect of learning-by-doing would be less important than that of the other
variables. Its beta coefficient is .254, compared with a beta value of .246 for IMPROVE2,.276
for  SEARCH  and  .176 for ASSIST.  The beta coefficient for ASSIST is relatively  low  in this
regression, suggesting that the use of a variety of assistance channels has been more important
(relative to other learning mechanisms) for increasing the technological complexity of products
than for increasing the quality of products. 210

It has already been noted in the previous section that the variable IMPROVEl, which performed
consistently well in the product complexity regressions, is not a satisfactory determinant of
product quality at all. Instead, the number of people involved in experimentation (IMPROVE2)
performs much better. It is unclear why this would be so. However, the significance of this
variable, along with the importance of external information search and technical assistance,
suggests that the extent to which firms are active in assimilating product technology and
continuously tinkering with it to improve it and understand it better are important factors leading

to higher product quality.

210 Moreover, just as in the product complexity regressions, the effect of ASSIST seems to be independent of
the effects of IMPROVE2 and SEARCH, which means that there is no evidence that outside technical assistance
would make a firm's own search and experimentation efforts more effective. Interaction terms between IMPROVE2
and ASSIST, and between SEARCH and ASSIST were insignificant.
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Note also that neither technical education nor general education shows up in the regression. As
far as technical education is concerned, from the partial correlation with product quality we
deduce that there may indeed be a positive impact211, but - as in the case of product
complexity - its contribution seems to be primarily indirect, through SEARCH and ASSIST.212
In contrast to technical education, general education is not really a factor of any importance,
not even in an indirect way. It does not seem to confer an important advantage in terms of the
assimilation of knowledge of scientific production methods and raw-material properties.

As would be expected, the addition of a control variable for firm size (regression 13) does affect
the results to some extent. ASSIST becomes insignificant, which is understandable because
larger firms tend to receive proportionately more assistance from government agencies. The
significance of AGE is reduced, which also make sense because firms tend to expand somewhat
in terms of employment as they grow older. However, the significance of SEARCH and
IMPROVE2 is hardly affected. Thus, when we compare firms of a given employment level, we
may predict that the ones that are 'technologically active' will make better-quality products than
the others.

In order to determine to what extent the results were sensitive to the particular weights given
to the individual components used to construct the product quality variable, a number of
alternative indicators were calculated with different weights.213 Interestingly, the originally-
chosen specification with equal weights for the components provided the best results. In all
cases, the overall explanatory effect of the regression was reduced somewhat, but not
dramatically $0214, and the coefficients that were found to be significant in regression 12 still
remained significant, albeit at a somewhat reduced level. It may thus be concluded that
PQUAIlTY is a reasonably robust indicator of product quality.

The regression results with the level of product diversification are not very good (see numbers

14 and 15). The overall explanatory power is very low (R2 = 0.24) and SEARCH and ASSIST
are  the only significant explanatory variables. Obviously, there  are a number of other
explanatory factors that have not been considered in this analysis that also affect the number of

211 The partial correlation coefficient of TECHEDUC and PQUALITY is .3951.

212 However, the interaction terms of technical education with these two variables were, again, insignificant.

213 For example,  in one version one component was given half the weight while the others remained unchanged.
In another, one component was given twice the weight of the others.

214 The lowest R, found was 0.35.
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products that firms make. Also, product diversification by itself may, after all, not be a very
satisfactory indicator of production capability. In view of the poor result, it does not seem
worthwhile to discuss these regressions  in more detail.

VII.4 Conclusions

The analysis in this chapter has demonstrated that the qualitative case-study approach that has
dominated the literature on capability building to date is not the only feasible method for
analysing the question of how (small) firms go about the acquisition of technological

capabilities. Indeed, the adoption of a quantitative methodology is very useful at this point in
time. As we have seen, a great deal of qualitative and case-study evidence is available, and
there is now a need to determine whether the findings generated by this research stand up to
more rigorous testing. From the point of view of policy design, there is also a need to identify
the different factors that make up the learning process, to gain more insight into the importance

of each of these factors for the acquisition of different types of capabilities and - consequently
- to gain a clearer idea as to how the process can best be stimulated through outside

intervention. The methodology adopted in Part II of this thesis has been designed to make a
contribution in this direction.

Of course, a first attempt can never be entirely successful. A great deal of trial-and-error was
involved in the designing of appropriate measures of capability and its determinants. Not all
these measures performed as expected, and formidable measurement problems still remain,
especially in relation to the measurement of technological capability but also in relation to some
of the explanatory variables. One important problem, which was already evident in the literature
review (chapter IV) and which again surfaced during the fieldwork, is that technological

capability is multidimensional. This is so even when the firms concerned are very small and do

not yet have any investment and innovation capabilities to speak of. Even when concentrating

only on the measurement of production capability, as in this study, several different proxies are
still needed in order to measure it adequately.

However, the research has also demonstrated that it is nevertheless possible to develop
satisfactory, reasonably objective, measures for some of these dimensions. In particular, the
measures for product-manufacturing complexity performed quite well. This is encouraging in
view of the finding from the literature review in chapter IV that metalworking firms assimilate

more complex technological skills and knowledge primarily through the copying of products that
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are increasingly complex to manufacture. The technological complexity of a firm's outputs is
thus a very central indicator of the level of production capability it has managed to attain.

An important result from the analysis in this chapter is that it supports the central assertion in
the extant capability literature that 'technological efforts' made by firms to assimilate and
improve technology are very important for capability building. The variables related to
information search and product improvement were consistently significant in all the regressions.
These factors were seen to have an effect on the extent of user-capability with given equipment,
the extent of in-house production undertaken, product quality and (in the case of SEARCH)
even the level of product diversification. The analysis also tells us something more specific

about the nature of these efforts. They include both intra-firm activities (represented by
IMPROVEl and IMPROVE2) as well as information-gathering activities that require an
entrepreneur to interact actively with parties in the environment of his firm (represented by

SEARCH). Note that this result is also in line with the findings from the literature review in

Chapter IV.

Also in keeping with the existing capability literature is the result that direct human capital
formation in the form of general and technical education and training has a positive effect on
the capability level of firms, in addition to internal activities to assimilate and improve products

(including learning-by-doing), external search for information and communication with actors

outside the firm. General education is partly a proxy for the income position of the owner(s)-
manager(s), but in addition it seems to promote investment choices by entrepreneurs in favour
of machines and equipment with which certain crucial vendor operations can be internalised by
them. However, there is no evidence that general education also raises the user-capability with
given equipment or that it contributes to higher product quality. Technical education, on the
other hand, seems to have a wider impact. It apparently affects all three above-mentioned

dimensions of capability, mainly by increasing the extent of information search and the extent

of technical assistance that a firm would ask for or accept. However, there is no evidence to

suggest that it would also increase the effectiveness of search and assistance.

Our analysis departs somewhat from the extant capability literature on the importance of passive

learning-by-doing relative to the above-mentioned effort-based mechanisms of technological
learning. The regression results suggest that accumulating experience that accrues as a result

of the passage of time may after all be rather more important than the extant capability literature

has suggested - something about which we were already speculating in the literature review in
Chapter IV. It is only too easy to underestimate the importance of this variable because, unlike
effort-based learning mechanisms, it does not take the form of readily observable activities
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undertaken by people, such as information search, tinkering or training. Not only was the AGE

variable significant in many of the regressions, but its effect was also found to be roughly

comparable in importance to other, more active learning mechanisms. As expected, learning-by-
doing is especially vital where it comes to the development of higher user-capability with given

equipment. Its effect on the expansion of in-house production and raising of product quality was
found to be rather less important.

We can wrap up this discussion by saying that, in an overall sense, the findings from the

analysis in this chapter support the findings from the literature review in Chapter IV. The three

main learning mechanisms that we identified there - internal technological activities and

learning-by-doing, information search and communication with the outside world, and direct

human capital building through education and training - are all found to be significant

determinants of production capability  in the sample firms.

However, at a more detailed level, the findings of the analysis do not always match the results

of the review. For example, we could not find any noticeable effect of large-firm experience

on capability. It is rather peculiar that none of the capability indicators appeared to be affected

by the experience of the managers-owners in a large-scale enterprise, because this sort of

experience presumably leads to a widening of an individual's horizon. As we discussed earlier,

this may be due to the nature of the experience obtained there being extremely varied and not

totally relevant to the current tasks. It is thus likely that the nature of large-firm, modern sector

experience is perhaps more crucial than having the experience as such. Thus, the disappointing

performance of this variable most likely had to do with its measurement being inadequate.

Another important discrepancy is the fact that we could not find any support for the contention

that formal technical education and large-firm experience increase the effectiveness of

subsequent efforts by firms to assimilate and improve products. This, too, runs counter to

expectations. We cannot rule out that measurement difficulties could have a great deal to do

with the lack of result in this area, but it is also possible that some of these effects are really

not as important as expected.

In addition, the analysis in this chapter has provided a number of insights which could not have

been   obtained   from   the   sort of qualitative analysis   that was undertaken in chapter   IV.    In

particular, the literature review could not lead to the sort of specific policy-relevant conclusions

that we are able to draw on the basis of the data analysis in this chapter. An especially

important finding in this connection relates to the importance of outside technical assistance

relative to other learning mechanisms for increasing the complexity of products. The consistent
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significance of technical assistance in the regressions is an important indicator that outside help
by institutions may be quite important in complementing the learning-by-doing process and the
technological efforts made by the private sector (although there is again no evidence to suggest
that it would also increase the effectiveness of those efforts). This analysis shows   that   the
richness of assistance channels - both public and private - that exists in the Punjab does serve
a purpose, even though doubts are often expressed about the effectiveness of individual
agencies. It is rather striking that of all the significant explanatory variables of unadjusted
product complexity (i.e. user-capability with given equipment), the external assistance variable
turned out to be the most important determinant. It was also one of the two most important
determinants of adjusted product complexity (the other being recent product improvements). The
informal information obtained from the entrepreneurs during the survey indicates that the most
valuable assistance is practical in nature. Examples of useful assistance that were often
mentioned were the FMI extension programme, under which its extension engineers are sent
to a workshop to develop a prototype of a new model of farm equipment in direct collaboration
with the local workforce, and a two-week training course on heat treatment and work methods
organised by the Centre for Agricultural Machinery Industries in Mian Channun, which was
specifically targeted at farm equipment entrepreneurs with limited general and technical
knowledge.

Another important policy-finding concerns the effect of general education on the choice of
equipment and the consequences of those choices for the internalisation of crucial vendor
operations in the firms, which is something we did not expect to find. Also relevant are the
findings with respect to the differential impact of specific types of technical education on
product complexity. Apparently, technical education can only have a favourable effect when it
is sufficiently applied and practical. Yet, at the same time, it is important for the skills and
knowledge imparted to be of a higher level than those already mastered by the industry.  The
education received by the diploma engineers, and to some extent also the post-matriculation
technical courses undergone by some entrepreneurs or workers, qualify in this respect.
However, there  is no evidence that university-level engineering education  is  at all useful.   The
entrepreneurs themselves say that this type of education is too abstract and theoretical to be of
value to them. Interestingly, there is also no evidence that pre-matriculation vocational training
has been of any use in raising the capability of firms. Evidently, this sort of training can equally
well be imparted through apprenticeship arrangements in the firms themselves.



Appendix Table VII-1                                                                               1
10

Partial correlations (all variables)                                                                         A
GENEDUC TECHEDUC EXPLSI EXPSSI IMPROVEl IMPROVEZ SEARCH ASSIST AGE AVG_U AVGDIV_U  1 MAX_U SMAX_U AVG_A AVGDIV_A           42GENEDUC 1.0000 .1061 -.1383 -.1824 .0055 -.0726 .1002 .2072 .1544 .1370 .2280 .1062 .1294 .3315- .3423**        D.

TECHEDUC .1061 1.0000 .0971 -.1321 .1832 .2351 .4016" .3376** .1627 .0297 .2407* .0324 .2887* .2178 .3323**         

EXPLSI -.1383 .0971 1.0000 -.1359 -.0077 .0187 .0618 -.0103 .1130 .0832 .1183 .1247 .0727 .0989
.1156          

EXPSSI -.1824 -.1321 -.1359 1.0000 .3086** -.2279 -.1469 -.0960 -.2273 -.1859 -.2910* -.1545 -.1841 -.3569** :3806**        A
IMPROVEl .0055 .1832 -.0077 -.3086** 1.0000 .3105** .2603* .1269 .2688* .1911 .3532** .4058** .4044** .4083** .4596**        
IMPROVE2 -.0726 .2351 .0187 -.2279 .3105** 1.0000 .2871. .2349. .0499 .0588 .1362 .0492 .1530 .1703 .1944                       4

SEARCH .1002 .4016** .0618 -.1469 .2603* .2871* 1.0000 .4423** .2366* -.0051 .4115./ .1133 .3885" .2638* .4839./

ASSIST .2072 .3376** -.0103 -.0960 .1269 .2349* .4423** 1.0000 .2120 .1313 .4164** .1991 .3476** .3532./ .4894**

AGE .1544 .1627 .1130 -.2273 .2688* .0499 .2366** .2120 1.0000 .3168**  .3868** .4058** .2795* .4156** .4268./

AVG_U .1370 .0297 .0832 -.1859 .1911 .0588 -.0051 .1313 .3168* 1.0000 .4912** .4723** .2657* .6745./ .3633**

AVGDIV_U .2280 .2407* .1183 -.2910* .3532** .1362 .4115** .4164** .3868** .4912./ 1.0000 .5487** .8222** .5219** .8389./

1 MAX_U .1062 .0324 .1247 -.1545 .4058** .0492 .1133 .1991 .2423* .4723** .5487** 1.0000 .6999** .4779** .5086./

SMAX_U .1294 .2887* .0727 -.1841 .4044** .1530 .3885** .3476** .2795* .2657* .8222" .6999** 1.0000 .4007** .7353**

AVG_A .3315** .2178 .0989 -.3569" .4083** .1703 .2638* .3532** .4156** .6745** .5219** .4779**  .4007** 1.0000 .7926**

AVGDIV A .3423** .3323** .1156 -.3806** .4596./ .1944 .4839** .4894./ .4268** .3633** .8389** .5086**  .7353**  .7926** 1.0000

1 MAX_A .2957* .2637* .1438 :3244** .4695./ .1738 .3394./ .4005./ .3959** .3667** .5635./ .7188./ .6314** .8396** .8477**

5MAX_A .3014* .3387** .1002 -.3208"  .4783** .1938 .4385** .4512** .4079** .3130" .7273** .5978**  .7837" .7915'- .9480**

CONSTR -.0256 .1361 .0688 -.2205 .2285 .1747 .2535* .1084 .3516* .1063 .2461* .2059 .2913* .4101** .4299**

DIVERS .1359 .2756* .0722 -.1435 .2526* .0793 .4550./ .3618** .1632 .2634* .6960** .2615* .7212** .0324 .6249**

MICRO .1947 .1093 .0264 -.0934 .2750* .2449* .3276** .1950 .2294 .1712 .2975* .2371* .3430** .3339" .3746**

JIGS .3311 ** .1806 .1196 -.1712 .1824 .2579* .2974* .3181" .3578" .1469 .2419* .0295 .1089 .4948** .4722**

HIGHST -.0096 .3604 ./ .1612 -.1741 .1473 .2525 .4296** .2866** .2066 .0017 .2328 .0346 .1460 .2048 .3063*

ALLOYST .0490 .4593** .1967 -.2425 .1915 .3583** .4114** .3190* .2960* .1448 .2218 .0872 .1715 .2885* .3183*

GVTSALES .1564 .1406 .0564 -.0892 .0970 .0364 .2381* .3148** .1819 .1386 .3611** .1981 .2717* .2955* .4041**

EXPORT .2067 .1664 -.0977 -.1451 .0217 .1756 .3176./ .3423** .1065 .0745 .1792 .1296 .1854 .2578* .2831*

HIREDSPR .2228 .0475 .0215 -.1091 .0083 .0639 .0694 .1328 .1326 .1516 .1278 .0476 .0428 .3142** .2539*

DIVLAB .3296** :0350 -.0505 -.1879 .1162 .1103 .1102 .1166 .1061 .1684 .1842 .2233 .1603 .2287 .3044*

SPARES .2893* .0586 .0421 -.0776 .1495 .0257 .2262 .0966 .0834 .1050 .0197 .1839 .0839 .3639** .2415*

READDRAW .1612 .4337** .2948* -.2216 .2698* .0933 .4034** .2513 .2711* .0763 .2769* .0520 .2402 .2700* .3603**

MAKEDRAW .0290 -.0565 .0570 .0926 .0578 .0328 .1655 .1453 .0921 .0704 .0533 .0689 .0293 -.0318 -.0225

Cont'd...
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1MAX_A 5MAX_A CONSTR DIVERS MICRO JIGS HIGHST ALLOYST GVTSALES EXPORT HIREDSPR DIVLAB SPARES READDRAW MAKEDRAW        

GENEDUC .2957* .3014* -.0256 .1359 .1947 .3311** -.0096 .0490 .1564 .2067 .2228 .3296** .2893* .1612

.0290         
TECHEDUC .2637* .3387** .1361 .2756* .1093 .1806 .3604** .4593** .1406 .1664 .0475 -.0350 .0586 .4337** -.0565

EXPLSI .1438 .1002 .0688 .0722 .0264 .1196 .1612 .1967 .0564 -.0977 .0215 -.0505 .0421 .2948* .0570        N

EXPSSI :3244*• :3208** :2205 -.1435 -.0934 -.1712 -.1741 -.2425* -.0892 -.1451 -.1091 -.1879 -.0776 -.2216 .0926        4

IMPROVEl .4695** .4783** .2285 .2526* .2750* .1824 .1473 .1915 .0970 .0217 .0083 .1162 .1495 .2698* .0578       2

IMPROVE2 .1738 .1938 .1747 .0793 .2449* .2579* .2525 .3583** .0364 .1756 .0639 .1103 .0257 .0933 .0328                      2*

SEARCH .3394" .4385** .2535* .4550** .3276** .2974* .4296** .4114** .2381* .3176** .0694 .1102 .2262 .4034** .1655                    A

ASSIST .4005** .4512** .1084 .3618** .1950 .3181** .2866* .3190* .3148** .3423** .1328 .1166 .0966 .2513 .1453

AGE .3959** .4079** .3516** .1632 .2294 .3578** .0800 .2960* .1819 .1065 .1326 .1061 .0834 .2711 .0921

AVG_U .3667** .3130** .1063 .2634* .2371* .1469 -.0017 .1448 .1386 .0745 .1516 .1684 .0150 .0763 .0704

AVGDIV_U .5635** .7273** .2461* .6960** .3430./ .2419* .2328 .2218 .3611- .1792 .1278 .1842 .0197 .2769* .0533

1MAX_U .7188** .5978** .2059 .2615* .2975* .0295 .0346 .0872 .1981 .1296 .0476 .2233 .1839 .0520 -.0689

5MAX_U .6314** .7837** .2913* .7212** .3430** .1089 .1460 .1715 .2717* .1854 .0428 .1603 .0839 .2402 .0293

AVG_A .8396** .7915** .4101** .0324 .3339" .4948** .2048 .2885* .2955. .2578* .3142** .2287 .3639** .2700* -.0318

AVGDIV_A .8477** .9480** .4299** .6249** .3746** .4722** .3063* .3183* .4041** .2831* .2539. .3044* .2415* .3603** -.0225

1 MAX_A 1.0000 .9184** .4548** .3427** .3646** .4364** .2607* .2908* .3246** .2998* .2326* .3089* .3753** .3128* -.0698

5MAX_A .9184** 1.0000 .4537** .5662** .3986** .4420** .2563* .2708* .3623** .2775* .2505* .3217** .2971* .3324** -.0386

CONSTR .4548** .4537** 1.0000 .1697 .3946** .1932 .2351 .2523 .1952 .2114 .0442 .2876* .0668 .0322 .0169

DIVERS .3427**  .5662** .1697 1.0000 .2127 .1524 .1867 .1329 .3018* .1240 .0355 .1065 -.0455 .2406 -.0102

MICRO .3646** .3986** .3946** .2127 1.0000 .3129** .2020 .1984 .2060 .1785 .0538 .0847 .2917* .1580 .1757

JIGS .4364** .4420** .1932 .1524 .3129** 1.0000 .3601** .4132** .1736 .2113 .3343** :0057 .1329 .3665** .0199

HIGHST .2607* .2563* .2351 .1867 .2020 .3601** 1.0000 .8689** .2210 .0946 .0932 -.1188 .0318 .4329** .1821

ALLOYST .2908* .2708* .2523 .1329 .1984 .4132** .8689** 1.0000 .2235 .2115 .1906 -.1562 .0211 .4855** .1601

GVTSALES .3246** .3623** .1952 .3018* .2060 .1736 .2210 .2235 1.0000 .2389* .0678 .2257 .1276 .0597 .0706

EXPORT .2998* .2775* .2114 .1240 .1785 .2113 .0946 .2115 .2389* 1.0000 .2046 .0731 .1504 .0678 .1671

HIREDSPR .2326* .2505* .0442 .0355 .0538 .3343** .0932 .1906 .0678 .2046 1.0000 -.1912 .0745 .0690 -.0863

DIVLAB .3089* .3217** .2876* .1065 .0847 .0057 -.1188 .1562 .2257 .0731 -.1912 1.0000 .1533 -.0519 -.0311

SPARES .3753** .2971* .0668 -.0455 .2917* .1329 .0318 .0211 .1276 .1504 .0745 .1533 1.0000 .1767 .0269

READDRAW .3128* .3324** .0322 .2406 .1580 .3665" .4329** .4855** .0597 .0678 .0690 -.0519 .1767 1.0000 .1945

MAKEDRAW -.0698 -.0386 .0169 -.0102 .1757 .0199 .1821 .1601 .0706 .1671 -0.863 -.0311 .0269 .1945 1.0000

Number of cases: 102 1-tailed significance: * - .01   ** - .001

Note: Crossings involving ordinal variables (TECHEDUC, READDRAW, HIGHST, ALLOYS) are Spearman rank correlation coefficients.

All others are Pearson correlation coefficients.

E



VIII Conclusions

This study was inspired by the minimal representation of small firms in the literature about
technological capability acquisition. It was suggested in the introduction that the neglect of small
firms probably has something to do with the belief that the acquisition of technological

capability in small firms is somehow not important for achieving sustained economic growth and
for solving the poverty problem, or that it could have emanated from the assumption that the

phenomenon simply does not occur and so there is nothing worthwhile to investigate. This study
has shown that neither of these two implicit assumptions is valid, and it has made a contribution
towards redressing the gap in the literature.

We begin this final chapter by briefly recalling the different arguments for a broadening of the
focus of the capability literature. Then we summarise the main findings of the study with regard
to the occurrence of capability acquisition in small firms and the most important characteristics
of the learning process. We then move on to reflect upon the strengths and weaknesses of the
research methodology used to arrive at those findings. We end with a discussion of the
implications for technology policy.

VIII.1 The Importance of Capability Building in Small Firms for Economic Development

There are, first, important humanitarian reasons for a widening of the scope of the capability
literature. The conception that the modern, large-scale sector can be the sole engine of economic
development, capable of quickly solving the problems of underemployment and poverty, has
long been shattered by reality. Having    to    wait 100 years    or    more    for the structural
transformation process to complete itself in Lewisian fashion would simply be unacceptable
from a humanitarian point of view. There is an urgent need for the small-scale sector to upgrade

its productivity in order to provide more remunerative employment. Access to higher-
productivity technology plays an important role in this, but it will not be very effective if it is
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not accompanied by the acquisition of more advanced technological knowledge and skills to
assimilate and reproduce that technology and to adapt it to local conditions.

The studies on capability building undertaken so far have shed hardly any light on whether the
process actually involves and benefits people who struggle to make ends meet in the small-
enterprise sector. Rather, in the quest to restore macro-economic growth in this era of structural
adjustment, the concern has been overridingly with how capability building can contribute
towards accelerating growth and achieving international competitiveness. This study will have
succeeded in its purpose if it convinces the reader that it is at least as important to pay attention
to the internal distribution of the benefits of capability building. If these remain limited to the
already handsomely paid specialised scientists and engineers in a few well-equipped R&D
departments of multinational subsidiaries and large national firms, capability acquisition
contributes very little towards improving the quality of human life, which is what development
should be all about.

An expansion of the focus of the capability literature makes sense for other reasons as well. As
we have seen, there is by now rather widespread agreement among writers on technology and
development that the establishment of a local capital goods sector is an essential element in the
technological learning process. It is in this sector that the skills and facilities required for the
assimilation, replication, adaptation and improvement of technology are predominantly to be
found. Significantly, the sort of capital-goods firms that are likely to be most instrumental in
the generation of an endogenous process of technical advancement are not necessarily the sort
of large-scale, modern plants that the capability literature focuses on. Small-scale local
enterprises functioning in a competitive environment and cultivating close links with the users
of their products also have to play an important part because they are likely to be more efficient
in copying and adapting models with characteristics that are locally appropriate and in making
these accessible to large sections of the population. In the conventional conceptualisation of how
structural transformation comes about, the crucial role of these enterprises is all too easily
overlooked because they are not generally considered part of the modern sector.

In conclusion, then, it is not only undesirable from a humanitarian perspective for countries to
ignore technological capability building in the small-scale sector, but it also does not make good
economic sense. One may well ask whether it is at all possible for developing countries to
overcome their internal technological dualism by walking  'on one  leg'. In order to develop  a

truly national technological knowledge base, capability building is necessary in large and small
firms alike.
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VIII.2 Capability Building in Small Firms - A Summary of the Findings

In the review of secondary literature that was undertaken for this study, several studies

suggested strongly that capability building does in fact occur in small firms. The evidence
comes from a variety of Asian, African and Latin American countries. The phenomenon is by
no means limited to a few isolated success cases; hundreds of firms have taken part in the
process in some countries.

By far the most evidence pertains to the metalwork sector. In fact, most of the firms covered
in the review are producers of relatively simple capital goods such as general-purpose machine
tools and farm equipment. Since no special efforts were made in the literature review to collect
information on this particular sector, it is highly unlikely that this result is due to a biased
selection of studies. It is more plausible to conclude that the prevalence of capability building
by capital goods producers reflects the fact that the phenomenon is apparently more prevalent
in this particular sector than in others. This is highly significant in the light of the above
observation about the importance of a local capital goods sector in economic development.
Evidently, the metalwork sector is better equipped than others for the sort of evolutionary

learning processes that capability acquisition involves. Its machinery and equipment can be used
to make a very wide variety of products. This versatility provides plenty of opportunity for
experimentation. Moreover, firm expansion does not at any stage entail major technological
discontinuity and economies of scale do not play an important role. In fact, small firms can
often be highly competitive because the comparatively poor quality of their products is offset
by low prices, and their close proximity to customers alerts producers to the need for changes

in product design and specifications and makes it easy to undertake quick repairs and servicing.

Although the reviewed studies contain hardly any explicit indicators that technological capability
has increased in the firms concerned, several such indicators are implicit in the text. The
development of more advanced capabilities in the metalwork sector has manifested itself mainly
in increased manufacturing complexity of products. In addition, adoption of equipment that
requires new or more advanced skills, development of internal design skills, adoption of
scientific production methods and increasing division of labour are found to be important. All
of these are indicators of increasing production capability only, with the possible exception of
the development of internal design skills which is arguably evidence of an emerging ability to

change a given technology. However, in most of the firms in the review the design skills were
still limited to making minor adaptations without capability to make major improvements or to
undertake full-fledged major innovations. Similarly, the machinery and equipment used were
generally simple enough so as not to require major investment capability.
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Just as in the large firms that have been the focus of the capability literature until now, the
learning process underlying the emergence of these capabilities has been found to be induced
by problems emanating from tacimess and environmental specificities. It is slow and
incremental, usually taking several decades before truly significant effects begin to emerge.
Unlike in large firms, where a large part of new technological knowledge is apparently acquired
through acquisition and adaptation of process technology, the main mechanism through which
small-scale entrepreneurs gain access to new technological knowledge and assimilate new skills
is through the copying of products that are increasingly complex to manufacture, sometimes
combined with the making of small adaptations to those products. In many cases, firms start as
simple repair shops and gain the initial experience required for production through reverse

engineering undertaken while servicing and making spare parts for imported machinery. In the
initial stages, the learning process is usually entirely based on practical production experience
and experimentation on the shop floor, mainly guided by information exchange with the users

of the firm's products. As a firm advances in terms of capabilities and acquires more resources,
the scala of activities increases and the nature of the activities themselves becomes more
complex. For instance, search for information broadens from local linkages with customers to
also include discussions with suppliers of machinery and raw materials, an analysis of
competitors' products and production processes, visits to trade fairs and the establishment of
contacts with organisations that could supply relevant technical information. Formal technical

training and hiring of technically qualified staff become relevant only at this stage.  The fact that
the content of technological learning changes over time has important implications for
technology policy. In order to be effective, it has to be tailored to the changing information,
education and assistance requirements of the industry the technological development of which
is to be promoted. We shall come back to this issue in the policy section.

The field study among small-scale farm equipment manufacturers in the Pakistan Punjab, which
is the subject of the second part of this thesis. lends quantitative support to the findings from
the literature review regarding the nature of the learning process and the nature of the
capabilities to which they give rise. It also provides more detailed insights.

Since its emergence in the early 19605, the industry has advanced mainly by copying

increasingly complex farm equipment. It now makes more than 50 different items, ranging from
simple fixed structures such as mouldboard ploughs and ridgers to relatively complex devices
such as rotary cultivators which have an internal power transmission system. The producers
have built up considerable skill in the replication of these various products. However, their own
design skills are still very rudimentary. This is clearly linked to the lack of formal technical
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education among the entrepreneurs and workers which is still very much characteristic of the
industry.

In the initial years of the existence of the industry, learning almost exclusively took the form
of accumulating experience obtained on the shop floor, without any formal technical education
and training or even any help from technical assistance agencies. Skills built up in this way
were diffused through the traditional apprenticeship system. This is now very slowly beginning
to change. Some assistance agencies were set up in the course of the 1970s. In addition, the
leading producers themselves are now beginning to feel that significant possibilities for further
technical advancement are precluded by the absence of formal technical knowledge and they are
taking action to remedy the situation, for instance by building up contacts with the laboratory
of a local university or technical college, sending a junior family member to a technical college,
or hiring the part-time services of a qualified engineer. The quantitative analysis that was
undertaken to shed more light on the nature of the learning process underscored that whatever
limited formal technical education, training and assistance had been provided, it had indeed been
a valuable complement to purely informal learning mechanisms such as shop floor-based

experimentation to improve products, search for external information, and simply accumulated
production experience which is gained over time.

The main findings of the field study can be summarised as follows. First, they support the
central claim made by the writers on technological capability that technological effort is a very

important mechanism for building up capabilities. Two important variables representing effort
in the field study, extent of external information search and recent involvement in activities
aimed at improving products, were consistently significant in all the regressions. They were
found to have a positive effect on all four different dimensions of capability assessed in the
regression analysis, namely (i) the level of user-capability with given equipment, (ii) the extent
to which production is carried out in-house, (iii) the level of product quality, and (iv) the extent
of product diversification.

Also in line with the results of the extant capability literature is the finding that direct human

capital formation is apparently another important form of technological effort with a significant
effect on capability. Although general (non-technical) education was found to be partly a proxy
for income/wealth differences among the managers of the sample firms, evidence was also
found that it apparently promotes a different pattern of investment choices - in favour of
machinery and equipment with which operations that are particularly crucial to a firm's level
of capability can be internalised by it. The effect of formal technical education is much more

wide-ranging. It was found to have a positive effect not only on the extent of in-house
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production in firms, but also on user-capability with given machinery and on product quality.
Apparently, its effect is partly to induce a more wide-ranging search for external information
and to increase the extent of technical assistance which a firm would ask for, or accept, from
institutions and private individuals. However, not all types of technical education were found
to  be  effective in raising capability. Basic technical training at below-matriculation level  is
evidently too similar to the informal apprenticeship system to have any notable impact.
Significantly, university-based technical education also showed no positive effect. This seems
to be mainly due to the fact that university education is too theoretical and oriented to equipping
students more for work in modern laboratories than in a messy small-enterprise environment.
Middle-level technical education of the sort that provides basic theoretical principles along with
practical applications seems to be most useful for the development of capability in the sector
at this point in time.

In addition to the impact of informal technological efforts of various kinds and direct human-

capital-raising inputs, more passive mechanisms were also found to contribute significantly to
capability. The technical assistance variable (measured  by the number of sources from which
such assistance was received by a firm) was found to have an impact on all four dimensions of
capability examined in the regressions. In addition, learning-by-doing (represented by the age

of the firm) was found to be significant, especially in raising user-capability with given

equipment. While the extant capability literature has played down the effect of passive learning-
by-doing in capability formation, this study suggests that for the acquisition of certain types of

capability, it may be an important complement to the effort-based mechanisms described above.

The study could not find any support for the idea (discussed in Chapter III) that capabilities
might emanate mainly from the large-scale modern sector and simply diffuse from there to the
small-scale sector through the mobility of workers. Prior experience in the large-scale sector
was not found to have a significant effect on capability at all in the regression analysis. It is
possible that this lack of a positive result is partly due to inadequate measurement of the
variable. However, even if better results were obtained with an improved measure, it is clear
that such experience would at best be only a partial explanation for the emergence of capability
in small firms. The findings of this study overwhelmingly show that learning mechanisms
internal to the small-scale sector have an important role to play as well.

The field study had two important limitations which arose from the need to narrow the focus
to one particular aspect of the process for the purpose of in-depth quantitative analysis. Firstly,
the question what induces firms to engage in learning remained outside the scope of the field
study. This is an important limitation because, while an improved insight into the nature of the
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learning process itself can give us some leads as to the type of potentially useful policy
interventions, a more substantial contribution towards policy design has to come from a deeper
insight into the factors that induce, facilitate and constrain that learning process. The existing
large-firm literature and the review of secondary small-firm literature conducted for this study
did throw up a number of such factors, but their number is so large and their interplay so
complex that it is not possible to discern systematic patterns of specific factors that would be
particularly conducive or counter-productive. We shall return to this issue in the final section
of this chapter.

Secondly, the field study could not explore the relationship between capability acquisition and
economic impact. At this time, we only have some rather limited information from the review
of secondary literature which suggests that capability building in small firms can indeed have
highly significant effects on the earnings of the people involved, and that it can contribute to
a dramatic growth in terms of employment and value added in the sectors in which it occurs.
Since the extant large-firm capability literature has also not addressed this issue systematically,
here  is  an area in which further hard evidence  is much needed. After all, capability building
should derive its importance from the ultimate economic benefits to which it supposedly gives
rise. The whole discussion about how firms learn, what makes them learn, and how (if at all)
that learning process should be nurtured would lose much of its significance if there were no
major effects, or if the benefits turned out to be distributed very unequally

VIII.3 Methodological Reflections

A substantial amount of information for this thesis was generated through the review of a very
diverse range of studies that had - on the face of it - little to do with the topic under
investigation. Yet, upon closer inspection these different bodies of literature did provide
valuable insights. The work involved was not unlike putting together a jigsaw puzzle, in the

sense that each body of literature offered its own unique contribution that was essential for the
building up of the whole picture. A very important piece of the puzzle turned out to be the

capital goods literature, which has documented the process of technological development from
repair through replication to adaptation and beyond. This evolutionary mechanism is recognised
as one of two main processes through which a local capital goods sector becomes established

in developing countries (the other one being the learning induced through the establishment and
gradual backward integration of large-scale assembly operations behind high tariff walls)
Writers on small-enterprise and informal-sector development do not appear to be aware of the
existence of this valuable body of literature. However, the small-enterprise and informal-sector
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literature does generate some interesting recent information about the whole range of in-house
technology assimilation and adaptation activities that small metalworking firms may undertake.
The capital goods literature, with its broad sectoral focus, has not been all that specific about                   

these 'micro-micro' aspects of the process. These two literatures were therefore complementary.

However, we had to turn to the literature on farm equipment innovations for an in-depth
treatment of the interactive aspects of the learning process, in particular the crucial role of
ongoing user-producer communication. In turn, the appropriate technology literature was useful
for information about the value of institutional interventions such as technical assistance and
training. These examples illustrate  that  much  can be gained by breaking through established
divisions and looking beyond existing terminologies in the literature, and by combining insights
from apparently very diverse sources. The success of this exercise strongly suggests that it may
be beneficial to use this approach in other apparently neglected lines of inquiry as well.

However, since hardly any of the studies had capability building as its main focus, there were
obvious limits to the insights that one could derive from such a makeshift operation. The

quantitative measurement undertaken in the context of the field study was designed to overcome
the weaknesses and limitations inherent in the literature review. At the same time, this work
addressed a major weakness in the large-firm capability literature as well, since this literature
has been quite deficient  so  far  in  the  area of quantitative measurement and testing.   The

measurement methodology designed for this study therefore became a very innovative and
important part of it. Some readers would perhaps object that a quantitative approach does not
do justice to the complexity and evolutionary character of capability building. Indeed, the
method is not advocated as a substitute for a qualitative, descriptive approach. The results of
the data analysis show that it is indeed possible and fruitful to combine a qualitative, exploratory
method of enquiry with a quantitative analysis of some specific aspects of the process that can
provide firmer support for some of its findings.

The manufacturing skills and knowledge of farm equipment manufacturing firms are closely
reflected in the manufacturing complexity of their products. The design of a measure that could
adequately capture this element of production capability therefore constituted a very important

methodological contribution of this study. The product manufacturing complexity indicator used
in this study is based on the idea that a large number of products of varying complexity can be
manufactured with a limited set of machines and equipment, and that the manufacture of each
of these products can be decomposed into the same basic standard operations. The skill
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requirements of these operations can be assessed by a person who is sufficiently knowledgeable
about the industry. 215

The real significance of this method is that its applicability is by no means limited to the small-

scale farm equipment industry in Pakistan's Punjab Province. The capital goods sector as a

whole - indeed the entire metalworking sector - is always characterised by the potential to
produce a large variety of products, and the manufacture of these products can always be
subdivided into the same standard manufacturing operations. Thus, the method can be
successfully applied to other branches of the sector and to other countries. It can even be

adapted for use in some other industries that are characterised by heterogeneity of products,
such as woodwork and garment-making.216 All one needs to do is design a suitable scale for

grading the manufacturing complexity of the range of products that one wants to assess. Success

in applying the method hinges crucially on the expertise with which that scale is designed. In
general, the greater the range of products manufactured and the greater the variety in the
complexity of those products, the more successful the method will be.

Even though the use of the method is not strictly limited to the capital goods sector, its
applicability to the measurement of production capability in this particular sector is obviously

most important in view of its central position in the accumulation of technological capability in
developing countries as a whole. When the method is used for a quantitative assessment of the

production complexity of the range of capital goods produced in developing countries, it can
actually provide us with valuable insights into the extent of national technological capability

attained by those countries.

It should be emphasised, however, that the measurement of technological capability undertaken

in this study constitutes only a first attempt at quantification of an inherently very complex

phenomenon. There is still plenty of room for improvement in the methodology. As we have

215 The macro-economic technological complexity index developed by the UNIDO (discussed in Chapter II) is
based on similar principles to the method developed in this study, but the latter was developed entirely
independently. The fact that the two show important similarities suggests that this particular methodology may
indeed  turn  out  to be valuable  for the measurement of production capability.

216 The method is not suitable for measuring production capability in processing industries that produce a

homogeneous output, such as steel, fertiliser, processed foods or bottled beverages. In such industries, a change
in the degree of mastery over a given production process takes the more conventional form of a reduction in X-
inefficiency - a move towards the technological frontier as defined by best practice. (For an application of the X-
efficiency concept to technological learning, see Stewart and James, 1982). Therefore, in such industries,
productivity increase remains a more appropriate measure of production capability advancement despite the
drawbacks of the method (see Bell et al.,  1984)
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seen, capability is multidimensional. Ideally, therefore, one would need several different
measures to capture it adequately. In the field study, we concentrated on only a few of those,
namely the manufacturing complexity of products (which was in turn seen to depend on the
degree of user-capability with given equipment and the extent to which certain operations are
carried out in-house), product quality and product diversification.

In particular, there is a need for a more refined measure of the internal design skills of firms.
The current distinction between mere copying, adaptive imitation and innovation is so crude that
it can only distinguish between the most advanced and the most backward firms in an industry.
It is clearly inadequate for the purpose of picking up the finer-grained differences one would
need for the sort of quantitative analysis undertaken in this study. In some cases the basis on
which one would place firms in one category rather than in another is also unclear. The field
study suggests that it would be possible to develop a design indicator incorporating much more
detailed information. Some relevant criteria for classifying firms would be, for example,
whether or not unmodified copying involves quality reduction; whether that quality reduction
is purely the result of lack of knowledge and skill or deliberately engineered for market or
financial reasons; to what extent any adaptations have been truly created by the firms themselves
or simply copied from others; and how novel and complex any self-designed adaptations really
are - do they purely consist of design simplifications made because the original model was too
difficult to replicate,  or have the changes truly improved the performance of the product?

The sort of limitations that affect the measurement of capability obviously also hold for
measurement of the technological learning process that firms undergo in order to build it up.
The diffusion of skills from the large-scale modern sector to the small-scale sector is one
mechanism of capability acquisition the measurement of which could be improved. There is
obviously a need to incorporate information about the nature of the working experience, and
perhaps also about the length of that experience. Also, the proxies used in this study for
informal internal trial-and-error and experimentation activities to master the production of new
products and improve upon these are still fairly primitive. An attempt was made to obtain
estimates of the time spent on such activities, but this proved to be quite impossible. However,
informal observations during the fieldwork did suggest that there may be other options. Even
though the 'R&D process' was completely informal in all firms, some firms did appear to go
about it more systematically than others. They paid regular field visits to their customers to
check on the performance of their products and kept a scrapbook of complaints and suggestions
which were used as a basis for deciding the types of improvements on which they should
concentrate. They also had a rough idea of the quantities and costs of raw materials used in the
process of experimentation. This suggests that even though experiential learning is very difficult
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to observe as a separate activity by an outsider, one may not be helpless when conventional
proxies such as the number of engineers and scientists or the amount of expenditure on formal
R&D turn out to be irrelevant. It may yet prove possible to design reasonably satisfactory
indicators that distinguish active and efficient searchers from muddlers, and the latter from truly
passive operators who are only interested in maintaining the status quo.

VIII.4 Implications for Technology Policy

Given the desirability of capability building in small firms, the final question that remains to
be addressed is how the process could be fostered through appropriate policy interventions.
There is a clear case for institutional support, because capability building is an activity in which
externalities play an important role. Yet this is a much neglected area. In the literature review
it was not possible to find a single case in which deliberate promotion of learning in small firms
had played a major role in the emergence of their capabilities. It also seems to be a much
neglected field in donor assistance projects. For example, a survey among British and
Zimbabwean NGOs revealed that, although they generally aimed for appropriateness of
technology and tried to use technology as an instrument for the empowerment of people, none
explicitly addressed the issue of technological capability in their projects. Any contributions to
its development had occurred by chance rather than by design (Wilson, 1995).

If there is one clear policy conclusion that emerges from this study, it is the importance of
formal education and training in the development of technological capabilities in small

metalworking firms. Although we have hard data on the importance of these factors from only
one industry in one particular area, human capital formation is shown to be crucial for the
technological evolution of the sector so often in the review of secondary literature that there is
good reason to believe that the findings from the field study are universal in this respect.
Specialised technical education and training are especially useful. In addition, the results  of the
field study suggest that general education is also important because it apparently influences
investment choices in favour of machines and equipment that are especially crucial for raising
capabilities. Moreover, a certain minimum level of general education is a precondition for the
acquisition of higher-level technical skills and knowledge. In our field study, all the forms of
technical education that had a significant impact on the firms' capability had matriculation as
an entry requirement.

The need for more formal education and training is by no means an obvious conclusion since
it has been believed for a long time that the small-scale and informal sector is perfectly capable
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of addressing its own training needs through informal apprenticeship systems. For instance,
Blaug argued  that  '...the best thing that could happen to informal education  is  that  it  be  left

alone, not the least because it appears to achieve a wide range of educational objectives more
successfully than the formal system' (1979:397). True, such informal education systems are

probably much more efficient and cost-effective when it comes to the replication of very basic

technological skills that lend themselves to learning-by-seeing and learning-by-doing, as they
are flexible and tailored to the needs of the work environment of the small firm. Indeed, there
is no evidence at all in this study pointing to the need to advocate replacement of this kind of
training with formal vocational education in which this vital link with day-to-day business

practice is missing. However, the findings from this study do provide support for the theory that

people can only go so far with purely informal practice-based learning-by-doing. At some stage
the benefits from experiential learning become exhausted if they are not complemented with
some basic knowledge of the sort of scientific principles that are very difficult to pick up
through practice. In fact, sometimes purely experiential learning can become counter-productive,
as when wrong practices are assimilated and then passed on to others.

It is difficult to be definite about how long it will take an industry to get to the stage where

formal technical support of various types becomes a pressing need. Some of the studies in the
literature review indicate very long gestation periods. Producers in the capital goods industry
in Argentina, Colombia, Hong Kong and China progressed very well for several decades

without any notable formal educational and technical assistance inputs. Similarly, the Punjabi
producers surveyed  for this study  took  as  much as three  to four decades. The technology
incorporated in farm equipment is relatively simple and there was initially a fast-growing market

for a wide range of equipment. Only now are firms beginning to exhaust the possibilities for

learning through unmodified replication of products, simply because they have largely run out
of suitable models to copy. Short of switching to another industry where there is still room for

replication of products of a similar complexity level (which some producers reportedly have
done in recent years), further advancement for the leading producers involves the improvement
of product quality and design. However, this is very difficult to undertake without some

knowledge of the basic principles of mechanical engineering. Thus, it is only in recent years
that the technical knowledge constraint has been truly making itself felt in the industry.

It follows from this that it is rather important to study the level of the technical development

of an industry carefully before deciding what form any assistance should take. The provision

of widespread facilities for general education is likely to be highly useful at a very early stage

in laying the basis for subsequent higher-level technological development. We only have to look

at countries such as Japan, Korea and Taiwan to realise how vital this factor has been for the
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success of subsequent efforts to acquire technological capabilities. At the same time, the
findings of this study suggest that a widespread need for post-matriculation level specialised
technical courses and technical extension programmes may arise only at a somewhat later stage,

when a basic level of production capability has been built up. If such programmes are
introduced too early, entrepreneurs will not be ready for them and very few will take advantage

of them. In the Pakistan Punjab at least, it is still difficult to mobilise the majority of small-
scale entrepreneurs for such purposes. There is a widespread mistrust of formal vocational
training diplomas because it is generally thought that they are not of any practical use (see, for

example, Kazi, 1989). It is only when entrepreneurs themselves become aware that they lack
something which formal institutions may be able to provide that a fertile basis for the
development of this type of assistance exists.

The next issue to be considered is what specific form such technical assistance should take. As
far as the Punjab farm equipment sector is concerned, clearly what is not required at this stage

of the development of the industry is promotion of academic engineering degrees. Again, this
conclusion seems generalisable to many other settings. In developing countries generally, there

tends to be an enormous gap between the knowledge absorbed in academic institutions and the
sort of practical knowledge that can be readily applied in the day-to-day functioning of the
typical small business. College education is somewhat more practice-oriented and could be
potentially very useful if more attempts were made to attune the education provided to the local
technological requirements and constraints. In many developing countries with a colonial
heritage, including Pakistan, the higher education system is still very much geared towards

instilling knowledge that is more relevant to conditions in the large-scale modern sector, and
which has conditioned engineers to expect solutions to come primarily from imported advanced

technology (Kibria, 1984). The image of the engineer as a white collar, elitist person does much

to reinforce the negative attitudes of small entrepreneurs vis-A-vis the formal education system.

There is thus a great need to reorient the education system in terms of both content and the sort

of developmental philosophy that is inculcated there. It should promote an awareness among

prospective engineers of the importance of using local human and physical resources to develop

appropriate solutions to problems.

In addition to the development of the higher technical education system, which will bear fruit
only in the longer run, the results of this study indicate that there is also room for the provision
of a range of short-term training conveying practical principles and skills that can be applied

more quickly. This need is already being met to some extent in the Pakistan Punjab, but this

does not seem to be true in many other cases discussed in the literature review. Even in the case

of the Pakistan Punjab, there is still room for more in-plant extension work. This type of
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personalised assistance has already been found useful by several firms in this field study,
because it addresses concrete problems and at the same time imparts knowledge and skills which
can be used in other situations as well. In-plant extension is costly, but at the same time it
seems to be highly useful in that it seems to be a good medium for helping producers to develop
their adaptive capabilities, which are needed more than anything else at this stage of the
development of the industry. Apparently, the development of adaptive design capabilities is very
difficult without any institutional assistance and also because entrepreneurs are reluctant to make
major investments in the absence of an enforceable system to protect their innovations from
being copied freely. Although the existing capital goods literature tends to emphasise the
importance of a two-way link between users and producers for a successful adaptation process,
this study suggests that the adaptations that result from this interaction tend to remain rather
marginal. A triangular relationship that includes a technical institution as the third partner can
have significant advantages. Not only does it provide a qualified technical input to the
experimentation undertaken by a producer, but, due to the close link with users, it also reduces
the risk on the part of the institution of expending efforts on innovations in the abstract which
turn out to be inappropriate in practice. In the Pakistan Punjab there have been a few instances
in which such a triangular relationship involving the FMI led to the successful launch of an
adapted product. The literature review also contains a few examples of such arrangements
having been beneficial (notably Basant, 1990; Smillie, 1991; and Juma, 1989). However, this
kind of effective assistance seems to have been confined to incidental cases. On the whole,
innovations made by public sector institutions are noted for being made in isolation from the
environment in which they will be used (Duff, 1987).

For the development of a more advanced production capability, short courses of a few days or
weeks in areas such as quality control methods, material properties, advanced machining and
heat treatment could be valuable. For example, in Pakistan's North West Frontier Province a
Dutch-funded project has been conducting this kind of training with great success from mobile
vans with which a very large number of clusters of metalworking units can be reached

(Tomesen, 1990). Several courses exist in the Punjab, but they tend to be located in major
towns such as Lahore (except for the Dutch assistance project in Mian Channun which has
provided a few short courses). Most of the major farm equipment clusters in this province still
lack adequate assistance of this type close to the place of work. This prevents many
entrepreneurs from ever participating in such courses, especially the poorer ones who cannot
afford to leave their workshops unattended for long periods because they themselves provide
the leading production input.
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The second important finding with clear policy implications emerging from both the field study
and the literature review is the evident importance of new information for the acquisition of
more advanced capabilities among small entrepreneurs. It follows that providing better access
to new technical information, for instance about new models of farm equipment used elsewhere,
new machinery, use of materials and work practices of small entrepreneurs is a crucial factor
in their technological advancement. As far as the Punjab case is concerned, not much is being
done in this area as yet. Aside from an annual trade fair at which some new farm equipment
models are on display, no notable efforts are made to get manufacturers together to exchange
their experiences. Also useful would be the establishment of a centre to serve as a clearing
house for the collection, analysis and dissemination of information through magazines and
brochures. In addition, practical organisational assistance could be provided to manufacturers
who are interested in making an overseas study tour, since such initiatives are often frustrated
by the lack of official contacts to intercede with uncooperative foreign embassies.

In addition to the supply-side interventions enumerated above, it is of course important for the
macro-economic climate to be conducive to technological learning. However, since this aspect
was not addressed in the field study, only some speculative observations can be made regarding
it, all the more so because the review of secondary literature does not provide clear-cut
directions either. The existence of demand for the products of small industries of course

provides an important incentive for technological capability building. In the farm equipment
sector, this hinges mainly on the extent to which local agriculture is flourishing. But in addition,
the agricultural strategy that is pursued plays a crucial part through its effects on the distribution
of land and incomes, and on the development of a rural infrastructure conducive to rural
development as a whole. Heavily dualistic agricultural strategies tend to lead to weaker local

linkages with local industries than strategies aimed at a more egalitarian pattern of agricultural
development (Ranis and Stewart,  1987).

Aside from emphasising the importance of stimulating demand, it would be rather hazardous
to draw further conclusions about what type of macro-economic environment would be most
suitable for technological learning. The large-firm literature is not much help in this respect,
either. For example, some writers have argued essentially in favour of free trade because in
such an environment it is easy to have access to foreign technology while competitive pressure

ensures that firms learn as quickly as possible. However, while recognising the need for access

to new technology as a source of learning, others have argued that there is a clear need to
protect domestic industries to induce and nurture their learning process, at least in the initial
stages. Tentatively, the findings of this study support the latter view. In the review of secondary
literature there were several instances in which import substitution policies provided an initial
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sheltered environment in which learning occurred. However, much more work needs to be done

before we can reach definite policy conclusions in this area.



Appendix I: A Profile of the Sample Firms

Background

The great majority of the firms in the sample were established in the 1970s and 1980s (see

Table A-1), reflecting the emergence of widespread demand for tractor-drawn farm implements
in this period. However, the number of firms that were started in the 1960s or even earlier is

somewhat larger than suggested by Table A-1. In 16 firms the management had passed into the

hands of the second generation, generally in the 1980s or after. In these cases the year in which

the   firms were inherited   by the current management was taken   as the establishment date:

Furthermore, a few firms that were established in the 1970s and 1980s are in fact outgrowths
of earlier partnership firms that had split up.2

Sixty-four firms were single ownerships, and 38 were parmerships or family firms (which are
jointly run by four, five or even more family members). However, the exact numbers in these

different categories do not convey much because the ownership structure is very fluid. Firms

tend to shift from one category to another, depending on the changing self-employment

requirements and the financial needs of the (extended) family. In 19 firms of the sample, at least

one partner had joined some time after establishment, while in eight cases at least one partner

had left the firm. In addition, in 36 firms at least one (usually junior) family member had joined

in  a non-partnership capacity.

' The reason for this was that the year of establishment of the firms was used for calculating the proxy for
learning-by-doing (see the variable labelled AGE in Chapter VI, Table VI-8). It was considered inappropriate to
include the working experience of the father of the present owner(s) in this variable.

2 These are usually treated as new firms for the purpose of determining the length of the learning-by-doing
experience, because there had usually been a shift in the nature of the product range as well (most commonly from

diesel engines and tubewell pumps to other farm equipment).
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Table A-1

Distribution of sample firms by date of establishment

Date of establishment no. of firms % of firms

before 1960                                      1                              1.0
1960-64                                            4                                3.9

1965-69                                            7                                6.9

1970-74                                           12                               11.8

1975-79                                                  24                                   23.5
1980-84                                           22                               21.6

1985-89                                         19                             18.6

1990-94                                           13                               12.7

All firms 102 100.0

Source: Fieldwork

Very few entrepreneurs had started their enterprise without having acquired working experience
elsewhere. A working background in the small-scale sector was most common. In 72 firms the
management had learnt relevant skills in another small business, usually a metalworking firm.
In 52 cases this experience had also included technical training, but all of this was of a non-
formal nature. In 29 firms the owner(s) had worked in large firms. This modern sector
experience was extremely varied in nature, and it did not in all cases appear to be relevant to
the tasks undertaken currently. Some had worked in large sugar factories while others had been
employed in textile firms, ice factories, woodworking firms and steel plants. While some of this
work had been technical in nature, there were also people whose experience lay in marketing
and administration. Only four people had been employed in a Persian Gulf country, from which
we may deduce that the recent large-scale inflow of skilled 'return migrants' from the Middle
East has not had a notable impact on this particular industry.

Employment

The survey findings clearly bear out the small-scale nature of the industry.3.4 The frequency

3 There were a few large firms in Lahore, but these only engaged in the assembly of, and acted as sales dealers
for, farm equipment made by others. Some of these were also involved in tractor manufacturing. These firms were
excluded from the sample for obvious reasons.
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distribution of firms by number of people employed given in Table A-2 below shows that even
in the peak season, when the labour force of firms swells with many casual workers, 80 per
cent of the enterprises had a workforce of 20 or fewer people. Only three firms employed more
than 20 workers. In the slack season, when all the labour required for the assembly of
implements has been laid off and only the skilled 'old hands' remain, close to 80 per cent of
firms employ only 10 or fewer workers.5

Table A-2

Distribution of sample firms by number of people employed

No. of employed persons Last peak season (i.e. April/May Preceding slack season

1994)

no.       %      cum. % no.       %       cum. %

fewer than 5                           12 11.8 11.8       37 36.3 36.3

5-10                                                40 39.2 51.0       43 42.2 78.4

11-20                                              30 29.4 80.4       13 12.7 91.2

21-30                            10 9.8 90.2         4 3.9 95.1

31-40                                                1 1.0 91.2              1 1.0 96.1

41-50                                                6 5.9 97.1         3 2.9 99.0

51-100                           2 2.0 99.0        1 1.0 100.0

more than 100                          1 1.0 100.0        0 0.0 100.0

All firms 102 100.0 102 100.0

Note: The employment data cover everyone working in the firm, including owners who are actively involved
(but not so-called 'sleeping partners' who are only financiers), casual labourers and apprentices.

Source: Fieldwork

4 In this respect, the survey affords a reliable conclusion because a special effort was made to identify and
include in the sample the biggest farm equipment producers in the population (see section V.5). The average
employment in the sample firms is therefore likely to be a little higher than in the industry as a whole. Only one
relatively large firm in Gujranwala (which employed more than 70 persons) had to be excluded from the sample
because its activities were not limited to the manufacture of fann equipment. It also made various (more complex)
road construction machines such as hydraulic cranes and earth-moving equipment. Therefore, it would have been
difficult to compare the technological complexity of its outputs with that of the outputs produced by the other firms.

s Afew years before the survey, however, the industry was reportedly larger in terms of employment due to
booming demand. At the time of the survey the industry was somewhat depressed. There is now a large range of
well-established implements for which first-time purchases are declining. In addition, failure of the cotton crop for
three consecutive years due to a persistent pest affected the purchasing power of farmers, which would in turn
affect enterprises located in towns such as Mian Channun and Faisalabad.
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The difference between the peak and slack season distributions is quite marked, reflecting the

strongly seasonal character of farming operations and the limited capacity of the enterprises for
stocking finished products. The larger firms in the industry may even deflate by an estimated
10 to 30 workers. During the slack season, the permanent experienced workers and the owner-
manager(s) engage in the manufacture of high-value parts and components which are stocked
until assembly for the next season starts. They also engage in repair, attempt to copy prototypes
of new implements and - in a small minority of firms - experiment with product
improvements.6

Since the firms are small, their organisational structure is very straightforward. In all firms the
owner(s) played an active part in the supervision of the production work, even in the 21 cases

where a hired supervisor was also employed. In the smallest firms in the sample, the owner also
participated in the actual production work.7 In these very small firms this work consists only
of basic machining (lathe operation), welding, and fitting - the three core tasks that every
business performs. A basic division of labour could generally be distinguished between these

three operations, although in the smallest enterprises one person might combine two or even all
three of these tasks. The bigger firms in the sample always employed specialised welders, fitters
and machinists, and in addition they employed other types of specialised workers such as
painters and general mechanics. Nineteen firms also employed an electrical technician.

Products and markets

The 102 enterprises in the sample made a total of 55 different items of farm equipment, and
also a sizeable number of other metal products and machines8 A full list of the farm equipment
products  made  by the sample firms is given in Table A-3. This table shows  that the equipment
manufactured covers almost the complete cycle of farming operations: primary and secondary
cultivation, sowing, planting and fertiliser application, crop spraying and harvesting. Weeding

6 Aside from the fact that more time is available to engage in such technological efforts during the stack season,
the concentration of these activities in this period also has to do with the fact that casual workers, who move from
firm to firm, cannot be trusted to observe such activities.

7 In such small outfits, the owner combines the roles of financier, manager, supervisor, foreman and most
experienced worker.

8 Non-farm equipment products were manufactured or repaired by 15 firms in the sample. These consisted
mainly of post-harvest equipment such as rice and grain mills and potato graders, basic metalworking equipment,
woodworking equipment and textile machinery. These products    were    not    used    for the calculation    o f   the
technological complexity variables discussed in Chapter VI, because their production represented subsidiary and
incidental activities for the firms and because the technological manufacturing complexity of these products did not
appear to be higher than that of farm equipment.
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and baling of harvested grain are still done manually on most farms. Combine harvesters are

used by a small number, but these are not produced domestically.

One striking feature in Table A-3 is also that almost all the equipment is used in combination
with the tractor or another engine, which is a reflection of how far farm mechanisation has
spread in the Pakistan Punjab. The majority of the implements are rigid structures that are

simply tractor-drawn (such as ploughs and cultivators), but there are also several more complex
mechanical structures with moving parts through which tractor power is transmitted, such as
threshers and rotavators: A handful of firms make small electric engines which can be attached

to implements that are not tractor-connected, such as sugarcane crushers and fodder cutters.

Irrigation pumps are also electrically or diesel-powered. Only one animal-powered implement
was still being manufactured by several firms, namely the bullock-driven fodder cutter. The
only other animal-driven implements in the survey were made by only one firm in the sample.

They were the ta,phali (a small bullock-driven cultivator) and a bullock/camel-driven seed drill.

The manufacturer of an implement generally also repairs it, unless he is located far away from
the farmer. There is usually a guarantee period of one year on manufacturing defects. However,
manufacturers do not like to engage in repair of an implement manufactured by others unless

it is new to the area, in which case repair presents an opportunity to study and copy the design.

The reluctance of manufacturers to repair each other's products seems to have to do with the
fact that inter-firm interchangeability of parts does not yet exist. Hence, spare parts needed to
repair equipment that has not been manufactured by a firm have to be tailor-made, which is
time-consuming. Not surprisingly therefore, very few firms in the sample were found to repair

implements that they do not themselves manufacture (see column 2 in Table A-3). This results

in the existence of specialised repair workshops in the outskirts of rural towns and in
villages.10 The owners  of the repair workshops  who were interviewed  for this survey  all

indicated that they had plenty of work to do and that their businesses were highly profitable.

9 Threshers are commonly made without engines. Once stationed in the field, they are connected to the tractor
power take-off (PTO) point with a pulley and a belt.

10 Our sample includes only four such repair workshops. The primaty objective was after all to assess
manufacturing capability rather than repair capability. Of these four, two engaged exclusively in repair while the
other two did so predominantly but made a few implements from time to time. From the information obtained
during the interviews with these workshops it seemed safe to assume that repair capability is in fact embryonic
manufacturing capability, in the sense that it does not require skills that are different from those required for
manufacturing. Therefore, the complexity score for the repair of an implement was set at 0.5 times the score given
for the manufacture of the same implement. The two exclusive repair workshops did, however, repair some items
that the manufacturers in the sample did not produce, mainly tractor and combine harvester parts.
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Table A-3

Types of farm equipment made by the sample firms

No. of No. of repairers
manufacturers only

(incl. repair)
1. Cultivation and seedbed preparation equipment
-   cultivator or combi plough                                                               79                       3
-   land scraper, rear blade, front blade or leveller                                     74                       5
-   ridger or interline cultivator without fertiliser attachment                         54                       3
- mouldboard plough                                                                  52                     1
-   border disc                                                                                  49                      0
-   disc harrow                                                                                  48                       7
-  disc plough                                                                           39                     7
- chisel plough                                                                    37                   1
- ditcher                            36       0
- fertiliser broadcaster                                                                              29                         0
- rotavator                           27       6
-   ridger or interline cultivator with fertiliser attachment                             25                      0
-      bar  barrow                                                                                                                                                                                        17                                                  0

-      subsoiler                                                                                                                                                                                             1 2                                                  0

-  planker                                                                 2                0

- tarphali (bullock-driven 3-tine cultivator)                                               1                       0
-  laser-controlled land scraper                                                          1                     0
- rotary cotton slasher/crusher                                                     1                   0

2. Planting and sowing equipment
-   rabi seed drill with or without fertiliser attachment                                 56                       2
-   seed planter with or without fertiliser attachment                                   47                       1
- potato planter                                                                         34                     1
- sugarcane planter                                                                            2                      0
-   camel- or bullock-driven seed drill                                                            1                         0

3. Crop protection and maintenance equipment
-   tractor-mounted boom sprayer                                                           31                       2

tractor high-clearance frame                                                          3                     0
- knapsack sprayer                                                                      2                     0
- rotary weeder                                                                          1                     0

Cont'd...
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Table A-3 cont'd

No. of No. of
manufacturers repairers only
(ind.  repair)

4. Irrigation equipment
- slow-speed Rustin diesel engine                                                       8                   3
-  tubewell pump                                                                    6                  0
- high-speed portable engine (Chinese model)                                         0                    1

5. Harvesting and related equipment
- wheat thresher                                                                   78                  1
- potato digger                                                                          46                   3
-      wheat  or rice reaper                                                                                                                                                                4 1                                                5

- fodder/chaff cutter (animal- or electric-powered)                                              19                          6
- maize sheller                                                                     17                  0
- groundnut digger                                                                 12                  0
-   bullock or power geer of fodder cutter                                                        8                       0
- sunflower thresher                                                                      6                   0
-  rice thresher                                                                             5                   0
- sugarcane crusher                                                                       5                    1
- soybean thresher                                                                        2                   0
- groundnut thresher                                                                2                  0
-  gram thresher                                                                           2                    1
-  sorghum thresher                                                             1                 0

- sugarcane harvester                                                                     1                   0
-   addah of fodder cutter                                                                        1                     0

6. Miscellaneous
- tractor trailer                                                                           58                   3
-   tractor hook                                                                                   43                      1
- various tractor and combine harvester spare parts                                      5                     6
-  PTO pulley                                                                              5                    1
- hydraulic tractor trailer                                                                4                   0

PTO shaft                                                                         2                  0
-  post hole digger                                                                         1                   0

rotavator blades                                                                         1                    1

Source: Fieldwork
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Only the most primitive and smallest firms sell their products exclusively to farmers directly.
Seventy-four firms use intermediaries, especially specialised dealers and - sometimes - big
tractor manufacturers such as Millat and Al-Ghazi. The other main sales channel is the
government, which is used by 19 firms, most often the Agricultural Development Bank of
Pakistan (ADBP) and the Farm Machinery Institute (FMI).11 However, no matter how many
channels firms use, the direct sales link to farmers usually remains, because it is such an
essential source of feedback about the performance of products, especially when they have just
been placed on the market. Only three firms in the sample do not use this channel.

Sales are mostly in the Punjab itself. A few relatively large producers sell in other parts of
Pakistan as well. In addition, 22 manufacturers had managed to export. As would be expected,
exports had all gone to other developing countries with some similarity in agricultural
characteristics.12 None of the exporting is done on a regular basis, however. Moreover, except
for one or two cases in which direct contacts existed, the exports were indirect, through a large
tractor producer or a government agency (FMI in particular). The initiative does not usually lie
with the manufacturer, and in fact three cases were encountered where the manufacturer was
not even aware to which country his product(s) had been exported.

Production technology and methods

The production technology of the sample firms is dominated by the use of conventional general-

purpose machinery and equipment which can be found in any general metalworking workshop,
although a small minority has acquired some more advanced and special-purpose equipment.
The different types of machines and equipment owned by the firms are listed in Table A-4. It
can be seen from this table that the basic set owned by almost all workshops consists of a
horizontal lathe, an electric pillar drill, an electric grinder and an electric or gas welding set.
We can say that this is the minimum outlay required to start an independent workshop (see

11 The ADBP has loan schemes for farmers to acquire new equipment on easy terms, and it purchases such

equipment in large numbers.

12 However. religious ties appeared to be a more important determinant of the destination of the exports. The
destinations mentioned in the sample firms were: Afghanistan (eight cases), Saudi Arabia (five cases), Nigeria (four
cases). Bangladesh (two cases), Uganda (one case), Kenya (one case), Egypt (one case), Malaysia (one case), Sri
Lanka (one case) and Indonesia (one case). The number of cases add up to more than 22 because a few firms
exported to more than one country.
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column   2   of the table).13 Beyond this minimum there   is   a very smooth, gradual transition
towards greater diversity in machinery and equipment, which reflects the typical expansion

pattern of firms. Equipment which is typically added some years after the establishment of an

enterprise consists of sheet-bending machines, rollers for sheet metal, power hacksaws, shapers,

compressors for spray painting and perhaps a milling machine. Several firms also acquire
mechanical or hydraulic presses. However, not all firms that own presses engage in forging.

Only 23 firms in the sample claim to do their own forging fully or partly in-house. In-house

casting is also rather rare with only 14 firms having their own cupolas.14 In-house heat

treatment is more common, with 56 firms having some facility for this operation. However, in
most cases the facilities are still quite primitive. The oven consists of a hole in the ground in

which exact temperature control is not possible. Only five firms have full-scale modern facilities

with electric ovens and various quenching baths.

The top-end of the technological spectrum in the sample consists of two or three enterprises

which have gradually evolved into 'small factories'15. Unlike the rest of the sample firms

which are truly small workshops, they have a more or less orderly lay-out with extensive roofed

storage space for raw materials, parts and finished products of various kinds. They also have
a clear separation of the different manufacturing operations. Casting, forging, heat treatment,

sheet-metal work, machining, fabrication, assembly and painting are all done in different areas.

These firms also have more advanced and specialised machinery, such as copy lathes, template

copiers, slotting machines and phasers (which are used for precision grinding), and machines

which are economical only when large batches are made, such as semi- and even fully automatic

lathes which work much faster than ordinary manually-operated capstan lathes.

Farm equipment producers are metal workers, and therefore have the basic facilities with which

to produce their own machine tools. Self-construction of machinery turned   out   to be quite

common, with almost half the sample (49 firms) having made at least one machine for own use.

Even many of those who had not self-constructed a machine spontaneously asserted that they

would be able to do so  but that there had  been no need for it. The machines that are most

13 A few workshops in the sample did not yet have the full starting set. These were entrepreneurs who had just
started on their own, or who had just broken off a partnership and continued on their own. They generally relied
on neighboring workshops (run by relatives) to perform the operations for which they did not have the equipment

until they could afford to buy their own.

14 Most of these firms are in Faisalabad because this is where most sugarcane crushers and fodder cutters, the
two products with the most cast-iron parts, are manufactured. In the other manufacturing centres for farm

equipment, casting is undertaken by specialised firms only.

15 See section IV.3.2 for a definition.
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Table A-4

Machinery and equipment owned by the sample firms

No. of firms owning No. of firms owning No. of firms that
at time of interview at start of business self-constructed

1. Fabrication/assembly
- electric pillar drill 102                   96                   8
- electric welding set 100                   93                   0
- electric grinder                                   97                         79                          1
- power hacksaw                                   56                         30                          4
- power press                                          56                           20                           17
-   gas welding set                                22                       17                        0
- hydraulic press                                          19                                3                              13
-    spot welding machine                             6                          4                          0
-    seam welding machine                            2                          2                          0
- automatic drill                                         1                             0                            0
-   phaser                                    11                     0                     0

-    pipe making machine                             1                           0                          0

2. Machining
- horizontal manual lathe                         99                         92                          9
-   shaper                                  48                   31                    4
- horizontal milling machine                    18                        4                        0
- boring machine                                 3                         1                        0
- automatic lathe                                        3                             0                            0
-   copy lathe                                       2                         1                        0
- vertical milling machine                        2                        0                        0

slotting machine                                2                         1                        0
- vertical lathe                                           1                             0                            0
planer           0      1      0

3.  Sheet-metal work
- hand-shears         77      56      n.a. 
-    gas cutter                                         48                         21                          0
-    roller for sheet metal                               43                            17                           13
- sheet-bending machine                        33                        15                       14
- nibbling press                                                                         1 1                                                      3                                                     3
- guillotine (shearing machine)                    9                          4                          2
- template copier (cutter)                           4                           2                          0
-   disc cutter                                       2                         1                        0
-    punch for perforating sheet                         1                             0                             1

metal

Cont'd...
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Table A-4 cont'd

No. of firms owning No. of firms owning No. of firms that
at time of interview at start of business self-constructed

3.  Sheet-metal work (cont'd)
-    hammer for flattening sheet                      1                           0                          0

metal

4. Finishing
-    compressor for spray painting                  59                         33                          0
- chrome polishing plant                           1                           1                          0

5. Other operations
Injection moulding machine                     2                           0                          0

- Screw press                                            2                             0                            2
-    Hand moulding machine                          1                           0                          0

-    Wire drawing plant                                  1                             0                            0
- Spring coiling machine                           1                           0                          0
-   Bolt manufacturing machine                    1                         0                        1
- Threading machine                             1                         0                        1

Note:

a)   Hand-shears are usually self-made. No information was solicited about them, because they are very easy
to make.

Source: Fieldwork

frequently self-made are rollers for sheet metal, power presses, sheet-bending machines,

hydraulic presses, lathes and drills (see column 3 in Table A-4). Self-construction of machinery
is usually a very time-consuming activity because the firms do not have an established

production routine for the items concerned. It is rarely pursued full time. The usual pattern is

to work on a machine as and when regular work allows. Several months may therefore elapse

before the manufacturing process is completed. Just like other non-routine operations such as

the first-time copying of a new product design and activities to improve the quality of products

(see below), self-construction of machinery is typically undertaken by three   or four senior

persons in the firm, usually the owner(s) and one or two very experienced supervisors or

foremen. Only nine firms in the sample had a self-construction team consisting of five to seven

persons. 16 Outside assistance  is  rarely  used.   Only  four  firms had hired the expert services  of

16 These were either among the largest firms in the sample or they were so-called 'family firms' in which as
' many as four or five brothers, father, uncles, and so on, are all involved in the management.
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an engineer or an experienced relative working in a large-scale firm. These cases involved
relatively complex or uncommon machinery such as the guillotine, for which the prototypes
were not readily available in the market.

Overall, the production methods used by the sample firms were still fairly primitive. Only one-
third of the sample (36 firms) used one or more types of jigs and fixtures, 17 and only three
firms employed a person who could be considered to be more or less specialised in die and jig
making. Only 33 firms had some sort of product-testing facility in their own workshops, usually
a small electric engine which can be hooked up to stationary equipment with moving parts such
as threshers and sugarcane crushers. Another 26 firms simply tested in the farmer's fields, and
another three firms had their own field for this purpose. The remaining 40 firms did not engage
in any systematic testing of products, not even when they were making them for the first time.
However, those that did also often discontinued regular testing when they had established a
routine for the manufacture of a particular piece of equipment after two to three years. Only

with respect to the use of measuring instruments did the firms score rather well. Spring
callipers, vernier callipers, a variety of gauges and scales were commonly used in addition to
common rulers. Only the (non-digital) micrometer, which is a precision instrument, was not
used by 24 firms in the sample.

Production was most commonly carried out in small batches, although 25 very small firms were
still producing on a one-by-one basis, which is characteristic of blacksmithing. These small
firms generally only produced against firm orders from customers. Order-based production was
common in the larger firms as well, but in addition these firms produced small quantities for

stock. Only 16 firms produced entirely for stock. Storage of finished goods is a big problem
in the industry, especially for bulky items. Stocking modest quantities of small items such as

reapers and sugarcane crushers is no problem, but there is insufficient roofed-over space for
threshers and tractor trailers. 18

Knowledge of different types of raw materials was very rudimentary. Mild steel was the only
type of steel that a large majority of entrepreneurs (89) knew about, and claimed to be using.

In contrast, less than half of the sample reportedly used medium-carbon and high-carbon steels

(42 and 43 firms, respectively) which can be heat-treated. Close to a quarter of the sample said

they were not using these types (25 and 23 firms, respectively). The remainder, that is one-third

17 Examples are a simple self-made frame in which bars can be placed at exact right angles in preparation for
welding, and a frame which guides the drill bit so that the holes will be in a standardised position.

is Most producers simply use the roadside as storage space.
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of the sample, did not even know whether they were using these kinds of steel or not. They

simply used 'anything  that the dealers  gave them'. Not surprisingly,  the use of special alloys
(by 26 firms) was even less common than that of medium- and high-carbon steel. Thirty-six

firms had never even heard of their existence.

Education

The primitive nature of the production methods and the limited knowledge of properties of

metals may have something to do with only a minority of the sample firms having people with

formal technical education. In section V.5, where the sampling methodology was discussed, we

have already noted that it turned out to be impossible to fill the required quota of firms in which

at least one person with a formal technical background was working. In spite of considerable

efforts, only 25 such firms could be found. Three-quarters of the sample firms thus relied

entirely on experience-based knowledge passed on through apprenticeship training, locally

known as the ustad-shagird system. Although the benefits and the efficiency of this system have

been noted (Nabi, 1998; Child and Kaneda, 1975), it has also been observed that the persons

conducting the training were not always masters of their trade and that they were consequently

passing on wrong practices to their apprentices. For example, a project aimed at upgrading the

technological level of small metalworking businesses in the North West Frontier Province of

Pakistan noted major misconceptions about quality and finishing of products, standardisation,

the operation of more modern machines and the application of more advanced production

processes (Tomesen and Thomas, 1992:73).19

Interestingly, in the 25 firms that did employ someone with some formal technical training or

education, this person was in most cases not the owner-manager. More typically, the person

concerned was a young son of the present owner who had only recently joined the firm after

completing his engineering education, which suggests that the number of people with formal

technical education is rising  in the industry.  A few freelancing engineers  who were called  upon

to help sort out specific technical bottlenecks were also encountered, and there were a few rare

'9 Observations made during the fieldwork suggested that the quality of the apprenticeship training was indeed

rather variable. Workers who had received their training in a very small, obscure enterprise did not have the same

reputation as workers who had been trained in one of the well-known, technologically leading firms in the industry.

Upon completion of the training, these firms give formal certificates which are roughly equivalent to a technical

school diploma.
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cases where a hired worker had been to a lower technical school or had attended a short
specialised training course. 20

The nature of the technical education obtained was quite varied. In eight cases it consisted of
a low-level vocational course in welding or machining for which only primary education was
required. In another five firms, someone had been put through a short post-matriculation course
in heat treatment, quality control or materials analysis. More interesting, from the point of view
of this survey, were the 12 firms that engaged a person with higher technical education. Eight
of these were so-called 'diploma engineers', graduates of polytechnic colleges which provide
a three-year middle level engineering education which is taken after matriculation. The
remaining four were engineers with an academic degree (locally called 'degree engineers' to
distinguish them from the diploma engineers).

The general (that is, non-technical) education levels of the owners-managers were perhaps not
quite   as   low  as one would expect (see Table  A-5).   Only four firms  were  run by people   who
could not read and write at all, and only 10 firms were managed by persons with only primary
school education. Education up to middle school level (eight years) was found in 23 enterprises,

Table A-5

Distribution of sample firms by highest level of
formal non-technical education of owners-managers

Level of non-technical education no. of firms % of total sample
- illiterate               4       3.9
- primary school (5 years)                                          10                          9.8
- middle school (8 years)                                              23                           22.5
-    matriculation (10 years)                                                  38                              37.3
-    FA / FSc (12 years)                                                  16                           15.7
-    BA / BSc / BCom (14 years)                                             9                               8.8
-    MA / MSc (16 years)                                                 2                             2.0
-   All firms 102 100.0

Source: Fieldwork

20 Full-time hired engineers were not found at all. The enterprises cannot generally afford to pay for their
services, and they cannot offer good career options. Technically qualified workers were rare because (i) very few
go to a formal technical school; and (ii) Very few employers send their workers for training after they join. The
latter is risky because a worker with improved skills might want to leave for a better-paid job or might want to start
his own business. It is for this reason that technical training is predominantly a family affair.
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and owners who had completed matriculation (10 years) were found in 38 firms. Only one-
quarter of the entrepreneurs had higher education. Nine had obtained a bachelor's or higher
degree. Thus, middle and matriculation education together formed the dominant educational

profile in the sample.

In comparison,  in a survey  of 119 firms  by  Nabi (1988) which was conducted  in  1982,  31  per
cent of the entrepreneurs were found to be illiterate and 58 per cent of the entrepreneurs had
an education level lower than matriculation. In our survey this percentage is markedly lower
at 37 per cent. These differences Suggest that the education level of the families concerned is
slowly rising over time. The effect of this is now beginning to manifest itself in the industry as
the second generation gradually begins to replace the entrepreneurs who started the industry in
the 1960s.

Internal efforts to assimilate and improve products

Since we expected to find that the assimilation of new product designs would be a very
important mechanism for the absorption of new technical information, the widespread

introduction of new products by the sample firms did not really come as a surprise.21 Recent
introduction of new products was very common in the sample firms. In the three years
preceding the survey, 52 producers had launched a total of 118 products that they had not
manufactured earlier. Competitors, or more generally the local market, were quoted as sources

for the product idea in over 50 per cent of these firms. Farmers were mentioned as a source in
16 cases and technical assistance projects or technical institutes had furnished the product idea
in 12 cases.22

Just as in self-construction of machinery, the first copy is made by a small team consisting Of
four to five experienced persons, usually by dismantling a prototype or by borrowing the
templates from another producer.23 Copying from drawings is still uncommon in the industry.
Only 15 firms employed a person who was able to read complex drawings without assistance,

21  By 'new' products we mean items that are newly produced by a particular firm, irrespective of whether they
are already being produced by local competitors.

22 Less important sources were own observations and ideas (six firms), friends and relatives (two firms) and
inspiration from an imported item seen in the market (two firms). The numbers add up to more than 52 because
some firms used multiple sources.

23 In fact, the copying skills in the industry are remarkable. Some entrepreneurs described how they had
managed to copy quite neatly from a mental image without even a photograph to refresh their memory.
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but even these firms still used prototypes in addition to blueprints. Many entrepreneurs (64)
claimed ability to read simple drawings, but this would not be sufficient for successful copying
of entire pieces of equipment without access to a physical specimen. 24

Generally, the aim is to reproduce the prototype as faithfully as possible in the first year, and
to perfect manufacturing over the following two to three years based on information that has
been collected about the performance of the equipment through complaints from farmers,
recurring needs for specific types of repair, and own field observations. Some firms do this
systematically, by keeping detailed records of every problem registered and complaint received.
The fact that it takes a firm about two to three years to reach a satisfactory performance and
quality standard suggests that considerable effort is needed. Even though the products of this
industry tend to be relatively simple from an engineering point of view, and even though most
of the models have been in existence for a long time, they still have considerable tacit elements
for the entrepreneurs who try to manufacture them for the first time.25

Adaptations to already well-established products (that is, products that had been manufactured
by a firm for three years or more) were also very common in the sample. Seventy-seven firms
claimed to have made at least one change to an existing product during the three years
preceding the survey. Unlike the tinkering  with new products which is meant  to  iron out
teething problems which obstruct adequate performance, these adaptations are meant to improve
upon adequate performance, albeit in incremental ways.26 Better performance (including less

waste, increased efficiency or increased capacity) was cited by 66 respondents as the effect of
the changes made. A reduction in breakdowns was mentioned by 53 producers. Increased

24 Apparently, a basic ability to read (or even to make) simple drawings can be developed through experience,
provided one has some general education. Quite a few entrepreneurs asserted that the drawing classes in secondary
school had been the basis for their current drawing skills. However, it is impossible to learn to read complex
drawings in this way.

25 Considering the technological efforts involved in raising the quality and performance of a new product to
a satisfactory standard, one might think that the 52 firms that had recently introduced one or more new products
were more active learners than the 50 firms that had not launched any new product in recent years, and that the
recent introduction of new products should therefore have been used as a proxy for internal technological activity
in the analysis. However, it was noted during the survey that newly established firms were much more active in
expanding their (still limited) product range than old, well-established firms which had already gone through this
process in earlier years and which now manufactured an impressive product range. In other words, these firms had
more or less exhausted this source of learning. Recent manufacture of new products would thus be a very biased
measure of internal technological activity.

26 Adaptations that were not improvements were also made (such as dilution of raw-material quality), but those
were not recorded in this survey.
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durability was reported by 39 producers and increased ease of handling was mentioned by
25.27

Most entrepreneurs characterised their product improvement activities as a more or less
continuously ongoing process pursued as and when an idea or a need arose, and said that no
fixed time was set aside for it. Only a small minority were able to pinpoint a few weeks in the

year (usually during the slack season) when these activities were pursued more intensively than

at other times. The product improvement team consisted of the same people as those who

undertook the other major non-routine activities in the firm, namely self-construction of

machinery and first-time copying of new products.

Fifty-eight entrepreneurs claimed that own field observations combined with own ideas were a

source of product improvements.28 In 48 cases farmers made relevant suggestions, which

implies that user/producer interactions are indeed quite important for the incremental

improvement of product technology.  Only six improvements reportedly emanated from technical

institutes. If we take the respondents' statements about the sources of the product improvements

at face value, this would be a typical case of user/producer-driven technical progress, the

importance of which   has been emphasised  by many writers (see Chapter III). Although   no

concrete evidence is available, it is however suspected that the importance of the institutional

factor is underestimated in the figures. Many changes that are now transmitted through farmers

and competitors may have originally been designed by technical institutes.29 Moreover, the

improvements developed by the technical institutes (usually in collaboration with a

manufacturer) tend to be much more substantial and afford much more opportunity for technical

learning on the part of the manufacturers than the changes made as a result of own field

observations and farmers' complaints.30 The in-firm technical training by FMI experts received

27 The responses add up to more than 77 because many respondents gave multiple answers.

28 However, we noted in section VI.5 that this may not be entirely correct, because many entrepreneurs copy

improvements from each other, but they do not like to admit this fact. Only nine respondents said that they had

copied an improvement from the local market. It was therefore suggested that 'own idea' should be perhaps be

interpreted as 'own initiative' instead.

29 A good example is the current thresher design, which was developed by the International Rice Research

Institute. However, not a single manufacturer in the sample knew this. Their sources for this design had been the

farmers and the local market.

30 For instmice, it is common for manufacturers to simply substitute thicker metal sheets and bars to strengthen

parts that are subject to high wear and tear in response to complaints about durability from farmers. Such activities

do not testify to (and do not lead to) advanced technical insights into the types of stresses that different parts are

exposed to and into the importance of using a metal of the appropriate strength, elasticity and hardness.
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by eight manufacturers while collaborating with this institute in the commercial launch of new
or improved products was highly appreciated by all of them.

Information search and technical assistance

The entrepreneurs in the sample used an impressive variety of channels to obtain information
about new products that could be copied, improvements that could be made to existing products,
production technology, production methods and other technical aspects of their business (see
Table A-6).

Competitors' products were examined and informal discussions held with family, customers,
suppliers and competitors as a matter of routine. However, the other activities listed in Table
A-6 were much less routine-based because a special effort generally had to be made. Not
surprisingly, only a minority of the firms collected brochures and manuals of farm machinery
produced by other firms, tried to obtain magazines, drawings or photographs, and went to a
trade fair or toured a neighboring district to view the equipment used by farmers there.

Table A-6

Information acquisition activities of the sample firms

Information acquisition activity number of firms
-    discussions with family                                                                             88
-    discussions with customers                                                                         99
-     discussions with suppliers of raw materials                                                                         81
-     examination of competitors' products                                                                                  97
-   discussions with competitors                                                                  83
-    attendance at farm machinery trade fair / exhibition                                             48
-    acquisition of sales brochures or catalogues issued by other                                           35

Pakistani firms

-    acquisition of sales brochures or catalogues issued by foreign                                        42
firms

-     acquisition of technical manuals, technical drawings or                                                       48
photographs of farm machinery

-     purchase of product made by another firm                                                                          28
-    borrowing of implement from customer                                                                22
-    tour of other districts or abroad                                                                                   7

Source: Fieldwork

Considering the well-known fact that the great majority of small enterprises in developing
countries operate without ever having received help from an established assistance agency,
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external technical assistance had played a surprisingly important role in the upgrading of the
technological level in the sample firms. A large number of public and private sources had been
used (see Table A-7).31 In particular, the extensive use of two public bodies that specialise in
developing farm equipment and providing assistance to manufacturers in this sector is certainly
remarkable. No fewer than 34 enterprises had been assisted at one time or another by the Farm

Machinery Institute in Islamabad (a federal agency),   and 18 firms  had had links  with  its
provincial equivalent - the Agricultural Machinery Research Institute in Multan. The dominance
of FMI could be ascribed to its active extension service. The AMRI has developed and adapted

a large number of farm equipment models, but its outreach is much more modest due to lack
of funds. Another rather important source of assistance has been the Centre for Agricultural
Machinery Industries in Mian Channun, run under the aegis of the Punjab Small Industries
Corporation with Dutch technical assistance. This was established only a few years ago and its
target area has so far remained limited to Mian Channun. Other important sources have been
large private tractor manufacturers (Millat and Al-Ghazi), the agricultural engineering

department of the Agricultural University in Faisalabad, local manufacturers' associations, and

experienced persons consulted privately.

Table A-7

Sources of public and private external technical assistance

Source of assistance No. of firms which used source

-    Farm Machinery Institute (Islamabad)                                                             34
- Agricultural Machinery Research Institute (Multan)                                             18
-    Centre for Agricultural Machinery Industries (Mian Channun)                                    12
- Large private tractor manufacturer                                                                 10
- Agricultural University Faisalabad, Agricultural Engineering                                 9

Department
- Local Manufacturers' Associations                                                            9
- Experienced person working in another firm (but not qualified                                    8')

engineer)
- Another small-scale farm equipment producer                                                          5
-   Ayub Agricultural Research Institute (Faisalabad)                                             4
-    Farm machinery workshop of the Agricultural Development                                        3

Bank of Pakistan (Islamabad)
-     Chamber of Commerce (Lahore)                                                                                           1

Note: a) This figure excludes the part-time services of qualified engineers used by two firms.

Source: Fieldwork

n No doubt, this has something to do with the fact that the composition of the sample was somewhat biased
in favour of the more technologically advanced firms. Even so, the finding is quite striking.
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Appendix III: Questionnaire

Technological Capability Acquisition

in Small-scale Farm Equipment Enterprises

Questions to be asked only from the owner (or one of the owners) of the business who started,
bought or inherited the firm.

Date of interview:

Name of respondent:

Address of enterprise:

To be filled after interview:

Highest formal technical education obtained by anyone now working in the enterprise:

a. none (only informal training or job experience)
b. below-matriculation technical school or technical course
c. post-matriculation technical education

Entrepreneur(s) having experience in modern large or medium firm:

a. yes

b. no
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I      Level of education / training / experience of entrepreneur (= respondenO and his
partner(s)

I.1        In which  year  was your business started or inherited?

In 19

I.2    Did you start / inherit the business alone, or together with partners?

a. started alone

b.  started with parmer(s)
c. inherited alone

d. inherited with parmer(s)

I.3    What is your general (i.e. non-technical) education, and that of the parmers with whom

you started / inherited this business. (We will ask later about any parmers who may have
joined the enterprise some time after it was started.)

self partnerl parmer2 partner3

a.    no schooling (illiterate)

b. primary school

c. middle school

d. matriculation

e.    FA, FSc

f.    BA, BSc, BCom

g.   MA, MSc, MBA

h. other, please specify
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I.4 Before starting to work in this business, did you (or any of your parmers with whom you
started this business) get any technical education or training in a school, training centre,

college, institute or university?

self partnerl partner2 partner3

a.    no technical schooling

b. below-matriculation techn.
course in institute, training
centre, etc.

c.         post-matriculation  1  or 2 year
course in vocational institute

d.     post-matriculation 3 year
polytechnic college (diploma
of associate engineer)

e.     BTech (4 years post-
matriculation)

f. BSc

g.           MSc

h. other, please specify

I.5     Ajter starting to work in this business, did you (or any parmer with whom you started this

business) receive any technical training in a training centre, institute or vocational school,

(for instance, in the Dehi Mazdoor programme of the Punjab Small Industries

Corporation, evening classes in a technical training institute, etc.)?

a. yes

b. no
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I.6A Before starting to work in this business, did you, or any parmer(s) with whom you started

this business, ever work in an enterprise that employed at least 50 workers, either in
Pakistan or abroad? (More than one answer allowed)

a. yes, in a Pakistani firm

b. yes, in a firm abroad

c. no --> go to question I.7

I.6B If yes, were you (or parmers with whom you started this business) ever given any
technical on-the-job training or technical apprenticeship training when working in that
(those) firm(s)? (More than one answer allowed)

a. yes
b. no

I.7A Before starting this business, did you (or any partner with whom you started this business)
ever work  in an enterprise that employed roughly fewer than 50 workers?

a. yes
b.   no  -- >   go to question  I. 8

I.7B  If yes, were you (or partner) ever given any technical on-the-job training or technical
apprenticeship training when working in that (those) firm(s)? (More than one answer

allowed)

a. yes

b. no

I.8 Did anyone join your business as a partner some time a»r it was started, bought or

inherited by you (i.e. not at start)?

a. yes

b. no -> Go to question I.14
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I.9    What is the level of general (non-technical) education of that new partner(s)?

parmerl partner2 partner3

a.    no schooling (illiterate)

b. primary school

c. middle school

d. matriculation

e.   FA, FSe

f.    BA, BSc, BCom

g.    MA, MSc, MBA

h. other, please specify

I. 10 Before starting  to  work  in this business,   did this person  get any technical education  or

training in a school, training centre, college, institute or university?

partnerl partner2 partner3
a.    no technical schooling

b. below-matriculation techn. course in
institute, training centre, etc.

c.         post-matriculation  1  or 2 year course  in
vocational institute

d.       post-matriculation 3 year polytechnic
college (diploma of associate engineer)

e.     BTech (4 years post-matriculation)

f. BSc

g.     MSc
h. other, please specify
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I.11 In addition to the technical schooling received before joining your business,  did your
new parmer(s) get any technical training in a training centre, institute or vocational

school, (for instance, in the Dehi Mazdoor programme of PSIC, evening classes in a
technical training institute, etc.) a#er starting to work in this business?

a. yes

b. no

I.12A Before joining your business,   did   (any   of)   your new partner(s)   ever   work   in   an
enterprise that employed at least 50 workers. either in Pakistan or abroad? (More than
one answer allowed)

a. yes, in a Pakistani firm

b. yes, in a firm abroad

c.  no -- >  go to question I. 13

I.128   Was (any of) the new parmer(s) ever given any technical on-the-job training or technical
apprenticeship training in that firm (those firms)? (More than one answer allowed)

a. yes

b. no

I.13A Before joining your business, did (any of) your new partner(s) ever work in an
enterprise that employed roughly fewer than 50 workers?

a. yes
b.   no  -- >   go to question  I.14

I.138    Was   (any   00    your new parmer(s) ever given any technical on-the-job training    or
technical apprenticeship training in that firm (those firms)?

a. yes

b. no
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I. 14A Does any family member (e.g. your son) work in your business, not as a parmer?

a. yes

b. no

I. 14B    If yes,  does  he  have any formal technical education or training?

a. yes, please specify:
b. no

I. 14C   Did  he  work  in your business right from the start,  or did he join sometime afterwards?

a. from the start

b. joined sometime afterwards

I.15A  Ask this question only if the enterprise is a parmership:

Do you and your partners do the same work in your business, or do you specialise in

different tasks?

a.  same -- >  go to section II
b. different tasks

I.158 If different tasks, please give details about what each of you are doing:
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II Products manufactured / repaired

II. 1 Which items  of farm equipment  have you manufactured during  the  past 3 years,  and
which items have you repaired? And which items did you manufacture and repair when
you started your business?

now / during at start

past 3 years
manuf. repair manuf. repair

1.      cultivator

2.       rotavator

3. boom sprayer
4. wheat thresher
5. seed drill
6.     intercultivator / ridger
7. groundnut digger
8. multipurpose planter
9.     tractor-driven bar harrow
10. disk harrow / disk plough
11. maize sheller
12. sugarcane crusher
13. wheat / rice reaper
14. mouldboard plough
15. chisel plough
16. subsoiler
17. tractor trailer
18. tractor high-clearance frame
19. land scraper
20. fertiliser broadcaster
21. potato digger
22. sugarcane harvester
23. cotton picker
24.   fodder / chaff cutter
25. rear blade
26. front blade

Cont'd...
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II. 1 cont'd

now / past 3 at start

years
manuf. repak manuf. repair

27. laser scraper
28.    tractor  hook

29. border disc
30. ditcher
31. rice transplanter
Other farm equipment:

Non-farm equipment:

If  only   repair  in  Q  11.1,   go  directly  to  section  III  from  here.

II.2 Do you do the following operations yourself, or do you buy them from outside?

in own unit bought from
outside

a. heat treatment

b.      casting

c.        forging

d. sheet cutting

e. other services, please specify:
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II.3 To whom do you sell? (more than one answer allowed)

a. to farmers
b. to big manufacturers or trading companies such as Millat Tractors
c. other:

II.4   Has any of your products ever been exported, or have you ever received an export
order?

a. yes
b. no

II.5 During the past three years, have you started making any new products in your

enterprise (i.e. products that you were not making before)?

a. yes

b.  no  -- >   go to question II.12

II.6 What is the name of this product / these products?

II.7 From where did you get the design for this product (these products)? (more than one
answer allowed)

a. from competitors / the local market
b. from an institute or technical assistance project such as FMI, AMRI, CAMI,

a university etc.
c. frorn customer
d.  own idea
e. other source, please specify:
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II.8A  Is this new product / products an exact copy of an existing model, or did you make
some modifications?

a.  exact copy of existing model  -- >  go to question II.9

b. copy with modifications

II.8B  What kind of modifications have you made?

a. improvement in quality / reduced breakdowns

b. improved performance or higher capacity of equipment
c. increased safety of the equipment for the operator
d. equipment easier to handle

e. increased durability
f. other improvement, please specify:

II.8C From where did you get the idea for this improvement (these improvements)?

a. from the local market / competitors

b. from an institute or technical assistance project such as FMI, AMRI, CAMI,
a university etc.

c. from customer

d.  own idea
e. from other source, please specify:

II.9 How long did it take you do make the first saleable copy of this new product / these

products? (more than one answer allowed if there was more than one new product)

a. one week or less
b. between one and two weeks

c. between two weeks and one month

d.  more than one month
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II. 10     How many people, besides yourself, were involved in making the first copy  of this  new
product (these new products)?

II.11   Did you make any drawings before fabricating that new product (those new products)?

a. yes

b. no

II. 12     Over the last three years,  have  you  made any improvements  to any product  that you
were already making (i.e. not related to new products)?

a. yes

b. no --> go to question II. 17

II. 13     If yes to previous question, what kind of improvements have you made? (more than one
answer allowed)

a.  improvement in quality / reduced breakdowns
b. improved performance or higher capacity of equipment
c. increased safety  of the equipment for the operator
d. equipment easier to handle
e. increased durability
f. other improvement, please specify:

II. 14 From where did you get the idea for this improvement (these improvements)?

a. from the local market / competitors
b. from an institute or technical assistance project such as FMI, AMRI, CAMI,

a  university  etc.
c. from customer
d.  own idea
e. from other source, please specify
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II. 15     In the slack season, roughly  how  much  time  do you spend on experimentation  to
improve your products?

a. no time at all
b.   less  than  one  week

c.   between  one  and two weeks
d. between two weeks and one month
e. more than one month

II.16     How many people, besides youself, are involved in these experimentation activities?

II. 17 Is anyone in your business able to read technical drawings?

a. yes, simple ones
b. yes, complex ones
c. no

III Manufacturing technology

III. 1     Could you please list all the different types of machinery and equipment (i.e. not tools)
used by the enterprise at present, and also at start of business?

current starting
year year

1.      lathe

2.       electric arc welding equipment
3. oxy-acetylene welding equipment
4. spot welding equipment
5.      drill

6. electric grinder
7.       hand-shears

Cont'd  . . .
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III.1 cont'd

currem starting
year year

8. punch /shearing machine

9.  shaper

10. nibbling press
11. power press
12.    cutter

13.   compressor for spray painting
14. power hacksaw

15. sheet-bending machine

16. milling machine

17. roller for sheet metal

18. other:

III.2     Have you ever tried to make any machine or equipment for use in your own enterprise?

a. yes

b. no--> gotoquestion III. 10

III.3    If yes, are these machine(s) / equipment used in your business at present?

a. yes, all or some
b. no, nothing used

III.4   If not used, please give reason:

III.5 Please describe the machinery / equipment made by you:

a.

b.

C.
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III.6  How long did it take you to construct this machine (these machines)? More than one
answer allowed if more than one machine.

a. one week or less
b. between one and two weeks

c. between two weeks and one month

d.  more than one month

III.7    How many people, besides yourself, were involved in the construction of that machine

(those machines)?

III.8  Did you construct this machine all by yourselves, or did you get some technical

assistance from someone outside your business?

a. by ourselves, without outside technical assistance

b. with outside technical assistance

III.9  If you used outside technical assistance for constructing the machine(s), please give

details:

III. 10   Are any jigs and fixtures used in production?

a. yes

b. no

III.11 What measuring equipment do  you use?

a. ruler

b. spring callipers
c. vernier calliper
d. micrometer

e. gauges

f. scales

g.   any other, please specify
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III. 12       What raw materials  do  you  use in production?

a. mild steel

b. medium-carbon steel

c. high-carbon steel

d. special-alloy steels

e. spring steel

f. any other, please specify

III. 13   Do you make equipment to order, or do you make for stock (i.e. do you carry an

inventory of finished equipment),  or both?

a. to-order only
b.  for stock only
c. both to-order and for stock

III. 14       Do  you  make one piece of equipment  at  a  time,  or  do  you make several pieces  of

equipment at the same time (=batch production)?

a.  one  at the  time

b.  several at the same time (batch production)

III.15A Do you manufacture and sell separate spare parts?

a. yes

b. no --> go to question HI. 16

III. 15B  When a piece of equipment made by your jinn is brought to you for repair, do spare

parts generally fit without having to make adjustments, such as filing?

a. yes

b. no

III. 16       Do  you  test each piece of equipment made  by you before selling  it?

a. yes

b. no
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III. 17      If yes to previous question,  can you explain how you carry out these tests?

III. 18      Who is supervising the work in your business?

a. self

b.  partner
c. hired supervisor

IV Manpower skills

IV. 1 Roughly how many people are working in this business including yourself and

partner(s) if actively working in it, apprentices, casual workers, helpers etc.)

a.  during the current peak season?

b. during the previous slack season?

IV.2 When you started this business, what type of skilled persons did you employ? And

which ones do you employ at present?

at start at present

1.        welders

2.       fitters

3.      painters
4.    machinists
5.      mechanics

6. electrical technicians

7. diploma engineers
8. degree engineers
9.       foreman / supervisors
10. other:
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IV.3A  Have you at any time employed a person with technical education from a technical

school, training institute, training centre, polytechnic or university?

a. yes

b.  no -- >  go to question IV.4

IV.3B    If yes, please give details of his / their technical education:

IV. 3C       Did   you   hire that person / those persons   at   the   time you started this business,    or
sometime after starting?

a. when starting this business

b. sometime after starting this business

IV.3D   Is that person / are those persons still working in your business at the moment?

a. yes

b. no

IV.4A  Have you at any time employed any persons with working experience in a large

enterprise (an enterprise employing more than 50 workers)?

a. yes

b.  no -- >  go to question IV.5

IV.48    If yes, was that a Pakistani firm or a firm abroad?

a. a Pakistani firm
b.  a firm abroad

IV.4C   Did you hire that person / those persons with that experience at the time you started

this business, or sometime after starting?

a. when starting this business

b. sometime after starting this business
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IV.4D   Is that person / are those persons still working in your business at the moment?

a. yes

b. no

IV.5 Have you ever sent any workers to a technical training course?

a. yes
b. no

IV.6 Did any of your people get training in your firm from a technical expert / equipment

supplier, technical assistance project,   etc.?

a. yes

b. no

V Information search and information channels

V.1 To keep informed about new technological developments in your line of business, or

to seek advice about technical problems that you are facing, have you at any time
during  the past three years  done the following:

a.  discussed with family about your problems or about ideas for new products, ideas

for product changes and other technological improvements you might make?

b. discussed with customers about your problems or about ideas for new products,
ideas for product changes and other technological improvements you might make?

c. obtained information from machinery or equipment suppliers about new technology,

or discussed your technical problems with them?
d. examined products of your competitors as they were offered for sale in the market?

e. bought a product made by another firm with the aim to examine it and copy it?

f. discussed with competitors about your or their product development activities,
technological advancements and technical problems?

g.    attended a trade  fair or industrial exhibition where farm equipment producers  were

displaying their products?
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V. 1 cont'd
h. obtained sales brochures or catalogues issued by other Pakistani farm equipment

enterprises?
i. obtained sales brochures or catalogues issued by foreign farm equipment

enterprises?
j. obtained technical manuals, blueprints, drawings or photographs of new products?

k. any other activity? Please state

V.2 Did you ever obtain any useful technical information or technical advice from any of

the following organisations?

a. the Chamber of Commerce
b. a manufacturers' association
c. FMI
d. AMRI
e. a university (e.g. the agricultural engineering dept. at the Agric. Univ. of

Faisalabad)
f. a technical assistance project (e.g. CAMI)

g. a large farm-equipment manufacturer, e.g. Millat, Al-Ghazi

h. any other source:

VI. Miscellaneous

VI.1 What is your age? years

VI.2 If  parmer(s),   what  is his (their)  age?

partner 1: years

partner 2: _ years

partner 3: years



SuInmary

Since the early 198Os, the literature on technology and development has paid much attention to
technological capability as a crucial determinant of success in industrialisation by developing
countries. Technological capability is defined as the skills and knowledge to effectively
assimilate technology, adapt it to local conditions, improve upon it and (ultimately) create new
technology locally. A number of mostly firm-level case-studies have shown  that  for  the  most
part these capabilities do not arise spontaneously and effortlessly in firms. Their acquisition
requires effort - the purposive allocation of resources for technological learning.

Until now, the focus of the capability literature has been predominantly on the modern large-
scale segment of the industrial sector. Yet, the labour-absorption capacity of this sector is

generally fairly limited. In view of the sheer quantitative importance of small-scale (including
informal) enterprises for employment creation in these countries, the question arises as to why
this large section of industry has been ignored. After all. it is precisely in these small firms that

productivity and incomes are lowest and acquisition of more advanced capabilities would thus

presumably be most needed. Have small firms perhaps been ignored on the assumption of there

being no need for an independent capability effort in the small-scale sector, for example because

of an expectation that the problems of poverty and underemployment would anyway be taken
care of within a decade or so through rapid expansion of the modern sector or through
automatic and quick widespread diffusion of the capabilities built up there? Or, alternatively,
has the small-scale sector been neglected because of a belief that technological capability
building simply does not occur in small firms anyway, even though it is obvious that there is
a need for it from a human development point of view?

The central argument put forward in this study is that neither of these two assumptions can be
accepted unequivocally.    It is argued that small firms   have an important   role   to   play   in   the

accumulation of technological capability, and that capability building in large firms alone is not
enough to resolve the development problem. Therefore, the neglect of the small-scale sector in
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the capability literature constitutes a serious limitation of that literature. The aim of this study

is to make a contribution towards redressing this imbalance through an empirical study of

capability building in small firms.

The subject is investigated in two different ways, namely:

(i)       a review of mainly qualitative information found in secondary literature, and
(ii)     a quantitative analysis based on fresh primary data.

First, in the virtual absence of direct empirical information on the topic, a broad literature

survey was carried out to unearth any materials outside the capability literature which could
shed some light on the issue in spite of their focus being on another - but somewhat related -
topic. The objective of the review was simply to find out what - if anything - is already known
about capability building in small firms. The approximately 40 studies yielded by the literature
search were scanned for information about the extent to which small firms had acquired
capabilities and the nature of those capabilities; the nature of the underlying learning process;

factors that had triggered or facilitated that learning process; and the economic impact of the
higher capabilities on the firms concerned and on their environment.

The review threw up a surprising amount of information appearing to indicate that small firms
in developing countries do indeed engage in capability building and that this is socially and
economically beneficial in the sense that it contributes to increased employment and incomes

in these enterprises as well as increased satisfaction of customers who benefit from access to

locally-made products with appropriate characteristics at prices often substantially lower than
of comparable imported ones. Capabilities are apparently developed mainly in different branches

of the metalwork sector, especially among manufacturers of general-purpose machine tools and

farm equipment. This is a very important finding because these happen to be the industries that

have historically formed, and still form, the springboard for the development of a full-fledged

capital goods sector which plays such a crucial role in the successful indigenisation of
technology and in inducing a domestic self-sustaining process of technological change.

Functioning in a competitive environment and cultivating close links with the users of their
products, such enterprises contribute in a major way to an endogenous process of technological

advancement because they are more efficient than large firms in copying and adapting models

with characteristics that are locally appropriate and in making these accessible to large sections

of the population.

Just as in the large firms studied in the extant capability literature, the learning process through

which capabilities are built up in small metalworking firms  is  slow and incremental, usually
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taking several decades before significant results begin to emerge. However, unlike in large firms
where a large part of new technological knowledge is apparently acquired through acquisition
and adaptation of process technology, the main mechanism through which small-scale
entrepreneurs gain access to new technological knowledge and assimilate new skills is the
copying of products that are increasingly complex to manufacture, often combined with the

making of small adaptations to those products.  In many cases, firms start as simple repair
workshops and gain the initial experience required for production through reverse engineering

undertaken while servicing and making spare parts for imported machinery. In the initial stages,
the learning process is usually entirely based on practical production experience and

experimentation on the shop floor, mainly guided by information exchange with the users of the

firm's products. As a firm advances in terms of capabilities and acquires more resources, the
scala of activities gradually increases and the nature of the activities themselves becomes more

complex. Formal technical training of staff and hiring of qualified engineers become relevant

at this stage.

The review yielded many interesting insights, but the information was almost entirely

qualitative, piecemeal, and in some cases rather descriptive. The information was certainly not
firm enough for the design of relevant technology policies aimed at fostering a process of

technological learning in the small-scale sector. The second part of the study was therefore

aimed at addressing this weakness in the literature through a detailed survey of capability

building among small capital goods producers. Fresh primary data were collected from small-

scale farm equipment manufacturers in Pakistan's Punjab Province. The process could be
conveniently studied there because the farm equipment sector in the area has exhibited

spectacular growth since the onset of the Green Revolution in the early 1960s. The sector

consists almost entirely of several hundreds of truly small-scale enterprises (employing roughly
between five and 50 workers) which manufacture a large variety of cultivation, harvesting and
other farm equipment for use with tractors.

In comparison to the literature review, the field study focused more narrowly on the process

of capability building itself, while its causes and its economic impact were not looked at in
detail. A novel measurement methodology was developed which allowed  for a quantitative

(cross-section OLS regression) analysis of the hypothesised relationship between the capabilities
observed in the surveyed firms on the one hand, and on the other, a variety of different

activities and processes which one would associate with technological learning on the basis of

the extant capability literature and other relevant materials. The measurement of the various

capability and learning variables is a major innovative element in the study because the extant

large-scale capability literature is also very deficient in terms of quantitative measurement and
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testing. Several proxies for capability and technological learning were designed for the purpose
of the study, in cooperation with local engineers with an in-depth knowledge of the industry.
Briefly, technological capability was measured by variables relating to the technological
complexity of farm equipment made by the firms; self-construction of machine tools for own
use; level of product quality; extent of product diversification; complexity of production
organisation; and the level of internal design skills. The learning determinants were represented
by variables measuring the extent of intra-firm activities undertaken to assimilate and improve

new products; the extent of search efforts undertaken to discover new technological information;
the extent of technical assistance received; the level of general and formal technical education
present in the firm; the nature of prior work experience of the owners-managers; and passive
learning-by-doing that accrues automatically with the passage of time as a result of involvement
in production.

The product-manufacturing complexity indicator designed for this study is especially important
because the literature review indicated that the manufacturing skills and knowledge of
metalworking firms are closely reflected in the manufacturing complexity of their products.  An
important characteristic of metalworking firms is that a large number of products of varying
complexity can be manufactured with a limited set of machines and equipment, and the
manufacture of each of these products can be decomposed into the same basic standard
operations. The skill requirements of these operations can be assessed by persons who are

knowledgeable about the technological manufacturing characteristics of the local industry.

The real significance of the product complexity measure of technological capability developed
for this study is that the applicability of the methodology is by no means limited to the farm
equipment industry in the Pakistan Punjab. It can be a useful instrument for the assessment of

production capability in the metalworking sector in developing countries more generally. In
view of the importance of this sector (especially the subset of metalworking firms that make
capital goods) in the formation of indigenous technological capability, the method can be used
to provide a better insight into the level of national technological capability attained by those

countries. At the same time, it should be emphasised that the measurement undertaken in this
study constitutes only a first attempt at quantification of an inherently very complex

phenomenon. There is still much room for methodological improvement.

The main results of the quantitative analysis conducted on the basis of the field study can be
summarised as follows: First, they support the central claim by the writers on technological
capability that technological efforts in the form of search for external information and internal
trial-and-error activities aimed at improving products are very important mechanisms for
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building up capabilities. Also in line with the results in the extant literature is the finding that
direct human capital formation through general education and formal technical training (as
distinct from informal apprenticeship training) has a notable effect on capability. In addition,
more passive learning mechanisms such as learning-by-doing and technical assistance offered
by various institutions and private individuals were found to make a significant contribution. No
support was found for the idea that capabilities might emanate mainly from the large-scale
modern sector and simply diffuse within the small-scale sector through the mobility of workers.
On the whole, the results of the quantitative analysis are quite encouraging, and they show that
it is indeed possible and fruitful to combine a qualitative, exploratory method of enquiry with
a quantitative approach which can give firmer support to some of its findings.

Several important implications for technology policy arise from the study. One important way
in which the process of capability building in the small-scale metalworking sector could be
fostered is through more attention to appropriate technical education and training.   Also
important is institutional assistance in the form of technical in-firm extension work by qualified

engineers, in collaboration with users of farm equipment who can provide valuable feedback
on product performance. Various information dissemination activities  such  as the organisation
of trade fairs, distribution of brochures and manuals and the arrangement of study tours for
producers are also valuable, in that they help producers in their search for relevant information.
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Sinds het begin van de tachtiger jaren is er in de literatuur over technologie en ontwikkeling
veel aandacht besteed aan technologische capaciteit ('technological capability') als een bepalende
factor voor het welslagen van industrialisatie in ontwikkelingslanden. Technologische capaciteit
wordt omschreven als de kennis en vaardigheden die nodig zijn om technologie effectief te

assimileren, aan te passen aan locale omstandigheden en te verbeteren, en het vermogen om
uiteindelijk zelf nieuwe technologie te creeren. In verschillende ontwikkelingslanden zijn

bedrijfsstudies uitgevoerd waaruit blijkt dat deze capaciteit niet spontaan en zonder inspanning
in ondernemingen ontstaat. Verwerving ervan vereist een technologisch leerproces, waarvoor

een doelbewuste aanwending van menskracht en financiele middelen noodzakelijk is.

Tot nu toe is de aandacht van de literatuur omtrent technologische capaciteit bijna uitsluitend

gericht op moderne grootschalige ondernemingen. In ontwikkelingslanden is de rol van de
moderne sector in het scheppen van werkgelegenheid echter nog tamelijk beperkt. Gezien het

zeer grote belang van kleinschalige (inclusief informele) bedrijvigheid voor de werkgelegenheid
in deze landen doet zich de vraag voor waarom dit grote segment van de industriale sector in
de literatuur niet aan bod komt. Immers, in kleine ondernemingen zijn de produktiviteit en
inkomens over het algemeen erg laag. Verhoging van technologische kennis en vaardigheden,

zo belangrijk voor inkomensverbetering, zijn dus juist daar het hardst nodig. Zijn kleine

ondernemingen wellicht over het hoofd gezien vanwege een stilzwijgende veronderstelling dat
een eigen technologische inspanning in dit soort bedrijfes niet nodig is? Bijvoorbeeld omdat

men zou mogen verwachten dat problemen van armoede en gebrek aan produktieve
werkgelegenheid binnen een tiental jaren vanzelf wel zullen worden opgelost door een snelle

expansie van de moderne industriele sector, of door een automatische verspreiding van de
kennis en vaardigheden die in deze sector reeds zijn opgebouwd? Of is de kleinschalige sector

misschien buiten beschouwing gelaten vanwege een veronderstelling dat opbouw van
technologische capaciteit aldaar - zelfs al is het nog zo wenselijk - gewoonweg niet plaatsvindt,

bijvoorbeeld vanwege een gebrek aan financiele middelen?
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Het centrale uitgangspunt van deze studie is dat geen van deze twee bovengenoemde
veronderstellingen als juist kunnen worden aangemerkt. Er wordt betoogd dat er voor kleine
ondernemingen wel degelijk een belangrijke rol is weggelegd in de accumulatie van
technologische capaciteit, en dat de opbouw van zulke capaciteit in grote moderne bedrijven
allttn, onvoldoende is voor het oplossen van het probleem van onderontwikkeling. Deze studie
stelt daarom dat de veronachtzaming van de kleinschalige sector een belangrijke beperking van
de literatuur inhoudt. Het doel van de studie is dan ook om meer inzicht te geven in de rol van
kleine ondernemingen in de opbouw van technologische capaciteit in ontwikkelingslanden, door
middel van een empirische studie over dit onderwerp.

Het onderwerp is op twee verschillende manieren bestudeerd, namelijk:
a)      een analyse van overwegend kwalitatieve gegevens uit secondaire literatuur; en
b)      een kwantitatieve analyse gebaseerd op nieuwe primaire data.

Voor het eerstgenoemde onderdeel van de studie werd een uitgebreid onderzoek verricht, gericht
op het identificeren van studies buiten de eigenlijke literatuur over technologische capaciteit
waaruit desalniettemin toch enige informatie te halen viel over het onderwerp van studie. Het
doel van dit literatuuronderzoek was eenvoudig om na te gaan of er wellicht toch reeds enige
informatie bestond over de opbouw van technologische kennis en vaardigheden in het
kleinbedrijf, en zo ja, wat men uit deze reeds beschikbare gegevens zou kunnen leren over het
onderwerp.

Dit literatuuronderzoek leverde een 40-tal relevante studies op. Hieruit werden gegevens geput
over de volgende vier aspecten:
(a)   de mate van capaciteitsopbouw die in kleine ondernemingen heeft plaatsgevonden,

evenals de aard van de opgedane kennis en vaardigheden;
(b)     de aard van het daaraan ten grondslag liggende leerproces;

(c)      factoren die het leerproces in gang hebben gezet en/of hebben gestimuleerd; en
(d)      de economische gevolgen van de opgebouwde capaciteit voor de bedrijUes en voor hun

omgeving.

Geconcludeerd kan worden dat technologische kennis en vaardigheden inderdaad lijken te
worden opgebouwd in kleine bedrijven. Bovendien is dit kennelijk nuttig vanuit economisch en
sociaal oogpunt omdat verhoogde technologische capaciteit bijdraagt aan meer werkgelegenheid
en hogere inkomens in de bedrijven. Daarnaast is het gunstig voor de afnemers die toegang
krijgen tot lokaal gemaakte en goed aan de lokale omstandigheden aangepaste produkten, die
vaak aanmerkelijk goedkoper zijn dan vergelijkbare geimporteerde goederen.
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Ook bleek uit het onderzoek dat technologische capaciteit voornamelijk wordt opgebouwd in
verschillende sectoren van de metaalbranche, met name onder producenten van relatief
eenvoudige, niet-specialistische machines en landbouwwerktuigen. Dit is een zeer belangrijke
bevinding, want dit zijn juist de branches die van cruciaal belang zijn voor de historische
ontwikkeling van een volwassen kapitaalgoederenindustrie, die zo'n belangrijke rol speelt in de
assimilatie van buitenlandse technologie en in het op gang brengen van een eigen, lokaal
gestuurd proces van technologische vooruitgang. Kleine kapitaalgoederenproducenten bevinden
zich over het algemeen in een sterk concurrerende markt en hebben sterke kontakten met hun
afnemers. In vergelijking met grote bedrijven zijn zij daarom beter in staat nuttige aanpassingen
van modellen te maken in het licht van lokale behoeften en specifieke omstandigheden, en
dragen zij door hun gedecentraliseerde ligging tevens zorg voor een efficientere verspreiding
van de produkten in kwestie onder brede lagen van de bevolking.

Net als in de grote ondernemingen die onderwerp van studie waren in de bestaande literatuur
op het gebied van technologische capaciteit, verloopt het leerproces dat leidt tot hogere kennis
en vaardigheden in kleine bedrijven uiterst langzaam en stap voor stap. Gewoonlijk duurt het
wel enige decennia voordat aanzienlijke resultaten zichtbaar worden. Terwijl een groot deel van
de nieuwe technologische kennis in grote ondernemingen wordt verworven via acquisitie en
aanpassing van procestechnologie, is het voornaamste leermechanisme in kleine ondernemingen
kennelijk het copieren van nieuwe, allengs ingewikkelder produkten, vaak in combinatie met
het maken van kleine aanpassingen daarvan. De bedrijcies die het onderwerp van studie waren
in het literatuuronderzoek waren in veel gevallen gestart als kleine reparatiewerkplaatsjes, en
verwierven de basiskennis en vaardigheden die nodig waren voor het starten van de eigenlijke
produktie door middel van het uit elkaar halen en nabouwen van door een lokaal groot bedrijf
gemaakte of germporteerde machines. In het eerste stadium is het leerproces meestal geheel
gebaseerd op kennis die wordt opgedaan in de praktijk van de produktie en door het uitvoeren
van eenvoudige, heel praktische experimenten op de werkvloer, gestuurd door interaktie met
afnemers die een belangrijke informatiebron kunnen zijn voor bijvoorbeeld het bestaan van
nieuwe modellen van machines en de noodzaak tot het uitvoeren van bepaalde
produlaverbeteringen. Naarmate het technologisch niveau in een bedrijfe hoger wordt en het
de beschikking krijgt over ruimere financiele middelen, wordt het scala van leeractiviteiten
uitgebreid en neemt de complexiteit van de activtiteiten toe. Formele technische opleiding en
scholing en het inhuren van werknemers met een ingenieursopleiding beginnen dan een
belangrijke rol te spelen. Maar zelfs in dit stadium is formeel onderzoek en ontwikkeling (R&D)
nog volledig afwezig.
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Terwijl de literatuurstudie enerzijds veel interessante inzichten opleverde, had zij tevens

belangrijke beperkingen. Bijna alle informatie was kwalitatief en beperkt, en in een groot aantal

gevallen nogal beschrijvend. De kwaliteit van de beschikbare informatie was in ieder geval niet
goed genoeg om als uitgangspunt te dienen voor de formulering van een effectief
technologiebeleid gericht op stimulering van een technologisch leerproces in kleinschalige
ondernemingen. Het tweede deel van deze studie was erop gericht om deze beperkingen in de
bestaande literatuur aan te pakken, door middel van een gedetailleerde studie over de opbouw
van technologische capaciteit onder kleine kapitaalgoederenproducenten. Hiervoor werden
nieuwe gegevens verzameld middels een serie van interviews met kleine producenten van
landbouwwerktuigen in de Pakistaanse provincie Punjab. De opbouw van technologische kennis

en vaardigheden kon in dit gebied goed worden bestudeerd omdat de landbouwwerktuigen-
industrie er een spectaculaire groei heeft doorgemaakt sinds het begin van de groene revolutie
in de eerste helft van de jaren zestig. De bedrijfstak bestaat er bijna geheel uit kleine bedrijven
(met een werknemersaantal van ruwweg tussen de vijf en vijftig personen) die een groot scala
aan landbouwwerktuigen produceren die gebruikt worden in combinatie met tractoren.

Uit praktische overwegingen was het aandachtsgebied van de veldstudie beperkter dan die van
de literatuurstudie. De opzet was om meer inzicht te verschaffen in het proces van
capaciteitsopbouw zelf, terwijl de oorzaken en de gevolgen van het proces buiten beschouwing
moesten blijven. In andere woorden, het doel van dit deel van de studie was het uitvoeren van
een kwantitatief onderzoek naar het verband tussen het niveau van technologische capaciteit in
de bedrijven enerzijds, en diverse processes in de ondernemingen waarvan men op grond van
de bestaande literatuur zou mogen verwachten dat zij in belangrijke mate hebben bijgedragen
aan te totstandkoming van deze capaciteit anderzijds.

Het ontwikkelen van geschikte meetbare indicatoren voor technologische capaciteit en de diverse
(vermoedelijk) daaraan ten grondslag liggende processen en aktiviteiten was een belangrijk
innovatief element in de studie. Men kan hiervoor niet te rade gaan bij de bestaande literatuur
over technologische capaciteit in grootschalige ondernemingen, want deze schiet ook ernstig
tekort betreffende het nauwkeurig meten van variabelen en het statistisch toetsen van relaties
tussen die variabelen.

Diverse proxy-variabelen voor capaciteit en het onderliggende technologische leerproces werden
ontwikkeld in samenwerking met ingenieurs met een grondige kennis van de locale industrie.
De variabelen waarmee technologische capaciteit werd gemeten waren indicatoren voor:
- de technische moeilijkheidsgraad van de produktie van de verschillende werktuigen;
- constructie van metaalbewerkingsmachines voor eigen gebruik;
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- niveau van produktkwaliteit;
- mate van produktdiversificatie;
- complexiteit de bedrijfsorganisatie; en
- het niveau van eigen ontwerpcapaciteit.

De determinanten van technologische capaciteit (d.w.z. de verschillende aktieve en passieve
elementen in het leerproces) werden gemeten door middel van proxies voor:
- de mate waarin een bedrijf aktief was in het assimileren en aanpassen van nieuwe modellen;
- de mate waarin er werd gezocht naar nieuwe technologische informatie in de

bedrijfsomgeving;
- de mate waarin technische assistentie werd ontvangen;
- het niveau van algemene (niet-technische) en technische kennis aanwezig in het bedrijf;
- de aard van de werkervaring van de ondernemer opgedaan voor de start van het eigen bedrijf;
- en de leeftijd van het bedrijf als proxy voor de mate van bedrijfservaring ('learning-

by-doing').

De hierboven genoemde indicator voor de produktcomplexiteit heeft een bijzonder belangrijke
funktie in deze studie. De literatuurstudie gaf duidelijk aan dat de kennis en vaardigheden met
betrekking tot het produktieproces in metaalbedrijven met name af te meten zijn aan de
complexiteit van de produkten die worden gemaakt. Een belangrijk kenmerk van
metaalproducenten is dat zij met een relatief beperkt aantal machines een zeer groot aantal

produkten kunnen maken. De fabricage van al deze produkten kan worden ontleed in dezelfde

standaardbewerkingen. De kennis en vaardigheden die nodig zijn voor deze bewerkingen kunnen
worden ingeschat door iemand die beschikt over goede kennis van de produktiekenmerken van
de locale metaalindustrie.

Het werkelijke belang van de in deze studie gebruikte indicator voor produktcomplexiteit is dan
ook dat de meetmethode geenszins beperkt is tot de landbouwmachineindustrie in de Pakistaanse

provincie Punjab. Het kan een nuttig instrument zijn voor de inschatting van de kennis en
vaardigheden in de metaalindustrie in ontwikkelingslanden in het algemeen. Gezien de grote rol
die deze industrietak (en meer in het bijzonder de producenten van kapitaalgoederen) speelt in
de assimilatie en aanpassing van technologie in ontwikkelingslanden, kan het gebruik van deze
methode dus inzicht geven in het niveau van technologische capaciteit dat deze landen hebben
bereikt. Tegelijkertijd moet worden gesteld dat de meetmethode die in deze studie werd
ontwikkeld nog slechts een eerste poging is om een bijzonder moeilijk meetbaar concept te

kwantificeren. Er is nog veel ruimte voor verbeteringen in de methodologie.
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De resultaten van de kwantitatieve analyse kunnen als volgt worden samengevat. Ten eerste
ondersteunen zij de centrale bewering uit de bestaande literatuur over technologische capaciteit
dat technologische inspanning in de vorm van het zoeken naar informatie buiten het bedrijf en
interne aktiviteiten gericht op produktassimilatie en -verbetering belangrijke mechanismen zijn
door middel waarvan technologische capaciteit wordt opgebouwd. Eveneens in harmonie met
de reeds bestaande literatuur is de bevinding dat direkte opbouw van menselijk kapitaal in de
vorm van scholing en technische training wezenlijk bijdraagt aan de verhoging van
technologische capaciteit. Daarnaast spelen passievere leermechanismen, zoals technische hulp
door instituten en geaccumuleerde bedrijfservaring, een belangrijke rol. Er werd geen
ondersteuning gevonden voor het idee dat kennis en vaardigheden voornamelijk zouden ontstaan
in de grootschalige sector, van waaruit zij zich zouden verspreiden door werknemers die hun
eigen bedrij es beginnen nadat zij voldoende ervaring hebben opgedaan. Over het geheel
genomen zijn de resultaten van de kwantitatieve analyse bevredigend, en zij laten zien dat een
combinatie van een kwalitative, diepgaande case-study methode en een kwantitieve benadering
die harder bewijs oplevert voor de bevindingen van zulk kwalitatief onderzoek goed mogelijk
en zinvol  is.

De studie heeft een aantal belangrijke implicaties voor technologiebeleid. Een belangrijke
manier waarop het proces van capaciteitsopbouw in kleinschalige metaalbedrijven kan worden
bevorderd  is  door meer aandacht te geven aan technische opleiding en training. Institutionele
technische hulpverlening in de vorm van consultaties van ingenieurs in de bedrijven, in
samenwerking met de gebruikers van de machines die waardevolle informatie kunnen
verschaffen over het functioneren ervan. Aktiviteiten voor de verspreiding van relevante
informatie, zoals de organisatie van beurzen, de verspreiding van brochures en technische
handleidingen, en de organisatie van studiereizen voor de ondernemers, zijn ook nuttig.
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